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netting at different sporting stadiums/facilities in Washington and other surrounding states, 
including Idaho. (Id.) 
According to Mr. Anderson, the barrier netting at Memorial Stadium has more extensive 
coverage than any other baseball stadium he has worked on or observed in his 43 years in the 
netting industry.2 (Id. at 19.) The other baseball stadiums Mr. Anderson has worked on and 
observed over his 43 years in the netting industry generally only place barrier netting around the 
home plate area and sometimes, in addition to the barrier netting around the home plate area, 
extend barrier netting out to the end of the team dugouts. (Anderson Aff., en 10-11 (Ex. B).) 
In fact, Mr. Anderson is unaware of any baseball club, other than the Boise Hawks, that 
has chosen to exceed the industry standard by placing extra barrier netting almost all the way 
down the fIrst-base and third-base lines of their baseball stadium - as the Boise Hawks have done 
at Memorial Stadium. (Id. at en 12-13 (Ex. C).) 
c. Laneuage On the Back of Each Boise Hawks Ticket. 
A spectator, whether a season ticket holder or otherwise, cannot gain entrance into 
Memorial Stadium without a ticket. (Rahr Aff., 116.) The Boise Hawks tickets contain the 
following language on the back of each ticket: 
THE HOLDER ASSUMES THE RISK AND DANGERS 
INCIDENTAL TO THE GAME OF BASEBALL INCLUDING 
SPECIFICALLY (BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY) THE DANGER 
OF BEING INJURED BY THROWN OR BATIED BALLS... 
2 On or about June 2, 2008, the Boise Hawks hired Allsports to install replacement barrier netting 
at Memorial Stadium in Garden City, Idaho. (Anderson Aff., '15.) Allsports used existing barrier netting 
poles to complete the June 2008 installation at Memorial Stadium. (Id. at '116-7 (Ex. A).) The work done 
by Allsports is not at issue in this case. 
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(ld. at n 16-17 (Ex. C).) 
According to Mr. Rountree, he was a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for approximately 
20 consecutive seasons/years - between 1989 and 2009. (See Evett Mf., Ex. A (Deposition of 
Bud Rountree), 34:13-21 and 43:18-25; See also Rahr Aff., 1 3.) There are approximately 40 
home games in each season. (Rahr Aff., 113.) By Mr. Rountree's own account, he personally 
attended a minimum of 10 home games each of his 20 seasons/years as a season ticket holder. 
(See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 44:12-45:6.) Thus, Mr. Rountree has personally attended over 200 Boise 
Hawks games. (Id.) 
When Memorial Stadium fIrst opened in 1989, Mr. Rountree purchased two season ticket 
seats. (Id. at 45:10-16.) Shortly thereafter, Mr. Rountree "upped" his season ticket seats to four. 
(Id.) As a season ticket holder, at the beginning of each season Mr. Rountree would receive one 
Boise Hawks ticket for each home game for each season ticket seat he purchased. (Rahr Aff., 1 
21.) Thus, Mr. Rountree received somewhere between 80 (when he had two season ticket seats) 
and 160 (when he had four season ticket seats) Boise Hawks tickets each season. This means 
Mr. Rountree received somewhere between 1600 and 3200 Boise Hawks tickets during his 20 
seasons/years as a season ticket holder. The aforementioned language was on the back of each 
Boise Hawks ticket Mr. Rountree received since becoming a season ticket holder in 1989. (See 
Rahr Aff., 118.) 
Despite the fact that this language has been on the back of approximately 1600 to 3200 
Boise Hawks tickets handled by Mr. Rountree over a 20-year period, Mr. Rountree claims to 
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have never read the language before the August 13, 2008, accident. (See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 82:3­
D.	 The August 13, 2008 Accident. 
On August 13, 2008, Mr. Rountree took his wife, Linda Ballard, and two of his 
grandchildren to a Boise Hawks game at Memorial Stadium in Garden City, Idaho. (Evett Aff., 
Ex. B (Deposition of Linda Ballard), 28:18-22.) Mr. Rountree had four season ticket seats in the 
Viper section of Memorial Stadium - Row H, Seats 7-10. (Rahr Aff., en 19.) There is barrier 
netting between Mr. Rountree's seats, as well as all other seats in the Viper section of Memorial 
Stadium, and the field of play. (Id.; See also Evett Aff., Ex. A, 52:14-24.) 
On August 13, 2008, however, Mr. Rountree chose not to sit in his season ticket seats. 
(See Evett Aff., Ex. B, 30:17-32:5.) Instead, Mr. Rountree reserved a table in the Hawks Nest to 
eat, drink, and watch the game. (Id.) The Hawks Nest is a full service eating and drinking area 
and is fully enclosed by barrier netting. (Rahr Aff., en 10.) 
In or around the fifth inning of the game, Mr. Rountree, his wife, and his two 
grandchildren exited the fully enclosed Hawks Nest and went to the Executive Club, located 
adjacent to the Hawks Nest, to watch the game. (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 80:13-18.) The Executive 
Club is located at the end of the third-base line next to the outfield wall of Memorial Stadium. 
(Rahr Aff., en 8.) The Executive Club stops serving food and beverages before the beginning of 
3 Mr. Rountree's friend, Stan Tollinger, with whom he attended many of the Boise Hawks games, 
knew about the language on the back of the Boise Hawks tickets for years prior to the August 13, 2008, 
accident. (Evett Aff., Ex. C (Deposition of Albert Stanton Tollinger), '121:18-22:22.) 
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121:
each game and, at that point, acts only as an alternative location for people to watch the game 
without the obstruction of barrier netting. (Id. at 1[ 9.) 
When Mr. Rountree entered the Executive Club with his wife and grandchildren, he told 
his grandchildren that they could be hit by foul balls in this area if they did not watch out. (Evett 
Aff., Ex. B, 34:16-35:9.) During her November 2,2010, deposition, Ms. Ballard testified as 
follows: 
Q: The evening of the accident, were you concerned at all that your step­
grandkids needed to be warned about watching out for foul balls at the 
park? 
A: Well, we told them they needed to watch out. And where we were at, you 
know, I felt it was relatively safe because I thought there was adequate 
netting. 
Q: So before you got to the park. you told the boys. you need to watch out for 
foul balls? 
A: Yeah. And I know Bud told them when we were down there, he says, 
now, you guys, if you see a ball coming, make sure you watch for it, you 
know, don't get hit. 
Q: And when you say "when we were down there," Bud told them that, where 
is "down there"? 
A: Well, there's kind of a gazebo area that we walked down to after we got 
through eating, because he wanted to show them everything down there. 
Q: And so the area that you just mentioned, that's the area where Bud was hit, 
wasn't it? 
A: Yes. 
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(Id.) (emphasis added.)4 
Approximately ten minutes after entering the Executive Club, while talking with someone 
and facing away from the field of play, Mr. Rountree heard the "roar of the crowd" and turned 
towards the field of play and directly into an oncoming foul ball. (See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 74:8-16; 
75:18-25; 101:3-14; and 111:1-4.) The foul ball hit Mr. Rountree in his right eye and, as a result, 
his right eye was surgically removed. (ld.) At his deposition, Mr. Rountree testified as follows: 
Q: And before you were hit, you weren't looking at the field; right? 
A: Before I was hit I was not looking at the field. 
Q: Because you were talking to someone? 
A: Correct. 
*** 
Q:	 What made you turn towards the field before you were hit? 
A:	 During the discussion with the other person, I heard the roar of the crowd, 
similar to if it was a home run or something. So upon hearing that is when 
I turned my head.... I turned my head, it took my eye out. 
*** 
Q:	 And when you were down in the elevated portion [the Executive Club]­
and you were there for about 10 minutes before you got hit; right? 
A:	 When I was down in the elevated portion you said? 
Q:	 Yeah. You were there about ten minutes; right? 
4 Based upon Ms. Ballard's testimony, she and Mr. Rountree warned the boys at least two different 
times on August 13, 2008, that they needed to watch out for foul balls - once before getting to Memorial 
Stadium and once in the Executive Club. (Id.) 
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A: Okay. 
Q: That's what Exhibit C says; right? 
A: Okay. 
Q: You agree with that; correct? 
A: Yes. I was confused when you said "down in the elevated section." 
*** 
Q:	 And you would agree, wouldn't you, that riWt before you were hit you 
were not paying attention to the field of play? 
A: Correct. 
(Evett Aff., Ex. A, 74:8-16; 75:18-25; 101:3-14; and 111:1-4) (emphasis added.) 
E.	 History Leadine Up To The AUlrnst 13, 2008, Accident. 
Mr. Rountree grew up watching and playing baseball and even helped coach his son's 
baseball team when his son was younger. (See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 47:4-22 and 48:10-19.) As 
discussed, Mr. Rountree was a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for approximately 20 
consecutive seasons/years. (Id. at 34:13-21 and 43:18-25.) In fact, in Mr. Rountree's own 
words, he is an "avid Hawks fan." (Id. at 44:3-4.) In his wife's words, Mr. Rountree "loves" 
baseball. (Evett Aff., Ex. B, 29:25-30:2.) 
As an "avid Hawks fan" who attended 200+ Boise Hawks games over a 20 season/year 
period, Mr. Rountree knows that foul balls are common to the game of baseball, Mr. Rountree 
knows that foul balls frequently enter the areas surrounding the field of play, and Mr. Rountree 
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knows that, as a spectator, if you are not paying attention to the field of play there is the 
possibility of getting hit by a foul ball. Mr. Rountree testified as follows: 
Q.	 Before the accident that you had back in 2008, did you ever see a spectator 
get hit with a foul ball at Hawks stadium? 
A.	 I know that foul balls have come up in the stands, and whether people 
were injured by them or not - you know. some people catch them. 
Q.	 So before the accident you had, you had seen spectators catch foul balls at 
Hawks stadium? 
A.	 Yes. 
Q.	 And do you have a memory of ever seeing a spectator at a Hawks game. 
before the accident. get hit with a foul ball? 
A.	 I don't think I can - defme what you mean by "hit," because ­
Q.	 Well, hit in the body. 
A.	 Oh, not that I was sitting there. I mean, I - not near me anyway. 
Q.	 But have you - excluding people sitting near you, did you ever see 
anybody, before your accident, at Hawks stadium get hit with a foul ball, 
regardless of where they were sitting? 
A.	 I've seen foul balls come into the stands. And when you say "hit," I can't 
say if they were hit with them, or if they - the spectator caught them or 
dodged them or what. 
*** 
Q.	 Have you ever had a ball come down near you at any time? 
A.	 What's your defmition of near? 
Q.	 Within 20 feet? 
A.	 Within 20 feet. yes. 
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(Evett Aff., Ex. A, 50:16-51:15 and 53:6-10) (emphasis added.) 
Mr. Rountree's testimony is supported by the testimony of Stan Tollinger, Mr. Rountree's 
friend, who is a fellow Boise Hawks fan and someone with whom Mr. Rountree would 
frequently watch Boise Hawks games.5 (Evett Mf., Ex. C, 8:1-9:19 and 10:10-16.) During his 
November 11,2010, deposition, Mr. Tollinger testified as follows: 
Q.	 At any of the games you ever went to, did you ever see a spectator get hit 
by a ball? 
A.	 Yes. 
*** 
Q.	 And before Bud's accident, about how many times do you think you saw 
people get hit at Hawks games with foul balls? You can guesstimate too. 
A.	 Sure. Two or three in all the years that I - because guys, you know - just 
two or three times. Usually it's over the backstand. 
*** 
Q.	 But you did go to a lot of games. And, obviously, when you go to baseball 
games, foul balls get hit pretty frequently in a game, correct? 
A.	 Correct. 
Q.	 And at Hawks games you probably saw foul balls go out into the parking 
lot fairly often? 
A.	 Yes. 
Q.	 And probably saw cars get hit every once in a while? 
A.	 Yes. 
5 Mr. Tollinger's seats are located one row back and directly behind Mr. Rountree's seats in 
Memorial Stadium - Row I, Seats 9-10. (Evett Aff., Ex. C, 38:1-7.) 
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*** 
Q.	 But you probably saw people who had ball gloves at Hawks games to try 
to catch foul balls? 
A.	 The kids. 
Q.	 The kids mainly? Yes? 
A.	 Yes. 
Q.	 And every once in a while, you probably saw someone who did catch a 
foul ball with a glove at a Hawks game? 
A.	 Yes, and the audience would cheer. 
Q.	 Yeah. And in the little general area where you sat with your group of 
friends, did balls ever come and land around you all? 
A.	 Yes. 
Q.	 And they would either be caught by someone or they would hit a seat or 
the concrete and bounce off somewhere? 
A.	 Correct. 
Q.	 And that's just kind of part of a baseball game, isn't it, foul balls coming 
into the crowd that are either being caught or bouncing away? 
A. Yes. 
(Evett Aff., Ex. C, 32:5-34:21.) 
According to Mr. Rahr, he has personally seen thousands of foul balls hit into areas 
surrounding the field of play at Memorial Stadium in his seven seasons and approximately 280 
home games with the Boise Hawks. (Rahr Aff., en 14.) Foul balls are a common occurrence at 
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Memorial Stadium, not unlike any other baseball stadium, and are part of the game of baseball. 
(Id.) 
Mr. Rountree also testified during his deposition that he had "occasionally" been in the 
Executive Club prior to the August 13,2008, accident. (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 68:22-24.) This 
testimony is again supported by the testimony of Mr. Tollinger. According to Mr. Tollinger, he 
and Mr. Rountree would go to the Executive Club" perhaps every other game." (Evett Aff., Ex. 
C, 17:12-19.) Mr. Tollinger testified as follows: 
Q.	 And was it obvious to you when you were in this area of the park [the 
Executive Club] that there wasn't any netting-
A.	 Yes. 
Q.	 - facing the field? 
A. Yes. 
(Id. at 18:6-10.) (emphasis added.) 
Lisa Leek, who knows Ms. Ballard from their employment in the mortgage industry, was 
in the Executive Club at the time of the August 13, 2008, accident. (See Evett Aff., Ex. D 
(Deposition of Lisa Leek), 7:19-8:6 and 12:15-22.) Ms. Leek's testimony supports Mr. 
Tollinger's testimony that it was obvious there was no netting facing the field in the Executive 
Club. Ms. Leek testified as follows: 
Q.	 And so my question is, simply the part of this area facing the field [in the 
Executive Club], did that have netting on it the night of the accident? 
A.	 Are you talking about this part right here in front of the bench [looking at 
Plaintiff's Exhibit Nos. 5 and 6]? 
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I I
Q.	 Yes. 
A.	 No. There was no netting there. 
Q.	 And the night of the accident, was it obvious to you there was no netting 
there? 
A.	 Yes. 
Q.	 And you had been in that area before, correct? 
A.	 No. 
*** 
Q.	 So the night of the accident, that was the fIrst time you were ever in this 
area [the Executive Club] that doesn't have netting facing the fIeld? 
A. Correct. 
(Evett Aff., Ex. D, 14:10-22 and 15:5-8.) (emphasis added.) Ms. Leek reaffIrmed her testimony 
when questioned later in her deposition by Mr. Rountree's counsel, in relevant part, stating: 
Q.	 When you walked into this area, can you recall whether or not you 
consciously recognized that there was no netting between the Executive 
Club area and the fIeld? 
A. I was aware there was no netting. 
(Id. at 34:19-23.) 
In fact, according to Ms. Leek's testimony, she and her husband went into the Executive 
Club because they knew there was no netting facing the fIeld of play and wanted to watch the 
game without the obstruction of barrier netting. (Id. at 15:9-15.) Ms. Leek testifIed as follows: 
Q.	 And the night of the accident, do you remember, was there a particular 
reason you went into that part of the park [the Executive Club]? 
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A.	 I just walked around there to stand right by this pole right here [looking at 
Plaintiffs Exhibit Nos. 5 and 6] to watch the game, because it was a little 
easier to see than through the netting. 
(Id.) (emphasis added.) 
More importantly, Mr. Rountree's knowledge that foul balls could enter the Executive 
Club area is demonstrated by Mr. Rountree telling his grandchildren that they could be hit by foul 
balls in this area if they did not watch out (as discussed supra). (See Evett Aff., Ex. B, 34:16­
35:9.) 
While foul balls are common and it is important for spectators at Memorial Stadium to 
watch the field of play, in Mr. Rahr's seven seasons and approximately 280 home games with the 
Boise Hawks, the August 13, 2008, accident is the only time a spectator has suffered a "major" 
injury because of a foul ball and, to his knowledge, the only time a foul ball has entered the 
Executive Club. (See Rahr Aff., 1 15.) 
III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure governs motions for summary judgment. 
Rule 56(c) provides in relevant part: 
The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, 
depositions and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if 
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 
I.R.C.P.56(c). 
When a party moves for summary judgment under Rule 56(b), the non-moving party 
"cannot rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a 
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genuine issue of fact." Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87, 996 
P.2d 303,306 (2000); McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 769, 820 P.2d 360,364 (1991). The 
nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material fact 
exists to establish a genuine issue. Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 401, 987 
P.2d 300, 313 (1999); Verbillis v. Dependable Appliance Co., 107 Idaho 335, 689 P.2d 227 (Ct. 
App. 1984). Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states in pertinent part: 
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as 
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's 
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must 
set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for 
trial. If the party does not so respond, summary judgment, if 
appropriate, shall be entered against the party. 
I.R.c.P. 56(e). 
In addition, the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law when the 
non-moving party "fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element 
essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." E.g., 
Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263, 267 (2000); Nelson By and Through Nelson 
v. City ofRupert, 128 Idaho 199,202,911 P.2d 1111, 1114 (1996). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
It is not entirely clear whether Mr. Rountree is alleging common law negligence or 
premises liability in this lawsuit. Regardless, the Boise Hawks' position is that it complied with 
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its limited duty to reduce the risks to spectators at Memorial Stadium of being hit by foul balls.6 
Moreover, Mr. Rountree consented to the risk of being hit by a foul ball when he entered 
Memorial Stadium. 
A.	 The Court Should Adopt the Limited Duty Rule and Find that the Boise Hawks 
Complied With It. 
1. Overview of the "Limited Duty" Rule. 
The Boise Hawks ask this court to adopt the "limited duty" rule in this case and fmd, as a 
matter of law, that it complied with the rule. 
The question of whether a legal duty exists is a question of law for the court to decide. 
Turpen v. Granieri, 133 Idaho 244, 247, 985 P.2d 669,672 (1999) (citing Freeman v. luker, 119 
Idaho 555, 556, 808 P.2d 1300, 1301 (1991». The Supreme Court holds that not every person or 
entity owes a tort duty to everyone else in all circumstances. Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247-48,985 
P.2d at 672-73. Accordingly, this court has the power to adopt the limited duty rule. 
In determining whether a duty will arise in a particular context, Idaho courts have 
identified several factors to consider. Id. at 247. Other courts have used the same factors to 
adopt some form of a limited duty rule in the baseball setting. See, e.g., AMS Salt Industries, Inc. 
v. Magnesium Corp. ofAmerica, 942 P.2d 315, 321 (Utah 1997); Perreira v. State, 768 P.2d 
6 Neither Home Plate nor Memorial Stadium have any liability under a premises liability theory as 
neither was the land owner and neither had any control over netting at the stadium. Boise Baseball, LLC, 
also has no liability as a mere owner of the Boise Hawks, because it had no control over the stadium. Only 
one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises theory. Boots, ex rei., Boots v. Winters, 145 
Idaho 389, 393 (Ct.App. 2008). If Plaintiff's theory against these Defendants is simple negligence, then 
summary judgment is appropriate because there is no evidence of an act or omission by any of them that 
constitutes negligence. See Cramer v. Slaton, 146 Idaho 868, 873 (2009) (negligence elements). Last, if the 
Boise Hawks escape liability, Boise Baseball, LLC necessarily does as well. 
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1198, 1209 (Colo. 1989); Carvalho v. Toll Bros. & Developers, 675 A.2d 209, 212-13 (N.J. 
1996). The factors include the foreseeability of harm to the plaintiff, the degree of certainty that 
the plaintiff suffered injury, the closeness of the connection between the defendant's conduct and 
the injury suffered, the moral blame attached to the defendant's conduct, the policy of preventing 
future harm, the extent of the burden to the defendant and consequences to the community of 
imposing a duty to exercise care with resulting liability for breach, and the availability, cost, and 
prevalence of insurance for risk involved. Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247. 
In addressing the scope of a baseball club's duty in the common law negligence and/or 
premises liability setting, other jurisdictions overwhelmingly support some form of a "limited 
duty rule," also commonly referred to as the "baseball rule," which places two important 
requirements on stadium owners and operators: (1) there must be screening for the area of the 
field behind home plate where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest; and (2) such 
screening must be of sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators as 
may reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game.7 
7 See generally James L. Rigelhaupt, Jr., Liability to Spectator at Baseball Game Who Is Hit by Ball 
or Injured as Result ofOther Hazards ofGame, 91 A.L.R.3d 24 (1979); See also Turner v. Mandalay Sports 
Entertainment, UC, 180 P.3d 1172 (Nev. 2008); Lawson ex reI. Lawson v. Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901 
P.2d 1013 (Utah 1995); Bellezzo v. State, 174 Ariz. 548, 851 P.2d 847 (Ct. App. 1992); ARIz. REv. STAT. 
ANN. § 12-554 (1999) (statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Hunt v. Portland Baseball Club, 207 Or. 337, 
296 P.2d 495 (1956);Akinsv. Glens Falls CitySch. Dist., 53 N.Y.2d325, 441 N.Y.S.2d 644, 424N.E.2d531 
(N.Y. 1981); Sparks v. Sterling Doubleday Enterprises, LP, 752 N.Y.S.2d 79 (N.Y. S. Ct. App. Div. 2002); 
COLO. REv. STAT. ANN. § 13-21-120 (1994) (statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Sciarrotta v. Global 
Spectrum, 194NJ. 345, 944A.2d 630 (2008); NJ. STAT. ANN. § 2A:53A-43-2A:53A-48 (2oo6)(statutorily 
adopted limited duty rule); Arnold v. City ofCedar Rapids, 443 N.W.2d 332 (Iowa 1989); Lorino v. New 
Orleans Baseball & Amusement Co., 16 La.App. 95,133 So. 408 (1931); 745 ILL. COMPo STAT. ANN. 38/1 
(1992) (statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Costa v. Boston Red Sox Baseball Club, 61 Mass.App.Ct. 299, 
809 N.E.2d 1090 (Mass. App. Ct. 2004); Benejam v. Detroit Tigers, Inc., 246 Mich.App. 645, 635 N.W.2d 
219 (2001); Alwin v. St. Paul Saints Baseball Club, Inc., 672 N.W.2d 570 (Minn. Ct. App. 2003); Anderson 
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Although this duty has been framed differently in different jurisdictions, there is an 
almost universal consensus that stadium owners and operators should not be held responsible for 
injuries to spectators that result from foul balls leaving the field of play at baseball games - at 
least if adequate safety screening has been provided to protect areas of the stadium in the vicinity 
of home plate, where the danger is thought to be most acute. See FN7. The rule strikes a balance 
between safety and preserving the essential character (including the innate risks) of baseball. 
The limited duty rule identifies the duty of baseball stadium owners and operators with 
greater specificity than the usual standard provides. E.g., Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175; Benejam, 
635 N.W.2d at 223 (quoting McNiel v. Ft. Worth Baseball Club, 268 S.W.2d 244,246 (Tex. Civ. 
App. 1954)). In this sense, the limited duty rule does not eliminate the stadium owners and 
operators' duty to keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition or to exercise ordinary care to 
prevent unreasonable, foreseeable risks of harm to protect spectators against injury; rather, it 
defmes that duty in detail. See, e.g., Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175. This rule insures that those 
spectators' desiring protection from foul balls will be accommodated and that seats in the most 
dangerous area of the stadium will be safe. See, e.g., Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901 P.2d at 1015. 
At the same time, this rule recognizes baseball tradition and spectator preference by not requiring 
owners to screen the entire stadium. Id. 
v. Kansas City Baseball Club, 231 S.W.2d 170, 173 (Mo. 1950); Erickson v. Lexington Baseball Club, 233 
N.C. 627,65 S.E.2d 140 (1951); Hobby v. City o/Durham andDurhamBullsBaseball Club, Inc., 569 S.E.2d 
1 (N.C. Ct. App. 2002); Cincinnati Baseball Club Co. v. Eno, 112 OhioSt. 175, 147 N.E. 86 (1925); Pakett 
v. The Phillies, LP., 871 A.2d 304, 307-08 (pa. Commw. Ct. 2005); Friedman v. Houston Sports Ass'n, 731 
S.W.2d 572, 574-75 (Tex. App. 1987); Tite v. Omaha Coliseum Corp., 144 Neb. 22 (Neb. 1943); Perry v. 
Seattle School Dist. No. 1,66 Wash.2d 800, 405 P.2d 589 (1965); Moulas v. PBC Productions Inc., 217 
Wis.2d 449,576 N.W.2d 929 (1998). 
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Neighboring states have recently adopted the rule. 
In Turner v. Mandalay Sports Entertainment, UC, 180 P.3d 1172 (Nev. 2008), the 
Nevada Supreme Court affIrmed summary judgment for a minor league baseball team where a 
spectator was injured when a foul ball struck her in the face as she sat in the baseball stadium's 
concession area. In affIrming the trial court's judgment, the court applied the limited duty rule 
and found that although a proprietor owes a general duty to use reasonable care to keep the 
premises in a reasonably safe condition for use, the risk of an occasional foul ball being hit into a 
concessions area - which was located in the upper concourse level above the stands, with no 
barrier netting surrounding it - does not amount to an unduly high risk of injury. Id. at 1176. 
The court also found that the plaintiff failed to demonstrate that any other spectator had suffered 
injuries as a result of a foul ball landing in the concessions area. Id. The court went on to state 
that it recognized the importance of establishing parameters around personal injury litigation 
stemming from baseball and that the stadium owner satisfied the applicable duty of care by 
providing sufficient protected seating under the limited duty rule. Id.; See also FN17. 
Likewise, in Lawson ex rel. Lawson v. Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901 P.2d 1013 (Utah 
1995), the Utah Supreme Court affirmed summary judgment for the minor league baseball team 
and city where a spectator at a baseball game was injured when a foul ball struck her in the head 
while sitting in an unprotected seating area along the first-base line. In affIrming the trial court's 
judgment, the court applied the limited duty rule and found that although a baseball facility must 
use reasonable care in providing a reasonably safe place for its patrons, having provided adequate 
seating and protection for those spectators seated in the area behind home plate - the area 
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considered to be the most dangerous - the baseball facility had no duty to provide additional 
screening along the baselines of its field where the risk of being struck by a foul ball is 
considerably less. Id. at 1015-16. 
2. This Court Should Adopt the "Limited Duty" Rule. 
This court should adopt the limited duty rule under the Turpen test and clarify the duty 
stadium owners and operators owe to spectators in the baseball setting. See, e.g., Turpen, 133 
Idaho at 247, 985 P.2d at 672; Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175; Benejam, 635 N.W.2d at 223; Salt Lake 
Trappers, Inc., 901 P.2d at 1015. 
Foul balls are an unavoidable part of baseball. Fans go to games specifically to catch foul 
balls. Fan access to foul balls is an undeniable part of the game. Imposing a general duty of care 
on the Boise Hawks, rather than the limited duty rule, would be tremendously burdensome and 
necessitate changing the nature of the game at Memorial Stadium at the expense of the 
community. 
Foul balls are hit out of the field of play at Memorial Stadium all the time. (Rahr Aff., 'I[ 
14.) They fly into the parking lot where they can strike cars and pedestrians. (Evett Aff., Ex. A. 
50:16-19; Ex. B, 33:13-34:4; and Ex. C, 33:10-22.) Even though the Boise Hawks have netted 
the vast majority of the stadium, foul balls can still make it over the top of the netting and land 
around spectators. (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 50:15-51:15 and Ex. C, 34:1-23.) 
There are only two ways for the Boise Hawks to protect everyone in the vicinity of the 
park from the possibility of being struck: (1) net every inch of the stadium from foul post to 
behind home plate and erect netting several hundred feet high to prevent foul balls from leaving 
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the park; or (2) shut down the club. Neither approach is acceptable as neither approach is 
reasonable and would either alter the game beyond recognition or destroy it. 
In addition to being overly burdensome and harmful to the community, imposing a 
general duty of care on the Boise Hawks does not comport with the Turpen test in other respects. 
Because foul balls are part of baseball, and being struck by a foul ball is an unavoidable risk, 
there is no "closeness or connection" between the Boise Hawks' conduct and Mr. Rountree's 
injury. Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247. The mere act of putting a game on presents a risk that 
spectators will be hit, even those behind home plate. Similarly, there is no moral blame attached 
to the Boise Hawks' conduct, because the risk of being struck by a foul ball is part of the game. 
Id. 
Foul balls and the risk of injury to baseball spectators are part of the game of baseball. 
The only way to preserve the nature of a game where fans demand the ability to catch foul balls 
is adoption of the limited duty rule. 
3. The Boise Hawks Complied With the Limited Duty Rule. 
Under the circumstances of this case, Defendants have fulfilled the first component of the 
limited duty rule by providing protection for the spectators in what is considered the most 
dangerous section of the stands at Memorial Stadium - the home plate area. (See Anderson Aff., 
TJ[ 10-13.) Memorial Stadium exceeds industry standards by providing extra barrier netting 
almost all the way down the first-base and third-base lines at Memorial Stadium. (Id.) In Mr. 
Anderson's own words, "[t]he barrier netting at Memorial Stadium has more extensive coverage 
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than any other baseball stadium I have worked on or observed in my 43 years in the netting 
industry." (Id. at 1 9.) 
Defendants have also fulfilled the second component of the limited duty rule by providing 
adequate protection for as many spectators as may reasonably be expected to desire such seating 
in the course of an ordinary game at Memorial Stadium. (See Rahr Aff., 1: 5; See also Anderson 
Aff., Ex. A.) Generally this component is satisfied as long as there is an adequate amount of 
protected seating around the home plate area alone. See, e.g., Benejam, 635 N.W.2d at 223; 
Akins, 441 N.Y.S.2d at 645-47, 424 N.E.2d at 532-34; Arnold, 443 N.W.2d at 333. However, as 
discussed supra, Defendants have exceeded this industry standard by placing barrier netting that 
is approximately 30 feet in height almost all the way down the first-base and third-base lines of 
Memorial Stadium. (See Rahr Aff., 1 5; See also Anderson Aff., 1 12 and Exs. A and C.) 
At the time of the August 13, 2008, accident, Mr. Rountree had four season ticket seats in 
the Viper section of Memorial Stadium - Row H, Seats 7-10 - which has barrier netting between 
Mr. Rountree's seats, as well as all other seats in the Viper section of Memorial Stadium, and the 
field of play. (Rahr Aff., 1 19.) The night of the accident, however, Mr. Rountree chose not to 
sit in his season ticket seats. (See Evett Aff., Ex. B, 30:17-32:5.) Instead, Mr. Rountree chose to 
enter and view the game from the Executive Club - a location in Memorial Stadium that does not 
have barrier netting between it and the field of play and where he could be hit by a foul ball. (See 
Evett Aff., Ex. B, 34:16-35:9; See also Rahr Aff., 1 9.) 
One court keenly observed that "the chance to apprehend a misdirected baseball is as 
much a part of the game as the seventh inning stretch or peanuts and Cracker Jack." Rudnick, 
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156 Cal.App.3d at 802. Another court stated that "[t]here is an inherent value in having most 
seats unprotected by a screen because baseball patrons generally want to be involved with the 
game in an intimate way and are even hoping that they will come in contact with some projectile 
from the field (in the form of a souvenir baseball)." Benejam, 635 N.W.2d at 222. Ultimately, by 
specifying the duty imposed on stadium owners, the limit duty rule prevents burgeoning litigation 
that might signal the demise or substantial alteration of the game of baseball as a spectator sport. 
[d. at 223. 
The Court should fmd that the limited duty rule applies and that the Boise Hawks are 
relieved from any liability because it has provided protection for spectators in what is considered 
the most dangerous section of the stands and has netted more extensively than the limited duty 
rule requires. Accordingly, the Court should grant the motion for summary judgment. 
B.	 The Court Should Alternatively Find Plaintiff Bud Rountree Consented to the Risk 
of Beine Hit By a Foul Ball. 
Idaho's comparative negligence statute - Idaho Code § 6-801 - does away with the "all or 
nothing" rule of the contributory negligence defense. Salinas v. Vierstra, 107 Idaho 984, 988, 
965 P.2d 369, 373 (1985). In Salinas, the Supreme Court held that Idaho's comparative 
negligence statute also applies to any use of assumption of risk as a defense and abolished its 
legal effect in Idaho, with one exception: where a plaintiff expressly assumes the risk involved. 
[d. at 989-90. In order to avoid any misunderstanding and confusion, the Salinas Court stated 
that the terminology of assumption of risk should no longer be used because express assumption 
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of risk clearly sounds in contract and not tort. Id. Rather, the correct terminology to use to assert 
this defense [in tort] is "consent." Id. 8 
"Consent" is the willingness for conduct to occur and it may be manifested by action or 
inaction and need not be communicated to the actor. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 892 
(1979). Ifwords or conduct are reasonably understood by another to be intended as consent, they 
are as effective as consent in fact. Id. Although the defmition of consent is straightforward and 
comprehendible, Idaho appellate courts have not revisited the concept of "consent" in terms of 
assuming risks in the tort setting since Salinas. Nevertheless, there are cases from other 
jurisdictions that have explored this concept in detail - of particular importance are those in the 
sports setting. 
In the sports setting, which by its very nature involves an elevated degree of danger, if a 
participant makes an informed estimate of the risks involved in the activity and willingly 
undertakes them, then there should be no liability if he is injured as a result of those risks. See, 
e.g., Turcotte v. Fell, 68 N.Y.2d 432, 437, 502 N.E.2d 964, 967, 510 N.Y.S.2d 49,52 (N.Y. Ct. 
App. 1986); Hunt v. Portland Baseball Club, 207 Or. 337, 347-48 296 P.2d 495, 499-50 (Or. 
8 Other comparative fault jurisdictions that have abrogated assumption of risk as a defense continue 
to recognize consent as an absolute bar in an action for negligence. See, e.g., Knight v. Jewett, 3 Cal.4th 296, 
11 Cal.Rptr.2d 2,834 P.2d 696 (Cal. 1992); Fell v. Zimath, 575 A.2d 267 (Del. Super. 1989); Kuehner v. 
Green, 436 So.2d 78, 80 (Fla. 1983); Barrett v. Fritz, 42 Ill.2d 529, 248 N.E.2d 111 (Ill. 1969); Murray v. 
Ramada Inns, Inc., 521 So.2d 1123 (La. 1988); Wilson v. Gordan, 354 A.2d 398 (Me. 1976); Kopischke v. 
First Cont. Corp., 187 Mont. 471, 610 P.2d 668 (Mont. 1980); Mizushima v. Sunset Ranch, Inc., 103 Nev. 
259,737 P.2d 1158 (Nev. 1987); Siglow v. Smart, 43 OhioApp.3d 55, 539 N.E.2d 636, 639 (Ohio App.3d 
1987); Rutter v. Northeastern Beaver Cty., Etc., 496 Pa. 590, 437 A.2d 1198 (pa. 1981); Davenport v. Cotton 
Hope Plant. Hor. Prop. Regime, 333 S.C. 71, 508 S.E.2d 565 (S.C. 1998); Perez v. McConkey, 872 S.W.2d 
897,905-06 (Tenn. 1994); Farley v. M.M. Cattle Co., 529 S.W.2d 751 (Tex. 1975); Sunday v. Stratton Corp., 
136 Vt. 293, 390 A.2d 398 (Vt. 1978); Boyce v. West, 71 Wash.App. 657, 862 P.2d 592 (Wash. App. 1993); 
Brittain v. Booth, 601 P.2d 532 (Wyo. 1979). 
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1956). The risk assumed has been defmed a number of ways,9 but in its most basic sense it 
means that the plaintiff, in advance, has given his consent to relieve the defendant of an 
obligation of conduct toward him, and to take his chances of injury from a known risk arising 
from what the defendant is to do or leave undone. Turcotte at 437. If the risks of the activity are 
fully comprehended or perfectly obvious, plaintiff has consented to them... Id. at 439. The 
result is that the defendant is relieved of legal duty to the plaintiff; and being under no duty, he 
cannot be charged with negligence." Id. at 438 (internal citations omitted). 
For example, in Neinstein v. Los Angeles Dodgers, Inc., 185 Cal.App.3d 176,229 
Cal.Rptr.612 (1986), the California Court of Appeals affmned summary judgment for the 
baseball team where a spectator was injured when a foul ball struck her as she occupied a seat on 
the fIrst base side of an unscreened area. In affmning the trial court's judgment, the court 
acknowledged the abrogation of contributory negligence and the doctrine of assumption of risk in 
California and stated that "where the plaintiff voluntarily enters into some relation with the 
defendant, with knowledge that the defendant will not protect him against one or more future 
risks that may arise from the relation ... [h]e may then be regarded as tacitly or impliedly 
consenting to the negligence, and agreeing to take his own chances." Id. at 183 (quoting Prosser 
and Keeton, Torts (5th ed. 1984) § 68, p. 481). 
9The conceptof"consent" is sometimes also referred to as "primary" assumption ofrisk in the sports 
setting. Assumption ofrisk in the "primary" sense, however, must be distinguished from assumption of risk 
in the "secondary" sense, i.e., as a form ofcontributory negligence. In fact, according to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, the facts in Salinas were only appropriate for the application ofassumption of risk in the "secondary" 
sense and therefore any implied rejection of assumption of risk in the "primary" sense by the Salinas Court 
was only dicta. See Winn v. Frashier, 116 Idaho 500, 503, 777 P.2d 722, 725 (1989). Primary assumption 
of the risk based on consent is still a viable defense in Idaho. 
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The court further stated, "[f]or instance, Prosser illustrates that a spectator "may enter a 
baseball park, sit in an unscreened seat, and so consent that the players may proceed with the 
game without taking any precautions to protect him from being hit by the ball....[T]he legal result 
is that the defendant is simply relieved of the duty which would otherwise exist."" Id. Before 
reaching its ultimate decision that the Dodgers owed plaintiff no duty under these circumstances, 
the court made the following comments: 
The quality of a spectator's experience in witnessing a baseball game depends on 
his or her proximity to the field of play and the clarity of the view, not to mention 
the price of the ticket. 
As we see it, to permit plaintiff to recover under the circumstances here would 
force baseball stadium owners to do one of two things: place all spectator areas 
behind a protective screen thereby reducing the quality of everyone's view, and 
since players are often able to reach into the spectator area to catch foul balls, 
changing the very nature of the game itself; or continue the status quo and 
increase the price of tickets to cover the cost of compensating injured persons 
with the attendant result that persons of meager means might be "priced out" of 
enjoying the great American pastime. 
To us, neither alternative is acceptable. In our opinion it is not the role of the 
courts to effect a wholesale remodeling of a revered American institution through 
application of the tort law. 
Neinstein, 185 Cal.App.3d at 181,229 Cal.Rptr. at 614. 
In this case, the undisputed factual background before the Court reveals the following: 
•	 Mr. Rountree grew up watching and playing baseball (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 47:4-22); 
•	 Mr. Rountree helped coach his son's baseball team when his son was younger (Id. 
at 49: 10-19); 
•	 Mr. Rountree, a self described "avid Hawks fan," has been a Boise Hawks season 
ticket holder for approximately 20 years (Id. at 34:13-21; 43:18-25; and 44:3-4); 
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•	 Mr. Rountree has been to over 200 Boise Hawks games at Memorial Stadium (Id. 
at 44:12-45:6); 
•	 Mr. Rountree has handled somewhere between 1600 and 3200 Boise Hawks 
tickets that contain the language "the holder assumes the risk and dangers 
incidental to the game of baseball including specifically (but not exclusively) the 
danger of being injured by thrown or batted balls..." (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 45:10­
16; and Rahr Aff., en 16,17 and 21); 
•	 Foul balls are a common occurrence at Memorial Stadium, not unlike any other 
baseball stadium, and are part of the game of baseball (Rahr Aff., 114; Evett Aff., 
Ex. C, 34:18-23); 
•	 Mr. Rountree witnessed foul balls enter the areas surrounding the field of play at 
Memorial Stadium prior to August 13,2008 (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 50:15-51:19); 
•	 Mr. Rountree witnessed other spectators catch foul balls in the areas surrounding 
the field of play at Memorial Stadium prior to August 13,2008 (Id.); 
•	 At the time of the August 13, 2008, incident, Mr. Rountree had four season ticket 
seats in an area of Memorial Stadium where there is barrier netting between his 
seats and the field of play (Rahr Mf., 119; Evett Aff., Ex. A, 52: 14-24); 
•	 Mr. Rountree chose not to sit in his season ticket seats on August 13,2008 (Evett 
Aff., Ex. B, 30:17-32:5); 
•	 Mr. Rountree voluntarily entered the Executive Club at Memorial Stadium on 
August 13, 2008, while the baseball game was being played (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 
80:13-18); 
•	 The Executive Club provides an alternative location for people to watch a Boise 
Hawks game without the obstruction of barrier netting (Rahr Mf., 19.); 
•	 Mr. Rountree had been in the Executive Club on several occasions prior to 
August 13,2008 (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 68:22-24 and Ex. C, 17:12-19); 
•	 While in the Executive Club on August 13, 2008, Mr. Rountree told his 
grandchildren they could be hit by oncoming foul balls if they did not watch out 
(Evett Aff., Ex. B, 34:16-35:9); and 
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•	 Mr. Rountree was not paying attention to the field of play immediately before 
being hit by the foul ball on August 13,2008 (Evett Mf., Ex. A, 74:8-16; 75: 18­
25; 101:3-14; and 111:1-4). 
These undisputed facts establish Mr. Rountree knew that spectators could be hit by foul 
balls at Memorial Stadium. Mr. Rountree's knowledge of this risk and his repeated attendance at 
games where the risk was repeatedly demonstrated establish his consent to the risk of being hit 
by a foul ball. 
Even if Mr. Rountree did not have the extensive personal knowledge about baseball and 
Memorial Stadium that he clearly has, most courts have found that spectators are presumed to 
know that there is a risk of being hit by a foul ball when watching a live baseball game. See, e.g., 
Crane v. Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co., 153 S.W. 1076, 1077 (Mo. App. 1913) 
("Baseball is our national game, and the rules governing it and the manner in which it is played 
and the risks and dangers incident thereto are matters of common knowledge."); Swagger v. City 
ofCrystal, 379 N.W.2d 183, 185 (Minn. App. 1985) ("[N]o adult of reasonable intelligence, even 
with the limited experience of the plaintiff, could fail to realize that he would be injured if he was 
struck by a thrown or batted ball ... nor could he fail to realize that foul balls were likely to be 
directed toward where he was sitting. No one of ordinary intelligence could see many innings [of 
baseball] without coming to a full realization that batters cannot and do not control the direction 
of the ball."). 
The Court should alternatively fmd that this case presents circumstances where 
Mr. Rountree consented to the risk of being hit by a foul ball. As such, Defendants are relieved 
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of legal duty to him and, being under no duty, Mr. Rountree's negligence cause of action should 
be dismissed as a matter of law. 
v. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that Defendants Boise 
Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC and 
Memorial Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment be granted. 
DATED thist~ day of March, 2011. 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M 
Hill, CH2M HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2M Hill, 
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M 
Hill, CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed business name of 
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
name Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, 
ROBERT PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through 
X, whose true identities are unknown, 
Defendants. 
TO: ALL PARTIES ABOVE NAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on Defendants Boise Baseball, 
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC and Memorial 
Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment for hearing before the Honorable Darla 
Williamson, District Judge, at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, on the 25th day of May, 
2011, at the hour of2:45 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
DATED this ~l day of March, 2011.
 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
 
uf{J:j­By: ?1=--------­Joshua S. Evett, of the firm
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LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,
 
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and
 
Memorial Stadium, Inc.
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1vJ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows: 
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr. U.S. Mail 
Seiniger Law Offices, P.A. VHand Delivery 
942 Myrtle Street __ Federal Express 
Boise, 10 83702 Facsimile- 345-4700 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Joshua S. Evett 
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ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks 
Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC, 
and Memorial Stadium, Inc. 
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DEPUTY
 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, aDelaware Limited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball 
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE 
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS 
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an assumed business 
name of Boise Baseball, LLC, HOME PLATE 
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
COMPANY, an Idaho General Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIAMOND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
Case No. CV PI 0920924 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON 
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, 
LLC, BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL 
CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD 
SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL 
STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE 
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d. b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M 
Hill, CH2M HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2M Hill, 
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M 
Hill, CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed business name of 
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
name Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, 
ROBERT PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through 
X, whose true identities are unknown, 
Defendants. 
TO: ALL PARTIES ABOVE NAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on Defendants Boise Baseball, 
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Horne Plate Food Services, LLC and Memorial 
Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment for hearing before the Honorable Darla 
Williamson, District Judge, at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, on the 18th day of 
May, 2011, at the hour of2:45 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2011.
 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
 
J-f:vr By:,_-+Q-7't( _ 
Joshua S. Evett, of the finn 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, 
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, 
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and 
Memorial Stadium, Inc. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE 
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Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr. VU.S. Mail 
Seiniger Law Offices, P.A. Hand Delivery 
942 Myrtle Street __ Federal Express 
Boise, ID 83702 Facsimile- 345-4700 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
-LJ, J~ d-t-.v-
Joshua S. Evett 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE 
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942 Myrtle Street
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree Case No CV PI 0920924
Plaintiff Affidavit Of Bud Rountree in
Opposition to Defendants Motion
V for Summary Judgment
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
STATE OF IDAHO
ss
County of Ada
Bud Rountree being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and says as follows
1 I am the Plaintiff in this matter and as such have personal knowledge of the
matters contained herein
2 I make this affidavit on the basis of facts personally known to me
3 On August 13 2008 I lost my eye as a result of being struck by a linedrive foul
ball while I was conversing with a friend standing around a circular table located
in an area now known as the Executive Club located within Memorial Stadium
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Bud Rountree, being first duly s orn upon oath, deposes and says as follo s: 
1. I a  the laintiff in this atter and, as such, have personal kno ledge f the 
 ne  r i . 
. I a e t is affi a it  t e asis f facts ers all   t  e. 
. n ugust 13,2008, I lost y eye as a result of being struck by a line-drive foul 
ball hile I as conversing ith a friend standing around a circular table located 
  ea     "Executive b" te  t   i . 
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However I do not believe that area had a sign designating it as the Executive
Club on the night that I was injured though such a sign exists now Anyone can
use this area it is not exclusively for anyonesor any groupsuse I certainly am
not a member of any Executive Club or any other club at Memorial Stadium
Consequently as in my complaint I will refer to this area as the Elevated
Section of the Hawks Nest To my knowledge this area was just a part of the
entire Hawks Nest based upon the fact that it was connected to it as illustrated by
the pictures attached hereto
4 On that evening I attended a Boise Hawks baseball game with my wife Linda
Ballard and my grandsons
I had reserved a table at which to eat in an area known as the Hawks Nest The
Hawks Nest is enclosed by protective mesh netting preventing foul balls from
entering The Hawks Nest is furnished with circular tables chairs and stools
Individualseating and drinking in the Hawks Nest can safely watch the game or
position their seats so that they are not facing the game but are turned facing and
conversing with others See attached Exhibits 1 and 2
6 The lower portion of the Hawks Nest is connected to the area that the Defendants
call the Executive Club Both the Hawks nest and the elevated section of the
Hawks Nest where I was struck by the baseball extend down the third baseleft
field line virtually to the left field wall
7 The Hawks Nest and the elevated section of the Hawks Nest where I was struck
by the baseball are not separated other than by an elevated railing necessitated by
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
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ever, I  t li  t t r  h   si  designati  it as t  "Exe ti  
Club" on the night that I as injured, though such a sign exists now. nyone can 
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t  r f  "Exec ti  lub" r ny t r l  at ri l tadium. 
equently,    plaint,  i  f r  t  ar  a  "th  l t  
t     t". o y kno ledge, this area as just a part f the 
entire a ks est based upon the fact that it as connected to it, as illustrated by 
   reto. 
4. n that evening, I attended a oise awk's baseball ga e ith y ife, Linda 
,   s. 
5.                "Hawks t".  
Hawks Nest is enclosed by protective mesh netting preventing foul balls from 
entering. he a ks est is furnished ith circular tables, chairs and stools. 
I i i ual's ti   ri ing i  t  s st  s f l  t  t  e r 
position their seats so that they are not facing the game, but are turned facing and 
c ersi  ith t ers. ee, attac e  i its  a  . 
6. he lo er rtion t  s t is te  t  t   t t t e efendants 
ll t e "Executive l b." th the a ks est  t  l t  ti   t  
a ks e t here I as str c   the ll te   t e t ir  ase/left 
field line virtually to t e l t iel  ll. 
7. he a ks est  the e ate   f the a ks est here  as  
by the baseball are not separated other than by an elevated railing necessitated by 
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the fact that the extended area is elevated several feet The elevated section the
Defendants refer to as the Executive Club is connected to the lower portion of
the Hawks Nest One can enter the elevated section ofthe Hawks Nest where I
was struck by the baseball from the Hawks Nest by stepping down from the rear
of the Hawks Nest and up climbing four steps into that area See attached
Exhibit 3 and 4
8 The elevated section of the Hawks Nest where I was struck by the baseball is also
furnished with round tables and chairs similar to those furnished in the Hawks
Nest See attached Exhibits 5 6 7 and 8
9 On a number of occasions prior to the evening of my accident I had been in both
the lower and the elevated section of the Hawks Nest and had observed adults and
children sitting and standing around tables eating and drinking during the times
that baseball games were being played in both sections
10 When we entered the Executive Club my wife and grandchildren brought their
drinks with them Others were consuming food and beverages while we were in
the Executive Club area
11 Numerous other people were not looking at the game and were occupied
conversing with others
12 Both the lower and the elevated sections of the Hawks Nest are protected from
popfly balls by a continuous barrier of horizontally strung mesh netting See
attached Exhibits 2 3 4 6 7 and 11 The continuity of the netting is best
illustrated by Exhibit 4
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13 The entire length of the lower section of the Hawks Nest is protected from line
drive foul balls by a vertically strung mesh netting barrier
14 To my knowledge the entire length of the stadium behind home plate and down
the right field line is also protected by vertically strung mesh netting barrier See
attached Exhibit 9
15 Only the front section of the elevated section of the Hawks Nest where I was
struck by the baseball is not covered with vertically strung protective netting
16 On the evening of my accident I did not observe any warning not to enter the
elevated section of the Hawks Nest with food or drink There was no warning
not to turn your back on the game or to sit or stand so that you could observe
home plate at all times I did not observe any of the park attendants warn any of
the patrons in the elevated section of the HawksNest to turn around and pay
attention to the game
17 In their memorandum Defendants represent that I warned my grandsons to watch
out for foul balls in the elevated area that they call the Executive Club As I
testified in my deposition I did not warn them to watch out for foul balls in that
area because I did not feel the need to The area was protected from popfly balls
by the mesh barrier strung over it and I assumed that the Boise Hawks
management had adequately protected the area
18 In my wifesdeposition she talks about children shagging foul balls Other than
the occasion on which I was injured I am unaware of any foul balls entering any
portion of the Hawks Nest including the elevated section where I was injured
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA Affidavit Of Bud Rountree in Opposition to Defendants Motion for
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by the esh barrier strung over it, and I assu ed that the oise awk's 
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Because ofthe horizontal netting over that area pop fly foul balls cannot enter
that area from above though they can bounce or drop into the area to the rear of
the Executive Club depicted in Exhibits 3 and 11
19 I was of the belief that those occupying the elevated area ofthe Hawks Nest
where I was struck by the linedrive foul ball were not at risk of injury from foul
balls because the area overhead was strung with horizontal netting protecting us
from pop fly balls patrons were invited to seat themselves around tables where it
was obvious that they would not all be watching the game and that the area was
sufficiently distant from home plate that it appeared that the Boise Hawks
Management had concluded that its occupants were adequately protected While I
cannot recall whether or not I observed at that time that the front of the elevated
area where I was struck in the eye was covered with mesh netting I can say that
all of the other circumstances lead me to believe that the Boise Hawks
Management had accessed the risk of being hit by foul balls and taken appropriate
action to prevent whatever risk there was
20 I had come to rely on the fact that in the areas that food and beverages were
served and tables were provided for patrons to sit and converse seated both
towards and away from the ball field the Boise Hawks Management had assessed
the risk of injury from foul balls and taken the steps necessary to eliminate that
risk
21 On this occasion and many others he Executive Club was furnished with circular
tables and stools suitable for eating and drinking and configured so that it is at
SEINIGER LAW
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Because ofth  hori ntal netti  over that area pop-fl  foul balls cannot enter 
that area fro  above, though they can bounce or drop into the area to the rear of 
t  "Exe ti  lub" depict  i  Exhi it  3 an  11. 
19. I s f t  eli ft t t s  occupyi  t  elev t  ar  ofth  s st 
where I was struck by the line-drive foul ball were not at risk of injury from foul 
balls because, the area overhead was strung with horizontal netting protecting us 
 -fly alls, t   i it  t  t t l  ar  t l  r  it 
as obvious that they ould not all be atching the ga e, and that the area as 
sufficiently distant fro  ho e plate that it appeared that the oise a ks' 
Management had concluded that its occupants were adequately protected. hile I 
ca t recall et er r t I ser e  at t at ti e t at t e fr t f t e ele ate  
area where I was struck in the eye was covered with mesh netting, I can say that 
ll  t  t r ircu stance  l   t  lie e t at t  is  wk's 
Management had accessed the risk of being hit by foul balls and taken appropriate 
 to re e   is  re . 
20. I had come to rely on the fact that in the areas that food and beverages were 
ser ed a  tables ere r ided for atrons to sit a  c erse seate  th 
towards and away from the ball field, the Boise Hawks anagement had assessed 
the risk of injury from foul balls and taken the steps necessary to eliminate that 
risk. 
21 . On this occasion and any others he xec tive Club as furnished with circular 
tables and stools suitable for eating and drinking and configured so that it is at 
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least foreseeable ifnot intended that patrons will seat themselves so that they are
not looking at the game
22 On September 30 2007 I agreed to renew my season tickets to the Boise Hawks
games and made a three year commitment to renew those tickets for three years
See attached Exhibit 10 This is the only agreement that I entered into with any
ofthe Defendants
23 The agreement does not contain any consent waiver release of liability or other
such language
24 I received my tickets after I had entered into the agreement to renew my tickets
and after I had paid for the tickets
25 No one advised me prior to my purchasing or receiving my tickets that they
believed that by accepting the tickets or attending the baseball games I was
consenting to accepting any risk ofinjury
26 I did not sign or otherwise enter into any other agreement with the Defendants
containing any consent waiver release of liability or other such language
27 At no time did I expressly either in writing or orally consent to accepting any
risk of injury to assume any risk or injury to release anyone from liability for any
injury caused by anyone sustained while I was attending any baseball game in
Memorial Stadium
28 At no time did I otherwise intend by conduct to manifest any such consent to
accepting any risk of injury to assume any risk or injury to release anyone from
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believed that by accepting the tickets or attending the baseball ga es I as 
consenting to accepting any risk of injury. 
. I did not sign or other ise enter into any other agree ent ith the efendants 
containing any consent, aiver, release of liability or other such language. 
. At no ti e did I expressly, either in writing or orally, consent to accepting any 
risk of injury, to assu e any risk or injury, to release anyone fro  liability for any 
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liability for any injury caused by anyone sustained while I was attending any
baseball game in Memorial Stadium
29 I am not aware of any conduct on my part from which anyone could infer that I
had manifested consent to accepting any risk of injury to assume any risk or
injury to release anyone from liability for any injury caused by anyone sustained
while I was attending any baseball game in Memorial Stadium
30 I never read the language on the backs of any of the tickets sent to me by the
Defendants I did not believe that I was under any obligation to do so and the
language was in such tiny print that it was it could not be read without great
effort I was not advised that I certainly was under any obligation to read
anything on the tickets Advertisements were printed on the backs of the tickets
and for all I knew the printing related to the advertisements though I never
bothered to find out About the only thing that I read on the tickets was the date
and the seat number
Dated May 8 2011
Bud Rountree
Subscribed and sworn to before me n May 8 2011
Cu Aiz Lam vit4eIl lI
Notary Public for State of Idaho
Residing at U LkrA
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0. I never read the language on the backs of any of the tickets sent to e by the 
efendants. I did not believe that I as under any obligation to do so, and the 
language as in such tiny print that it as it could not be read ithout great 
effort. I as not advised that I certainly as under any obligation to read 
a t i   t e tic ets. ertise e ts ere ri te   t e ac s f t e tic ets 
and for all I knew the printing related to the advertise ents, though I never 
t r  t  fi  t. t t  l  t i  t t I r   t  tickets  t  t  
   . 
t  a  , . 
fJ/#~-
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Subscribed  rn t  f reJ e  a  ,  
C · (i ) ( eel D ~( ,~.-/ .~ 
We Bli i. riScini~efI;'JI:,. 44. D · Wools-k.-.-k .. d--e. 
ta  lic fo  tate  a  
si i  t: B9is@, IElaho fJ"-""Fr,-, (I .. ~~ 
y Co ission Expires: April 14 , .2011 4/ z.~1 VJ 12-
S I IGE  AW OFfi , .A. 
 yrtle Str et 
oise, Idaho 83702 
oice: (20 ) 345-1 00 
Fa : (20 ) 345-7600 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On May 8 2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served
by fax upon
Josh Evett
ELAM BURKE PA
251 East Front Street Suite 300
P O Box 1539
Boise ID 83701 1539
Fax 208 3845844
Dated May 8 2011
J
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
SEINIG9E2 LAyrtleW OFCES PA Affidavit Of Bud Rountree in Opposition to Defendants Motion for
Boise Idaho 83702 Summary Judgment p sVoice 208 345 1000
Fax 2083457600
000607
CERTIFI ATE OF SERVICE 
n ay 8, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing docu ent to be served 
by f x upon: 
Josh Evett 
ELA  & RKE, .A. 
51 t r t tr t uit  300 
. .   
ise,I  -1  
ax: (2 8) -5  
  , 11. 
.  i i r, r. 
tt r   l i ti  
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES, P.A. 
942 Myrtle Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Voice: (208) 345-1000 
Fax: (208) 345-7600 
Affidavit Of Bud Rountree in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment - p.8 
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2008 SEASON TICKET
Early Renewal Form
Early Renewal Deadline October ta 2007
NAME
COMPANY 3 14 j9r7
ADDRESS y Al
CITY Stat Zip P3C s
PHONE y
EMAIL
SEASON TICKET RENEWAL
Same Sett Deadine December 1
C
Boise Hawks Baseball Club
5600 Glenwood
Bott 10 83714
2083225000
bolsehawkscom
DIRECTIONS Please initial in the appropriate boxes below the details of your renewal When you
have completed initialing your boxes please sign and date the bottom before returning your renewal
to the Hawks Thank voul
SEATS SEATS RED sEjAT
BLUESEATS 3 FIRST 13ASE 80XSEAT3 BSEATS
Early Renewal Renewal Price Early Renewal Renewal Price
Price After Oct 1 2007 Price Aftw Oct 1 2007
425 PER SEAT 1 460 PER BEAT 1310 PER SEAT 1 5366 PER SEAT
FIRST BASE RESERVED SEATS
BLEACHER SEATSI
Early Renewal
Price
Renewal Price
After Oct 1 2007
1 s2 PER SEAT 1 196 PER SEAT
PLEASEJNMAL APPROPRIATE BOXES Thank Youl
1would like to renew my Season Tickets for the 2008 Bolas Hawke Season
Nyou are planning on upgrading or adding seats for 2008 you must lima renew your 2007 seats
1 would like to renew my Reserved Parking for the 2008 noise Hawks Season 160per spot
n 1 am Interested In a Season Ticket upgrade andfor adding seats to my account for the 2008 Boise Hawke season
THRE R COMMITMENT OPTION
would like to renew my Season Tickets and Reserved Parking Pass for 3 years 200810
If you renew your SeasonTckata and Parking Pan for three years on or before October 1 2007 you will lockInto the Early
Renewal Ticket and Parking Price through the year 2010 Ifyou renew your Season Tickets and Parking Pass for three years
aOrwhal 1 200 yvu will lock into the 2000 ticket and parking price through the year 2010 ALL SEASON TICKET HOLDERS
with THREE YEAR COMMITMENTS receive pemonal seat name plaques a one time gilt of Hawks autographed memoraula and
guaranteed giveaway packages for years 200130
Type of psyment Please check one
1 would like to be billed or card charged Circle Payment Pion Quan 25 due now I Sianauaty 50 due now Once 100 due
now
If you select quarterly payment cycle installments will be due 1 at time of renewal 2 December 1 2007 3 February 1 2008 8 4 May 1 2008
If you select biannually payment cycle Irrsiallments will be due 1 at tore of renewal a 2 May 1 2008
Credit Card Visal Master s Exp
Iwould like my credit card billed automatically per biannual or quarterly payment cycle
Checkash enclosed
Signature of ticimt hol 2
Date l 3 u e7
Rountree 00686000627
• 
  I  
rl  l· r  
/ .. rlY Renewal li  t r 1'*2007 
NA E: _Zw.e 4.M!.er4& ,---______ --, 
COMPANY: 3 ,,8~IJ· J~ ~f7 B IH IWIIsa..a.IIClub 
RESS: q,£ 1: LV Z;~ .. I,........ .s~ . MOO l n  
ITY: ~/L t ti._::t:-? ip: 'i'~ 6"/6 80JH ID 8371. 
PHONE: L JI'ib -.c J j- ' 208-322-1000 
E AIL: 
 I   
(ffM1 s.m • .s..  " McIlri   ., 2007) 
DIRECTIONS: Please initial in the appropr'iate--I)oxes ~ the details or your renewal. hen you 
have co pleted initialing your boxes, pleaSe:sigi'l' and date-at.the botto  before returning your rene al 
t  t  ks.  y l . '. ' . . 
THIRD BASEIHOME PLATE BOX THIRD BAS.ElI:IOIIE PLATE RESERVED 
T  .~T8;~l;ln~T8) I  I!  HAT  
(BLUE TS) & I  BA  SO -SE S ( LUII;·8EAT8) l  E ) 
e.rlyRe ..... e.w .l rlc. &rIy"''''' ...::._ .• _ te» !II1t  ......... .....aPrIc:  
Prtca ftw ct. 1. 2007 rtu NW oct. .  rI  tt. ct. . 1 
$ 1   ~PER8EAT f330 PE  T $ 11   '15  Sl!  $111  '!A  
-
. . . 
};!;EAS~ PR~T   (Th  r) ~ 
~  On  NMW  Me  Icbta   DOI 80_ .... a...a  
.-" you ... plannlni on upgt8d1ni or adding .... for 2ICII. you ,.,.... first ,..... ,our 2007 ..... 
D I ould like to rena  , eMrwd arldng for i  2001 BcHe a kil a  ($150 per .pot)-
D 11m ~  ~ Ni  lCbt g,... t r.ll l g ..... 110  IICCOUnt r   80 ... II ka Sea  
:ru.RE~ CO IT ENT OPTk)N . 
LX; ould like to rene  y euon l'IcUt8 and  ••• ~ PuIdng PaM for 3 YNN (2001-2010) 
If you rW1eW your SeMon TIckiet8 and Partdng ,.. for ttl,.. y.u. on or Wen October 1. 2007, JCI'.I wi. Iock-lnto the !arty 
Renewal nckat.nd P.tdng P11ce Ihraugh the,..,. 201LIf.you ,... yaur Seuon '1'IcIaIt8 .,.. Pwtdng ,... for ttl,.. ~ra 
&f"~:; :;>"t.Qbcir .:. 2C~'t, )"'"' wClI iock In(o .... 2008 tIc_ and: pertdng priGe thraugh ... ,.., 2010. ALL 8I!ASON nCKET HOl:.D!RS 
ith THREE YEAR C IT ENTS receIw pe onaIMIt n. . ...... a one ..... gift 01 ...... 8Utagnphed eraorablia. and 
UllranliMd IvH a .. for 001-201 D. 
ype of Plym8nt cp-.  d1eck o ): 
o I would like to be billed or card cha'ged (CIn:le I)' enI PI.,,): ufIttIIt1y- 5% due no  I BIMnueIIy- 0"4 ue now I nce-1 0% ill 
now 
_0 If you setect QUartedy ~nt eycte.lnltllmenlswllbe due (1 ) III trneof,.,..... (2) Dec:embar 1", 2007. (3) Febnuuy 1". 2008 & (.) May 1·, 2008 
-- It you seIet:t llIannually payment cyde. lrasla$'nents will t.. due (1) al trne of,."..... (2) "'-Y 1-, 2008 
o Credit Card ~ J a t ) , Exp. o .... I would like my ctedi cafO billed l l alicaltt I*' bi.~ or Qualtett1 PlYlMnI eyde --
o ChecklCasf1 (enc:losed) . 
Signatare of :lcet Old~/~ __ _ 
Date: ¢ sI/o? 
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W Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 3451000
Fax 208 345 4700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IO
TILED
AM PM
MAY 092011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Plaintiff
V
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
STATE OF IDAHO
ss
County of Ada
Case No CV PI 0920924
Affidavit of Joellen Gill
Joellen Gill MS CHFP CXLT being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and
states as follows
1 I have been retained by the attorney for Plaintiff Rountree to evaluate from a Human
Factors perspective the circumstances of an occurrence that occurred on or about
August 18 2008 at Memorial Stadium in Boise Idaho At that time Mr Rountree was
struck in an eye by a linedrive foul ball
2 I am employed as an associate engineer in the firm of Applied Cognitive Sciences
located at 2104 W Riverside Ave Spokane WA 99201
Affidavit of Joellen Gill p 1 000630
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
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Joellen ill, .S. . , being first duly s orn upon oath, deposes and 
states as follo s: 
1. I have been retained by the attorney for laintiff ountree to evaluate fro  a u an 
Factors perspe tive the circumstances  a  occurrence that rre    t 
ugust 1 , 2008 at e rial ta iu  in ois , Id . t that ti , r. ountree as 
struck in an eye by a line-drive fo  b l . 
2. I a  e ployed as an associate engineer in the fir  of pplied ognitive Sciences, 
located at 2104 . iverside e. , S a e, , 992 . 
fidavit of J e len Gi l -- p. 1 
k3 The President and Chief Scientist of Applied Cognitive Sciences is Rick Gill PhD
CHFP CXLT
4 Rick Gill has collaborated on the investigation and analysis ofthe matters discussed
in this affidavit
5 Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is an authentic copy of my Curriculum Vitae
6 Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is an authentic copy of Rick GillsCurriculum Vitae
7 The facts represented in Curriculum Vitaes attached hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2 are
true and accurate
8 Human factors science or human factors technologies is a multidisciplinary field
incorporating contributions from psychology engineering industrial
design statistics operations research and anthropometry It is a term that covers
a The science of understanding the properties of human capability Human
Factors Science
b The application of this understanding to the design development and
deployment of systems and services Human Factors Engineering
c The art of ensuring successful application of Human Factors Engineering to a
program sometimes referred to as Human Factors Integration
9 There are five fundamental steps to a risk management program Identify the Hazard
Create a Plan to Control the Hazard Implement the Solution Evaluate the Solution and
Document the Process In order to ensure the safety of their spectators Boise Hawks
Management must employ some type of proactive safety program or risk management
program
Affidavit of Joellen Gill p 2
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3. The President and hief Scientist of Applied Cognitive Sciences is ick , Ph.D., 
C . C . 
4. Rick ill has collaborated on the investigation a  a alysis  the atters iscussed 
in this . 
5. ttached hereto as ibit  is a  a t e tic c py f  rriculu  itae. 
6. tached hereto as ibit  is  c py   il 's iculu  ita . 
7. The facts represented in Curriculu  itaes attached hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2 are 
e a  t . 
. u a  rs e ce  an a t rs t ies     
incorporating contributions fro  psychology, engineering, industrial 
design, statistics, operations research and anthropometry. It is a term that covers: 
.  s i  f rst i  t  r rties f  bilit  (Hu a  
actors cience). 
h. he application f this understanding to the design, develop ent and 
deployment of systems and services (Human Factors Engineering). 
. The art of ensuring successful application of Hu an Factors Engineering to a 
program (sometimes referred to as Human Factors Integration). 
9. There are five funda ental steps to a risk anage ent program: Identify the Hazard, 
reate a Plan to ontrol the azard, I ple ent the Solution, Evaluate the Solution, and 
 t  rocess. I  or r t   t  safety f t i  spectators, i  wks' 
anage ent ust employ so e type of proactive safety progra  or risk anage ent 
program. 
ff vit of Joel en il  -- p. 2 
10 As a part of my education and work experience I have studied the risk management
practices of a wide variety of businesses
11 Without question one of the most basic requirements of such risk management
programs is the control ofhazards particularly for well known hazardous conditions
such as foul balls like the one which struck Mr Rountree resulting in severe injury to
his eye
12 When generating or creating a plan to control a known hazardie foul balls the
safety and human factors profession uses a threelevel hierarchical process often
referred to as the Fundamental Principle of Safety
13 The first tier or the best alternative is Safety by Design that is either eliminate the
hazard or remove the user from the vicinity of the hazard If Safety by Design is not
possible or feasible the second best alternative is Guarding or providing a barrier
between the user and the potential hazardiesuch as the protective mesh netting that
was erected elsewhere in the stadium
14 One should only resort to a lesser effective levelie chose Guarding over Safety by
Design if and only if it is not possible to implement the more effective level
15 The final tier is Persuasion Control using warnings training or other types of
human intervention to ensure user safetyie such as posting a warning in the
Executive Club regarding the potential for foul balls to be hit into that area and that no
protection is provided One should only resort to Persuasion Control as a last resort
as it is known to be so limited in its effectiveness then it is of paramount importance
that proper persuasion control techniques be used
Affidavit of Joellen Gill p 3
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. s a part of  education and ork e perience I have st ie  the ris  anage ent 
ractices of a ide variety of businesses. 
11 . ithout question, one of the ost basic requirements of such risk anage ent 
progra s is the control of hazards, particularly for ell kno n hazardous conditions 
  fo l lls like the one ic  t  . tree lti  i  ere i jur  t  
his eye. 
12. hen generating or creating a plan to control a kno n hazard (i.e. foul balls), the 
safety and hu an factors profession uses a three-level hierarchical process often 
referred to as the Funda ental Principle of Safety. 
.  first tier r t  st lt r ti  is "Safet   esi " ,  ,  inate  
   t   r  t  i i it   t e rd.  t   i  i  t 
possible or feasible, the second best alternative is "Guarding" or providing a barrier 
between the user and the potential hazard (i.e. such as the protective esh netting that 
as erected else here in the stadium). 
14. One should only resort to a lesser effective level (i.e. chose Guarding over Safety by 
Design), if and only if it is not possible to i ple ent the ore effective level. 
.     "Persua  t " , using arnings, training, or other types of 
hu an intervention to ensure user safety (i.e. such as posting a arning in the 
Executive lub regarding the potential for foul balls to be hit into that area and that no 
protection is provided). One should only resort to Persuasion Control as a "last resort" 
s it is  t   s  li it  i  its ff ti ss; t en, it is f r t i rt  
that proper persuasion control techniques be used. 
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16 Most activities that may be said to carry an inherent risk can have any such risk
minimized or eliminated by proper risk management Indeed virtually all safety
programs are designed to do just that just as was the case with respect to the risks faced
by Mr Rountree and the inadequate measures taken by Boise Hawks Management
discussed below
17 In the case of sporting events of the nature of baseball and hockey games Guarding in
combination with Persuasion Control is the appropriate means of controlling the hazard
of patrons being struck by foul balls
18 For purposes ofthis affidavit I will refer to the Defendants responsible for the netting
involved in this case and the operation of Memorial Stadium generally simply as the
Boise Hawks Management
19 It is my understanding that Mr Rountree was a spectator at a Boise Hawks baseball
game being played at Memorial Stadium on August 13 2008 At that time he was an
occupant of an area of the stadium referred to as the Executive Club where he was
struck in the eye by a linedrive foul ball resulting in the loss of that eye
20 I have been requested to review the circumstances of that accident the physical
layout ofthe ballpark including its seating and refreshment areas known as the Hawks
Nest and Executive Club the configuration and location of the protective mesh barrier
netting at the field the types and arrangement of circular tables and seats furnished in
the Hawks Nest and Executive Club the need for and adequacy of warnings if any of
any limitations in the Boise Hawks management intended use of the Executive Club
area and other miscellaneous evidence
21 In connection with my investigation I have been provided with the following
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6. st acti ities t at ay e sai  t  carry a  i ere t ris  ca  have an  such risk 
ini ized or eli inated by proper risk anagement. Indeed, virtually all safety 
progra s are designed to do just that, just as as the case ith respect to the risks faced 
by r. Rountree and the inadequate easures taken by Boise a ks' anage ent 
i  elow. 
17. In the case f sporting events of the nature f baseball and hockey ga es uarding in 
i ti  it  r i  tr l i  t  r ri t   f ntrolli  t  r  
   t   l l s. 
18. For purposes of this affidavit I will refer to the Defendants responsible for the netting 
i lve  i  t is case a  t e erati  f e rial ta i  e erally, si l  as t e 
"Boise ' a ". 
. It i   r t i  t t r. tree as  t t r t  is  ' ll 
a e ei  la ed at e rial ta i   st , . t t at ti e, e as a  
      re     "Executive l b"    
struck in the eye by a line-drive foul ball, resulting in the loss of that eye. 
20. I have been requested to review the circu stances of that accident; the physical 
la out  the ll  i l in  its ti   refres e t s   t  s 
est and Executive Club; the configuration and location of the protective esh barrier 
etting at the fiel ; the types a  arra e e t f circ lar ta les a  seats f rnishe  in 
the Hawks Nest and Executive Club, the need for and adequacy ofwamings, if any, of 
a  limitations in the oise ' ent's intended s  f t e e tive lu  
are , and other isce laneous e ide . 
21. In connection with y investigation I have been provided ith the follo ing: 
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0a The Fourth Amended Complaint filed by the Plaintiff
b Plaintiffs Answers And Responses To Defendants Boise Baseball LLCs
c Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLCsAnd Home Plate Food Services LLC
First Set Of Interrogatories
d The depositions of
i Bud Rountree
ii Linda Ballard
iii Lisa Leek
iv Todd Rahr
v Stan Tollinger
e The affidavits of
i Todd Rahr
ii Linda Ballard
iii Bud Rountree
f Photographs of Memorial Stadium
g Materials obtained from the Official Web Site of the Boise Hawks
h Copies of the tickets furnished to Mr Rountree by the Boise Hawks
i A copy of a season ticket agreement executed by Mr Rountree in the year
preceding his accident
j I have interviewed the Plaintiff Bud Rountree and on March 2 20111
inspected the ball field stands and refreshment areas at Memorial Stadium
22 On March 2 2011 I inspected the ball field stands and refreshment areas at
Memorial Stadium A picture of Memorial Stadium is attached hereto as Exhibit 3
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a. he rt  ended l i t file   the l i tiff; 
. ' ns ers nd es onses  efendants ise ll, C ' s; 
. oise a ks as l  C ' s, n  o e late od , C ' s 
irst et f Interrogatories; 
d. The depositions of 
1. ud ; 
11. inda ; 
111. isa ; 
IV.  r, 
. t  lli ; 
.  ts f: 
1.  r; 
11 . inda allard; 
111.  ; 
. Photographs of e orial Stadiu ; 
g. aterials obtained fro  the fficial eb Site of the oise awks '; 
. opies of the tickets furnished to r. ountree by the oise a ks; 
1.   f  s s  ti t r t t   r. tr  i  t  r 
preceding his accident; 
J.   i t i  t  l i tif ,  t ,    , 1 I 
inspected the ball field, stands and refresh ent areas at e orial Stadium. 
22. n arch 2, 2011 , I inspected the ball field, stands and refresh ent areas at 
ri l t di .  i t r  f ri l t i  is tt  r t  s i it . 
i  f l  ill -- .  
23 On that occasion I made a number of observations and took a number of photographs
and measurements that I believe are important in understanding the underlying root
cause ofMr Rountreesinjury incident The photographs taken and provided to me by
Plaintiffscounsel were not taken on the day ofthe accident August 13 2008 but have
been represented to me to depict the configuration of the portions of the field
bleachers refreshment areas and protective netting in all relevant respects essentially
as they existed on that date
24 Virtually all of the area behind home plate and down both the right field and left field
foul lines is protected by mesh protective netting of the variety shown in Exhibit 4
25 Along the third base line are adjoining refreshment areas located parallel to the third
baseleft field lines Those areas are depicted in Exhibits 5 to 11 As depicted in those
exhibits these areas do not have fixed seating such as is found in the bleacher areas
but are furnished with circular tables chairs and stools
26 Attached hereto as Exhibits 14 through 17 are diagrams taken from a web page
designated as the Official Site ofthe Boise Hawks The URL of that site is
http webminorleaguebaseballc mticketslpagejs ymd20091223content id784
8464vkey tickets t480fextjspsidt480
27 Exhibit 15 depicts the area ofthe box seats at Memorial Stadium
28 Exhibit 16 depicts the area of the box seats at Memorial Stadium and the Hawks Nest
Picnic Area No separate area is designated as the Executive Club in Exhibit 16
29 Exhibit 17 is a page from the Boise Hawks Official Site stating that the Executive
Club serves beverages andhordeuvres beginning 45 minutes before the first pitch
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leac ers, refres e t areas, a  r tecti e etti  i  all rele a t res ects essentiall  
as they existed on that date. 
24. irtually all f the area behind ho e plate and do n both the right field and left field 
f l lines is r t t   s  r t ti  tti  f t  ri t  s  i  i it . 
. lo  t  t ir  s  line r  j i i  r fr s t r s l cat  r ll l t  t  t ir  
base/left field lines. hose areas are depicted in xhibits 5 to 11. s depicted in those 
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  r is  t   s,   t ls. 
26. ttached hereto as xhibits 14 through 17 are diagra s taken fro  a eb page 
i t   t  "O ficial it   t  ise wks."    t t it  i : 
http://web.minorleaguebaseball.comltickets/page.j sp ?y d=20091223 &content_ id=784 
8464&vkey=tickets _ t480&fext=.j sp&sid=t480. 
27. Exhibit 15 depicts the area of the box seats at e orial Stadiu . 
28. Exhibit 16 depicts the area of the box seats at e orial Stadiu  and the a ks est 
Picnic rea. o separate area is designated as the "Executive lub" in xhibit 16. 
29. Exhibit 17 is a page fro  the Boise a ks fficial Site stating that the Executive 
lub serves beverages and h'ordeuvres beginning 45 inutes before the first pitch. 
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30 The management of risk by appropriate planning engineering the placement of
warnings and protective barriers any by other means is a well established field in
which Human Factors experts engineers architects planners and other profession all
make a contributions to minimize or eliminate the risk of injury foreseeable to
professionals and those charged with the responsibility the safety of unsuspecting
individuals that may come into contact with known or to them unknown hazards
31 Stadiums and arenas in which spectator sports such as hockey and baseball are
conducted often have unprotected areas where spectators are exposed and risk being
struck
32 Other areas in such stadiums and arenas have protective barriers installed such as the
protective barrier in this case or glass barriers as in the case of hockey rinks
33 In general spectators sitting behind protective barriers will assume that it is safe for
them to take their eyes off of the game because it appears that someone else
presumably the stadium or arena management has recognized the risk of being struck
by a foul ball or stray puck and has taken steps to guard against that risk
34 By installing protective barriers behind home plate such as those illustrated in
Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Ron Anderson In Support OfDefendants Motion for
Summary Judgment the risk for those sitting behind the barriers of being struck by a
linedrive foul ball such as the one that struck Mr Rountree are virtually eliminated
35 Spectators in the bleacher seats completely unprotected by barrier netting as
illustrated in Exhibit B attached to Mr Andersonsaffidavit will be aware ofthe
absence of protection from foul balls and therefore may be expected to be aware of the
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.      r  i g, gi eering,  l t  
i   t ti  rri r ,   t   i   ll stabli  i l  i  
hich u an Factors experts, engineers, architects, planners and other profession all 
  io s  z   a   s      
r f ssi ls  t s  r  it  t  r sponsibilit  t  s f t  f s s ti  
idua s            r s. 
. s     t       ll  
conducted often have unprotected areas here spectators are exposed and risk being 
t k. 
. t   i   t i     t ti  iers i t ll d,   t  
r t ti  rri r i  t is s , r l ss rri rs s i  t  s  f  ri s. 
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need to protect themselves by not taking their eyes off of the game simply because it is
obvious that no one else has taken steps to protect them from that hazard
36 Just as with those seated behind the protective barriersdescribed in Mr Andersons
affidavit patrons of stadiums and arenas utilizing protected areas will not necessarily
be watching the sporting event since it will be obvious to them that projectiles coming
from the field or rink pose very little if any risk due to the protective barriers For
patrons occupying those areas it is perfectly safe to disregard the field of play and
divert their attention to other matters They are implicitly invited to do so by
management furnishing seating configured so that some ofthe occupants of chairs and
stools sitting around a table will face away from the field or rink
37 Indeed the greater the extent of protective netting barriers installed in a stadium the
more likely and foreseeable it is that a spectator will conclude consciously or
unconsciously that management has taken steps to guard against any inherent risks
associated with the game being played
38 Thus it is likely that a spectator attending a game in a stadium with very limited
protection such as those pictured in Exhibit B of Mr Andersonsaffidavit will
appreciate that they are seated in any area in which foul balls are very hazardous
perceive that there is a high degree of risk that they may be struck by one and be
prepared to exercise great vigilance in avoiding being struck by a foul ball since it is
evident to them that no one else has taken the precaution of guarding against such an
occurrence
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39 Conversely in a stadium such as Memorial Stadium where protective netting barriers
are exceptionally extensive the perceived risk of being hit by a foul ball is greatly
diminished
40 As a practical matter in such areas patrons will not perceive any inherent risk in
occupying areas protected by mesh barriers any inherent risk peculiar to the game of
baseball having been rendered extraneous by virtue of their having entered into a
protected zone
41 In the case of Memorial Stadium it is evident that Boise Hawks Management was
aware of the hazards presented by foul balls
42 Boise Hawks Management erected vertical protective mesh netting in front of all of
the seating in the stadium with the sole exception of the area in front of the Executive
Club where Plaintiffseye was struck
43 Boise Hawks Management erected angled netting extending back but not all ofthe
way over portions of the bleacher area
44 Finally Boise Hawks Management erected horizontally strung a protective barrier
over the entire top of the seating area where circular tables chairs and stools were
provided and in which food and beverages were served before and during the games
See Exhibits 5 through 10 attached hereto
45 As Defendants expert Ron Anderson held out in his affidavit to know the industry
standards applicable to protective netting put it the protective barriers at Memorial
Stadium go almost all of the way down the first base and third base lines and are
more extensive than in any other baseball stadium seen by him
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46 From a human factors perspective it is probable that a spectator attending a game in
Memorial Stadium in which protective barriers have been strung extensively down
both foul lines as at Memorial Stadium see figures 1 3 below and strung both
vertically in front of and horizontally over areas where circular tables chairs and stools
have been placed for the consumption of food and beverages would reasonably
conclude that Boise Hawks Management has taken steps to eliminate the risk of their
being hit by a foul ball
47 Particularly with respect to the areas where patrons ate and drank the Hawks Nest
and the Executive Club the erection of horizontal barrier netting protecting the patrons
from being struck by popfly balls evidences the managementsintention and
expectation that spectators in those areas would not need to protect themselves from
that hazard As such Boise Hawks Management should reasonably expect that
patrons in those areas would be aware of the presence of such netting and would as a
result not feel the need to exercise the vigilance required in a totally unprotected area
signaled by the complete absence of netting
48 Initially Mr Rountree his wife and grandsons were seated in an area intended to be
used by those wishing to consume food and beverages served by concessions in that
area This area has been referred to as the Hawks Nest
49 The Hawks Nest was furnished with circular tables surrounded by chairs from which
patrons of the baseball game could either situate themselves so that they had a vantage
point from which to observe the field ofplay or so that they could converse with others
at the circular tables were they would predictably be looking away from the field Such
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chairs are depicted in Exhibits 5 to 12 Individuals seated so that they are not looking
at the field ofplay can be seen in Exhibits 8 and 12
50 From my review of Mr Rahrsaffidavit and the fact that protective barrier netting
had been installed all along the first and third base lines and over the top of all of the
areas intended for eating drinking and sitting at circular tables on stools and chairs if
attendees so desired the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club it is apparent that Boise
Hawks Management was aware of the physical hazards posed to attendees presented
by foul balls
51 According to Boise Hawks Management on the day ofMr Rountreesaccident the
Hawks Nest was fully enclosed by barrier netting designed to protect patrons from
being struck by foul balls Affidavit of Todd Rahr in Support of Defendants Boise
Baseball LLC Boise
52 More specifically the entire area above the contiguous areas referenced as the Hawks
Nest and the Executive Club is covered by horizontally strung protective barrier
netting See Exhibits 5 through 10
53 In contrast vertically strung barrier netting protects those inside the Hawks Nest area
but terminates at the beginning of the front of the Executive Club the side exposed to
the field and thus the only area within which foul balls may enter See Exhibits 6 and
10 showing termination of netting at the beginning of the Executive Club 7 8 and 9
showing vertical netting down the left hand side of the ball park and 13 showing
vertical netting in front of all of the bleachers on the right field side ofthe stadium
54 As depicted in the exhibits the presence of movable circular tables chairs and stools
as opposed to fixed seating such as that found in bleachers in the Executive Club
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illustrates that it is an area within which the operator of the area knew or should have 
anticipated that some patrons would be seated faced away from the field of play, eating 
or conversing, and looking away from the field, and hence would not be in a position to 
protect themselves from foul balls. It would appear that the area was intended for that 
purpose. Todd Rahr, the President and General Manager of the Boise Hawks Baseball 
Club, says that the Executive Club is an area provided for attendees at ball games to eat 
and drink before games. Rahr Affidavit, ~8. See, also Ex. 17 stating that beverages and 
food is served in this area starting 45 minutes before each game. Though Mr. Rahr 
asserts that the Executive Club stops serving food and beverage when the games start, 
there is nothing to suggest that those already seated and eating are warned to 
discontinue doing so, or to re-orient themselves so that there eyes do not leave the field 
of play. 
55. It is apparent from the reading of Mr. Rahr's affidavit that he contends that 1) there is 
no appreciable risk that a line-drive foul ball will enter the front opening of the 
Executive Club by virtue ofthe fact that he is unaware of any such occurrence, and 2) 
that Mr. Rountree should none-the-Iess have anticipated that foul ball that struck him 
would do so. 
56. It is apparent from the fact that Boise Hawks' Management appreciated the risk that 
foul balls would enter the area known as the Executive Club from the fact that they 
covered it with a horizontally strung protective netting barrier, as they did the other 
eating and drinking area, the Hawks Nest. 
57. Despite the fact that Mr. Rahr states in his affidavit that the occasion on which Mr. 
Rountree was struck in the eye by a foul ball was to his knowledge the only time a foul 
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ball had entered the Executive Club that fact alone more likely speaks to the efficacy
of the horizontally strung protective barrier as a means of eliminating the hazard than to
the distance that foul balls are hit
58 Although Mr Rahr contends that The Executive Club stops serving food and
beverages before the beginning of each game At that point the Executive Club acts
only as an alternative location for people to watch the game without the obstruction of
barrier netting unless the management of the Executive Club requires all those within
it still in the process of consuming food or drinks within it to vacate the Executive Club
or throw away any unfinished food or drinks which does not appear in the record and
is contrary to the affidavit ofMr Rountree and prohibits those who have purchased
concessions from entering it the Executive Club cannot be said to act only as an
alternative location for people to watch the game
59 Immediately before Mr Rountreesaccident he was standing in the Executive Club
looking to his left while engaged in conversation When he heard some commotion he
turned to look towards the field to observe what was happening He immediately was
struck in the right eye with a linedrive ball resulting in the loss of his eye
60 Figure 1 below is a photograph I took at the time ofmy site inspection which shows a
view of the left field area of Memorial Stadium taken from home plate Mr Rountree
was standing in the very last section beyond the sections with white railing
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Figure 1 View Toward Left Field from Home Plate
61 Figure 2 below is a view of these last sections taken from left field Mr Rountree
was standing in the section without the white railing If you look closely it is possible
to detect the right hand edge of the netting which hangs in front of the section with the
white fence the section in which Mr Rountree was standing had no vertically strung
protective netting whatsoever The vertically strung netting was continuous from a
point behind home plate to the section where Mr Rountree was standing the netting
was also continuous along the entire right field line
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Figure 2 Closeup of Section where Mr Rountree was Standing
62 Figure 3 below illustrates the vertically strung protective netting vaguely evident in
front of all seating areas depicted
Figure 3 Bleacher Seats Down First BaseRight Field Line
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63 Based upon my interview with Mr Rountree and my review of his deposition it is
apparent that he did not appreciate the risk that a linedrive foul ball could enter the
Executive Club and that he therefore thought it was safe for him to engage in
conversation standing around a table with his head turned away from the field
64 The fact that Mr Rountree would do so is predictable based on a number of factors
65 First the presence of horizontal netting over the Executive Club the presence of
vertical netting at all points down the third base and left foul lines terminating at the
beginning of the Executive Club caused him to and would foreseeably cause others to
assume that those determining the locations in which it was necessary to install netting
for the protection ofpatrons had concluded that it was unnecessary to install a
protective netting barrier in front of the Executive Club
66 When an individual perceives that others have taken action to guard against a known
hazard that individual is likely to assume that the means of protection has been
conscientiously thought out and is adequate to protect them from the hazard involved
67 Put another way people are disinclined to reinvent the wheel when they come upon
a hazard that they recognize already has been guarded against If this were not the case
workers on every job site would independently verify the adequacy of every protective
measure taken on their behalf compounding exponentially the time spent by industry
complying with OSHA requirements
68 Additionally the angle between the front ofthe Executive Club and home plate is
such that it is not readily apparent that a line drive foul ball could enter the front of the
Executive Club as illustrated in Exhibits 6 and 10
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69 Mr Rountree would have been misled by the fact that there were circular tables
chairs and stools that were placed for eating and drinking in the completely enclosed
Hawks Nest and the Executive Club that was enclosed but for the front of that section
These areas have the appearance of being one eating area albeit that the Executive
Club portion is elevated This is evident from the photographs of these areas Exhibits
5 through 10
70 Reviewing the Affidavit ofMr Rahr he states that he does not know who or what
entity designed andordetermined the barrier netting configuration at Memorial
Stadium where he has been the President and General Manager of Defendant Boise
Hawks Baseball Club Inc since 2004
71 Although it would appear that Boise Hawks Management or their predecessors
created a plan to control the hazard presented by linedrive foul balls to patrons in
virtually all other parts of the stadium they neglected to either identify the hazard that
was posed by the unprotected opening in the front of the Executive Club or to guard
against it and warn patrons of it
72 The hazard posed by leaving the front of the Executive Club open was compounded by
the false sense of security engendered in Mr Rountree resulting from 1 the presence of
netting over the top of the Executive Club but not the front of it 2 the presence of
circular tables chairs and stools in the Executive Club indicating that it was the
expectation of the management that patrons would sit with their backs turned to or faces
directed away from the ball field 3 the fact that in virtually every other area in the park
patrons were protected by netting barriers from being struck by linedrive foul balls
leading to the impression that Boise Hawks Management had made a conscious
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decision that vertical netting was not required in front of the Executive Club to guard
against foul balls and 4 that it appeared from some angles that the opening was situated
such that a line drive fall ball could not pass through the opening
73 The reasonableness ofMr Rountreesexpectation in this regard is supported by the
Affidavit of Mr Rahr who contends that he is unaware of any foul ball having ever
entered the Executive Club If Mr Rahr a member of Boise Hawks Management
believed that there was no risk of a patron in the Executive Club being struck by a foul
ball it was certainly reasonable for Mr Rountree have made that assumption
particularly because it was Mr Rahrsresponsibility as General Manager to exercise due
care to prevent foreseeable injury to patrons arising from known hazards on the
premises and it was the patrons right to assume that he had carried out that
responsibility absent some indication that he had not
74 From my inspection of Memorial Park it is obvious that whomever configured and
located the protective mesh netting barriers in the park appropriately engaged in a
proactive safety and risk management program The problem appears to be that no one
evaluated this solution with respect to the opening in the front ofthe Executive Club
75 As a part of the Boise Hawks Management evaluation of the hazard posed by
leaving the front of the Executive Club unprotected it was not sufficient for Mr Rahr to
simply rely upon the fact that others had put up the netting in place when he assumed his
position as President and General Manager of the Boise Hawks in 2004 and simply rely
upon the fact that he was unaware of any foul ball having entered the Executive Club
76 The fact that virtually all of the other areas in the park were protected from being hit
by linedrive foul balls and the proximity of the front ofthe Executive Club to the left
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evaluated this solution ith respect to the opening in the front of the Executive lub. 
75. s a part of the oise a ks' anagement's evaluation of the hazard posed by 
leaving the front f the xecutive lub unprotected, it as not sufficient for r. ahr to 
si ply rely upon the fact that others had put up the netting in place hen he assu ed his 
position as President and eneral anager of the oise a ks in 2004, and si ply rely 
upon the fact that he was unaware of any foul ball having entered the Executive Club. 
76. The fact that virtually all of the other areas in the park ere protected fro  being hit 
by line-drive foul balls, and the proxi ity of the front of the Executive Club to the left 
  l  i I-- p. 18 
ifield line should have caused Mr Rahr to evaluate whether this one gap in protection
posed a hazard Obviously this would have taken very little effort since most of the
rest of the seating and refreshment areas in the park were already protected by vertical
mesh barriers
77 The most effective plan would have focused on the root causes of the hazard namely
the hazardous condition created by the unprotected spectator section While Boise
Hawks Management did not create the hazard of foul balls per se they did exacerbate
the hazard by providing for extensive mesh netting in all spectator areas of the stadium
with the exception of the Executive Club an area where it is foreseeable a spectator
would be distracted from watching the game and where the absence of such netting
coupled with the fact that netting was strung virtually everywhere else in the ball park
created a false sense of security and protection
78 Such a condition was a direct violation of the Fundamental Principle of Safety It
would have been impossible to employ Safety be Design in this case as foul balls are an
inherent part of the game of baseball similarly it would not be feasible to remove the
spectators from the potential range of foul balls
79 However Guarding could have and should have been employed in the Executive
Club in the same manner as it was for the rest ofthe spectator areas in the stadium by
the use of protective mesh netting barriers
80 The Boise Hawks Management provided protective mesh netting for almost the
entire spectator area along both the first and third base line While the mesh netting
did afford a level of protection for the spectators in those areas of the stadium where it
was present the decision to leave the Executive Club unprotected served to lower the
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subjective risk of patrons such as Mr. Rountree who elected the watch the game from 
this unprotected area. 
81. As he testified in his deposition, Mr. Rountree believed that the Executive Club must 
be a safe area from foul balls and that was why there was no protective netting. 
82. In addition, the Executive Club served food and beverages prior to the start of the 
game and was furnished with circular tables and chairs that would foreseeably be 
arranged in such a manner as to have one's back to the game. While the Boise Hawks 
President and General Manager, Todd Rahr, maintains that the Executive Club 
terminated refreshment service during the game, (this assertion is apparently contested 
by Mr. Rountree) the Hawks Nest immediately adjacent to the Executive Club 
continued service throughout the duration of the game. It was foreseeable that 
spectators would take their refreshments over to the Executive Club for consumption 
and that they would seat themselves around the circular tables furnished there. 
83. Furthermore, no warnings or instructions were given to those seated around the 
circular tables or standing consuming food and beverage in the Executive Club to 
remove any food or beverage from that area, or to cease seating around the circular 
tables to the end that their view of the ball game would be unobstructed. 
84. The point to be made is that while both the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club were 
areas where spectators would be distracted from the game by the arrangement of the 
. seating, the Hawks Nest provided protection for the distracted spectators from line­
drive and pop foul balls in the form ofvertical and horizontal mesh netting barriers, 
while the Executive Club offered protection only horizontally strung mess netting 
barriers across the top of the are as protection against pop fly balls. 
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85. Recognizing that it was necessary to string netting across of the top the Executive 
Club, it should have been obvious to the Boise Hawks' Management that it was also 
necessary to enclose the front of that area with protective netting - just as it had 
apparently been obvious to them that it was necessary to protect patrons from being hit 
by line-drive foul balls by stringing vertical netting barrier in front ofvirtually every 
other area of the ball park. 
86. Mr. Rountree's actions on the day of his injury were clearly foreseeable by Boise 
Hawks' Management; he was simply interacting with the facility in the manner which 
was intended by Boise Hawks' Management. 
87. There were no signs prohibiting spectators from purchasing refreshments at the 
Hawks Nest and taking them over to the adjacent Executive Club for consumption, or 
from simply sitting or standing around the circular tables eating and conversing. 
Spectators such as Mr. Rountree would do so under the misconception that the 
Executive Club was a safe location and therefore they would not need to exercise 
vigilance watching for foul balls entering the Executive Club. 
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Joellen Gill
10501 S Lambs Lane
Mica WA 99023
PhoneFax 509 624 3714
Email Joellen@ACSciencescom
LICENSES
Board of Certification in Professional Ergonomics
Certified Human Factors Professional 2006
License Number 1392
International Safety Academy
Certified XL Tribometrist 2005 present
License Number 170
Project Management Institute
Project Management Professional 1993 present
Certification Number 1384
EDUCATION
Colorado School of Mines 1994
MSin Environmental Science and Engineering
Area of Specialization Environmental Engineering
University of Northern Colorado 1988
Masters in Business Administration
Wright State University 1979
BS in Systems Engineering
Area of Specialization Human Factors Engineering
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Engineering Consultant forApplied Cognitive Sciences 1994Present I have worked
as a research and engineering associate on several hundred legal cases for both the
plaintiff and defense nationwide The focus of my work has been in safety and risk
management particularly as it relates to facility design and fall at elevation accidents
other areas include industrial accidents automotive accident reconstruction and
consumer products I have also worked on Human Factors Engineering consulting
projects for private industry again with an emphasis in safety and risk management
projects have included work for Anchor Industries City of Snohomish and the
American Fun Cart Association
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Engineering Consultant for Applied Cognitive Sciences (1994-Present): I have worked 
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE Continued
Project Manager for EGG 19921994 1 was responsible for Environmental
Restoration projects from conception and initial design through test and closeout This
included overall responsibility for safety and risk management issues of the project as
well as maintaining scope schedule and budget baselines preparation of all required
documentation and overall leadership management and coordination of multi
functional disciplines in order to maximize program effectiveness and efficiency
Senior Principal Engineer for EGG 19901992 1 was responsible for the
development and implementation of plant wide systems in accordance with Department
of Energy Orders and Best Industry Practice This included programs for Root Cause
Analysis ie so as to determine the underlying causes of accidents and near misses so
that corrective action could be implemented Lessons Learned Occurrence Reporting
and Document Control
Principal Engineer for Rockwell International 19831990 This position required a
Department of Energy Q Clearance I was responsible for the development of new
weapons programs and served as the principal contact on technical matters with
customers Responsibilities included task analyses for unique processes in order to
identify and mitigate safety and risk management issues
Human Factors Engineer for Martin Marietta Aerospace 1979 1983 This position
required a Secret Security Clearance I was responsible for the Human Factors
Engineering on the MX Missile System including safety and risk management issues
In this position I conducted analyses in all phases of the design development and
manufacturing cycles of the MX Missile to ensure the Instrumentation and Flight Safety
System was operable and maintainable by the 5th through 95 percentile Air Force
technician In addition I developed detailed procedures for system operation and
maintenance
HONORS AND AWARDS
Graduated summa cum laude at Colorado School of Mines GPA 39 out of 40 1994
Graduated summa cum laude at University of Northern Colorado GPA 40 out of40
1988
Best Presentation Award at Martin Marietta Aerospace 1980
Graduated summa cum laude at Wright State University GPA 39 out of 40 1979
Outstanding Senior Engineer at Wright State University 1979
WSU Foundation Scholarship 1978
WSUFoundation Scholarship 1977
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PRESENTATIONS
Gill J and Gill R Human Factors in Litigation Invited presentation by the Washington
State Trial LawyersAssociation October 2006
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Member of Human Factors and Ergonomics Society
Member of American Society for Testing and Materials
Member of Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
Member of National Safety Council
Member of System Safety Society
CONTRACTS
Evaluation and Development of a Fire Shelter Warning System for Anchor Industries
Principal Investigator 2006
Safety Analysis of Electronic Billboards City of Snohomish Coinvestigator 2005
Evaluation of Warning Label Designs American Fun Kart Association Co investigator
2002
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Sworn Testimony for Joellen Gill MSCBFP CXLT
As ofJanuary 29 2009
2009
Trials
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Hayes v State of Washington Olympic Cascade Services Seattle Washington
2008
Trials
1 Covey vs Lazy J Twin Falls Idaho State
2 Robinson vs Rainforest Cafd Las Vegas Nevada State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Clark vs Total Video Silverdale Washington
2 Raymond vs Costco Silverdale Washington
3 Wilkins vs Cash n Carry Spokane Washington
4 Covey vs Lazy J Twin Falls Idaho
3 Cain vs Puerto Vallarta Spokane Washington
4 Blancaflor vs Home Depot Silverdale Washington
2007
Trials
1 Roderick vs Howard Property Management Eugene Oregon State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Hightower vs Grand Central Coffee Station Spokane Washington
2104 West Riverside Spokane WA 99201 509 6243714 telephonefax
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Richard Thomas Gill
2104 West Riverside
Spokane WA 99201
PhoneFax 509 6243714
Email Rick@ACSciencescom
LICENSE
Certified Human Factors Professional 1994 present
By the Board of Certification in Professional Ergonomics
License Number 0526 1994
Certified XL Tribometrist 2002 present
By the International Safety Academy
License Number A2002 0272
EDUCATION
University of Illinois
PhD in Mechanical Engineering 1982
Area of Specialization Human Factors
Wright State University 1978
MS in Systems Engineering
Area of Specialization Human Factors
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
1 year Graduate Study in Electrical Engineering 1973
Wright State University
BS in Systems Engineering 1972
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Idaho 19952002 Teaching
responsibilities include human factors math modeling mechanics and statistics
Additional responsibilities include appointment as an adjunct professor in the
Department of Psychology and Director of Idaho Space Grant Consortium
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Idaho 1990 1995
Teaching responsibilities include human factors math modeling mechanics and
statistics Additional responsibilities include appointment as an adjunct professor in the
Department of Psychology and Director of Idaho Space Grant Consortium
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Professor of echanical Engineering at the niversity of Idaho (1995-2002): Teaching 
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Additional responsibilities include appoint ent as an adjunct professor in the 
Depart ent of Psychology and Director of Idaho Space rant Consortiu . 
Associate Professor of echanical Engineering at the niversity of Idaho (1990-1995): 
Teaching responsibilities include hu an factors, ath odeling, echanics, and 
statistics. dditional responsibilities include appoint ent as an adjunct professor in the 
epart ent of sychology and irector of Idaho pace rant onsortiu . 
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE Continued
Assistant Dean for the College of Engineering at the University of Idaho 19891990
Administrative responsibilities included the overall administration of the Engineering
Science curriculum coordinating statewide off campus programs managing
engineering cooperative education programs and recruiting new students Position also
included teaching and research responsibilities
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Idaho 19871988
This tenure track appointment was 65 Mechanical Engineering and 35 Engineering
Sciences Teaching responsibilities included math modeling mechanics statistics and
course development in human factors Additional responsibilities included a position as
an adjunct professor in the Department of Psychology to assist in the development of an
interdisciplinary research laboratory and graduate program in human factors
Assistant Professor of Engineering Science at the University of Idaho 1984 1987 This
tenure track appointment was 50 in the Engineering Science Department and 50 in
the Mathematics and Applied Statistics Department Teaching responsibilities included
courses in engineering mechanics applied probability and statistics and developing a
course in human factors in engineering design Additional responsibilities included
helping staff the Statistical Consulting Center
Assistant Professor of Engineering at Wright State University 19801984 Served as
Program Director for the Human Factors Engineering Program Teaching
responsibilities included engineering statics engineering dynamics human factors
engineering senior seminar and systems approach to human factors Also held a joint
appointment with the WSU School of Professional Psychology where the primary
responsibility was to assist in the development of a Doctor of Psychology degree in
Human Factors
Tutor for the State of Ohio 1978 Worked as a personal tutor for individual college
students being rehabilitated from mental illnesses
Student Tutor 19691972 Worked as a tutor for Wright University Dean of Students
Office Tutored courses in Mathematics and Physics
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Engineering Consultant forApplied Cognitive Sciences 1983Present I have worked
as an expert witness for both the plaintiff and defense on over 1000 legal cases
nationwide I have been qualified as an expert in human factors accident
reconstruction mechanical engineering safety engineering and risk management
Work has also included contracts from US government agencies USAF Aeromedical
Research Laboratory and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory as well as private
industry Arvin Industries The Vendo Corporation Key Tronic Corporation Port
Townsend Paper Hewlett Packard Manco Industries FunKart Association Anchor
Industries and so forth
2
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE Continued
Research Scientist for the USAF Office of Scientific Research 1983 This was an
appointment at the USAF Aeromedical Research Laboratory The work focused on
assessing the relationship between accelerationstress and pilot workload In addition I
also worked on a project concerning the effects of highonset rates of acceleration on
pilot performance
Graduate Research Assistant at the University of Illinois 1978 1981 Responsibilities
included the conception and formulation of various research projects in the fields of
Engineering Psychology and Mechanical Engineering
Human Factors Engineer for the United States Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
1976 1978 Worked concurrently in two major fields 1 visual simulation and 2
motion and force simulation This included conducting inhouse research as well as
serving as program manager for externally conducted research
Electronics Engineer for the United States Air Force Foreign Technology Division 1974
1976 Position required a Top Secret security clearance The work involved the
selection and analysis of intelligence data to predict foreign military trends and
capabilities
Process Control Engineer for Industrial Nucleonics Corporation 19731974 Worked on
the development of an infrared moisture gauge to allow real time computer control for
tobacco dryers Responsibilities included the development of a calibration technique
and system installation at an operational site
Computer Operator for Synergy Inc 1970 1972 Operated a CDC 6600 Computer at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base while attending undergraduate school
HONORS AND AWARDS
University of Idaho College of Engineering Outstanding Academic Advisor 1998
University of Idaho College of Engineering Outstanding Senior Faculty 1996
University of Idaho Alumni Award for Excellence 1994
American Society for Engineering Education Centennial Certificate Awardee 1993
Best Paper Award from American Society for Engineering Education Regional
Conference 1991
ASUI Outstanding Faculty Award 1991
University of Idaho Alumni Award for Excellence 1988
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HONORS AND AWARDS Continued
Recipient of the New Engineering Educator Excellence Award from American Society
for Engineering Education 1987
Recipient of the Dow Outstanding Young Faculty Award from the American Society for
Engineering Education 1986
Selected as anSCEfellow for the Air Force Office of Scientific Research Summer
Faculty Research Program 1983
Graduated first in class at the University of Illinois GPA 50 out of 50 1981
Recipient of the Science and Engineering Career Motivation Award which is given
annually by the Dayton Board of Education 1978
Graduated first in class at Wright State University GPA 40 out of 40 1978
Awarded National Science Foundation Traineeship to Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 1972
Graduated first in class at Wright State University summa cum laude GPA 39 out of
40 1972
WSUFoundation Scholarship 1972
Member of Tau Beta Pi National Engineering Honor Society 1971
WSUFoundation Scholarship 1971
Golding Award Outstanding Junior Engineer at Wright State University 1971
PUBLICATIONS
Gill R and Gordon S Cognitive Task Analysis In C Zsambok and G Kline Eds
Naturalistic Decision Making pp 131 140 Lawrence Erlbaum Associates 1997
Gill R Towards Protection from Cumulative Trauma Disorder Litigation Advances in
Industrial Ergonomics and Safety VII Taylor and Francis Ltd 1996
Gill R Gordon S McGehee D and Dean S Integrating Cursor Control into the
computer Keyboard In Human Factors Perspectives on Human Computer Interaction
Selections from Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting Proceedings
1983 1994 Human Factors Society 1995
Gill R Gordon S and Babbitt B Embedding Intelligent Tutoring into Real Time
Simulation Proceedings of the Eighth Symposium on Aviation Psychology 1995
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PUBLICATIONS Continued
Babbitt B Bell H Crane P Sorensen H Gordon S and Gill R Intelligent Tutoring
System F16 Flight Simulation Proceedings of the 1994 American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics AIAA Computing in Aerospace Conference 1994
Gill R A Comprehensive Evaluation of Warning Label Design In K Laughery M
Wogalter and S Young Eds Human Factors Perspectives on Warnings pp 5052
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 1994
Gill R and Gordon S Conceptual Graph Analysis A Tool for Curriculum
Development Instructional Design and Trainee Evaluation Proceedings of the 1993
Interservice Industry Training Systems and Education Conference pp 861 870
Gordon S E Schmierer K A and Gill R T Conceptual Graph Analysis Knowledge
Acquisition for Instructional System Design Human Factors 35 pp 459482 1993
Gordon S E and Gill RT Knowledge Acquisition with Question Probes and
Conceptual Graph Structures In T Lauer E Peacock and A Graesser Eds
Questions and Information Systems pp 2946 Hillsdale N J Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates 1992
Gill R Gordon S McGehee D and Dean S Integrating Cursor Control into the
Computer Keyboard Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 35 Annual Meeting
Vol 1 pp 256 260 1991
Gill R Dingus T Human Factors and Engineering Design High School Summer
Workshop Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 34 Annual Meeting Vol 1 pp
52241990
Dingus T Gordon S and Gill R A New Program for the Remote Training of Human
Factors Professionals Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 34 Annual Meeting
Vol 1 pp 534 536 1990
Gill R and Stauffer L Developing Appropriate Evaluation Criteria for Assessing the
Value Added by Mechanical Engineering Education Programs Proceedings of the 1989
American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference Vol 3 pp 12631265
1989
Gordon S and Gill R Question Probes A Structured Method for Eliciting Declarative
Knowledge Al Applications in Natural Resource Management Vol 3 pp 1320989
Gill R Mailorder Errors The Role of Human Factors Dickinson PSAO Vol 3 No
12 pp 67 Dec 1988
Christensen J Topmiller D and Gill R Human Factors Definitions Revisited Human
Factors Bulletin pp 78 Oct 1988
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PUBLICATIONS Continued
Dingus T Hyde R Hyde T Frame M and Gill R The Speed and Accuracy of a
Spatial Communication Task as a Function of Operator Location Proceedings of the 21
st Annual Meetinq of the Human Factors Association of Canada
Gill R Gordon S Moore J and Barbera C The Role of Knowledge Structures in
Problem Solving Proceedings of the 1988 American Society for Engineering Education
Annual Conference Vol 2 pp 58390 1988
Junker A Levison B and Gill R A Systems Engineering Based Methodology for
Analyzing Human Electrocortical Responses AFAMRL Technical Report AAMRLTR
87030 May 1987
Gill R Barbera C and Precht T A Comparative Evaluation of Warning Label
Designs Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 31 st Annual Meetinq Vol 1 pp
47678 1987
Gordon S Gill R and Dingus T Designing for the User The Role of Human Factors
in Expert System Development Artificial Intelligence Applications in Natural Resource
Management Vol 1 No 1
pp 35461987
Gill R The Need for Human Factors in the Design of Expert Systems Proceedings of
the 1987 Frontiers in Education Conference 1987
Gill R and Dingus T A Structural Approach to Teaching Relative Motion Proceedings
of the 1987 American Society for Engineering Education Annual Conference Vol 4 pp
18060987
Barbera C and Gill R Human Factors in Warning Label Design Proceedings of
Interface 1987
Gill R Kenner K and Junker A Steady State EEG as A Measure of Peripheral Light
Loss Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 30th Annual Meeting Vol 2 pp
124952 1986
Kenner K Junker A and Gill R Visual Evoked Response in the Periphery The
Beginnings of an Objective Measure of GInduced PLL Proceedings of the National
Aerospace and Electronics Conference Vol 3 pp 90912 May 1986
Gill R and Albery W The Effects of Acceleration Stress on Human Workload and
Manual Control Proceedings of the 21 st Annual NASA Conference on Manual Control
1985
Albery W Ward S and Gill R Effects of Acceleration Stress on Human Workload
AFAMRL Technical Report AAMRL TR85039 1985
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PUBLICATIONS Continued
Gill R and Gordon S The Effectiveness of Group Projects in Teaching Engineering
Mechanics Proceedings of the 1984 American Society for Engineering Education 5
pp 27331984
Gill R Obleski M Gordon S and Albery W The Effects of Acceleration on Cognitive
Processing Proceedings of Mid Central ErgonomicsHuman Factors Conference April
1984
Gill R Pilot Workload and GStress A Potential Interaction USAF Summer Faculty
Research Program Final Reports Published by Southeastern Center for Electrical
Engineering Education December 1983
Pierce B Obleski M and Gill R Human Factors in Aerospace A Student Chapter
Project Human Factors Bulletin April 1983
Gill R and Wickens C Operator Workload as a Function of the System State
Proceedings of the 18th Annual NASA Conference on Manual Control 1982
Gill R Wickens C Reid R and Donchin E Pseudo Quickening A New Display
Technique for Manual Control of Higher Order Systems Proceedings of the Human
Factors Society 26th Annual Meeting 1982
Gill R Wickens C Donchin E and Reid R The Internal Model as a Means of
Analyzing Human Performance Proceedings of the 1982IEE International
Conference on Systems Man and Cybernetics 1982
Hull J Gill R and Roscoe S Locus of Stimulus to Visual Accommodation Where in
the World or Where in the Eye Human Factors 24 pp 311 19 1982
Wickens D Gill R Kramer A Ross W and Donchin E The Cognitive Demands of
Second Order Manual Control Applications of the Event Related Brain Potential
Proceedings of the 17th Annual NASA Conference on Manual Control NASA TM 1981
Ritchie M Gill R and Jankowski R The Education and Placement of Human Factors
Engineers Proceedings of the North Central Section American Society for Engineering
Education Dayton OH pp 8287 April 1981
Albery W and Gill R Development and Validation of Drive Concepts for an Advanced
GCueing System Proceedings of the 1978 American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics 1978
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PRESENTATIONS
Gill J and Gill R Human Factors in Litigation Invited presentation by the Washington
State Trial LawyersAssociation October 2006
Gill R Electronic Billboards Safety and Social Issues Invited presentation to the
Snohomish City Council Meeting May 2005
Gill R Human Factors in Accident Reconstruction Invited address to the 20 Annual
Special Problems in Traffic Crash Reconstruction at IPTM Jacksonville Florida April
2002
Gill R Human Factors Expert Witness American Board of Trial Advocates Meeting
Waikiki Hawaii November 2000
Gill R Industrial Funding Support for K12 Programs Panel discussant for the Annual
Meeting of Space Grant Directors April 1997
Gill R Human Factors in Forensic Investigations Invited address at Society of
Forensic Engineers and Scientists Meeting August 1996
Barnes T Hodge J and Gill R Design and Fabrication of an Integrated Cystic
Fibrosis Treatment System Presented at the 1996 Idaho Academy of Science Meeting
Gill R Technology and Its Impact on Society Invited address at the Fourteenth
Annual International Exchange Conference LewisClark State College October 1994
Gill R and Lewis V Towards Improved College Teaching A Preliminary Report
Presented at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section
Annual Regional Meeting April 1992
Eiger D and Gill Modeling the Problem Solving Process Used by an Expert
Presented at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section
Annual Regional Meeting April 1992
Gill R High School Summer Workshops An Effective Recruitment Technique
Presented at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section
Annual Regional Meeting April 1991
Eiger D and Gill R A Goal for Engineering Education The Ideal Engineer Presented
at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section Annual
Regional Meeting April 1991
Carson B and Gill R The Human Factors Element in Engineering Design Presented
at the 1989 Idaho Academy of Science
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PRESENTATIONS Continued
Simon A Imthurn J Polillo S and Gill R The Role of Human Factors in Engineering
Design A Case Study of an Industrial Paper Winder Presented at the 1987 Idaho
Academy of Science
Gill R The Role of Human Factors in Operator Workstation Design Invited
Presentation at the 1986 PCAPPA
Gill R and Mau C The Feasibility of Using EEG to Measure Peripheral Light Loss
Presented at the Annual Western Psychological Association Meeting 1986
Gill R Ward S and Albery W The Comparison of Subjective and Objective Workload
Measures for Humans Under Acceleration Stress Presented at the 1984
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference May 1984
Gordon S Gill R A New Technique for Assessing Cognitive Processing Capabilities
Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science April 1984
Richard M Rice S and Gill R The Improvement of a Ballistics Test Range Control
Panel Via Human Factors Engineering Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio
Academy of Science April 1984
Peters R Gill D Pasquini L and Gill R Human Factors Critique and Redesign of a
Jet Engine Control Panel Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of
Science April 1984
Gill R Improved Quickened Displays Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio
Academy of Science April 1983
Julien J Click A Sanders S Scandura L and Gill R Human Factors Critique and
Design of a Hydraulic Systems Test Stand Presented at the Annual Meeting of the
Ohio Academy of Science April 1983
Ingle D Dabney G Scherty K Beckett T and Gill R A Human Factors Critique of
an Industrial Sewer Cleaner Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of
Science April 1983
Gill R The Role of Human Factors at Three Mile Island Invited presentation by the
Southern Ohio Chapter of the Human Factors Society October 1982
Gill R Human Factors in Education Invited presentation by the Dayton Chapter of the
IEEE October 1980
Gill R Ross T and Albery W An Advanced Acceleration Simulation Device for the
Flight Simulators Presented at the Dayton Cincinnati AIAA Mini Symposium 1978
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0PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Member of Human Factors and Ergonomics Society
Member of American Society for Testing and Materials
Member of American Academy of Forensic Sciences
Member of System Safety Society
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
Slip and Fall Prevention Cornwell dba McDonaldsCoinvestigator 2008
Evaluation and Development of Warning Information for Portable Fire Shelters Anchor
Industries Coinvestigator 2006
Safety Analysis of Electronic Billboards City of Snohomish Principle Investigator 2005
Evaluation of Warning Label Designs American Fun Kart Association Principle
Investigator 2002
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 26000 Assistant Director 2001
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 26000 Assistant Director 2000
Transforming Engineering Consulting into Engineering Case Studies University of
Idaho 35000 Sabbatical 19992000
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 256500 Director 1999
NASA Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research 225000 State wide
Director 1999
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 256000 Director 1998
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 255000 Director 1998
Idaho Total Engineering Challenge Lockheed Martin Aerospace Corporation5000
Principal investigator 1997
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 255000 Director 1997
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 23000 Director 1996
Summer Institute for Engineering Educators on Curriculum Design and Implementation
for Interactive TeachingLearning University of Idaho Office of Teaching Enhancement
2500 Coprincipal investigator 1995
Idaho Space Grant Consortium NASA 23000 Director 1995
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I , $35,0 0, ti l, -20 . 
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I   t rti , , $256,0 0, i t r, . 
I   r t rti , , $25 ,0 0, ir t r, . 
Idaho Total ngineering hallenge, Lockheed artin erospace orporation, $5,000, 
rincipal investigator, 1997. 
I   r t rti , , $25 ,0 0, ir t r, . 
Idaho pace rant onsortiu , , $230,000, irector, 1996. 
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I   r t rti , , $23 ,0 0, ir t r, . 
 
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS Continued
Evaluation of an F16 Intelligent Tutoring System Northrop Corporation 37600 Co
principal investigator 1994
JETS Workshop US Department of Energy 1400 Co principal investigator 1993
Workstation and Hand Tool Design for Disk Drive Assembly Hewlett Packard5000
Coprincipal investigator 1993
Analysis of a Disk Drive Arm Assembly Line Process Hewlett Packard2000 Co
principal investigator 1992
Multimedia for Enhanced Undergraduate Education University of Idaho Office of
Academic Affairs and IBM 81000 Coprincipal investigator 1991
JETS Summer Workshop US Department of Energy9000 Coinvestigator 1991
Analysis of a Paper Winder Safety Gate Port Townsend Paper2500 Coprincipal
investigator 1991
Keymouse Configuration and Design Key Tronic Corporation6700
Coprincipal investigator 1990
Keymouse Usability Key Tronic Corporation 18900 Co principal investigator 1990
JETS Summer Workshop US Department of Energy 9000 Principal investigator
1990
Mapping Knowledge in Declarative and Procedural Structures Idaho State Board of
Education 35000 Coprincipal investigator 1990
JETS Summer Workshop US Department of Energy 22000 Principal investigator
1990
A Program to Test and Evaluate Equipment for the Disabled University of Idaho
Research Office7000 Coprincipal investigator 1989
Research Experience for Undergraduates National Science Foundation 4000 Co
principal investigator 1989
Stressor Interaction Assessment Boeing Military Aircraft Corporation 21600 Co
principal investigator 1989
Design and Evaluation of a Vending Machine Retrofit System The Vendo Company
20400 Principal investigator 1988
ii
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ulti edia for nhanced ndergraduate ducation, niversity of Idaho ffice of 
i  ff ir   I , $81,0 0, - ri i l i ti t r, . 
J  r rks op,  rt t f rgy, $9,000, o-i v sti tor, . 
nalysis of a aper inder afety ate, ort To nsend aper, $2,500, o-principal 
i ti t r, . 
 i i   i ,  i  r tion, $6,700, 
o- i i l i i t r, . 
y s  s ility, y r ic r r tion, $18,9 0, - ri ci l i v sti tor, . 
 r r op,  rt t f r , $9,000, ri i l i ti ator, 
. 
i  l  i  l r ti   r r l tr t res, I  t t  r  f 
ti n, $35,0 0, - ri i l i ti t r, . 
 r r p,  rt t f r y, $22,0 0, ri i l i ti tor, 
. 
 rogra  to Test and valuate quip ent for the isabled, niversity of Idaho 
esearch ffice, $7,000, o-principal investigator, 1989. 
esearch xperience for ndergraduates, ational cience oundation, $4,000, o-
ri i l i ti t r, . 
tressor Interaction ssess ent, oeing ilitary ircraft orporation, $21,600, o-
ri i l i ti t r, . 
si   v l ti  f  i  c i  tr fit yst ,   y, 
$2 ,4 0, i i l i i t r, . 
11 
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS Continued
A Structural Technique for Evaluating Design Tools National Science Foundation
60000 Coauthor and consultant 1988
Formations and Use of Conceptual Structures in Problem Solving Domains Air Force
Office of Scientific Research 79200 Coprincipal investigator 1988
Software Interface Design for Asynchronous Computer Conferencing EGG of Idaho
12800 Co principal investigator 1987
Techniques for Augmenting the Communication of Spatial Information Boeing Military
Aircraft Company 15000 Co principal investigator 1987
Evaluation of Warning Label Effectiveness Arvin Industries1400 principal
investigator 1986
A Structured Approach for Developing an Effective Teaching Methodology for Problem
Solving A Case Study American Society for Engineering Education1500 principal
investigator 1986
The Development of an Innovative Technique for Using Personal Computers to Aid in
Teaching Deaf People to Speak University of Idaho Seed Grant 300 principal
investigator 1986
The Development of a Steady State EEG Measure of Acceleration Induced Peripheral
Light Loss United States Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Human
Engineering Division7100 principal investigator 1985
The Feasibility of Using Electroencephalograms to Measure Acceleration Stress United
States Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Human Engineering Division
14000 principal investigator 1984
The Effects of Acceleration Stress on Cognitive Workload United States Air Force
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Biomechanics Division 35000 principal
investigator 1984
12
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  : (Co ) 
 tr ct r l c i  f r v l ti  si  ls, ti l ci c  ti , 
$60, 0, - t r  ltant, . 
r ti s  s  f c t l tr ct r s i  r l  lvi  i s, ir rc  
ffic  f ci tific s rc , $79,2 0, - ri ci l i v sti ator, . 
ft r  I t rf  i  f r r  t r f r i , &G f I , 
$12,800, o-principal investigator, 1987. 
echniques for ug enting the o unication of patial Infor ation, oeing ilitary 
ircraft o pany, $15,000, o-principal investigator, 1987. 
l ti  f r i  l ff ti ss, r i  I tri s, $1,400, ri i l 
, . 
 tr ct r  r c  f r v l i   ff ctiv  c i  t l y f r r l  
lvi :  s  t y, ric  ci ty f r i ri  c tion, $1,500, ri ci l 
i ti t r, . 
        l     
i  f l  t  k, i r it  f I   r t, $3,300, ri i l 
i ti t r, . 
The evelop ent of a Steady State EE  easure of Acceleration Induced Peripheral 
Light Loss, nited tates ir orce erospace edical esearch Laboratory, u an 
ngineering ivision, $7,100, principal investigator, 1985. 
 i ilit  f i  l tr l r  t  r  l r ti  tr s, it  
t t  ir r  r  i l r  r tory,  i ri  i i i , 
$14,000, principal investigator, 1984. 
The Effects of Acceleration Stress on Cognitive orkload, United States Air Force 
r  i l r  r tory, i i  i i i n, $35,0 0, ri i l 
i ti tor, . 
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Sworn Testimony for Richard GillPhDCHFP CXLT
As ofJanuary 8 2009
2009
Trials
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Clay vs Seattle School District Seattle Washington
2008
Trials
1 Heth vs Montana State Fund Helena Montana State
2 Andrade vs Flores Hilo Hawaii State
3 Ninneman vs Columbia Stone Portland Oregon State
4 Matson vs Oregon Arena Corporation Portland Oregon State
5 Stopp vs City and County of Honolulu Honolulu Hawaii State
6 Taylor vs Centioli et al Seattle Washington State
Via Preservation Deposition
7 Ilao vs Luk Hagatria Guam
Via Preservation Deposition
8 Cmos et al vs CH2M Hill et al Spokane Washington State
9 Matus vs Hood Manor Apartments et al Kennewick Washington State
10 Sewell vs Viza Motors Colville Washington State
11 Figueroa vs Food Processing Equipment Corporation Mt Vernon Washington
12 Ingle vs State of Washington Colfax Washington State
13 Kim et al vs State of Hawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Francis vs UPRR et al San Jose California
2 Goins vs Kendall et al Lewiston Idaho
3 Huffman vs King et al Boise Idaho
4 Galante vs Kostelecky Honolulu Hawaii
5 Stanton vs Costco et al Honolulu Hawaii Vol 2
6 Suuvs Dooley et al Hagdtna Guam
7 Hoogestraate vs Maui Land and Pineapple et al Kapalua Maui
8 Gu vs Griswold Seattle Washington
2104 West Riverside Spokane WA 99201 509 624 3714 telephonefax
000670
ognitive ciellCes 
~~~ Human Fadors 
:: ngineering 
A ONSULTING Gltou,. 
: 
: 
S orn Testi ony for Richard ill, Ph.D., C FP, C LT 
s of January 8, 2009 
epositions/Arbitrations: 
1. Clay vs. Seattle School District; Seattle, ashington 
8: 
: 
. t  s. t  t t  ; l , t  (St t ) 
2. ndrade vs. Flores; ilo, a aii (State) 
3. inne an vs. olu bia tone; ortland, regon (State) 
4. atson vs. Oregon Arena Corporation; Portland, Oregon (State) 
5. Stopp vs. City and County of onolulu; onolulu, a aii (State) 
6. Taylor vs. entioli, et al.; Seattle, ashington (State) 
(Via Preservation eposition) 
7. Ilao vs. uk; agatfta, ua  
(Via reser ati  e siti n) 
8. os, et al. vs. 2  ill, et al.; Spokane, ashington (State) 
9. atus vs. ood anor part ents, et al.; ennewick, ashington (State) 
10. Se ell vs. iza otors; olville, ashington (State) 
11. Figueroa vs. Food Processing Equip ent Corporation; t. ernon, ashington 
12. Ingle vs. State of ashington; olfax, ashington (State) 
13. i , et al. vs. tate of awaii; onolulu, a aii (State) 
epositions/ rbitrations: 
. r i  . , t l.;  se, lif r i  
2. oins vs. endall, et al.; Le iston, Idaho 
3. uff an vs. ing, et al.; Boise, Idaho 
4. alante vs. ostelecky; onolulu, a aii 
5. Stanton vs. ostco, et al.; onolulu, a aii ( ol 2) 
6. u'u vs. ooley, et al.; agatfta, ua  
7. Hoogestraate vs. aui Land and Pineapple, et al.; Kapalua, aui 
8. u vs. riswold; Seattle, ashington 
2104 est iverside· pokane,  99201 . (509) 624-3714 telephone/fax 
--
9. Steele vs. Trinar, et al.; Seattle, Washington 
10. Weis vs. Spri Products; Anchorage, Alaska 
II. Reiner vs. Hampton Inn, et al.; Missoula, Montana 
12. Fouts vs. ACHD, et al.; Boise, Idaho 
13. Basso vs. Shamrock Materials; San Francisco, California 
14. Gonsalas vs. Hom; Honolulu, Hawaii (Arbitration) 
15. Stopp vs. City and County of Honolulu; Honolulu, Hawaii 
16. Cmos, et al. vs. CH2MHill; Spokane, Washington 
17. Beck vs. L & M Trucking; Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
18. Flaxman vs. Lee; Seattle, Washington 
19. Williams vs. Madison County; Rexburg, Idaho 
20. Stacey vs. Dillards, et al.; Pocatello, Idaho 
21. Gindlina vs. Coburn, et at.; Seattle, Washington 
22. McCurdy vs. Fleetwood, et at.: Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
23. Dalgrehn vs. Silver Star Telephone; Cody, Wyoming 
24. Meyer vs. Goodwill; Spokane, Washington 
25. Simmonds vs. Ritewood; Pocatello, Idaho 
26. Shell vs. Von Holt, et at.; Lihue, Kauai 
27. Spencer vs. Denison; Colville, Washington 
28. Taylor vs. Centioli; Seattle, Washington 
29. Nate vs. UPRR; Pocatello, Idaho 
30. Bixby vs. UPRR; Pocatello, Idaho 
31. Williams vs. U.S. Bank, et at.; Clarkston, Washington 
32. Jiry v Wal-Mart; Kennewick, Washington 
33. Brown v USA; Louisville, Kentucky 
34. Mizutani vs. American Savings Bank; Honolulu, Hawaii 
35. Kealoha vs. A & B Fleet Services; Kona, Hawaii 
36. Holland vs. State of Washington, et at.; Seattle, Washington 
37. Childs vs. Gold Tip; Boise, Idaho 
38. Stewart vs. Big D Construction; Jackson Hole, Wyoming 
39. Figueroa vs. FPEC; Mt. Vernon, Washington 
40. Hall vs. Wingate; Missoula, Montana 
41. Howell vs. Republic Parking; Boise, Idaho 
42. Pinsky vs. Sands of Kahana; Kahalui, Maui 
43. Ingle vs. State of Washington; Colfax, Washington 
44. Phillips v Erhart; Boise, Idaho 
45. Godinez vs. Windy river Winery; Kennewick, Washington 
46. Smith vs. Koolau Golf Course; Honolulu, Hawaii 
47. Stewart vs. Haleakala ATV, et at.; Wailuku, Maui 
48. Avichouser vs. K Mart; Kahalui, Maui 
49. Roush vs. Campbell County, et at.; Gillette, Wyoming 
50. Bryan vs. West Wind Farms, et at.; Casper, Wyoming 
51. Cooper vs. Coastal Machinery; Redding, California 
52. Williams vs. Jones, et at.; Kennewick, Washington 
53. Seckinger vs. Swing Video, et al.; Honolulu, Hawaii 
54. Mako vs. BNSF; Tacoma, Washington 
2007: 
2 
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l
l
l
l
l
l
 
l
l
l
Trials
1 Demello vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
Via Preservation Deposition
2 Herbert vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
Via Preservation Deposition
3 Findlay vs Anderson Cattle Company Restaurant Vancouver Washington
State
Via Preservation Deposition
4 Jones vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
5 Dickman vs Budget Rental et al Spokane Washington State
6 Clark vs SharleyHubbard Spokane Washington State
7 Stamey et al vs Big Mountain Resort et al Kalispell Montana Federal
Via Preservation Deposition
8 Salvini vs Ski Lifts Inc Seattle Washington State
9 Pearl vs Fred Meyer Stores Seattle Washington
10 Herbert vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State Live Testimony
11 Megison vs GM et al Santa Cruz California State
12 Demello vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
13 People vs Sykes HagAtria Guam
14 Sampio vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
15 Mabrey vs Wizard Fisheries Seattle Washington Federal
16 Brower vs North Slope Borough Barrow Alaska State
17 King vs Duck Inn Havre Montana State
18 Gonsalves vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
19 Cabrera vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Pearl vs Fred Meyer Stores Seattle Washington
2 LeMaster et al vs Arrow Metal et al Seattle Washington
3 Sanders vs Fairmont Orchid Kona Hawaii
4 Holler vs Hilton Honolulu Hawaii
5 Tani vs Healy Tibbits et alHonolulu Hawaii Arbitration
6 Perez vs Sack N Save Honolulu Hawaii
7 Sampio vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii Arbitration
8 Peters vs Smith Construction Helena Montana
9 Powell et al vs City and County ofHonolulu Honolulu Hawaii
10 Sanders vs Fairmont Orchid Kona Hawaii Volume 2
11 Mabrey vs Wizard Fisheries Seattle Washington
12 Chapman vs Killinger Twin Falls Idaho
13 Tarlton vs Ryobi et al Seattle Washington
14 Waite vs Brodhead et al Spokane Washington
15 Speed vs ICRR New Orleans Louisiana
16 Ladner vs Goggin et al CoeurdAlene Idaho
17 Teves vs Kaiser Honolulu Hawaii Arbitration
18 Saunders vs Fairmont Orchid Kona Hawaii Arbitration
19 Stanton vs Costco Honolulu Hawaii
20 Brown vs EMB et al Seattle Washington
21 King vs Duck Inn Great Falls Montana
3
000672
i l : 
.  . te  i ; l lu,  (St te) 
ia r s r ti  siti  
. r rt . t t   aii; l l , ii (St t ) 
ia ti  iti  
. a  . nders  le  t urant; ver,  
(St t ) 
ia r r ti  iti  
.  .   ai ; olulu,  (St ) 
. ic a  s. et e tal, et al.; a e, as i t  (State) 
. l  . arley- rd; , i t  (St t ) 
. t  t I, . i  tai  rt, t l.; li ll, t  (Fe ral) 
ia r s r ti  siti  
. l i i . i ift , I c.; ttl , i t  (St t ) 
. l .  e  t s; attl , i t  
.  .   ai ; l l ,  (St ;  ti ony) 
11. egison vs. , et al.; anta ruz, alifornia (State) 
. e ell  s. tate f a aii; l l , a aii (State) 
. e le s. es; a atfia, a  
. i  s. t t  f aii; l l , ii (St t ) 
.  . iza  i ri s; attl , i t  (Fe ral) 
16. ro er vs. orth lope orough; arro , laska (State) 
. i  s. c  I ; a re, ta a (State) 
. s l es . t t  f aii; l l , ii (St t ) 
. ra . t t   ii; l l , ii (St t ) 
sitions/Arbitrati s: 
. rl s. r  r t r s; ttl , s i t  
. a t  t l. .  tal, t l.; attle, i t  
.  .  i ; ,  
. ller s. ilt ; l l , a aii 
. i s. l  i its, t l.; l l , ii (Arbitr ti n) 
. r  .  ' ve; l l , ii 
. i  . t t   ii; l l , ii (Arbitr ti ) 
. s .  tr cti n; , ta a 
9. o ell, et al. vs. ity and ounty f onolulu; onolulu, a aii 
. a ers s. air t rc id; a, a aii (Volu e ) 
11. abrey vs. izard Fisheries; Seattle, ashington 
.  . illi r; i  ll , I a  
. lt  . i t l.; attl , i t  
14. aite vs. rodhead et al.; pokane, ashington 
15. Speed vs. ICRR; e  rleans, Louisiana 
16. Ladner vs. oggin, et al.; oeur d'Alene, Idaho 
17. eves vs. aiser; onolulu, a aii (Arbitration) 
18. aunders vs. air ont rchid; ona, a aii (Arbitration) 
.  . t ; l l ,  
20. Bro n vs. E B, et al.; Seattle, ashington 
21. ing vs. uck Inn; reat Falls, ontana 
 
622 Sykes vs Melton Hagatna Guam
23 Fejeran vs Aviation Services Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
24 Gonsalves vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii Arbitration
25 Bond et al vs Krause Manufacturing Seattle Washington
26 Wulff vs Wesmont Builders et al Missoula Montana
27 Crawford vs City of Tieton Tieton Washington
28 Pang vs Yamaha et al Kona Hawaii Volume 2
29 Smith vs Friends ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii
30Ordenstein vs Windward Community College et al Honolulu Hawaii
31 Gutner vs Fisher Hawaii Honolulu Hawaii
32 Sauer vs John Deere et al Denver Colorado
33 Bond et al vs Krause Manufacturing Seattle Washington Volume 2
34 Tracy vs Luck Enterprises Worland Wyoming
35 Ritter vs Foss Marine Seattle Washington
36 Zwettler vs Chapin Twin Falls Idaho
37 Nielson vs Jaremko Spokane Washington
38 Senkler v Ochse Spokane Washington
2006
Trials
1 Hokland vs City and County of Honolulu Honolulu Hawaii
Via Preservation Deposition State
2 Papadopoulos vs Fred Meyer Stores Seattle Washington
Via Preservation Deposition Federal
3 Thornton vs Spooner Farms Seattle Washington
Via Preservation Deposition State
4 Camanse vs Padre Honolulu Hawaii
Via Preservation Deposition State
5 State vs Elder Honolulu Hawaii State
6 Steigman vs Outrigger Properties Honolulu Hawaii
Via Preservation Deposition State
7 Kelly vs Foodland Honolulu Hawaii State
Via Preservation Deposition State
8 Birdwell et al vs AMTRAC et al Philadelphia Pennsylvania Federal
9 Robins vs PACCAR et al Lexington Kentucky
10 Nelson vs Stellar Sea et al Seattle Washington
Via Preservation Deposition Federal
11 Harouffvs Life Church Dallas Oregon State
12 Clark vs Harding Spokane Washington State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Romero vs Lowe et al Kailua Hawaii
2 Sanchez vs Tsunami Waianae Hawaii
3 Sisneros vs UPRR Hana Wyoming
4 Pelzel vs Pacific County et al GraysHarbor Washington
5 Bocatija vs Cabras Marine Hagatria Guam
6 Boos et al vs Chicago Pneumatic Seattle Washington
7 Lee vs Royal Orchid et alHagAtna Guam
4
000673
. es . ; tfi ,  
. j r  s. iatio  rvi s; e lth f t  rt r  ria a Isl s 
. l es . t t  f aii; l l , ii (Arbitr ti n) 
. ,  l. . ra  t ri g; at l ,  
. lff s. es t il ers, et al.; iss la, ta a 
. r f r  . it   i t n; i t , i t  
28. Pang vs. a aha, et al.; ona, a aii (Volu e 2) 
. th . iends  ai ; lulu,  
0. Ordenstein s. ind ar  it  lle e, et al.; l l , a aii 
.  .  ai ; olulu,  
. r .  , t l.; r, l  
33. ond, et al. vs. rause anufacturing; eattle, ashington (Volu e 2) 
. r  .  t r ri s; rl , i  
. itt r s. ss ri ; attl , s i t  
. ttl r . pin; i  ll , I  
37. ielson vs. Jare ko; Spokane, ashington 
38. Senkler v chse; Spokane, ashington 
6: 
i l : 
1. la  s. it  a  t  f olulu; l l , a aii, 
ia r s r ti  siti  (St t ) 
. l  .   t r s; attl , hi gton, 
ia reservation eposition (Federal) 
. r ton s. er ar s; eattle, as i t n, 
ia r s r ti  siti  (St t ) 
. s  . r ; l l  ii 
ia r ti  iti  (St t ) 
5. tate vs. lder; onolulu, a aii (State) 
. tei a  s. tri er r erties; olulu, a aii 
ia Preservation eposition (State) 
7. elly vs. Foodland; onolulu, a aii (State) 
ia Preservation eposition (State) 
8. ird ell, et al. vs. , et al.; hiladelphia, ennsylvania (Federal) 
. ins s. , et al.; e i t , e t c  
10. elson vs. Stellar Sea, et al.; Seattle, ashington 
ia Preservation eposition (Federal) 
11. arouff vs. ife hurch; allas, regon (State) 
. lar  s. ar i ; a e, as i t  (State) 
epositions/Arbitrations: 
1. o ero vs. o e, et al; ailua, a aii 
. a c ez s. sunami's; aia ae, a aii 
3. Sisneros vs. PRR; ana, yo ing 
4. Pelzel vs. Pacific ounty et al.; ray's arbor, ashington 
5. ocatija vs. abras arine; agatiia, ua  
6. oos et al. vs. hicago Pneu atic; Seattle, ashington 
7. ee vs. oyal rchid et al.; agatiia, ua  
 
8 Lindall vs Hawaiian Waters Adventure Park Honolulu Hawaii
9 Stankewich vs City and County of Honolulu Honolulu Hawaii Arbitration
10 Remmick vs Daisy Billings Montana
11 Brooks vs City ofWashougal et al Washougal Washington
12 Boltron vs St Francis Medical Center Honolulu Hawaii
13 Scrimshaw vs Stewart Kona Hawaii Arbitration
14 Nolan vs Kaanapali Beach Hotel Kaanapali Maui Arbitration
15 Bright vs Brown Spokane Washington
16 Caldetera vs AccuCut et al Honolulu Hawaii
17 Teranishi vs New Casino Honolulu Hawaii
18 Heydon vs City and County ofHonolulu Honolulu Hawaii
19 Lonczak vs County of Maui Wailuku Maui Records Deposition
20 Keehu vs Players et al Honolulu Hawaii Records Deposition
21 Paglinawan vs Schuler Homes et al Honolulu Hawaii
22 Le vs Kealani et al Wailea Maui
23 Robins vs Wayne Engineering et al Lexington Kentucky
24 Espinoza vs Risenmay Farms et al Rexburg Idaho
25 Dickman vs Budget Rent A Car Spokane Washington
26 Sewell vs Viper Motors Spokane Washington
27 Yogi vs Stearns Airport Equipment et al Honolulu Hawaii
28 Lewis vs Mossholders Furniture Casper Wyoming
29 Baccus vs Ameripride Idaho Falls Idaho
30 Kelley vs Foodland Honolulu Hawaii
31 Bishop vs Marriott Wailuku Hawaii Records Deposition
32 Babayan vs WalMart Wailuku Hawaii Records Deposition
33 Bright vs Brown Spokane Washington
34 Maxwell vs Jerome County Jerome Idaho
35 Megison vs GM et al San Jose California
36 Carlton vs BG Consultants et al Hutchinson Kansas
37 Andrade vs Flores et al Hilo Hawaii
38 Warren vs Kleenco Honolulu Hawaii
39 Ringer vs County ofHawaii Kona Hawaii
40 Shimose vs Apolo et al Honolulu Hawaii
41 Malott vs Marriott Honolulu Hawaii
42 Pang vs Yamaha et al Kona Hawaii
43 Salvini vs Ski Lifts Inc Seattle Washington
44 Demello vs State Honolulu Hawaii Arbitration
45 Seitz vs New Holland Equipment et al San Francisco California
46 Herbert vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii Arbitration
47 Porter vs Stark Seattle Washington
2005
Trials
1 Juarez vs Frias San Francisco California via Preservation Deposition State
2 State of Idaho vs Marek Sandpoint Idaho State
3 DubacTyler vs Hyatt Corp Kaanapali Maui State
4 Rukavina et al vs Crane Plumbing et al Challis Idaho State
5 Rabissa vs Costco Kona Hawaii State
000674
. l  . ian   rk; olulu, i  
9. Stanke ich vs. ity and ounty of onolulu; onolulu, a aii (Arbitration) 
. i  s. is ; illi s, ta  
. r s s. ity f s l, t l.; s ugal, s i t  
. ltr  . t. i  i l t r; l lu, ii 
.  . rt; ,  (Arbitr ) 
. la  s. aa a ali eac  tel; aa apali, a i (Arbitrati ) 
. ri t s. r ; a e, as i t  
. l t r  s. c -C t, t l.; l lu, ii 
. i i .  i ; l l , ii 
.  . t     olulu; l l ,  
.  s. t  f aui; il ku, i (Records osition) 
.  . l rs, t l.; l l , ii (Records osition) 
. a li a a  s. c ler es, et al.; l l , a aii 
.  s. l ni, t l.; il , i 
23. obins vs. ayne Engineering, et al.; Lexington, entucky 
. i  . i  r , t l.; urg, I  
.  .    r; ,  
26. Sewell vs. Viper otors; Spokane, ashington 
27. ogi vs. Steams irport Equip ent, et al.; onolulu, a aii 
28. Le is vs. ossholders Furniture; asper, yo ing 
29. accus vs. eripride; Idaho alls, Idaho 
. elle  s. la d; l l , a aii 
. is  s. rri tt; il , ii (Records osition) 
.  . l-M rt; il , ii (Rec r  siti n) 
33. right vs. ro n; Spokane, ashington 
34. ax ell vs. Jero e ounty; Jero e, Idaho 
. e is  s. , et al.; a  J se, alif r ia 
.  .  lt ts,  l.; , a s  
. ndrade . l , t l.; il , ii 
. arre  s. lee c ; l l , a aii 
. i er s. t  f a aii; a, a aii 
. i s  s. l , t l.; l lu, ii 
41. alott vs. arriott, onolulu, a aii 
. a  s. a a a, et al.; a, a aii 
. l i i s. i ifts, I c.; ttl , s i t  
. ll  . t t ; l l , ii (Arbitrati ) 
. it  .  lla  i nt, t l.;  i co, li i  
46. erbert vs. tate f a aii; onolulu, a aii (Arbitration) 
. rter s. tark; eattle, as i t  
5: 
l : 
.  . ;  , r ia  r t  i  (St t ) 
. tate f I a  s. arek; andpoint, I a  (State) 
. -Tyler . tt r ; pali, i (St t ) 
. i , t l. . ra  l i g, t l.; lli , I  (St te) 
5. abissa vs. ostco; ona, a aii (State) 
5 
6 Haggard vs Parma Furniture Nampa Idaho State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Kim vs Savard et al St Johnsbury Vermont Volume 1
2 Cormier vs Gold Gym et al Boise Idaho
3 Cross vs Takenaka Landscaping et al Makakilo Oahu
4 Li and Wang vs Sea Life Park Honolulu Hawaii
5 Rabissa vs Costco Kona Hawaii Volume II
6 Erickson vs Badger Building Center Bonners Ferry Idaho
7 Kim vs Savard et al St Johnsbury Vermont Volume II
8 Harris vs Union Pacific Railroad Seattle Washington
9 Juarez vs Frias San Francisco California
10 Horsley vs Hilton Hotel Corp Seattle Washington
11 DubacTyler vs Hyatt Corp Kaanapali Maui
12 Bacani vs State ofHawaii et alHonolulu Hawaii
13 Kanei vs Daiei Honolulu Hawaii
14 Stevens vs Robert Bosch Tool Corporation Twin Falls Idaho
15 Young vs Holiday Inn Hagatrfta Guam
16 Anthony vs Alexander Baldwin Inc et al Kahalui Maui Records
17 Anthony vs Alexander Baldwin Inc et al Kahalui Maui
18 Baker vs Flying J Casper Wyoming
19 Abiley vs State of Hawaii Arbitration Honolulu Hawaii
20 Sales vs SelfHelp Housing Honolulu Hawaii
21 Rukavina et al vs Crane Plumbing et al Challis Idaho
22 Hart vs Hoist et al Bonners Ferry Idaho
23 LeMaster vs BNSF Billings Montana
24 Dunivent vs UPRR Cheyenne Wyoming
25 Glaberson vs A B Properties Kahalui Hawaii Records Depo
26 Newman vs Milacron et al Bozeman Montana Volumes 1 and 2
27 Glaberson vs A B Properties Kahalui Hawaii
28 McKay vs Smith Spokane Washington Arbitration
29 Schultz vs Ellensburg Cement Products et al Seattle Washington
30 Scholz vs Zip Truck Lines et al Spokane Washington
31 Nyquist vs Farmers et al Great Falls Montana Arbitration
32 Hernadez vs Lematic Honolulu Hawaii
33 Abiley vs State ofHawaii Honolulu Hawaii
34 Dison vs Vaagen Brothers Lumber Colville Washington
35 Harvey vs Payne Properties Spokane Washington
36 Mallot vs MarriottKoOlina Oahu Records Deposition
37 Stewart vs Violich et al Kailua Hawaii
38 Hytrek vs Albertsons Casper Wyoming
39 Hedge vs Redmond Heavy Hauling Tacoma Washington
2004
Trials
1 Twenge vs Fred Meyers et al Portland Oregon State
2 Tyler vs Petsmart et al Spokane Washington State
3 Lewis vs Tribune Publishing Company et al Colfax Washington State
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. r  s. r a r it r ; , I  (St t ) 
epositions/Arbitrations: 
. i  . r , t I.; t. bury, e  (Volume ) 
2. Cor ier vs. old's y , et aI., Boise, Idaho 
. ross . e  a i , t I.; kil ,  
4. i and ang vs. Sea ife Park; onolulu, a aii 
5. abissa vs. ostco; ona, a aii (Volume II) 
. ric s  . a r ilding t r; ners rr , I a  
. i  . r , t I.; t. r , er t (Volu  II) 
8. arris s. i  acific ailr a ; eattle, as i t  
. re  . ri ;  r i , lif r ia 
. l  . ilto  otel r ; ttl , i t  
. ac-Tyler s. att r ; aa apali, a i 
. i s. t te f ii, t I.; l l , ii 
. i . i i; l l , ii 
. t s . rt s  l r r ti n; i  ll , I  
15 . oung vs. oliday Inn; agatfia, ua  
16. nthony vs. lexander & l i , c.,  I.; l i, i (Rec ) 
. t  s. le a er & al i , I c., et aI.; a al i, a i 
. r s. l in  J; s er, i  
19. biley vs. State of a aii; (Arbitration); onolulu, a aii 
. l  . l -Help sing; l l , ii 
. a i a, et ai. s. ra e l bing, et aI.; allis, I a  
. rt s. ist, t I.; rs rry, I  
23. Le aster vs. SF; illings, ontana 
24. univent vs. ; heyenne, yo ing 
. la r  .  &  r erties; a al i, a aii (Rec r s e o) 
. a  . il n, t I.; , ta  (Volume    ) 
. a  .  &  roperties; ahalui, a aii 
. c a  s. ith; a e, as i t n; (Arbitrati ) 
29. chultz vs. llensburg e ent roducts, et a1.; eattle, ashington 
30. cholz vs. ip ruck ines, et aI.; pokane, ashington 
. ist s. ar ers, et aI.; reat alls, ta a (Arbitrati n) 
32. ernadez vs. Le atic; onolulu, a aii 
33. biley vs. State of a aii; onolulu, a aii 
34. ison vs. aagen rothers u ber; olville, ashington 
. ar e  s. a e r erties; a e, as i t  
. all t s. arri tt; o'Olina, a  (Records e siti n) 
37. Ste art vs. iolich, et al.; ailua, a aii 
38. ytrek vs. lbertsons; asper, yo ing 
39. edge vs. ed ond eavy auling; aco a, ashington 
04: 
l : 
1. Twenge vs. Fred eyers, et aI.; Portland, Oregon (State) 
2. Tyler vs. Pets art, et a1.; Spokane, ashington (State) 
3. Le is vs. Tribune Publishing Co pany, et aI.; Colfax ashington (State) 
6 
ri
4 Fowler vs Fred Meyers Portland Oregon State
5 Richardson vs State ofMontana Butte Montana State
6 Wendt vs USA Honolulu Hawaii Federal
7 Parris vs State of Washington et al Spokane Washington State
8 Miller vs Ostler Moses Lake Washington State
9 Kelley vs County of Maui et al Wailuku Maui State
DepositionsArbitrations
1 Robinson vs State ofMontana Butte Montana
2 Lewis vs Colfax Masonic Corp Colfax Washington
3 Rabisa vs Costco Kona Hawaii
4 Kitchens vs Outrigger et al Waikiki Hawaii
5 Ishii vs Island Colony Condominiums Waikiki Hawaii
6 Cadman vs City and County of Honolulu Honolulu Hawaii
7 Castillo vs A A Electric Honolulu Hawaii
8 Lyons vs Smith Food and Drug Casper Wyoming
9 Johnson vs Manco et al Modesto California
10 Benoy vs Jacobson Coeur Alene Idaho
11 Rabisa vs Costco Kona Hawaii Arbitration
12 Lawlor vs Naeole et al Honolulu Hawaii
13 Carter vs City of Spokane Spokane Washington
14 Kahikina vs Hilo Terrace Apartments AOAO et al Hilo Hawaii
15 Moniz vs Barland et alHonolulu Hawaii
16 Zelinski vs BNSF Portland Oregon
17 Hopkin vs BNSF Greybull Wyoming
18 Schroder vs Arby Spokane Washington
19 Vuittonet vs Hayes Lemmerz International et al Boise Idaho
20 Gapero vs Pacific Shores AOAO et al Kihe Maui
21 Ibara vs Aloha Tower Management Company et al Honolulu Hawaii
22 Baker vs Totally Titanium Inc Waikiki Hawaii
23 Jenner vs Bargain Giant Spokane Washington
24 Milward vs Vandervert Spokane Washington
25 Baker vs Totally Titanium Inc Waikiki Hawaii Arbitration
26 Frahm vs Alamo Rental Car Las Vegas Nevada
27 Mathews vs Harrington Spokane Washington
28 Cuthbert vs JBs Family Restaurant CoeurdAlene Idaho
29 Kelley vs County ofMaui et al Wailuku Maui
30 Kappel vs Kea Lani et al Wailea Maui
31 Cross vs Takanaka Landscaping et al Makakilo Hawaii Arbitration
32 Sharp vs Best Cheney Washington
33 Meador vs Chipman Taylor et al Pullman Washington
34 Miyamoto vs Hawaiian Electric Company et al Honolulu Hawaii Vol 1 2
35 Hayes vs Union Pacific Railroad et al Rupert Idaho
36 Reaves vs Rowe Kennewick Washington
000676
--
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. ler s. re  e ers; rtland, re  (State) 
.  .   t na; tt ,  (S te) 
. t . A; l l , ii (F ral) 
.  .   hi gton,  l.; , i  (St te) 
.  . tler; s  e,  (St t ) 
9. elley vs. ounty of aui, et al.; ailuku, aui (State) 
/Arbitra s: 
.  .   a; tt ,  
2. e is vs. olfax asonic orp.; olfax, ashington 
. i  . tco; , ii 
. tche  . tri ger,  l.; aikiki,  
. i  .   i i ; ikiki, i  
.  . it   t   olulu; l l , ii 
. till  .  &  tric; l l ,  
.  . ith's   g; r,  
9. J s  s. a c , et al.; esto, alif r ia 
.  s. J son; r d'Alen , I  
. is  . t o; , ii (Arbitr ti n) 
.  . ole,  l.; l l ,  
. arter s. it  f ane; a e, as i t  
. i i  s. il  rr  rt e ts , t l.; il , ii 
. i  . rl , t l.; l l , ii 
.  . ; rtl nd,  
.  . ; ybul ,  
. r r s. rby's; , s i t  
. itto t .  e  t ti l, t l.; i ,  
.  . i  res ,  l.; ,  
.  .   a a  any,  l.; l l , i  
. r s. t ll  ita i  I c.; ikiki, ii 
. r . r i  i nt; , i t  
. il ar  . a r rt; , i t  
25. aker vs. Totally Titaniu  Inc.; aikiki, a aii (Arbitration) 
.  . la   r; as s, a a 
. at e s s. arri t n; a e, as i t  
. t rt . B's il  t urant; r 'Alen , I  
. lle  . t   i, t l.; il , i 
.  . ea i,  l.; , a  
. r ss s.  s ping, t l.; kil , ii (Arbitr ti n) 
. r  . t; , a i t  
33. eador vs. hip an & aylor, et al.; Pull an, ashington 
34. iya oto vs. a aiian lectric o pany, et al.; onolulu, a aii (Vol 1 & 2) 
. a es s. i  acific ailr a , et al.; ert, I a  
. es s. ; i k, s i t  
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572011
Shop at the offical Boise
Haw ks online teamstore
t1AWKS
ADVANCED
MEDIA
Get the inside scoop
with our HAM bloggers
ow
Get all your Haw kstow n
mail with our new sietter
The Official Site of Minor League Baseb
2
Haw ks release 2011 Promotional Schedule
On the Mike Haw ks Alumni Report 5411
Rich Hill Called Up to Boston
Chiefs fall in 10 innings to Bees 32
In crowded outfield Colvin waits for next shot
Is Brett Jackson Ready
Cubs Ty Wright Visits Arp Elementary
Alessandro Maestri playing in Nebraska
Cubs Minor League Wrap May 4
Greathouse Chiefs onehit LKings
BATTING PITCHING
cor1 c
wireless
Castro not in lineup on anniversary of debut
Barney continues to make mother proud
Ouade trying to get Colvin enough atbats
Brown plates six fuels 23 hit attack
Harper extends hit streak to 10 games
DrivesRanaudo rebounds pitches gem
AVG HR RBI i CIBPiSLG
2
1 Jones 5
2 Ramrez 4
3 Alcantara 3
4 May 3
5 Cuneo 2
2
BE A BOISE MAWiS
PLAYERFOR A AYI
CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
East West
TEAM W L PCT GB
Yakima 25136 8
Spokane 21 1755340
Boise 1523395100
Tri City 1325342120
Which former Hawk will have the best big
league career
C Brett Jackson
C HakJu Lee
C Josh Vitters
C Chris Carpenter
League Leaders I Team Stats
wwwminorleaguebaseball com indexjs 12
Whitenack was04with a 480 ERA for the Hawks in 2009 Scott McDanielBoise Hawks
Cubs Down on the Farm Report 042511
Robert Whitenack continues to dazzle for the Daytona Cubs The righty has run his season totals
to 25 strikeouts and just one walk Get the complete Minor League rundow n from
ChicagoCubsOnline
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TAKE 6 EM TO THE BALLGAME! 
The perfect option for your summer party! Come out and have fun while we do all the work! 
Belly Bustin' BBQ 
Only $30 per guest! 
Group BBQ's include a reserved seat in the 
shade, a free baseball for the group autograph 
session, plus all-you-can-eat BBQ & drinks in 
the Hawks Nest one hour before first pitch! 
-BBQ Pulled Pork -Hamburgers -Chicken Breasts 
-Hot Dogs -Green Salad -Baked Beans 
-Potato Salad -Dessert -Pepsi Products -Beer 
Classic Ballpark Picnic 
Only $25 per guest! 
Group picnics include a reserved seat in the 
shade, a free baseball for the group autograph 
session, plus all-you-can-eat dinner & drinks in 
the Hawks Nest one hour before first pitch! 
-Hamburgers -Chicken Breasts -Hot Dogs 
- Baked Beans -Potato Salad - Dessert 
-Pepsi Products -Beer 
-All groups booked with the Boise Hawks require a group minimum of 30 people. We can accommodate up to 450 guests. 
Ticket Only Options 
Ticket only packages start at $6 per person and food vouchers 
start at $4 per person. Contact a Hawks Group Sales 
Representative for more options and pricing. 
boisehawks.com • P: 208.322.5000 • F: 208.322.6845 
June 
Sun Man Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat DODD 
D[]DDD~D 
c:J LJ [:J [J [J I EU~I I Eu'~1 
Ii9l l2Ol n l&l rJil lEll r2 ~~~_[f!g_ lslJ 
I26lrvl l2all29ll301 ~~~I~~ 
July 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
I31l ~ 
IYA~II YA~I 
August 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat D Ills 
Thu Fri Sat 
~_II 
[]D[]CDD~ 
[j[jlj[:[j[jU 
[j[:Jc:J~[]~~ 
~~[J~~~ 
IAWayl 
Game Times: A ll games start at 7:1Sp 
Exceptions: July 4 - 7:3Sp, August 30, August 31. September 1 - 6:4Sp, September 3 - TBD 
: 
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'From before the openirIJ f!itch throUJh the {inaf out, JOu if{ 6  
treatel to an experience like no other in Memoriaf Stalium fiteraf& 
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iW Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 3451000
Fax 208 345 4700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
FILED J
AM PM
MAY 0 9 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Plaintiff
V
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Case No CV PI 0920924
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants
Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium Incs Motion for
Summary Judgment
Comes now the Plaintiff through counsel and opposes motion for summary judgment
In sum the affidavits filed in support of Defendant Diamond Sports Management and
Development LLCsMotion For Summary Judgment do not establish that there is no genuine
issue of material fact as to whether its negligence was a proximate cause ofPlaintiffsinjuries
Standards Applicable To Motions for Summary Judgment
The burden ofproving the absence ofmaterial facts is upon the moving party Petricevich
v Salmon River Canal Co 92 Idaho 865 868 452 P2d 362 365 1969 In order for the
moving party to prevail in summary judgment it must establish through evidence the absence of
any genuine issue of material fact on an element of a non moving partyscase Thompson v IO
Insurance Agency Inc 126 Idaho 527 530 887P2d 1034 1038 1994 Ifthe moving party
fails to challenge an element or fails to present evidence establishing the absence of a genuine
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for
Summary Judgment p 1 000712
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ise aseball, , et. l. 
e orandu  in pposition to efendants' 
se bal , , ise s  
l , , e l t   r i s,  
  t di , c.'s ion  
ar  J e t 
 
Co es no  the Plaintiff, through counsel, and opposes otion for su ary judg ent. 
I  s , t e affida its file  i  s rt f efe a t ia  rts a a e e t a  
evelop ent 's otion or u ary Judg ent do not establish that there is no genuine 
issue of aterial fact as to hether its negligence as a proxi ate cause of Plaintiff s injuries. 
t r s li l   tions f r r  t 
e r e  f r ing t e a se ce f aterial facts is  t e i  arty. etricevic  
. l  i  l o.,   , ,  .2d ,  (1 9).    t  
i  rt  t  r il i  s r  j nt, it st st lis  t r  i  t  s  f 
any genuine issue f aterial fact on an ele ent f a non- oving party's case. ho pson v. 10. 
Insurance Agency, Inc., 126 Idaho 527,530,887 P.2d 1034,1038 (1994). If the oving party 
fails to challenge an ele ent or fails to present evidence establishing the absence of a genuine 
e orandu  in pposition to efendants' oise aseball, , oise a ks aseball 
Club, LLC, o e Plate Food Services, LLC and e orial Stadiu , Inc.'s otion for 
Su ary Judg ent - p. 1 
issue of material fact on that element the burden does not shift to the non moving party and the
non moving party is not required to respond with supporting evidence Smith v Meridian Joint
School District No 2 918 P 2d 583 588 Idaho 1996 The burden of establishing the absence
of a genuine issue of material fact rests at all times with the party moving for summary
judgment Idaho Schools for Equal Educational Opportunity v State ofIdaho 132 Idaho 559
564 976 P2d 913 Supreme Court 1998
Statement of Facts Precluding Summary Judgment
Bud Rountree was a season ticket subscriber for many years before his eye was put out as
a Boise Hawks game at Memorial Stadium On September 30 2007 he agreed to renew his
season tickets and made a three year commitment to renew those tickets for three years This is
the only agreement that he entered into with any of the Defendants Rountree Aff 22 Exhibit
10 The agreement does not contain any consent waiver release of liability or other such
language Rountree Aff 123 Mr Rountree received his tickets after he had entered into the
agreement to renew his tickets and after he had paid for the tickets Rountree Aff T24 No one
advised him prior to purchasing or receiving his tickets that they believed that by accepting the
tickets or attending the baseball games he was consenting to accepting any risk of injury
Rountree Aff 25 He did not sign or otherwise enter into any other agreement with the
Defendants containing any consent waiver release of liability or other such language Rountree
Aff T26 At no time did Mr Rountree expressly either in writing or orally consent to accepting
any risk of injury to assume any risk or injury to release anyone from liability for any injury
caused by anyone sustained while he was attending any baseball game in Memorial Stadium
Rountree Aff 26 At no time did he otherwise intend by conduct to manifest any such consent
to accepting any risk of injury to assume any risk or injury to release anyone from liability for
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the only agree ent that he entered into ith any of the efendants. Rountree Aff. ~22, Exhibit 
. e a ree e t es t c tai  a  c sent, ai er, release f lia ilit  r t er s c  
la a e. tree ff. ~23. r. tree recei e  is tic ets after e a  e tere  i t  t e 
agree ent to rene  his tickets and after he had paid for the tickets. ountree ff. ~24. o one 
is  i  ri r t  r i  r r i i  is tic ets t t t  li  t t  ti  t  
tickets or attending the baseball games he was consenting to accepting any risk of injury. 
ountree ff. ~25. e did not sign or other ise enter into any other agree ent ith the 
Defendants containing any consent, waiver, release of liability or other such language. Rountree 
ff. ~26. t no ti e did r. ountree expressly, either in riting or orally, consent to accepting 
any risk of injury, to assu e any risk or injury, to release anyone fro  liability for any injury 
caused by anyone sustained while he was attending any baseball ga e in e orial Stadiu . 
ountree ff. ~26. t no ti e did he other ise intend by conduct to anifest any such consent 
to accepting any risk of injury, to assu e any risk or injury, to release anyone fro  liability for 
e orandu  in pposition to Defendants' Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise awks Baseball 
lub, , o e late ood Services,  and e orial Stadiu , Inc. 's otion for 
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any injury caused by anyone sustained while he was attending any baseball game in Memorial
Stadium Rountree Aff 27 Mr Rountree is not aware of any conduct on his part from which
anyone could infer that he had manifested consent to accepting any risk of injury to assume any
risk or injury or to release anyone from liability for any injury caused by anyone sustained while
he was attending any baseball game in Memorial Stadium Rountree Aff 29 Mr Rountree
never read the language on the backs of any of the tickets sent to him by the Defendants Mr
Rountree did not believe that he was under any obligation to do so and the language was in such
tiny print that it was it could not be read without great effort He was not advised that he was
under any obligation to read anything on the tickets Advertisements were printed on the backs
of the tickets and for all he knew the printing related to the advertisements though he never
bothered to find out About the only thing that Mr Rountree read on the tickets was the date and
the seat number Rountree Aff 30
On August 13 2008 Bud Rountree his wife and grandsons attended a baseball game
conducted in Memorial Stadium by the Boise Hawks There are two areas containing circular
tables chairs and stools set aside at Memorial Stadium within which patrons can eat drink sit
and converse and ifthey wish and depending upon where in these areas they are seated watch
the baseball game Defendants have referred to these areas as the Hawks Nest and the
Executive Club Mr Rountree states in his deposition and affidavit that he does not recall any
sign designating the area in which he was injured as the Executive Club at the time of his
accident Mr Rountree states that both areas are joined and that the Executive Club is simply
an elevated portion of the Hawks Nest Rountree Aff 3 5 While the bleacher areas of
Memorial Stadium have fixed seating and are obviously designed for but one purpose watching
the baseball game the dining and drinking areas variously described as the Hawks Nest the
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the baseball ga e. efendants have referred to these areas as the "Ha ks est" and the 
"Executive lub." r. ountree states in his deposition and affidavit that he does not recall any 
sign designating the area in which he was injured as the "Executive Club" at the ti e of his 
i nt. r. tree t t  t t t  r  r  j ine   t t t  "Executive lub" i  i l  
an elevated portion of the a ks est. Rountree Aff. ~~ ,5. il  t  l r r s f 
e orial Stadiu  have fixed seating and are obviously designed for but one purpose - atching 
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elevated section of the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club are intended designed and
furnished for multiple uses watching the game while consuming food and beverages andor
socializing with others around the table consuming food and beverages andorsocializing with
others around the table while disregarding the game In other words for some using the eating
and dining areas those areas in effect serve simply as a restaurant The socalled Executive Club
is connected to the lower section of the Hawks Nest and the entire area is protected by a
horizontally strung protective mesh barrier Rountree Aff3 6 Exhibits 1 2 3 4 6 and 7 The
Executive Club was open to anyone and there was no actual club or organization to which it
was restricted Rountree Affidavit 3 Though spectators can take food and beverages into the
bleacher seats Mr Rountree had reserved a table at which to eat in the Hawks Nest Rountree
Aff 15 Exhibits 1 and 2 There were no signs prohibiting spectators from purchasing
refreshments at the Hawks Nest and taking them over to the adjacent Executive Club for
consumption or from simply sitting or standing around the circular tables eating and conversing
Gill Aff 87
In support of Boise Hawks motion for summary judgment its President and General
Manager Todd Rahr avers that while the elevated section ofthe Hawks Nest called the
Executive Club serves food and beverages it does so only until the beginning of each game at
which time is serves only as an alternative location for people to watch the game without the
obstruction of barrier netting Mr Rahr further avers that For those people who want to order
food andorbeverages after the game has started and while the game is being played the Boise
Hawks have a full service eating and drinking area called the Hawks Nest which is located
adjacent to the Executive Club closer towards home plate and is fully enclosed by barrier
netting Rahr Aff 110 These averments carry with them important inferences the Boise
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Hawks purportedly stop serving food and beverages in the Executive Club area because 1 they
recognize that eating drinking and socializing around tables creates a distraction from the field
of play 2 that unlike the other area the Hawks Nest that serves food and beverages where
patrons may rely on the fact that are fully protected from foul balls the Boise Hawks have
consciously decided to take lesser measures to guard against the same hazard and 3 that there
remains a risk of injury for those in that specific area who are distracted and not paying attention
to the game At least with respect to the Hawks Nest the Boise Hawks have voluntarily fully
enclosed by barrier netting an area furnished with circular tables chairs and stools to protect
patrons occupying that area from the dangers of foul balls that they may not see because they are
distracted by conversation the orientation of their seats or otherwise
In any event Mr Rahrsassertion that after the beginning ofbaseball games the
Executive Club serves only as an alternate location from which games may be viewed without
the obstruction of netting is belied by the testimony ofmany witnesses Contradicting that Mr
Rountree states that this area is furnished with circular tables around which patrons sit eating
drinking and conversing during the time that games are being played Mr Rountree avers that he
witnessed this occurring prior to and on the night of his accident Rountree Aff 810 Mrs
Rountreeswife Linda Ballard testified to the same effect Ballard Depo P 3611 916 A
witness to the accident Lisa Leek testified that she was in the Executive Club talking with
Ms Ballard while the game was being played Leek Depo p 291913 She testified that there
were tables in that area Leek Depo p 401 812 and that people were congregating in various
parts of the Executive Club not just up at the railing Leek Depo p 42 1 24 to p 431 7 Ms
Leek testified that her family ate all ofthe food that they had brought to the game in the
Executive Club area
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After entering the Executive Club the Rountrees sat and stood around a table He is not
sure if he noticed that there was not any netting at the front ofthe Executive Club but in any
event he believed that the area was protected because of the other vertical and horizontal netting
in the areas with tables and was under the impression that the Boise Hawks had accessed the
safety issues associated with the risk of being hit by foul balls and taken appropriate action to
prevent whatever risk there was Rountree Aff 119 Consistent with that impression Mr
Rountree did not warn his grandsons to watch out for foul balls because he didntfeel the need
to be concerned about their safety or his own Rountree Depo p 10011 612 Defendants cite
the deposition testimony of Linda Ballard for the proposition that Mr Rountree warned the boys
not to get hit by foul balls in the Executive Club However the portion ofMs Ballard
testimony cited leaves out three important questions which clarify her responses and make it
clear that Mr Rountreeswarning regarding the dangers of being hit by foul balls concerned the
area outside ofthe Executive Club Q So before you went down there Bud told your step
grandkids watch out for foul balls A He told them watch out for balls And Im not sure
how its all constructed back there but theres times that you know kids were running back and
forth back there Because apparently some foul balls would land there and they would go shag
balls And I think he was letting his kids know or letting Jacob and Luke know that you know
sometimes balls go back there in the back part of it and they might find a foul ball Ballard
Depo at p 3511 1020 See Rountree Aff Exhibit 3 and 11 showing exposed areas behind the
Hawks Nest and Executive Club
Ms Ballard was also not paying attention to the ball game but was conversing with a
friend and keeping an eye on Mr Rountreesgrandsons Ballard Depo p 381 22 to p 40120
Ms Ballard was in the Executive Club for about 20 minutes before Mr Rountreesaccident
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s. Ballard was also not paying attention to the ball ga e, but was conversing with a 
friend and keeping an eye on r. ountree's grandsons. allard epo. p. 381. 22 to p. 40 1. 20. 
s. allard as in the "Executive l " f r a t  inutes fore r. ntree's i nt, 
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and was not aware that there was no netting on the front ofthe area Ballard Depo p 421 16 to
p 43 121
Mr Rountree was standing next to a table in the Executive Club conversing with a
friend Just before he was struck in the eye by a linedrive foul ball Mr Rountree was facing
away from the field towards Glenwood Street Mr Rountree turned his head just before he was
hit by the line drive foul ball because he heard the roar ofthe crowd Mr Rountree did not hear
anyone shout out a warning Rountree Depo p 751 18 to p 761 6 From this fact there arises
an inference that few ifany people saw the linedrive foul ball approach or someone would have
shouted a warning
Ms Ballard heard the crack of the bat but did not see the ball until she turned just in time
to see it hit Mr Rountree in the eye She ran to where he had fallen where she found him to be
essentially in a state of shock with his eye gushing blood Ballard Depo p 461 17 to p 471
23 p 481 8 to p 491 1 p 491 11 top 501 9
Plaintiff has retained a Human Factors expert Joellen Gill to analyze the facts in this
case from the perspective of what Mr Rountree perceived as the risk of using the area known as
the Executive Club as a place to sit eat and talk without having to keep his attention focused
on the baseball game and what the Boise Hawks should have perceived that risk to be and what
actions they should have taken to guard against that risk Ms Gillsaffidavit is lengthy 22
pages with an additional 60 pages of exhibits Her qualifications are contained in her curriculum
vitae which is attached as an exhibit to her affidavit It is not practical to set forth in this
statement of the facts everything that Ms Gill sets forth in her affidavit particularly in view of
the page limitation of this memorandum imposed by local rule Nevertheless given the fact that
some of the authority relied upon by the Defendants discusses the issue of consent upon which
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the Defendants base part of their argument for summary judgment it is important to explore and
understand the human factors involved in the perception and appreciation of risk and the related
issue of what actions any of the parties should reasonably have taken For this reason Plaintiff
respectfully requests that the Court read Ms Gillsaffidavit in full Ms Gillsanalysis includes
considerations of what measures the Boise Hawks should have taken to evaluate the risk both
that patrons occupying the Executive Club might be hit by linedrive foul balls and the risk
that those patrons might not appreciate that risk and would need to be warned of it The bottom
line is that many circumstances came together making the provision ofcircular tables chairs and
stools in an area where the Boise Hawks knew that occupants were sitting and conversing
distracted from the game and unprotected by a vertical mesh barrier a hazard that required action
on the part of the Boise Hawks to protect these patrons
Ms Gill holds degrees in systems engineering specializing in Human Factors
Engineering and Environmental Science and Engineering specializing in Environmental
Engineering Ms Gill has served as a Human Factors Engineer responsible for safety and risk
management issues for Martin Marietta Aerospace weapons systems Rockwell International
weapons systems EGG development and implementation of plant wide systems in
accordance with Department of Energy Orders and Best Industry Practices including programs
for Root Cause Analysis ie so as to determine the underlying causes of accidents and near
misses so that corrective action could be implemented and since 1994 as a private consultant on
safety and risk management issues Ms Gillsknowledge expertise analysis and opinions are
relevant to the issues raised by the Defendants as they relate to the factual issues ofperception of
risk by the Plaintiff the Defendants and other occupying the Executive Club during ball
games standards ofpractice in managing risk and the feasibility of alternatives for managing the
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risk involved in this case These matters are implicated by the Defendants arguments both as to
the Limited Duty rule and the issue of Consent
Ms Gill inspected the scene of Mr Rountreesaccident at Memorial Stadium reviewed
the depositions taken in the case the affidavits filed in the case the photographs of the stadium
and the accident scene materials from the Official Web Site of the Boise Hawks interviewed
Mr Rountree and reviewed other pertinent documents Ms Gill explains that risk management
programs involve the identification of hazards and the creation and implementation of plans to
either eliminate those hazards if feasible or to guard against the hazards if feasible or in the
event that neither is feasible to adequately warn against the hazards to allow those who
foreseeably may be exposed to the hazard to protect themselves GillAff 1115 Ms Gill
explains that most activities and not simply sporting events have inherent risks that can be
minimized by proper risk management The Boise Hawks had such a risk management program
but it was inadequate GillAff 16 It is not feasible to eliminate the inherent risk posed to
spectators in sporting events of the nature of baseball and hockey by employing the first
principal of risk management Safety by Design because foul balls are an inherent part ofthe
game ofbaseball and it is not feasible to remove spectators out ofthe potential range of foul
balls Gill Aff 78 However when Safety by Design is not feasible both Guarding and
warnings were feasible Gill Aff 79 Protective barriers are a method ofguarding that virtually
eliminate the inherent risk in attending baseball games Gill Aff 34 Indeed the Boise Hawks
did employ these two means ofminimizing the risk in areas well beyond what they contend is
the industry standard by providing protective netting in front of every area occupied by patrons
with the sole exception of the front of the Executive Club Gill Aff 80 Spectators sitting
behind protective barriers will assume that it is safe for them to take their eyes off of the game
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the "Limited Duty" rule and the issue of "Consent." 
s. Gill inspected the scene of r. Rountree's accident at emorial Stadium, reviewed 
the depositions taken in the case, the affidavits filed in the case, the photographs of the stadium 
and the accident scene, aterials fro  the fficial eb Site of the oise a ks, interviewed 
r. Rountree, and reviewed other pertinent docu ents. s. ill explains that risk anage ent 
programs involve the identification of hazards and the creation and implementation of plans to 
either eliminate those hazards if feasible, or to guard against the hazards, if feasible, or in the 
event that neither is feasible, to adequately arn against the hazards to allo  those ho 
foreseeably may be exposed to the hazard to protect themselves. Gill AfJ. ~~11-15. Ms. Gill 
explains that most activities, and not simply sporting events, have inherent risks that can be 
ini ized by proper risk anage ent. The Boise a ks had such a risk anage ent progra , 
but it was inadequate. Gill AfJ. ~16. It is not feasible to eliminate the "inherent risk" posed to 
spectators in sporting events of the nature of baseball and hockey by employing the first 
principal of risk management, "Safety by Design" because foul balls are an inherent part of the 
game of baseball, and it is not feasible to remove spectators out of the potential range of foul 
balls. Gill AfJ. 78. However, when Safety by Design is not feasible, both Guarding and 
warnings were feasible. Gill AfJ. 79. Protective barriers are a method of guarding that virtually 
eli i ate t e "inhere t risk" i  atte i  aseball a es. ill ff. 34. I eed, t e ise a s 
did employ these two means of minimizing the risk in areas well beyond what they contend is 
the "industry standard" by providing protective netting in front of every area occupied by patrons 
with the sole exception ofthe front ofthe "Executive Club." Gill Aff. 80. Spectators sitting 
behind protective barriers will assume that it is safe for them to take their eyes off of the game, 
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because it appears that someone else presumably the stadium or arena management has
recognized the risk of being struck by a foul ball or stray puck and has taken steps to guard
against that risk Gill Aff 33
The issue of appreciation of risk is somewhat paradoxical Spectators in the bleacher
seats completely unprotected by barrier netting as illustrated in Exhibit B attached to Mr
Andersonsaffidavit will be aware of the absence of protection from foul balls and therefore may
be expected to be aware of the need to protect themselves by not taking their eyes offofthe
game simply because it is obvious that no one else has taken steps to protect them from that
hazard GillAff 35 However spectators in stadiums and arenas sitting in protected areas will
not necessarily be watching the sporting event since it will be obvious to them that projectiles
coming from the field or rink pose very little if any risk due to the protective barriers For
patrons occupying those areas it is perfectly safe to disregard the field of play and divert their
attention to other matters Gill Aff 36 Conversely a spectator attending a game in a stadium
with very limited protection such as those pictured in Exhibit B ofMr Andersonsaffidavit
depicting stadiums where the only protection is behind home plate will appreciate that they are
seated in an area in which foul balls are very hazardous perceive that there is a high degree of
risk that they may be struck by one and be prepared to exercise great vigilance in avoiding being
struck by a foul ball since it is evident to them that no one else has taken the precaution of
guarding against such an occurrence Gill Aff 38
In contrast the greater the extent of protective netting barriers installed in a stadium the
more likely and foreseeable it is that a spectator will conclude consciously or unconsciously
that management has taken steps to guard against any inherent risks associated with the game
being played GillAff 37 In a stadium such as Memorial Stadium where protective netting
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    e  (presu   t i    e ent)  
r i  t  ris   i  tr    f l ll r tr     t  t  t  r  
i st t t ris . ill ff. . 
   i t   s    xi l. s    
seats co pletely unprotected by barrier netting as illustrated in Exhibit  attached to r. 
erson's affi a it ill e a are f t e a se ce f r tecti  fr  f l alls a  t eref re a  
e e ecte  t  e a are f the need to protect the selves by not taking their eyes ff f the 
ga e, si ply because it is obvious that no one else has taken steps to protect the  fro  that 
azard. ill ff. . e er, s ectat rs i  sta i s a  are as sitti  i  r tecte  areas ill 
t ecessaril  e atc i  t e s rting e ent, si ce it ill e i s t  t e  t at r jectiles 
co ing fro  the field or rink pose very little if any risk due to the protective barriers. For 
tr s i  t s  r s, it is rf tl  s f  t  isr r  t  fi l  f l y,  i rt t ir 
attention to other atters. ill ff. 36. onversely, a spectator attending a ga e in a stadiu  
it  r  li ite  r t ti ,   t s  i t re  i  i it  f r. rson's ffi it 
(depicting st i s r  t e l  r t tion is i   late), ill r i t  t t t  r  
seated in an area in hich foul balls are very hazardous, perceive that there is a high degree of 
risk that they ay be struck by one, and be prepared to exercise great vigilance in avoiding being 
struck by a foul ball since it is evident to the  that no one else has taken the precaution of 
guarding against such an occurrence. ill ff. ~38. 
In contrast, the greater the extent of protective netting barriers installed in a stadiu , the 
ore likely and foreseeable it is that a spectator ill conclude, consciously or unconsciously, 
that anage ent has taken steps to guard against any "inherent risks" associated ith the ga e 
being played. ill Aff. ~37. In a stadiu  such as e orial Stadiu  here protective netting 
e orandu  in pposition to efendants' oise aseball, , oise a ks aseball 
l , ,  l t   r i s,   ri l t diu , I c. 's tio  f r 
r  t - .  
barriers are exceptionally extensive the perceived risk of being hit by a foul ball is greatly
diminished Gill Aff39 In stadiums where the management has extensively created safety
barriers patrons will not perceive any inherent risk in occupying areas protected by mesh
barriers any inherent risk peculiar to the game of baseball having been rendered extraneous by
virtue of their having entered into a protected zone GillAff 40 While Boise Hawks
Management did not create the hazard of foul balls per se they did exacerbate the hazard by
providing for extensive mesh netting in all spectator areas of the stadium with the exception of
the Executive Club an area where it is foreseeable a spectator would be distracted from watching
the game and where the absence of such netting coupled with the fact that netting was strung
virtually everywhere else in the ball park created a false sense of security and protection and by
then failing to warn that this area was not fully protected Gill Aff 54 73 77 81 83
From a human factors perspective it is probable that a spectator attending a game in
Memorial Stadium in which protective barriers have been strung extensively down both foul
lines and strung both vertically in front of and horizontally over areas where circular tables
chairs and stools have been placed for the consumption of food and beverages would reasonably
conclude that Boise Hawks Management has taken steps to eliminate the risk oftheir being hit
by a foul ball Particularly with respect to the areas where patrons ate and drank the Hawks Nest
and the Executive Club the erection of horizontal barrier netting protecting the patrons from
being struck by pop fly balls evidences the managementsintention and expectation that
spectators in those areas would not need to protect themselves from that hazard As such Boise
Hawks Management should reasonably have expected that patrons in those areas would be
aware of the presence of such netting and would as a result not feel the need to exercise the
vigilance required in a totally unprotected area signaled by the complete absence ofnetting Gill
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barriers are exceptionally extensive, the perceived risk of being hit by a foul ball is greatly 
di inished. ill ff. ~39. In stadiums here the anage ent has extensively created safety 
barriers, patrons will not perceive any "inherent risk" in occupying areas protected by esh 
barriers; any "inherent risk" peculiar to the ga e f baseball having been rendered extraneous by 
virtue of their having entered into a protected zone. ill ff. 40. hile oise a ks' 
anage ent did not create the hazard of foul balls per se, they did exacerbate the hazard by 
providing for extensive esh netting in all spectator areas of the stadiu , ith the exception of 
t  e tive l ,  rea her  it is foresee le  s t t r ld  istra te  fr  t i  
the ga e, and here the absence of such netting coupled ith the fact that netting as strung 
virtually every here else in the ball park created a false sense of security and protection, and by 
then failing to warn that this area was not fully protected. Gill Aff. ~~ , , , , . 
Fro  a hu an factors perspective, it is probable that a spectator attending a ga e in 
e orial Stadiu , in hich protective barriers have been strung extensively do n both foul 
lines, and strung both vertically in front of and horizontally over areas here circular tables, 
chairs and stools have been placed for the consu ption f food and beverages, ould reasonably 
conclude that Boise a ks' anage ent has taken steps to eli inate the risk of their being hit 
by a foul ball. Particularly with respect to the areas where patrons ate and drank, the Hawks Nest 
a  t e ec ti e l b, t e erecti  f riz tal arrier etti  r tecti  t e atr s fr  
being struck by pop-fly balls evidences the anagement's intention and expectation that 
spectators in those areas would not need to protect the selves fro  that hazard. As such, Boise 
a ks' anage ent should reasonably have expected that patrons in those areas ould be 
a are of the presence of such netting and ould as a result not feel the need to exercise the 
vigilance required in a totally unprotected area signaled by the co plete absence of netting. Gill 
e orandu  in pposition to efendants' Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise a ks Baseball 
Club, LLC, Ho e Plate Food Services, LLC and e orial Stadium, Inc.'s otion for 
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Aff 46 and 47 The presence of movable circular tables chairs and stools as opposed to fixed
seating such as that found in bleachers in the Executive Club illustrates that it is an area within
which the operator of the area knew or should have anticipated that some patrons would be
seated faced away from the field ofplay eating or conversing and looking away from the field
and hence would not be protecting themselves from foul balls Eliminating the need for the
occupants of these areas to protect themselves was the intended purpose of installing the
extensive barrier netting GillAff 54 Though Mr Rahr claims that the Boise Hawks stop
serving food in the Executive Club when the games begin there is nothing to suggest that those
already seated and eating in that area are warned to discontinue doing so or to reorient
themselves so that there eyes do not leave the field of play GillAff 54 Indeed there is
evidence to the contrary cited above Unless the management ofthe Executive Club requires all
those within it still in the process of consuming food or drinks within it to vacate the Executive
Club or throw away any unfinished food or drinks which does not appear in the record and is
contrary to the affidavit of Mr Rountree and prohibits those who have purchased concessions
from entering it the Executive Club cannot be said to act only as an alternative location for
people to watch the game GillAff 58
Based upon Ms Gillsinterview with Mr Rountree and his deposition it is apparent that
he did not appreciate the risk that a linedrive foul ball could enter the Executive Club and that
he therefore thought it was safe for him to engage in conversation standing around a table with
his head turned away from the field GillAff 63 The fact that he would do so was predictable
based upon a number of factors The extent and placement of vertical barrier netting in virtually
all other areas of the stadium and on top of all ofthe areas furnished with circular tables and
chairs for eating and drinking caused him to conclude that it was safe to divert his attention from
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ff. ~~46  . e r s  f le ir l r t l s, irs  st ls (as s  t  fi  
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t     t  i l   l , ti   r i ,  l i    t  i l , 
  ld t  t ti  t l  r  l ll . li in ti  t    t  
occupants of these areas to protect the selves as the intended purpose of installing the 
e te si e arrier etti . ill ff. .  r. a r clai s t at t e ise a s st  
serving food in the xecutive lub hen the ga es begin, there is nothing to suggest that those 
alrea  seate  a  eati  i  t at area are ar e  t  isc tinue i  s , r t  re- rie t 
the selves so that there eyes do not leave the field f play. ill ff. 54. Indeed there is 
evidence to the contrary cited above. nless the anage ent f the xecutive lub requires all 
those ithin it still in the process of consu ing food or drinks ithin it to vacate the xecutive 
l  r t r   finishe  f  r ri s (which s t r i  t  r r   is 
contrary to the affidavit f r. ountree) and prohibits those ho have purchased concessions 
fr  t ri  it, t e ti e l  t  i  t  t "onl    lt r ti  l tion" f r 
people to watch the game. Gill Aff. 58 
ased upon s. ill's intervie  ith r. ountree and his deposition, it is apparent that 
he did not appreciate the risk that a line-drive foul ball could enter the Executive Club, and that 
he therefore thought it was safe for hi  to engage in conversation standing around a table with 
his head turned a ay fro  the field. ill AjJ. 63. The fact that he ould do so as predictable 
based upon a nu ber of factors. The extent and place ent of vertical barrier netting in virtually 
all other areas f the stadiu  and on top f all f the areas furnished ith circular tables and 
chairs for eating and drinking caused hi  to conclude that it was safe to divert his attention fro  
e orandu  in pposition to efendants' Boise Baseball, LL , Boise a ks Baseball 
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the baseball game while in the Executive Club and converse with others as others were doing
in that area GillAff 64 and 65 Mr Rountree was misled by the fact that there were circular
tables chairs and stools that were placed for eating and drinking in the completely enclosed
Hawks Nest and the Executive Club that was enclosed but for the front of that section These
areas have the appearance ofbeing one eating area albeit that the Executive Club portion is
elevated This is evident from the photographs of these areas attached to Ms Gills affidavit as
Exhibits 5 through 10 GillAff 169 The angle between the front of the Executive Club and
home plate is such that it is not readily apparent that a linedrive foul ball could enter the front of
the Executive Club as illustrated in Exhibits 6 and 10 attached to Ms Gills affidavit Gill Aff
68 Under the circumstances it was natural for him to assume that the Boise Hawks
conscientiously thought out the means of protection and conclude that it was adequate to protect
him from the hazard involved Gill Aff 66 The reasonableness of Mr Rountreesexpectation
in this regard is supported by the Affidavit of Mr Rahr who contends that he is unaware of any
foul ball having ever entered the Executive Club IfMr Rahr a member of Boise Hawks
Management believed that there was no risk of a patron in the Executive Club being struck by a
foul ball it was certainly reasonable for Mr Rountree have made that assumption particularly
because it was Mr Rahrs responsibility as General Manager to exercise due care to prevent
foreseeable injury to patrons arising from known hazards on the premises and it was the patrons
right to assume that he had carried out that responsibility absent some indication that he had not
GillAff 73
As a part of the Boise Hawks Management evaluation ofthe hazard posed by leaving
the front of the Executive Club unprotected it was not sufficient for Mr Rahr to simply rely
upon the fact that others had put up the netting in place when he assumed his position as
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the baseball game while in the "Executive Club" and converse with others, as others were doing 
in that area. ill Aff. 64 and 65. r. ountree as isled by the fact that there ere circular 
tables, chairs and stools that ere placed for eating and drinking in the co pletely enclosed 
a ks est  the e ive lub that as losed t for the front  t at s . hese 
areas have the appearance of being one eating area, albeit that the xecutive lub portion is 
elevated. his is evident fro  the photographs of these areas attached to s. ill's affidavit as 
ibits  t rou  . ill ff. ~69. e a le et ee  t e fro t f t e ec tive lub a  
ho e plate is such that it is not readily apparent that a line-drive foul ball could enter the front of 
the e tive l , s illustrate  in i its    tta ed t  s. ill's ffi it. ill ff. 
~68. nder the circu stances it as natural for hi  to assu e that the Boise a ks 
conscientiously thought out the eans of protection and conclude that it was adequate to protect 
hi  fro  the hazard involved. ill ff. ~66. he reasonableness of r. ountree's expectation 
in this regard is supported by the Affidavit of r. Rahr who contends that he is unaware of any 
foul ball having ever entered the xecutive lub. If r. ahr, a e ber of oise a ks' 
anage ent believed that there as no risk of a patron in the Executive Club being struck by a 
foul ball, it was certainly reasonable for r. Rountree have made that assumption, particularly 
because it was r. Rahr's responsibility as General anager to exercise due care to prevent 
foreseeable injury to patrons arising fro  kno n hazards on the pre ises, and it as the patrons' 
right to assu e that he had carried out that responsibility absent so e indication that he had not. 
Gill Aff. ~73. 
As a part of the Boise Hawks' Management's evaluation of the hazard posed by leaving 
the front ft e xecutive lub unprotected, it as not sufficient for r. ahr to si ply rely 
upon the fact that others had put up the netting in place when he assumed his position as 
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President and General Manager of the Boise Hawks in 2004 and simply rely upon the fact that
he was unaware ofany foul ball having entered the Executive Club GillAff 75
The fact that virtually all of the other areas in the park were protected from being hit by
linedrive foul balls and the proximity of the front of the Executive Club to the left field line
should have caused Mr Rahr to evaluate whether this one gap in protection posed a hazard
Obviously this would have taken very little effort since most of the rest of the seating and
refreshment areas in the park were already protected by vertical mesh barriers 76
In sum Boise Hawks voluntarily elected to provide protective netting in front ofall other
areas occupied by patrons and over all areas furnished with chairs and tables for patrons to eat
and drink where the Boise Hawks knew they were not necessarily watching the game By
leaving the job unfinished and because ofthe unique set ofcircumstances described above the
Boise Hawks created a false sense ofsecurity that such areas were fully protected and that it had
determined that no hazard was posed to them by the sole open space fronting on the very end of
left field
ARGUMENT
Defendants argue that this Court should adopt the Limited Duty rule or Baseball
Rule and that applied to this case they are entitled to summary judgment Under this rule the
only duty that the operator ofa baseball game has is 1 there must be screening for the area of
the field behind home plate where the danger ofbeing struck by a ball is the greatest and 2
such screening must be ofsufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators
as may reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course ofan ordinary game
This rule runs contrary to the Idaho Supreme Court clearly enunciated rule that defines
the duty ofa business Every person in the conduct ofhis business has a duty to exercise
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President and eneral anager of the oise a ks in 2004, and si ply rely upon the fact that 
he as una are of any foul ball having entered the Executive Club. Gill Aff. ~75. 
The fact that virtually all of the other areas in the park were protected from being hit by 
line-drive foul balls, and the proxi ity of the front of the Executive lub to the left field line, 
should have caused r. Rahr to evaluate hether this one gap in protection posed a hazard. 
Obviously, this would have taken very little effort, since ost of the rest of the seating and 
refresh ent areas in the park were already protected by vertical esh barriers. ~76. 
In su , oise a ks voluntarily elected to provide protective netting in front f all other 
areas occupied by patrons, and over all areas furnished ith chairs and tables for patrons to eat 
and drink where the Boise Hawks knew they were not necessarily watching the game. By 
leaving the job unfinished, and because of the unique set of circu stances described above, the 
Boise a ks created a false sense of security that such areas ere fully protected and that it had 
deter ined that no hazard was posed to the  by the sole open space fronting on the very end of 
left field. 
 
efendants argue that this ourt should adopt the "Limited uty" rule or "Baseball 
ule" and that, applied to this case, they are entitled to su ary judg ent. nder this rule the 
only duty that the operator of a baseball game has is (1) there must be screening for the area of 
the field behind home plate where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest; and (2) 
such screening must be of sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators 
as may reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game. 
This rule runs contrary to the Idaho Supreme Court clearly enunciated rule that defines 
the duty of a business. "Every person, in the conduct of his business, has a duty to exercise 
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ordinary care to prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks ofharm to others Turpen v Granieri
133 Idaho 244 247 985 P2d 669 672 1999 Our Supreme Court has further clarified that
general rule
Indetermining whether a duty will arise in a particular context the Court has identified
several factors to consider The foreseeability ofharm to the plaintiff the degree of
certainty that the plaintiff suffered injury the closeness ofthe connection between the
defendantsconduct and the injury suffered the moral blame attached to the defendants
conduct the policy ofpreventing future harm the extent ofthe burden to the defendant
and consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise care with resulting
liability for breach and the availability cost and prevalence ofinsurance for the risk
involved Citations omitted
Turpen 247 672 Defendants argue that this Court has the power to adopt the Limited
Duty rule There is no authority for this proposition It flies in the face ofthe general statement
ofduty because it engrafts onto that statement an exception to wit that District Courts are free
to carve out categories ofbusiness or people that have more limited duties in particular that
when it comes to baseball games the foreseeability ofharm the policy ofpreventing future harm
the degree ofcertainty that some will suffer injury the extent ofthe burden on the defendant and
consequences to the community ofimposing a duty to exercise care with resulting liability for
breach and the availability cost and prevalence ofinsurance for the risk involved cannot be
considered by a Court in determining what duty applies as a matter of law Wisely the Turpin
Court articulated a balancing test for determining duty As to foreseeability Turpin observes
Foreseeability is a flexible concept which varies with the circumstances of each case Where the
degree of result or harm is great but preventing it is not difficult a relatively low degree of
foreseeability is required Citation omitted Turpen 24748 67273 The facts ofthis case
could hardly present a more glaring example ofa situation in which the degree ofresult or harm
is great the loss of any eye but preventing it is not difficult the installation of mesh netting
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ordinary care to "prevent unreasonable, foreseeable risks of har  to others." Turpen v. ranieri, 
 I  44, 47,  P.2d 669,672 (1 99). r Supr  ourt has f rt r cl rifi  t t 
r l rule: 
"In eter i i  et er a t  ill arise i  a artic lar context, t e rt as i entifie  
several factors to consider. [T]he foreseeability of har  to the plaintiff, the degree of 
certainty that the plaintiff suffered injury, the closeness of the connection bet een the 
fendant's     uff red,  l  t  t  t  efendant's 
ct, t  li  f   arm,  ext nt f      
and consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise care with resulting 
liability for breach, and the availability, cost, and prevalence of insurance for the risk 
l . (Citatio  it ed.) 
Turpen 247, 672. Defendants argue that this Court has the power to adopt the Limited 
uty rule. There is no authority for this proposition. It flies in the face of the general state ent 
of duty because it engrafts onto that state ent an exception, to it, that istrict Courts are free 
to carve out categories of business or people that have ore li ited duties, in particular that 
when it comes to baseball games the foreseeability of harm, the policy of preventing future harm, 
the degree of certainty that so e ill suffer injury, the extent of the burden on the defendant and 
consequences to the co unity of i posing a duty to exercise care with resulting liability for 
breach, and the availability, cost, and prevalence of insurance for the risk involved cannot be 
considered by a Court in determining what duty applies as a matter of law. isely, the Turpin 
Court articulated a balancing test for deter ining duty. As to foreseeability, Turpin observes 
"Foreseeability is a flexible concept hich varies ith the circumstances of each case. here the 
degree of result or harm is great, but preventing it is not difficult, a relatively low degree of 
foreseeability is required." [Citation o itted.] Turpen,_247-48, 672-73. he facts of this case 
could hardly present a more glaring exa ple of a situation in hich ''the degree of result or har  
is great" the loss of any e e, "but preventing it is not difficult", the installation of mesh netting 
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over the only small area of a ball park in which spectators are otherwise completely protected
from linedrive foul balls
Idaho has not adopted the procrustean bed ofthe Limited Duty rule and the facts of
this case illustrate perfectly why it should not Not the least of the reasons for not adopting the
Limited Duty rule is that it would not only preclude liability where degree of result or harm is
great but preventing it is not difficult but would likely operate to preclude application ofthe
voluntary duty rule As noted in Turpin a person can also assume a duty to act for the
protection ofanother Bowling v Jack B Parson Companies 117 Idaho 1030 1032 793 P2d
703 705 1990 The underlying policy here arises from a person voluntarily assuming a
position and by filling that position another can reasonably rely on that person to act with
reasonable care and provide protection from unreasonable risks of harm Turpen 248 673 The
facts of this case demonstrate irrefutably that whatever the result of the analysis under the test
discussed in Turpin the Boise Hawks voluntarily accepted the duty to use due care in virtually
every other area ofthe stadium in which they erected mesh netting barriers The Defendants
argue Memorial Stadium exceeds industry standards by providing extra barrier netting almost
all the way down the firstbase and thirdbase lines at Memorial Stadium They quote their
supposed expert Mr Andersonthe barrier netting at Memorial Stadium has more extensive
coverage than any other baseball stadium I have worked on or observed in my 43 years in the
netting industry Mr Andersonsqualifications as an expert on industry standards is
apparently based upon the fact that he has visited an unspecified number ofbaseball stadiums
throughout the United States that the has installed netting at Memorial Stadium and stadiums
in Illinois Wisconsin and Arizona and that he had in his possession at the time of the execution
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over the only s all area of a ball park in hich spectators are other ise co pletely protected 
fro  line-drive foul ba ls. 
Idaho has not adopted the procrustean bed f the "Limited uty" rule, and the facts f 
this case illustrate perfectly hy it should not. ot the least of the reasons for not adopting the 
"Limited uty" rule is that it ould not only preclude liability here "degree of result or har  is 
great, but preventing it is not difficult" but would likely operate to preclude application of the 
voluntary duty rule. As noted in Turpin, "a person can also assume a duty to act for the 
protection of another. Bowling v. Jack B. Parson Companies, 117 Idaho 1030, 1032, 793 P .2d 
703, 705 (1990). The underlying policy here arises from a person voluntarily assuming a 
position, and by filling that position another can reasonably rely on that person to act with 
reasonable care and provide protection fro  unreasonable risks of harm." Turpen 248, 673. The 
facts f t is case e strate irrefuta l  t at ate er t e res lt f t e a al sis er t e test 
discussed in Turpin, the oise a ks voluntarily accepted the duty to use due care in virtually 
every other area of the stadiu  in which they erected esh netting barriers. The Defendants 
argue "Memorial Stadium exceeds industry standards by providing extra barrier netting almost 
all the ay do n the first-base and third-base lines at e orial Stadiu . They qU,ote their 
supposed expert Mr. Anderson "[t]he barrier netting at Memorial Stadium has more extensive 
coverage than any other baseball stadium I have worked on or observed in my 43 years in the 
netting industry." Mr. Anderson's qualifications as an expert on "industry standards" is 
apparently based upon the fact that he has visited an unspecified number of baseball stadiums 
"throughout the United States"; t t t   i t ll  tti  t ri l tadi  a  t i  
in Illinois, isconsin and rizona; and that he had in his possession at the ti e of the execution 
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ofhis affidavit photographs of six stadiums the home plate only and one photograph ofa
stadium showing the end of team dugouts
Defendants quote from a variety ofopinions which apparently turn upon sentimental
notions that no one should ever be deprived of the pleasure of catching a foul ball and that but
for that opportunity our national pastime it was once would dissolve like the wicked witch of
the west doused with a pale ofwater By this logic the Boise Hawks must be almost out of
business since it is undisputed that virtually all of the seating is protected by netting the Hawks
Nest is fully protected by netting and the area in which Mr Rountree lost his eye is the only area
in the park not protected by vertically strung netting Defendants point to one judicial sage who
apparently took judicial notice ofthe fact that spectators demand to be allowed to catch foul
balls This observation is illustrative ofthe sentimentality in which the Limited Duty rule is
soaked The fact that fans catch foul balls does not even remotely constitute proof that they
demand to do so or that it is reasonable to accede to such a demand even if the mere fact that
fans catch balls is interpreted to be a demand The fact that people drive drunk on highways
neither implies that they demand to do so or that it is reasonable to subordinate considerations of
safety to accommodate them It elevates the potential loss of an eye or the death of a child above
the dubious joy ofcatching a foul ball See the picture ofthe very young child wandering about
the Executive Club attached as Exhibit 8 to the Affidavit of Bud Rountree It assumes that
people would give up attending games because they are deprived ofthe extremely remote
possibility of catching a ball given the numbers attending games In short the Limited Duty
rule has not been adopted in Idaho should not be adopted in Idaho and there is no basis for
concluding as a matter oflaw that the Boise Hawks had no duty to guard against the injury Mr
Rountree suffered or to warn him that it was not safe to take his eyes off the ball game in the
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fans catch balls is interpreted to be a demand. The fact that people drive drunk on highways 
neither i plies that they de and to do so, or that it is reasonable to subordinate considerations of 
safety to accommodate them. It elevates the potential loss of an eye or the death of a child above 
the dubious joy of catching a foul ball. (See the picture of the very young child wandering about 
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people would give up attending games because they are deprived of the extremely remote 
possibility of catching a ball given the numbers attending games. In short, the "Limited Duty" 
rule has not been adopted in Idaho, should not be adopted in Idaho, and there is no basis for 
concluding as a atter ofla  that the Boise Hawks had no duty to guard against the injury r. 
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Executive Club area despite the fact that it was set up to allow people to sit and stand around
circular tables where they would be foreseeably distracted from the game or that the Boise
Hawks did not voluntarily assume the duty to make the dining areas within the park including
the Executive Club safe for their patrons
Notwithstanding the fact that the defense of assumption ofrisk to a tort action for
negligence has been judicially abrogated the Defendants argue that Mr Rountree is barred from
recovery because he consented to assume the risk that he would be injured at the game The
Defendants cannot be chastised to severely for this rhetorical legerdemain since a number of
Courtsapparently hung over after abrogating the doctrine ofassumption of risk have
succumbed to the same chicanery as a veritable hair ofthe dog that bit them However once
again Idaho law sweeps clear the need for such specious reasoning Idahos Supreme Court held
that Idahos comparative negligence statute also applies to any use ofassumption ofrisk as a
defense and abolished its legal effect in Idaho Salinas v Vierstra 107 Idaho 984 988 965 P2d
369 373 1985 Salinas holds The scope ofIC 6801 is broad It is not limited to certain
types ofaction it is not limited by exceptions Rather it covers any action in which the plaintiff
is seeking to recover on grounds ofnegligence
14
Section 6801s intent is clear Contributory
negligence is not to be a complete bar to recovery instead liability is to be apportioned between
the parties based on the degree of fault for which each is responsible Salinas 989 374
Furthermore to avoid the confusion created by this doctrine we hold that the use ofassumption
ofrisk as a defense shall have no legal effect in this state Salinas 989 374 Thus under no
circumstances is assumption of the risk a defense in a tort action The Idaho Supreme Court has
simply and unambiguously abrogated any defense based upon any non express assumption of
risk Salinas 989 695 374 Though the Court in Salinas initially preserves the doctrine of
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again, Idaho law sweeps clear the need for such specious reasoning. Idaho's Supre e Court held 
that Idaho's comparative negligence statute also applies to any use of assumption of risk as a 
defense and abolished its legal effect in Idaho. Salinas v. Vierstra, 107 Idaho 984, 988, 965 P.2d 
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types of action; it is not limited by exceptions. Rather, it covers any action in which the plaintiff 
is seeking to recover on grounds of negligence. 14 Section 6-80 l's intent is clear: Contributory 
negligence is not to be a co plete bar to recovery; instead, liability is to be apportioned bet een 
the parties based on the degree of fault for which each is responsibleY Salinas,- 989,374. 
"Furthermore, to avoid the confusion created by this doctrine, we hold that the use of assumption 
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circumstances is assumption of the risk a defense in a tort action. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
simply and unambiguously abrogated any defense based upon any "non-express assumption of 
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assumption ofthe risk where a plaintiff either in writing or orally expressly assumes the risk
involved under a contractual assumption ofrisk operating as a total bar to recovery The
exception is the general contract rule that contracts which violate public policy are not
recognized Salinas 990 375
Defendants begin their argument on the issue of consent by accurately noting that
Salinas requires the express assumption of the risk However they go on to define consent
as follows Consent is the willingness for conduct to occur and it may be manifested by
action or inaction and need not be communicated to the actor RESTATEMENT SECOND OF
TORTS 892 1979 DefendantsMemorandum at 2526 The Defendants then go on for five
pages discussing cases in which silence is deemed to be a sufficient manifestation of consent or
the assumption ofrisk to justify barring a claim for negligence and discussing the
circumstances of this case that they deem to manifest Mr Rountrees consent to assume all risk
Defendants Memorandum at 2630 Ofcourse holding that conduct alone is sufficient to satisfy
the requirement that a plaintiff either in writing or orally expressly assume the risk involved
would obliterate any distinction between the express assumption ofrisk and the nonexpress
assumption ofrisk proscribed by the Idaho Supreme Court Salinas 989 695 374
Having swallowed whole the distinction between an express assumption ofrisk and an
non express assumption of risk the Defendants cite cases for the proposition that The risk
assumed has been defined a number of ways but in its most basic sense it means that the
plaintiff in advance has given his consent to relieve the defendant ofan obligation ofconduct
toward him and to take his chances of injury from a known risk arising from what the defendant
is to do or leave undone If the risks ofthe activity are fully comprehended or perfectly
obvious plaintiffhas consented to them The result is that the defendant is relieved oflegal
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involved" under a "contractual assumption of risk operating as a total bar to recovery. The 
exception is the general contract rule that contracts which violate public policy are not 
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as follows: ""Consent" is the willingness for conduct to occur and it may be manifested by 
action or inaction and need not be communicated to the actor. RESTATE ENT (SECOND) OF 
TORTS§ 892 (1979)." Defendant's emorandum at 25-26. The Defendants then go on for five 
pages discussing cases in which silence is deemed to be a sufficient manifestation of consent (or 
the assumption of risk) to justify barring a claim for negligence, and discussing the 
c sta     t    e  r. tree's   e l  k. 
Defendants Memorandum at 26-30. Of course, holding that conduct alone is sufficient to satisfy 
the requirement that a plaintiff "either in writing or orally, expressly assume[s] the risk involved" 
would obliterate any distinction between the "express assu ption of risk" and the "non-express 
assu ption of risk" proscribed by the Idaho Supre e Court. Salinas_ 989,695,374. 
aving s allo ed hole the distinction bet een an express assu ption of risk and an 
non-express assu ption of risk, the Defendants cite cases for the proposition that "The risk 
as e  has been defined a nu ber  , but in its st asic s se it eans t at t e 
plaintiff, in advance, has given his consent to relieve the defendant of an obligation of conduct 
toward hi , and to take his chances of injury fro  a known risk arising fro  what the defendant 
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duty to the plaintiff and being under no duty he cannot be charged with negligence Citations
omitted Defendants Memorandum 27 In essence Defendants contend that the cases they site
stand for the proposition that simply entering a ball park manifests a contractual consent to
assume all unspecified risks of injury while within the ball park Plainly ifsuch were the case
there is no distinction between the tort doctrine of assumption ofthe risk and a judicially
created virtually irrebutable presumption that entering into a ball park carries with it an implied
agreement that the patron assumes all risk That could hardly have been what the Idaho
Supreme Court contemplated in Salinas else there would have been no purpose behind
abrogating the tort doctrine of assumption of the risk
Defendants cite numerous cases for the proposition that an agreement amounting to
consent to accepting any risk can be found where the conduct of a party manifests such consent
However Defendants ignore the Idaho Supreme Courtsrequirement that such an agreement be
either in writing or oral and that the releasor must expressly assume the risk involved It is
unnecessary to address the issue ofwhether the risk involved was simply that of being hit by a
foul ball or the risk that the protective measures taken by the Boise Hawks were inadequate and
led Plaintiff to abandon what attempts he would have made to protect himself from the risk of
foul balls because he was lulled into a false sense that the Boise Hawks had taken adequate
measures to protect him from that hazard Since the issue of consent is purely a matter of
contract Salinas 990 375 Mr Rountree would have had to have received consideration for
having expressly given such consent It is fundamental that any contract must be based upon a
meeting of the minds and that a person who agrees to pay money in exchange for the right to
enter an event or anything else cannot be bound by additional terms added in after the contract
has already been formed Unless Rountree was informed that the tickets had exculpatory
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language on their backs and orally or in writing agreed to be bound by that language before he
purchased the ticket those terms are not parts ofhis contract However the facts demonstrate
that he neither gave any such consent nor was he furnished any consideration to do so As more
particularly set forth in the above statement of facts Mr Rountree never consented to accepting
any risk that he might be injured by the Defendants negligence either orally or in writing
Furthermore the contract that he signed to renew his season tickets did not contain any mention
ofhis consenting to or assuming any risk Rountree Aff Exhibit 10 and he did not receive the
tickets that had language declaring that he assumed all risk printed in infinitesimally small letters
of their backs until after he had paid for them
The Defendants cite many of cases from other jurisdictions where consent is inferred in
an attempt to elude the fact that there is no evidence that Mr Rountree ever expressly consented
to accepting any risk with respect to the baseball game that he attended do not quite stand for the
proposition for which they are offered Yet even those cases do not provide support Defendants
right to summary judgment Turcotte v Fell 68NY2d432 43738 502NE2d 964 967
1986 involved a jockey injured during a race in which he participated The case though
mentioning assumption ofrisk dealt with the issue ofduty towards participants and not
spectators The case is somewhat bizarre in that it essentially giveth with one hand and taketh
away with the other Traditionally the participantsconduct was conveniently analyzed in
terms of the defensive doctrine of assumption of risk With the enactment of the comparative
negligence statute however assumption of risk is no longer an absolute defense Thus it has
become necessary and quite proper when measuring a defendantsduty to aplaintiff to consider
the risks assumed by the plaintiff The shift in analysis is proper because the doctrine of
assumption ofrisk deserves no separate existence except for express assumption ofrisk and is
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simply a confusing way ofstating certain noduty rules Turcotte 43738 967 Thus Turcotte
if extended to spectators simply makes the case that the doctrine ofassumption of risk is
unnecessary because there is no need for the doctrine where there is no duty ofdue care It does
not speak at all to the issue ofwhat constitutes an express consent to accepting a risk
Defendants argue that stands for the proposition that in a sports setting where a spectator
makes an informed estimate of the risks involved in the activity and willingly undertakes them
then there should be no liability if he is injured as a result of those risks Defendants
Memorandum at 26
Hunt v Portland Baseball Club 207 Or 337 354 296 P2d 495 50203 1956 is was
decided on the basis ofthe application of the doctrine of assumption ofrisk and as such is
irrelevant to the Courts analysis We are brought to the conclusion that plaintiff by his own act
ofknowingly placing himself in an area ofappreciated risk which was not created by any
unreasonable conduct of the defendant bars him from recovery for his injuries It is seen from
the foregoing that the challenged judgment can be sustained upon two grounds a the record
discloses no negligence and b the plaintiffappellant had assumed the risk of injury Although
we have full confidence in the first ground we prefer the second Hunt 3354 50203 Hunt
does acknowledge one crucial element in the analysis of this case the risk must be appreciated
To answer that question it is important to identify the risk or risks that caused to Plaintiff to lose
his eye Mr Rountreesdeposition affidavit and the affidavit of Human Factors Expert Joellen
Gill all evidence the fact that Mr Rountree did not appreciate the risk involved because ofthe
factors discussed above
Defendants cite Kuehner v Green 436 So 2d 78 Fla 1983 in support oftheir
representation that Other comparative fault jurisdictions that have abrogated assumption ofrisk
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unt v. Portland Baseball Club, 207 Or. 337, 354, 296 P.2d 495,502-03 (1956) is was 
decided on the basis f the application f the doctrine f" assu ption f risk" and as such is 
irrelevant to the ourt's analysis. "We are brought to the conclusion that plaintiff by his o n act 
of knowingly placing himself in an area of appreciated risk, which was not created by any 
unreasonable conduct of the defendant, bars hi  fro  recovery for his injuries. It is seen fro  
the foregoing that the challenged judg ent can be sustained upon t o grounds: (a) the record 
discloses no negligence, and (b) the plaintiff-appellant had assumed the risk of injury. Although 
e have full confidence in the first ground, e prefer the second." unt 3354,502-03. unt 
does acknowledge one crucial element in the analysis of this case; the risk must be appreciated. 
o a s er that questi , it is important t  i e tify the risk r risks that caused to laintiff to lose 
his eye. Mr. Rountree's deposition, affidavit, and the affidavit of Human Factors Expert Joellen 
ill all evidence the fact that r. ountree did not appreciate the risk involved because of the 
factors discussed above. 
Defendants cite Kuehner v. Green, 436 So. 2d 78 (Fla. 1983) in support of their 
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as a defense continue to recognize consent as an absolute bar in an action for negligence What
Kuener actually says is
From the outset we find that a participant in a contact sport does not automatically
assume all risks except those resulting from deliberate attempts to injure Express
assumption of risk as it applies in the context of contact sports rests upon the plaintiffs
voluntary consent to take certain chances Meulners v Hawkes 299 Minn 76 216
NW2d 633 635 1974 This principle may be better expressed in terms of waiver
When a participant volunteers to take certain chances he waives his right to be free from
those bodily contacts inherent in the chances taken Our judicial system must protect
those who rely on such a waiver and engage in otherwise prohibited bodily contacts 345
It is the jurysfunction to determine whether a participant voluntarily relinquished a right
or in terms of the Blackburn decision actually consented to confront certain dangers
In so doing several threshold questions must be answered First the jury must decide
whether the plaintiffsubjectively appreciated the risk giving rise to the injury Citation
omitted actual knowledge is essential to voluntary assumption of risk In making this
determination it is well within the province of the jury to consider all the evidence as to
what the plaintiff really expected while participating in the particular contact sport If it is
found that the plaintiff recognized the risk and proceeded to participate in the face of
such danger the defendant can properly raise the defense of express assumption of risk
Voluntary exposure is the bedrock upon which the doctrine of assumed risk rests
If the plaintiff is found not to have subjectively appreciated the risk the trier of fact must
determine after reviewing all evidence whether this plaintiffshould have reasonably
anticipated the risk involved Brady v Kane 111 So2d 472 Fla 3d DCA 1959 If it is
found that a reasonable man would not have anticipated this risk the unsuspecting
plaintiff cannot be said to have consented to such danger and he therefore should be
allowed to recover in full Kuehnerv Green 436 So 2d 78 80 Fla 1983
Kuehner 80
Defendants cite Neinstein v Los Angeles Dodgers Inc 185 Cal App 3d 176 229 Cal
Rptr 612 Cal Ct App 1986 in support of their Implied consent argument Unlike Idaho
California does not require an express consent to assume any risk and it continues to follow the
tort doctrine of assumption of risk In the instant case plaintiff impliedly consented to take
her own chances that she would not be injured She voluntarily elected to sit in a seat which was
clearly unprotected by any form of screening Neinstein 184 229 On the other hand where
the plaintiffs conduct amounts to a release of the defendantsobligation of reasonable conduct
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the plaintiffs conduct a ounts to a release of the defendant's obligation of reasonable conduct, 
e orandu  in pposition to efendants' oise aseball, , oise a ks aseball 
l , , e l t   r i s,   ri l t diu , I c.'s ti  f r 
Su ary Judg ent - p. 23 
the assumption of risk doctrine continues to operate Neinstein 183 615 Most significantly in
Neinstein plaintiff impliedly consented to take her own chances that she would not be injured
She voluntarily elected to sit in a seat which was clearly unprotected by any form of screening
Neinstein 184 616 In contrast the area that Mr Rountree was injured was not clearly
unprotected by any form of screening It was protected by a mesh barrier strung over the top of
the Executive Club but not by vertically strung netting making it appear that the Boise Hawks
management had determined that while there might be a danger to patrons from pop fly foul
balls there was no danger from linedrive foul balls
CONCLUSION
Idaho has not adopted the Limited Duty rule and there is no reason for it to do so It
would undermine the policy considerations underlying the duty test adopted by Idaho long ago
and reiterated in Turpen Every person in the conduct of his business has a duty to exercise
ordinary care to prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks ofharm to others The factors
discussed in Turpen all point to a duty on the part ofthe Boise Hawks that was breached The
harm suffered by Mr Rountree was foreseeable indeed the Defendants contend that it was
foreseeable to him It was virtually certain that individuals hit by linedrive foul balls would
suffer injury There is a close connection between the Defendants conduct and the injury
suffered in that but for their failure to cover the sole area in the park without protective vertical
netting Mr Rountree would not have been struck by the foul ball and it is reasonable to assume
that ifhe had been warned that it was dangerous to sit and stand around tables and look away
from the ball field despite the fact that was apparently the intended use of the Executive Club he
probably would have heeded such a warning Preventing future harm under these circumstances
is desirable as a matter of public policy Under the circumstances of this case the extent of the
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball
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anage ent had detennined that hile there ight be a danger to patrons fro  pop-fly foul 
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Idaho has not adopted the "Limited uty" rule and there is no reason for it to do so. It 
ould undennine the policy considerations underlying the duty test adopted by Idaho long ago, 
and reiterated in urpen: "Every person, in the conduct f his business, has a duty to exercise 
ordinary care to "prevent unreasonable, foreseeable risks of har  to others." The factors 
i  i  r  ll i t t   t   t  rt f t  is  s t t  r ed.  
har  suffered by r. Rountree was foreseeable; indeed the Defendants contend that it was 
foreseeable to hi . It as virtually certain that individuals hit by line-drive foul balls ould 
suffer injury. There is a close connection bet een the efendants' conduct and the injury 
suffered, in that but for their failure to cover the sole area in the park without protective vertical 
netting r. ountree ould not have been struck by the foul ball, and it is reasonable to assu e 
that if he had been warned that it was dangerous to sit and stand around tables and look away 
fro  the ball field, despite the fact that as apparently the intended use f the xecutive lub he 
probably ould have heeded such a arning. Preventing future har  under these circu stances 
is desirable as a atter of public policy. Under the circu stances of this case, the extent of the 
emorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball 
lub, LL , o e Plate Food Services, LL  and e orial Stadiu , Inc.'s otion for 
r  t - .  
burden to the defendant and consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise care
with resulting liability for breach are trivial Other facts involving other stadiums might yield
other results but we are dealing with this case and these unique facts Finally the availability
cost and prevalence of insurance for the risk involved are not an issue in this case Plaintiff is of
the understanding that the Defendants are fully insured Citations omitted
There is no evidence that Mr Rountree ever expressly consented to accept any risk
attendant to going to the baseball game never mind the risk that the Boise Hawks would have
implemented a safety management program that was defectively designed and created a false
sense of safety leading him to divert his attention from the baseball game believing it was safe to
do so Per force there is no evidence that Mr Rountree received any consideration for such an
express consent Since there is no evidence ofany express consent to accepting the risk in this
case Plaintiffwill not discuss the public policy exception discussed in Turpen unless the issue is
raised in oral argument
Defendants motion for summary judgment must be denied
Dated May 9 2011
Ap
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC HomePlate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA submit this brief in reply to PlaintiffsOpposition to Defendants
Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment Opposition Memorandum
Mr Rountree argues that this Court does not have the authority to determine whether a
legal duty exists Mr Rountree also argues that he did not consent to the risk of being hit by a
foul ball despite his general knowledge of baseball despite his knowledge that spectators can be
hit by foul balls in Memorial Stadium and despite his repeated attendance at games where this
risk was repeatedly demonstrated
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r. Rountree argues that this Court does not have the authority to determine whether a 
legal duty exists. r. Rountree also argues that he did not consent to the risk of being hit by a 
foul ball despite his general kno ledge of baseball, despite his kno ledge that spectators can be 
hit by foul balls in e orial Stadiu , and despite his repeated attendance at ga es here this 
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II UNDISPUTED FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
For the sake of brevity Defendants refer the Court to the Undisputed Factual and
Procedural Background section of their Moving Memorandum for a thorough summary of the
facts
Thefactual background section of Mr RountreesOpposition Memorandum is approximately 14
pages in length At least half of it concentrates on the affidavit of Mr Rountreeshuman factors expert
Joellen Gill As discussed in Defendants Motion to Strike Ms Gillsaffidavit is littered with conjecture
conclusory allegations as to ultimate facts conclusions of law statements based on hearsay statements that
lack adequate foundation and statements not made on personal knowledge Likewise Mr Rountree
affidavit contains many of these same deficiencies Moreover some of the statements made in the factual
background section of Mr Rountree Opposition Memorandum are not supported by citation and in many
instances where a citation is used it does not say what Mr Rountree says it does is a statement taken out of
context or is a misquoted statement For instance there is no citation for the statement Ms Leek testified
that her family ate all of the food that they brought to the game in the Executive Club area See Opposition
Memorandum p 512 last line In another instance the statement MrRountree did not hear anyone
shout out a warning is used to support the statement thatfromthis fact there arises an inference that few
if any people saw the linedrive foul ball approach or someone would have shouted a warning See
Opposition p711lastline Uponcloserexamination however Ms Ballard andMs Leek both testified
they saw the ball coming and Ms Leek actually testified she yelled look out See Evett Aff Ex D
Deposition Transcript of Lisa Leek 24423 and See Evett Aff Ex B Deposition Transcript of Linda
Ballard 461819 In yet another instance Mr Rountree cites to his wife deposition transcript to support
the statement that his eye was gushing blood See Opposition Memorandum p 712 last line None
of the supportive citations use the word gushing In fact in response to Defendants counsel question
of whether Mr Rountreeseye was profusely bleeding Ms Ballard specifically testifies well to me
profuse bleeding is just gushing But no it was bleeding and it was bad but it wasn massive See Evett
Aff Ex B Deposition Transcript of Linda Ballard 5022 511There are a numberof other instances of
this throughout the factual background section of Mr RountreesOpposition Memorandum Furthermore
Mr Rountree attaches several photographs to his affidavit but does not lay a proper foundation for the
photos For instance it appears most of the photos were takenp to the start of a baseball game this is
an important detail considering food and beverage are not served in the Executive Club after baseball games
start See Rountree Aff Ex 1 2 5 6 and 7 In another instance Mr Rountree attaches a picture of a
young boy with a chair but does not specify when or where the picture was taken See Rountree Aff Ex
8
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pages in length. t least half of it concentrates on the affidavit of r. ountree's hu an factors expert, 
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allard), 46: 18-19.) In yet another instance, r. ountree cites to his ife's deposition transcript to support 
the statement that his eye was "gushing" blood. (See Opposition emorandum, p. 7,12 (last line).) None 
of the supportive citations use the word "gushing." In fact, in response to Defendants' counsel's question 
of hether r. ountree's eye as profusely bleeding, s. allard specifically testifies "[w]ell to e, 
profuse bleeding is just gushing. ut, no, it as bleeding, and it as bad, but it asn't assive." (See vett 
ff., .  (Deposition ra pt  inda l rd), 0:22- 1: 1.) ere e     sta ces  
this throughout the factual background section of r. ountree's pposition e orandu . Further ore, 
Mr. Rountree attaches several photographs to his affidavit but does not lay a proper foundation for the 
photos. For instance, it appears ost of the photos ere taken prior to the start of a baseball ga e - s s 
an i portant detail considering food and beverage are not served in the Executive Club after baseball ga es 
start. (See Rountree Mf., Ex., 1,2,5,6 and 7.) In another instance, r. Rountree attaches a picture of a 
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III ARGUMENT
A This Court Has the Authority to Decide Whether the Limited Duty Rule Applies
A cause of action for negligence includes proof of 1 a duty recognized by law
requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct 2 a breach of duty 3 a
causal connection between the defendantsconduct and the resulting injuries and 4 actual loss
or damage Cramer v Slater 146 Idaho 868 873 204 P3d 508 513 2009
In negligence actions the question of whether a legaldutyexists is a question of law for
the courts to decide EgChavez v Barrus146Idaho 212 223 192 P3d 1036 1047 2008
Bramwell v South Rigby Canal Co 136 Idaho 648 650 39P3d 588 590 2001 Turpen v
Granieri 133 Idaho 244 247 985 P2d 669 672 1999 Freeman v Juker 119 Idaho 555 556
808P2d 1300 1301 1991 There is a general proposition in Idaho that every person in the
conduct of his business has a duty to exercise ordinary care to prevent unreasonable foreseeable
risks of harm to others Turpen 133 Idaho at 247 985P2d at 672 Nonetheless Idaho courts
hold that not every person or entity owes a tort duty to everyone else in all circumstances See id
at 24748 985 P2d at 67273
The following cases clearly illustrate that in Idaho not every person or entity owes a tort
duty to everyone else in all circumstances
In Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 777 P2d 722 1989 multiple law enforcement
officers brought an action for injuries sustained when they were exposed to spilled chemicals
Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment on the ground that plaintiffs action was barred
by the firemansrule which provides that neither a fireman nor a policeman may recover in
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causal connection bet een the defendant's conduct and the resulting injuries; and (4) actual loss 
or da age. ra er v. Slater, 146 Idaho 868,873,204 .3d 508, 513 (2009). 
I  e ligence acti s, t e esti  f et er a le al duty e ists is a esti  f la  f r 
t  ts t  i . .g.,  . arrus,146  , ,  .3d ,  (2 8); 
ra ell v South igby anal o., 136 Idaho 648, 650, 39 .3d 588,590 (2001); urpen v. 
i ri,  a  , ,  .2d ,  (1 9); e  . luker,   , , 
808 P.2d 1300, 1301 (1991). There is a general proposition in Idaho that every person, in the 
conduct of his business, has a duty to exercise ordinary care to prevent unreasonable, foreseeable 
ris s f ar  t  t ers. r en,  I a  at ,  .2d at . et eless, I a  c rts 
hold that not every person or entity o es a tort duty to everyone else in all circu stances. See id. 
t -48,  .2d t -7 . 
The following cases clearly illustrate that in Idaho not every person or entity owes a tort 
duty to everyone else in all circu stances. 
In inn v. Frasher, 116 Idaho 500, 777 P.2d 722 (1989), ultiple la  enforce ent 
officers brought an action for injuries sustained hen they ere exposed to spilled che icals. 
Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment on the ground that plaintiffs' action was barred 
by the "fire an's rule," hich provides that neither a fire an nor a police an ay recover in 
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tort whenhiser injuries are caused by the same conduct that required hiser official presence
Winn 116 Idaho at 501 777P2d at 723
The trial court denied defendants motion for summary judgment on the ground that the
socalled firemansrule was inoperative in Idaho The trial court then certified the case to the
Supreme Court as an interlocutory appeal pursuant toIAR12c2 Id
On appeal the Supreme Court reversed the trial courts decision to deny the defendants
motion for summary judgment on the basis that the firemansrule applies in Idaho Id at 504 In
doing so the Supreme Court stated that public policy was the appropriate ground to consider
when making a determination on whether the firemansrule should apply in Idaho and noted that
it was impressed that the great majority of states accept the rule Winn 116 Idaho at 50203
777P2dat 72425
Similarly in Turpen v Granieri 133 Idaho 244 247 985 P2d 669 672 1999 the trial
court granted a landlordsmotion for summary judgment against the mother of a social guest
who died of alcohol poisoning while on the landlordsproperty because policy considerations
weighed against the imposition of a tort duty requiring landlords to thoroughly screen tenants
See id at 24648
On appeal the Supreme Court affirmed the trial courts decision to decline to impose any
such duty on landlords See Turpen 133 Idaho at 249 985P2d at 674
Likewise in Coughlan v Beta Theta Pi Fraternity 133 Idaho 388 987 P2d 300 1999
the trial court granted the defendants motion for summary judgment against a student who was
injured as a result of falling from the fire escape of her house after becoming intoxicated at
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doing so, the Supre e Court stated that public policy as the appropriate ground to consider 
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court granted a landlord's otion for su ary judg ent against the other of a social guest 
 ie  f alc l is i  ile  t e la dlord's r ert  eca se lic  c si erations 
weighed against the i position of a tort duty requiring landlords to thoroughly screen tenants. 
 i . t -4 . 
n appeal, the Supre e Court affir ed the trial court's decision to decline to i pose any 
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ike ise, in oughlan v. eta heta i raternity, 133 Idaho 388, 987 .2d 300 (1999), 
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parties hosted by various sororities and fraternities because the trial court determined there is no
affirmative tort duty to assist or protect another absent unusual circumstances See id at 399
s11
On appeal the Supreme Court affirmed the trial courts decision to decline to impose any
such affirmative tort duty on the sororities and fraternities that hosted the parties See Coughlan
133 Idaho at 402 987 P2d at 314
Despite Mr Rountreesunsupported assertions to the contrary it is without question that
this Court has the authority to decide whether the limited duty rule applies to this case
B This Court Should Apply the Limited Duty Rule and Find that the Boise Hawks
Complied with It
1 This Court Should Apply the Limited Duty Rule
As discussed in Defendants Moving Memorandum it appears every jurisdiction that has
addressed this issue supports some form of a limited duty rule which places two important
requirements on baseball stadium owners and operators 1 there must be screening behind home
plate where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest and 2 such screening must be of
sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators as may reasonably be
expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game
See generally James L Rigelhaupt Jr Liability to Spectator atBaseball Game Who Is Hit by Ball
or Injured as Result ofOther Hazards ofGame 91AR3d24 1979 See also Turner v Mandalay Sports
Entertainment LLC 180 P3d 1172 Nev 2008 Lawson ex rel Lawson v Salt Lake Trappers Inc 901
P2d 1013 Utah 1995 Bellezzo v State 174 Ariz 548 851 P2d 847 Ct App 1992 ARIZ REv STAT
ANN 12 554 1999 statutorily adopted limited duty rule Hunt v Portland Baseball Club 207 Or 337
296 P2d 495 1956 Akins v Glens Falls City Sch Dist 53NY2d325441NYS2d64442 NE2d 531
NY 1981 Sparks v Sterling Doubleday Enterprises LP 752NYS2d79NYS Ct App Div 2002
Colo REv STAT ANN 13 21 120 1994 statutorily adopted limited duty rule Sciarrotta v Global
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parties hosted by various sororities and fraternities because the trial court determined there is no 
affirmative tort duty to assist or protect another absent unusual circumstances. See id. at 399-
400. 
On appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed the trial court's decision to decline to impose any 
such affirmative tort duty on the sororities and fraternities that hosted the parties. See Coughlan, 
133 Idaho t 402, 7 P.2d at 3 . 
Despite r. Rountree's unsupported assertions to the contrary, it is without question that 
this ourt has the authority to decide hether the limited duty rule applies to this case. 
. is o rt o l  ly t e i ite  ty le a  i  t at t e oise a s 
Complied with It. 
. is t l  l  t e i ite  t  l . 
s discussed in efendants' oving e orandu , it appears every jurisdiction that has 
addressed this issue supports some form of a limited duty rule, which places two important 
requirements on baseball stadium owners and operators: (1) there must be screening behind home 
plate where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest; and (2) such screening must be of 
sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators as may reasonably be 
expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game.2 
2 See generally James L. Rigelhaupt, Jr., Liability to Spectator at Baseball Game Who Is Hit by Ball 
or Injured as Result of Other Hazards of Game, 91 A.L.R.3d 24 (1979); See also Turner v. andalay Sports 
ntertain ent. LC, 180 .3d 1172 ( ev. 2008); a son ex rei. a son v. Salt ake Trappers. Inc., 901 
P.2d 1013 (Utah 1995); Bellezzo v. State, 174 Ariz. 548, 851 P.2d 847 (Ct. App. 1992); ARIZ. REv. STAT. 
N. § 12-554 (1 999)(statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Hunt v. Portland Baseball Club, 207 Or. 337, 
296 P.2d 495 (1956); Akins v. Glens Falls CitySch. Dist., 53 N.Y.2d 325, 441 N.Y.S.2d 644, 424 N.E.2d 531 
(N.Y. 1981); Sparks v. Sterling Doubleday Enterprises. LP, 752 N.Y.S.2d 79 (N.Y. S. Ct. App. Div. 2002); 
COLO. REv. STAT. NN. § 1 -2 -  ( 94) ( t t toril  adopted li it  duty rule); Sciar tt  v. Global 
PL  SUPPORTI  FENDANTS' I  BASEBAL , LLC, B I E  
B SEBALL CLUB, LLC, E PLATE F  SERVICES, LLC A  E RIAL 
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The limited duty rule provides clear guidance to baseball stadium owners and operators
and identifies their duty with greater specificity than the usual standard provides See eg
Turner 180 P3d at 1175 Benejam 635NW2d at 223 quoting McNiel v Ft Worth Baseball
Club 268 SW2d 244 246 Tex Civ App 1954 The limited duty rule does not eliminate the
stadium owners and operators duty to keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition or to
exercise ordinary care to prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks of harm to protect spectators
against injury rather it defines that duty in detail See eg Turner 180 P3d at 1175
The limited duty rule strikes a balance between safety and preserving the essential
character including the inherent risks of baseball The alternative rule proposed by Plaintiff is
unworkable as it would require a jury determination every time a spectator is hit by a ball at
Memorial Stadium
Illustrating that Mr Rountreesproposed rule is no rule at all he argues that Memorial
Stadium is too safe the stadium has more netting than any ballpark in the country and therefore
spectators cannot perceive the risk of being struck by a foul ball See Opposition Memorandum
Spectrum 194NJ 345 944A2d 630 2008 NJ STAT ANN 2A53A43 2A53A48 2006 statutorily
adopted limited duty rule Arnold v City of Cedar Rapids 443NW2d 332 Iowa 1989 Lorino v New
Orleans Baseball Amusement Co 16 LaApp 95 133 So 408 1931 745 ILL COMP STAT ANN 381
1992 statutorily adopted limitedduty rule Costa v Boston Red Sox Baseball Club 61 MassAppCt299
809NE2d 1090 Mass App Ct 2004 Benejam v Detroit Tigers Inc 246 MichApp645 635NW2d
219 2001 Alwin v St Paul Saints Baseball Club Inc 672NW2d570 Minn Ct App 2003 Anderson
v Kansas City Baseball Club 231 SW2d 170 173 Mo 1950 Erickson v Lexington Baseball Club 233
NC6275SE2d 140 1951 Hobby v City ofDurham andDurham Bulls Baseball Club Inc 569SE2d
1 NC Ct App 2002 Cincinnati Baseball Club Co v Eno 112 OhioSt 175 147 NE 86 1925 Pakett
v The PhilliesLP871 A2d 304 307 08 Pa Commw Ct 2005 Friedman v Houston Sports Assn731
SW2d 572 57475 Tex App 1987 Tite v Omaha Coliseum Corp 144 Neb 22 Neb 1943 Perry v
Seattle School Dist No 1 66 Wash2d 800 405 P2d 589 1965 Moulas v PBC Productions Inc 217
Wis2d 449 576NW2d 929 1998
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he li ited duty rule provides clear guidance to baseball stadiu  o ners and operators 
 fies   t   cif     t  . e, .g., 
r er,  .3d t ; j ,  .W.2d t  (quotin  i l . t. t  ll 
l ,  . W.2d ,  (Te . i . . 954)). e li ite  t  r le es t eli inate t e 
st i  ers  r t rs' t  t   t e r ises i   r s l  s f  iti  r t  
i  i   t  t onable, res l  is s   t  t t t t  
i st i j r ; r t er, it fi es t t t  i  tail. e, .g., r r,  .3d t 75. 
 li ite  t  r le tri e   l  t  f t   r r i  t  senti l 
character (including the inherent risks) of baseball. he alternative rule proposed by Plaintiff is 
r l , s it l  r ir   j r  t r i ti  r  ti   s t t r is it   ll t 
 di . 
Illustrating that r. ountree's proposed rule is no rule at all, he argues that e orial 
t i  i  t  f  (the t i   re tti  t   ll r  i  t  ntry)  t r f r  
s ectat rs ca t ercei e t e ris  f ei  str c   a f l all. (See siti  e ra , 
Spectru , 194 .J. 345,944 .2d 630 (2008); .J. ST T. . § 2A:53A-43 -2A:53A-48 (2006) (statutorily 
adopted li ited duty rule); Arnold v. ity of edar Rapids, 443 .W.2d 332 (Iowa 1989); Lorino v. e  
leans l  & A use ent o., 16 La.App. 95,133 So. 408 (1931); 745 ILL. CO Po STAT. ANN. 3811 
(1992) (statutorily adopted li ited duty rule); osta V. Boston Red Sox Baseball lub, 61 ass.App.Ct. 299, 
809 .E.2d 1090 (Mass. pp. Ct. 2004); Beneja  V. etroit Tigers, Inc., 246 ich.App. 645, 635 .W.2d 
219 (2001); Alwin V. St. Paul Saints Baseball Club, Inc., 672 .W.2d 570 (Minn. Ct. pp. 2003); Anderson 
v. Kansas City Baseball Club, 231 S.W.2d 170, 173 (Mo. 1950); Erickson v. Lexington Baseball Club, 233 
N.C. 627, 65 S.E.2d 140 (195 1); obbyv. City of urha  and urha  Bulls Baseball Club, Inc., 569 S.E.2d 
1 (N.C. Ct. App. 2002); Cincinnati Baseball Club Co. v. Eno, 112 OhioSt. 175, 147 N.E. 86 (1925); Pakett 
v. The Phillies, L.P., 871 A.2d 304, 307-08 (Pa. Co w. Ct. 2005); Friedman v. Houston Sports Ass 'n, 731 
.W.2d 572, 574-75 (Tex. pp. 1987); ite v. aha oliseu  orp., 144 eb. 22 (Neb. 1943); erry v. 
  t. .1,  ash.2d ,  .2d  (1 5); s .   c.,  
is.2d ,  .W.2d  (1 8). 
  I  ' I  BALL, , I   
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p 914 Mr Rountree simultaneously takes the untenable position that Memorial Stadium is not
safe enough because spectators can be struck by foul balls See id Mr Rountree submits an
eightypage affidavit from a human factors expert Joellen Gill who has no experience with
barrier netting or sporting events Mr Rountreesposition is paradoxical and demonstrates why
every jurisdiction that has addressed a situation such as this has chosen to adopt the limited duty
rule The alternative is that the baseball club cannot win and doing more than the industry
requires is actually cited as evidence that the stadium is unsafe See Gill Aff 39 arguing that
more netting reduces the perceived risk of being hit
In practical terms if the court applies a simple negligence standard applicable to land
owners and invitees the Boise Hawks will have to net every single inch of Memorial Stadium
from foul post to behind home plate and erect netting several hundred feet high to prevent foul
balls from going over the top of the netting andor leaving the park
As discussed in Defendants Moving Memorandum a number of other jurisdictions
utilize the same factors outlined in IdahosTurpen case and have adopted some form of a
limited duty rule to protect the essential character of baseball See eg AMS Salt Industries Inc
v Magnesium Corp ofAmerica 942 P2d 315 321 Utah 1997 Salt Lake Trappers Inc 901
P2d 1013 Perreira v State 768 P2d 1198 1209 Colo 1989 COLO REV STAT ANN 13
21 120 1994 Carvalho v Toll Bros Developers 675 A2d 209 21213 NJ 1996
Sciarrotta v Global Spectrum 194 NJ345 944A2d 630 2008
This court should join the vast majority of courts throughout the country that have
adopted the rule
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p.9-14.) Mr. Rountree simultaneously takes the untenable position that Memorial Stadium is not 
safe enough because spectators can be struck by foul balls. (See id.) Mr. Rountree submits an 
eighty-page affidavit from a human factors expert (Joe lien Gill), who has no experience with 
barrier netting or sporting events. r. Rountree's position is paradoxical and demonstrates why 
every jurisdiction that has addressed a situation such as this has chosen to adopt the li ited duty 
r . he a terna ive is that the bas l club t ,  in  re than the industr  
requires is actually cited as evidence that the stadiu  is unsafe. See Gill Aff., ~  (arguing t at 
more netting reduces the perceived risk of being hit). 
In practical ter s, if the court applies a si ple negligence standard applicable to land 
o ners and invitees, the oise a ks ill have to net every single inch of e orial Stadiu  
from foul post to behind home plate and erect netting several hundred feet high to prevent foul 
balls fro  going over the top of the netting and/or leaving the park. 
s discussed in efendants' oving e orandu , a nu ber of other jurisdictions 
utilize the sa e factors outlined in Idaho's Turpen case, and have adopted so e for  of a 
limited duty rule to protect the essential character of baseball. See, e.g., A S Salt Industries, Inc. 
v. agneSium Corp. of America, 942 P.2d 315,321 (Utah 1997); Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901 
P.2d 1013; Perreira v. State, 768 P.2d 1198, 1209 (Colo. 1989); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13-
21-120 (1994); Carvalho v. Toll Bros. & evelopers, 675 .2d 209, 212-13 (N.J. 1996); 
Sciarrotta v. lobal Spectrum, 194 .J. 345, 944 .2d 630 (2008). 
his court should join the vast ajority f courts throughout the country that have 
adopted the rule. 
PL  I  ENDA S' I  BASEBALL, , I   
 LUB, LLC,  PLA  F  ERVI ES, L   RIA  
STADIUM, INC.'S OTION FOR SUM ARY JUDG ENT - 8 
C Mr Rountree Consented to the Risk of Being Hit By a Foul Ball in Memorial
Stadium
In his Opposition Memorandum Mr Rountree fails to recognize the critical distinction
between implied assumption of risk in the primary sense and implied assumption of risk in the
secondary sense
The concept of consent is frequently used in the primary implied assumption of risk
setting particularly in the sports setting See eg Turcotte v Fell 68NY2d432 437 502
NE2d 964 967 510NYS2d49 52 NY Ct App 1986 Neinstein v Los Angeles Dodgers
Inc 185 Ca1App3d176 229 CalRptr6121986 and Hunt v PortlandBaseball Club 207 Or
337 34748 296P2d 495 49950 Or 1956 While the Supreme Court in Salinas v Vierstra
107 Idaho 984 695 P2d 369 1985 rejected implied assumption of risk in the secondary
sense ie as a form of contributory negligence it did not reject implied assumption of risk in the
primary sense See Winn 116 Idaho at 503 777 P2d at 725
Since there are two types of implied assumption of risk namely consent and negligence
implied assumption of risk should remain a bar to recovery when conduct amounts to consent
but where the conduct amounts to negligence that fact should only be afforded weight within
Idahoscomparative negligence scheme See 57B AM JuR 2d Negligence 1008 2011 Thus
3 Consent is the willingness for conduct to occur and it may be manifested by action or inaction
and need not be communicated to the actor RESTATEMENTSECOND OF TORTS 892 1979 If words or
conduct are reasonably understood by another to be intended as consent they are as effective as consent in
fact Id
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. r. tree s t  t  t  is  f i ; it   l ll i  i l 
t i . 
I  i  iti  r , r. tree f ils t  r i  t  ritic l i ti ti  
bet een i plied assu ption f risk in the "pri ary" sense, and i plied assu ption f risk in the 
"secondary" sense. 
The concept of "consent,,3 is frequently used in the "primary" i plied assu ption of risk 
setting - rti larly i  t e s rts s tti g. e, .g., r tt  v. ll,  .Y.2d , ,5  
.E.2d , ,  .Y.S.2d ,  (N.Y. t. . 986); i t i  .  les rs, 
I c., 185 al.App.3d 176, 229 al.Rptr.612 (1986); and t v. rtl  se ll l , 207 r. 
, -48  .2d , -50 (Or. 56). ile t e re e rt i  li s v. ierstra, 
107 Idaho 984, 695 P .2d 369 (1985), rejected i plied assu ption of risk in the "secondary" 
sense, i.e., as a for  f contributory negligence, it did not reject i plied assu ption f risk in the 
"pri ary" sense. See inn, 116 Idaho at 503, 777 P.2d at 725. 
Since there are t o types of i plied assu ption of risk - na ely, consent and negligence 
- i plied assu ption of risk should re ain a bar to recovery hen conduct a ounts to consent, 
but here the conduct a ounts to negligence, that fact should only be afforded eight ithin 
Idaho's co parative negligence sche e. See 57B A . JUR. 2d egligence §  (2 1). s, 
3 "Consent" is the illingness for conduct to occur and it ay be anifested by action or inaction 
and need not be co unicated to the actor. REST TE E T(SEC ) F T RTS § 892 (1979). If ords or 
conduct are reasonably understood by another to be intended as consent, they are as effective as consent in 
t. . 
   '  BALL, ,  S 
SE LL L , LL , E PL TE F  SE I ES, LL   E I L 
I , I C.'S I     -  
primary implied assumption of the risk based on the concept of consent is still a viable defense in
Idaho
In this case the undisputed factual background establishes
Mr Rountree grew up watching and playing baseball Evett Aff Ex A 4722
Mr Rountree helped coach his son baseball team when his son was younger Id
at 491019
Mr Rountree a self described avid Hawks fan has been a Boise Hawks season
ticket holder for approximately 20 years Id at 341321 431825 and 4434
Mr Rountree has been to over 200 Boise Hawks games at Memorial Stadium Id
at 4412456
Mr Rountree has handled somewhere between 1600 and 3200 Boise Hawks
tickets that contain the language the holder assumes the risk and dangers
incidental to the game of baseball including specifically but not exclusively the
danger of being injured by thrown or batted balls Evett Aff Ex A 4510
16 and Rahr Aff 16 17 and 21
Foul balls are a common occurrence at Memorial Stadium not unlike any other
baseball stadium and are part of the game of baseball Rahr Aff 14 Evett Aff
Ex C 341823
Mr Rountree witnessed foul balls enter the areas surrounding the field of play at
Memorial Stadium prior to August 13 2008 Evett Aff Ex A 50155119
Mr Rountree witnessed other spectators catch foul balls in the areas surrounding
the field of play at Memorial Stadium prior to August 13 2008 Id
It makes perfectly good sense that primary implied assumption of risk survived the Supreme Courts
decision in Salinas if the Court thinks about this concept in a different but related setting injuries sustained
in participatory sports If Salinas abrogated primary implied assumption of risk then sports participants in
Idaho could be sued by a coparticipant for injuries sustained as a result of voluntarily playing sports like
baseball softball basketball boxing football soccer hockey golf lacrosse martial arts etc despite the
fact that there are inherent risks to these sports that participants consent to accept
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  su ti            til      
aho.4 
I  t i   t  i t  f t l r  t li : 
• r. ountree gre  up atching and playing baseball ( vett ff., x. , 47:4-22); 
• r. tre  l   i  on's eball t   i    r (Id 
t 9:10-1 ); 
• r. ,  l   "avid  n,"       
tic et l er f r a r i atel   ears (Id at 4:13-2 ; 3:18-2 ; a  4:3-4); 
• r. tree   t    ise s  t ri l t i  (Id 
t 4:12- 5:6); 
• r. tree          
tic ets t at c tai  t e la a e "the l er ass es t e ris  a  a ers 
i ci e tal t  t e a e f ase all i cl i  s ecificall  (b t t e cl sively) t e 
danger of being injured by thro n or batted balls ... " ( vett ff., x. , 45: 10-
;   f ., ~~ ,   1); 
• l lls r    rr  t ri l t diu , t li   t r 
s ll st i ,  r  rt f t  e f s ll (Ra r ff., ~ ; tt ff., 
. , 4: 18-2 ); 
• r. ountree itnessed foul balls enter the areas surrounding the field f play at 
e orial tadiu  prior to ugust 13, 2008 ( vett ff., x. , 50: 15-51: 19); 
• r. ountree itnessed other spectators catch foul balls in the areas surrounding 
t  fi l  f la  t ri l t i  ri r t  st ,  (I ); 
4 Itmakes perfectly good sense that primary implied assumption of risk survived the Supreme Court's 
decision in Salinas if the Court thinks about this concept in a different, but related setting - injuries sustained 
in participatory sports. If Salinas abrogated primary implied assumption of risk, then sports participants in 
Idaho could be sued by a co-participant for injuries sustained as a result of voluntarily playing sports like 
baseball, softball, basketball, boxing, football, soccer, hockey, golf, lacrosse, martial arts, etc., despite the 
fact that there are inherent risks to these sports that participants consent to accept. 
P   S PP I  F S' IS  S BAL , , IS  S 
S  , ,  P  F  S I S,   I  
I , C.'S     -1  
At the time of the August 13 2008 incident Mr Rountree had four season ticket
seats in an area of Memorial Stadium where there is barrier netting between his
seats and the field of play Rahr Aff 19 Evett Aff Ex A 521424
Mr Rountree chose not to sit in his season ticket seats on August 13 2008 Evett
Aff Ex B 3017325
Mr Rountree voluntarily entered the Executive Club at Memorial Stadium on
August 13 2008 while the baseball game was being played Evett Aff Ex A
801318
The Executive Club provides an alternative location for people to watch a Boise
Hawks game without the obstruction of barrier netting Rahr Aff 9
Mr Rountree had been in the Executive Club on several occasions prior to
August 13 2008 Evett Aff Ex A 682224 and Ex C 17219
While in the Executive Club on August 13 2008 Mr Rountree told his
grandchildren they could be hit by oncoming foul balls if they did not watch out
Evett Aff Ex B3416359and
Mr Rountree was not paying attention to the field of play immediately before
being hit by the foul ball on August 13 2008 Evett Aff Ex A 74816 7518
25 101314 and 1114
These undisputed facts establish Mr Rountree knew that spectators could be hit by foul
balls at Memorial Stadium Mr Rountreesknowledge of this risk and his repeated attendance at
games where the risk was repeatedly demonstrated establish his consent to the risk of being hit
by a foul ball
IV CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above the court should grant Defendants motion
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• t t  ti   t  t ,2008, i i nt, r. t   r s  ti t 
seats in an area of e orial tadiu  here there is barrier netting bet een his 
seats and the field f play (Rahr ff., ~ 9; t  f ., x. , 2:14-24); 
• r. tree  t t  it i  i   ti t t   t ,  (Evett 
f ., . , 0: 17- 2:5); 
• r. tre  l t ril  t r  t  ti  l  t ri l t i   
t , , il  t  ball   i  l  (Evett ff., . , 
0:13-18); 
•  ti  l  r i es  lt r ti  l ti  f r l  t  t   is  
s e it t t  tr ti  f rri r tti  (Ra r ff., ~ .); 
• r. tree a  ee  i  t e ec ti e l   se eral ccasi s ri r t  
 ,  (Eve  f ., . , 8: 2-24  x. , 7:12-1 ); 
• ile i  t e ec ti e l   st , , r. tree t l  is 
r il re  t  l   it  i  f l lls if t  i  t t  t 
(Eve  f ., x. , 4:16- 5:9);  
• r. ountree as not paying attention to the field f play i ediately before 
ei  it  t e f l all  st ,  (Evett ff., x. , 4:8-1 ; 5:18-
; 01:3-1 ;  11:1-4). 
hese undisputed facts establish r. ountree kne  that spectators could be hit by foul 
alls at e rial ta i . r. ntree's le e f t is ris  a  is re eate  atte a ce at 
ga es here the risk as repeatedly de onstrated establish his consent to the risk of being hit 
  f l ll. 
.  
r t e r s s s t f rt  e, t  rt s l  r t f ts' ti . 
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DATED this day of May 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By
Joshua S Eve t of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
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Boise ID 83702 y Facsimile 345 4700
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Corporation d.b.a Bois~_Basebaikc:l.Ii)30ise 
S·asebaICClub, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a.Boise a ks, B ISE S 
SE LL L , LL , an assu ed business 
name of Boise Baseball, LLC, HO E PLATE 
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Li ited 
Liability Corporation, E RI L STADIUM, 
I C., RI T BR T ERS, T E B IL I  
COMPANY, an Idaho General Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIAMOND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
ase .    
  I   
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporationdba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA move pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56e and Idaho
Rules of Evidence 402 403 602 702 802 and 1002 to strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and
portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
As argued in Defendants Memorandum in Support of Objection and Motion to Strike the
Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree much of the affidavit
testimony of Ms Gill and Mr Rountree is inadmissible Therefore pursuant to Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 56e the Court should strike the objectionable testimony from the record
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T, ,   i ite  
iability orporation, 2  I L, I C., a 
l ri a r rati  .b.a.  ill,  
 , . .b.a.  
ill,   &C, ., .b.a  ill, 
  , . .b.a.  
il ,   I    
TI ,      
h2  ngineers, Inc., 2  I , a foreign 
  e      
  il ,   EIRA, 
 I ,  J   I t r  
, s  tr  i tities r  , 
ts. 
e da ts is  bal , , ise ks  l b, ,    
r i ,   e rial t diu , I . ("Defendants"), by and through their counsel of 
r ,  & urke, .A., ove, pursuant to Idaho ule of ivil rocedure 56(e), and Idaho 
  idence , , 2, ,   ,  t   i   l  il   
portions of the ffidavit of ud ountree. 
s r  i  f ts' r  i  rt f j ti   ti  t  tri  t  
ffida it f J elle  ill a  rti s f t e ffida it f  tree, c  f t e affi a it 
testi ony of s. ill and r. ountree is inad issible. herefore, pursuant to Idaho ule of 
i il r ce re 6(e), t e rt s l  stri e t e jecti a le testi  fr  t e rec rd. 
           
S       -  
lDATED thisV dayof May 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By n 6e
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that onthe1 day of May 2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr US Mail
Seiniger Law Offices PA Hand Delivery
942 Myrtle Street Federal Express
Boise ID 83702 Facsimile 345 4700
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
J o
Joshua S Evett
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Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium Inc
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
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vs
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporationdba Bosie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation dbaBoise Baseball dbaBoise
Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdba Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
Case No CV PI 0920924
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DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks 
ase all l , , o e late  er ices, , 
a  e rial ta i , I c. 
I  E IS I        
 E   I , I        
 , 
l intiff, 
. 
IS  , , a ela are i ited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
ise l   .b.a. s  s l  
lub , d.b.a. oise a ks, IS  
ALL, , an Idaho i ited iability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise a ks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.h.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HA KS 
 , ,  ss  si ss 
na e of oise aseball, LL , E PL TE 
F  SE VI ES, LL , an Idaho Li ited 
Liability Corporation, E ORIAL STADIU , 
INC., RIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
PANY,  I  r l si ess 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, I  SP RTS, 
I C., a e  ork orporation, I  
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
 .    
    
    
  I   
     
     
    TI   I   T I   
I I   J EL  I   I    FI I    
UNTRE -1 
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PAsubmit this Memorandum in Support of Objection and Motion to
Strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
The evidence identified below is inadmissible under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
and the Idaho Rules of Evidence
II LEGAL AUTHORITY
In considering the affidavit testimony of Joellen Gill and Bud Rountree this Court must
follow Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56ewhich provides
Supporting or opposing affidavits shall be made on personal
knowledge shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in
evidence and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent
to testify to the matters stated therein
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND 
DEVELOP E T, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2  
HILL C S , IN . d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, C 2  HILL E&C, I C., d.b.a Ch2  Hill, 
C 2  HILL E GINEE S, IN . d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, CH2  HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND 
C I , an assu ed business na e of 
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
na e h2  ill, I IA   P I , 
 P I , a  J  ES I through 
, hose true identities are unkno n, 
e e . 
.  
efendants oise aseball, , oise a ks aseball lub, , o e late ood 
Services, LLC and Memorial Stadium, Inc. ("Defendants"),       
record, Elam & urke P.A., sub it this e orandu  in Support of bjection and otion to 
tri  t  ffid it f J ll  ill  rti s f t  ffid it f  tr . 
 i  i tifi  l  i  i i i l  r t  I  l   ivil r r  
and the Idaho Rules of Evidence. 
II.   
In considering the affidavit testimony of Joellen Gill and Bud Rountree, this Court must 
follo  Idaho ule of ivil Procedure 56( e) hich provides: 
Supporting or opposing affidavits shall be made on personal 
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in 
evidence, and shall show affir atively that the affiant is co petent 
to testify to the matters stated therein ... 
EMORANDUM I  SU PO  OF OBJECTION A  TI  TO STRIKE THE 
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Rule 56estates that affidavits presented in support of motions for summary judgment
must contain admissible evidence See egHecla Mining Co v Star Morning Mining Co 122
Idaho 778 782 839 P2d 1192 1196 1992 In Hecla Mining the Idaho Supreme Court held
that affidavits which consist only ofconjecture conclusory allegations as to ultimate facts or
conclusions of law are to be disregarded Id Furthermore conclusory statements statements
based on hearsay statements that lack adequate foundation and statements not made on personal
knowledge are insufficient See eg State v Shama Resources Ltd Partners 127 Idaho 267
271 899 P2d 977 981 1995 In Shama Resources the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the trial
courts rejection of statements made by an affiant regarding knowledge or beliefs of persons
other than the affiant Id
Rule 56ealso requires that items offered in support of or in opposition to a motion for
summary judgment be attached to the partys affidavit and the party verify the items
authenticity See Puckett v Oakfabco Inc 132 Idaho 816 979 P2d 1174 1999
When an objection is made the trial court should make a preliminary determination
whether the foundational requirements have been satisfied in the affidavits and depositions which
have been submitted in support of a motion before the court can consider the merits of a motion
See egRyan v Beisner 123 Idaho 42 45 844 P2d 24 27 Ct App 1992 concerning
motions for summary judgment If an affidavit contains inadmissible matter the whole affidavit
need not be stricken or disregarded a court may strike or disregard the inadmissible part and
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Rule 56( e) states that affidavits presented in support of motions for su ary judgment 
ust contain ad issible evidence. See, e.g., Hecla Mining Co. v. Star- orning ining Co., 122 
Idaho 778, 782, 839 P.2d 1192, 1196 (1992). In Hecla ining, the Idaho Supre e Court held 
that affidavits which consist only of conjecture, conclusory allegations as to ultimate facts, or 
conclusions of law are to be disregarded. Id. Further ore, conclusory state ents, state ents 
based on hearsay, statements that lack adequate foundation, and statements not made on personal 
knowledge are insufficient. See, e.g., State v. Shama Resources Ltd. Partners, 127 Idaho 267, 
271, 899 P.2d 977, 981 (1995). In Sha a Resources, the Idaho Supre e Court affirmed the trial 
court's rejection of statements made by an affiant regarding knowledge or beliefs of persons 
other than the affiant. Id. 
Rule 56( e) also requires that ite s offered in support of or in opposition to a otion for 
summary judgment be attached to the party's affidavit and the party verify the items' 
authenticity. See Puckett v. Oakfabco, Inc., 132 Idaho 816, 979 P.2d 1174 (1999). 
When an objection is made, the trial court should make a preliminary determination 
whether the foundational requirements have been satisfied in the affidavits and depositions which 
have been sub itted in support of a otion before the court can consider the erits of a otion. 
See, e.g., Ryan v. Beisner, 123 Idaho 42, 45,844 P.2d 24, 27 (Ct. App. 1992) (concerning 
motions for summary judgment). If an affidavit contains inadmissible matter, the whole affidavit 
need not be stricken or disregarded, a court may strike or disregard the inadmissible part and 
 I  SUPPORT  OBJECTION A  TI  T  STRIK  T  
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consider the rest of the affidavit See Marty v State 122 Idaho 766 769 838 P2d 1384 1387
1992
III ANALYSIS
A The Affidavit of Joellen Gill
The affidavit testimony of Ms Gill should be stricken in its entirety from the record
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56eand Idaho Rule of Evidence 702
Ms Gill has not affirmatively demonstrated she possesses any professional knowledge
and expertise regarding baseball or any other sporting event and protective barrier netting Nor
does Ms Gill appear to have any knowledge about the standard of care andor industry standards
for the design and installation of barrier netting at baseball facilities
In fact Ms Gill appears to have no professional knowledge skill experience training or
education with protective barrier netting in the baseball setting or any other sports setting
Ms Gill nonetheless discusses the risks of being struck by a foul ball and the
adequacyinadequacy of the protective barrier netting at Memorial Stadium throughout her
affidavit
There is no foundation for the admissibility of her opinion and her affidavit should be
stricken in its entirety See generallyIRCP56eIRE 702 Dunlap ex rel Dunlap v
Garner 127 Idaho 599 903 P2d 1296 1995 State v Hopkins 113 Idaho 679 747 P2d 88 Ct
App 1987
Moreover Ms Gillsaffidavit is irrelevant as it relates to Defendants motion for
summary judgment Defendants have asked this Court to apply the limited duty rule and
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c sider the rest of the a i i . See arty v. S , 122 Idaho , , 8 P.2d , 387 
(1992). 
I . LYSIS 
. he fidavit  J le   
he ida it testi ony f . ill ld be stricken in its tiret  r  the re rd 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e) and Idaho Rule of Evidence 702. 
s. ill as t ffir ati el  strated s e ss ss s  r fessi l ledge 
and expertise regarding baseball (or any other sporting event) and protective barrier netting. Nor 
does s. ill appear to have any kno ledge about the standard of care and/or industry standards 
for the design and installation of barrier netting at baseball facilities. 
In fact, s. ill appears to have no professional kno ledge, skill, experience, training, or 
e cati  ith r tective arrier etti  i  t e ase all setti  (or a  t er s rts setting). 
s. ill, t l ss, is sses t  ris s f i  str    f l ll  t  
adequacy/inadequacy of the protective barrier netting at emorial Stadium throughout her 
f vit. 
r  i   f ti  f r t  i sibilit  f r i i   r ffi it l   
stricken in its entirety. See generally I.R.C.P. 56(e); I.R.E. 702; unlap ex rei. unlap v. 
Garner, 127 Idaho 599, 903 P.2d 1296 (1995); State v. Hopkins, 113 Idaho 679, 747 P.2d 88 (Ct. 
App.1987). 
oreover, s. ill's affidavit is irrelevant as it relates to efendants' otion for 
su ary judg ent. Defendants have asked this Court to apply the li ited duty rule and, 
    TI     T I   
I   EL  I   TI    I    
TREE-4 
alternatively to find that Mr Rountree consented to the risk of being struck by a foul ball in
Memorial Stadium Ms Gillsaffidavit only provides an opinion that the Defendants breached a
duty of care to Mr Rountree which is for the trier of fact to decide in the event the court does
not grant Defendants motion for summary judgment
If the court will not strike the affidavit in its entirety the following are inadmissible
portions
NUMBER STATEMENT OBJECTION
ALL Throughout her affidavit Ms Gill The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
refers to the Boise Hawks irrelevant and inadmissible the
Management as being the decision statements lack the necessary
makers for the design and layout of foundation for admissibility and
Memorial Stadium and as being the statements are conjecture and
aware of the of the conclusory Shama Resources Ltd
adequaciesinadequacies of the Partners supra Hecla Mining
protective barrier netting in supra IRE402 403 and 602
Memorial Stadium
T9 In order to ensure the safety of The Affiantsstatement lacks the
their spectators Boise Hawks necessary foundation for
Management must employ some admissibility and the statement is
type of proactive safety program or irrelevant Shama Resources Ltd
risk management program to Partners supra IRE402 and
evaluate the risks posed by foul 403
balls
T12 It is industry standard or common The Affiantsstatement lacks the
practice to generate or create a necessary foundation for
plan to control the known admissibility Shama Resources
hazard of foul balls at baseball Ltd Partners supra
games
There is no evidence that any of the entities involved in the case made any decisions regarding the netting
which was in place when the current owners Boise Baseball LLQ acquired the club in 2006 See Evett Aff Ex G
Assignment and Assumption of Sublease Affidavit of Todd Rahr 6 and 7
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lt r atively, t  i  t t r. tree t  t  t  i   i  t    l ll i  
e rial ta i . s. ill's affi a it l  r ides a  i i  t at t e efe a ts reac e  a 
duty of care to r. ountree, hich is for the trier of fact to decide in the event the court does 
t ra t efe a ts' ti  f r s ar  j e t. 
If t e rt ill t tri e t  ffi it i  it  tir t , t  f ll i  r  i i i l  
rti s. 
~    
 hroughout her affidavit, s. ill he ffiant's subjective beliefs are 
  e "Boise s irrele t  i i si l ; t  
anage ent" as being the decision t t t  l  t   
akers for the design and layout f foundation for ad issibility;' and 
e rial ta i , a  as ei  t e state e ts are c ject re a  
r  f t  f t  conclusory. Sha a Resources Ltd. 
adequacies/inadequacies of the artners, supra. ecla ining, 
protective barrier netting in r . .R.E. ,   . 
e  i . 
~  "In r er t  e s re t e safet  f  ffiant's    
t ir s ct t rs, is  s' r  f ti  f r 
anage ent ust e ploy so e ad issibility; and the state ent is 
type of proactive safety progra  or nt.   . 
risk anage ent program" to rt ers, s r . I.R.E.  a  
evaluate the risks posed by foul . 
ll . 
~ 12 It is industry standard or co on  ffi nt's    
practice to generate or create a necessary foundation for 
"pla " t  "contr l" t  "kno  ad issibility. Sha a esources 
zard"  l    td. artners, supra. 
ga es. 
'There is no evidence that any of the entities involved in the case ade mlX decisions regarding the netting, 
ic  as i  l   t  rr t ers (Boise all, C) ir  t  l  i  .  tt ff., x. , 
ssign ent and ssu ption f ublease; ffidavit f odd ahr, ~~   . 
        I   
I         I    
TR E-  
13 14 and 15 Ms Gill states that a number of The Affiantsstatement lacks the
abstract design concepts are applied necessary foundation for
to the design of baseball admissibility Shama Resources
stadiumfacilities Ltd Partners supra
16 Ms Gill opines that inadequate
measures were taken by Boise
Hawks Management
The Affiantsstatement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility the statement is
conclusory and not in compliance
with the law which does not require
landowners to minimize or
eliminate risks inherent to
activities occurring on their
property and the statement is
irrelevant because this is an opinion
that has no basis in law and Ms Gill
has not shown she has any
knowledge regarding what is
considered to be adequate or
inadequate protective barrier netting
in the industry Shama Resources
Ltd Partners supra IRE402 and
403
17
30
Ms Gill opines that in the case of
sporting events of the nature of
baseball and hockey games
Guarding in combination with
Persuasion Control is the
appropriate means of controlling
the hazard of patrons being struck
by foul balls
Ms Gill opines that there is a legal
requirement to minimize or
eliminate risks inherent to
activities occurring on landowners
property
The Affiantsstatement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility Mr Rountree is free
to pursue a failure to warn claim so
long as it fits within the law of
premises liability Shama Resources
Ltd Partners supra
The Affiantsstatement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility the statement is
conclusory and the statement is
irrelevant See 16 supra
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~ ,    .        ffi nt's    
a stract esi  c ce ts are a lie  necessary foundation for 
t  t  si  f s ll a issibilit .  es rces 
t dium/fac lities. t . r , pr . 
~ 16 s. ill opines that "inadequate  ffiant's t t t l  t  
easures [were] taken by oise necessary foundation for 
a s' a agement." ad issibility; the state ent is 
c cl s r  a  t i  c lia ce 
ith the la , hich does not require 
  "min i e"  
"elimin t "    
ti ities rri   t ir 
property; and the state ent is 
irrelevant because this is an opinion 
t t   i  i  l   s. ill 
      
knowledge regarding what is 
considered to be adequate or 
inadequate protective barrier netting 
in the industry. Sha a Resources 
t . t rs, pra. I.R.E.   
. 
~17 s. ill opines that "in the case of  ffi nt's    
sporting events of the nature of ecessar  f ati  f r 
s ll   es issibility. r. tree i  fr  
uarding in co bination ith to pursue a failure to arn clai , so 
    long as it fits ithin the la  of 
appropriate eans of controlling pre ises liability. Sha a esources 
the hazard of patrons being struck td. artners, supra. 
by foul balls." 
~  s. Gill opines that there is a legal  ffiant's    
require ent to "mini ize" or r  f ti  f r 
"elimin "    ad issibility; the state ent is 
ti ities rri   l owner's conclusory; and the state ent is 
r rt . t. (S  ~ 16 supra.) 
          
           
NTR E-  
33 35 36 37
38 39 40 41
46 47 50 54
55 56 57 58
63 64 66 67
68 69 71 72
74 75 76 77
84 85 86 and
87
In these paragraphs Ms Gill makes
a number of inadmissible
statements regarding the knowledge
of the Boise Hawks
Management Mr Rountree and
spectators at Boise Hawks games
The Affiants subjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statements lack the necessary
foundation for admissibility and the
statements are speculative
conjecture andorconclusory
Shama Resources Ltd Partners
supra Hecla Mining supra IRE
402 403 and 602
165
73
The presence of netting in
Memorial Stadium caused him
Mr Rountree to and would
foreseeably cause others to assume
that those determining the locations
in which it was necessary to install
netting for the protection of patrons
had concluded that it was
unnecessary to install a protective
netting barrier in front of the
Executive Club
Ms Gill opines about the
reasonableness of Mr Rountrees
expectation that a foul ball would
not enter the Executive Club
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statement lacks the necessary
foundation for admissibility the
statement is speculative and
conjecture and the statement is a
legal conclusion as to foreseeability
a question for a jury Shama
Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
403 and 602
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statement lacks the necessary
foundation for admissibility the
statement is speculative and
conjecture and the statement is a
legal conclusion as to
reasonableness a question for a
jury Shama Resources Ltd
Partners supra Hecla Mining
supra IRE 402 403 and 602
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~ 33,35,36,37, In these paragraphs, Ms. Gill makes The Affia t's subjective beliefs are 
38,39,40,41, a number of inad i sible i relevant and inad issible; the 
46,47,50,54, statements regarding the knowledge statements lack the necessary 
55,56,57,58, of the "Boise Hawks foundation for a i i ; and the 
63,64,66,67, anage ent," r. Rountree, and statements are s , 
68,69, 71, 72, spectators at Boise Hawks ga es. conjecture, and/or conclus . 
74, 75, 76, 77, Sha a Resources Ltd. artners, 
84, 85, 86 and s . ecla in , s . I.R.E. 
87. 4 , 403 and 6 . 
~ 65 he "presence" of netting in The t's s jective beliefs are 
e orial Stadium "caused i  irrelevant and inad issible; the 
[Mr. Rountree] to, and ould  la s t e e es  
foreseeably cause others to, assu e fou  f r a ibili ; the 
that those deter ining the locations e t is ative  
in hich it as ecess r  t  i t ll j t r ;  t e t t t is  
netting for the protection of patrons le    t  r abili  
 luded t at it as (a ti  f r j ry).  
unnecessary to install a protective ces . , . 
netting barrier in front of the  , pra. .R.E. , 
ti e lub."   . 
~  s. ill opines about the  nt's    
"reas l ss"  r. untree's rele a t  i l ;  
expectation that a foul ball would t t    r  
    l b. ti   issibility;  
t  i  cul t   
nj cture;  t  t t t i   
l l cl i   t  
 (a sti  f r  
j ry).   td. 
rt ers, supra. l  i i g, 
upra. .R.E. 02,  an  02. 
EMORANDUM I  SUPPORT OF OBJECTI  A  TI N TO STRIKE THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOELLE  GILL AND PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF BUD 
R T EE-7 
78 Ms Gill states uch a condition
was a direct violation of the
Fundamental Principle ofSafety
The Affiantsstatement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility the statement is
irrelevant and the statement is
conclusory and not in compliance
with the law because the
Fundamental Principle of Safety
does not define a landownersduty
of care in Idaho Shama Resources
Ltd Partners supra IRE 402 and
403
79
81
82
Ms Gill opines that Guarding
could have and should have been
employed in the Executive
Club by the use of protective
mesh netting barriers
As he testified in his deposition
Mr Rountree
Ms Gill states that tables and
chairs would foreseeably be
arranged in such a manner as to
have ones back to the game Ms
Gill also states that an assertion
by Todd Rahr is contested by
Mr Rountree Ms Gill
additionally statesitwas
foreseeable that spectators
would
The Affiantsstatement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility and the statement is a
question for the jury to decide
Shama Resources Ltd Partners
supra IRE 402 and 403
The Affiantsstatement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility the statement is not
made on personal knowledge the
statement is irrelevant the
deposition speaks for itself and the
statement is hearsay Shama
Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE402
403 602 802 and 1002
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statements lack the necessary
foundation for admissibility the
statements are speculative and
conjecture and the statements
contain legal conclusion as to
foreseeability a question for a jury
Shama Resources Ltd Partners
supra Hecla Mining supra IRE
402 403 and 602
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~ 78 
~  
~ 81 
~  
. ill states "[ s ]uch a co ition 
as a direct violation f the 
Funda ental Principle of Safety." 
s. ill opines that "Guarding 
ld ,  ld e  
e ployed in the xecutive 
lu  ...  t e se f r tecti e 
esh netting barriers." 
"As he testified in his deposition, 
. untree ... " 
s. il    "tables  
chairs" ould "foreseeably" be 
"arranged in such a anner as to 
have one's back to the game." s. 
ill     "as rtion" 
by "Todd Rahr" is "contested by 
r. untre ." s. ill 
additionally states "[i]t as 
foreseeable that spectators 
ould ... " 
The ffi nt's state ent lac s the 
necessary foundation for 
a i sibilit ; the state ent is 
irre e t;  the st t t is 
lus  a d t in c liance 
ith the la  ecause the 
"Fundamental ri iple  f ty" 
oes t ine  la wner's t  
 are in Id .  ces 
. , . .R.E.   
. 
he nt's t  t e 
 ti   
i sibilit ;      
   jur   i . 
 ces t . t , 
s r . I.R.E.   . 
he nt's    
r  f ti  f r 
issibility;  t   
   ;  
  t;  
iti    it elf;  t  
state e t is earsay.  
 td. rs, pr . 
l  i , pra. .R.E. 2, 
, ,8   . 
 ffiant's j ti  li f  r  
e   i i l ;  
state ents lack the necessary 
f ati  f r admissibility; t e 
st t ts r  s l ti   
j cture;  t  t t t  
contain legal conclusion as to 
eabilit  (a sti  r  j ry). 
  td. r rs, 
supra. ecl  i i g, supra. I.R.E. 
2,   0 . 
    TI     T I   
I   EL  I   RTI    FI    
TREE-8 
B The Affidavit of Bud Rountree
The affidavit testimony of Mr Rountree identified below is inadmissible and should be
stricken from the record
NUMBER STATEMENT OBJECTION
T17 The area was protected from pop The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
fly balls by the mesh barrier strung irrelevant and inadmissible the
over it and I assumed that the statement lacks the necessary
Boise Hawksmanagement had foundation for admissibility and the
adequately protected the area statement is conjecture and
conclusory Shama Resources Ltd
Partners supra Hecla Mining
supra IRE402 403 and 602
18 In my wifesdeposition she talks The Affiantsstatement lacks the
about the children shagging foul necessary foundation for
balls admissibility the statement is not
made on personal knowledge the
statement is irrelevant the
deposition speaks for itself and the
statement is hearsay Shama
Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE402
403 602 802 and 1002
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. e fida    tree 
he affida it testi  f r. untree ide tified el  is ina issible a  s ld e 
icken ro  t e r . 
~    
~ 17 "The area as rotected fr  -  nt's e   
fly balls by the esh barrier strung rrele a t  i ;  
e  it,    t t t  t t t l s t e  
oise awk's anage ent had   issibility;  e 
adequately protected the area." t t t i  j t re  
l ory.   . 
artners, supra. ecla ining, 
r . .R.E. ,   . 
~ 18 "In y ife's deposition she talks  ffi nt's t t t l  t  
about the children shagging foul    
l s." a issibility; t e state e t is t 
  rs l l e; t  
  t;  
deposition speaks for itself; and the 
state e t is earsay.  
 . rs, r . 
l  i i , pra. I.R.E. 2, 
, ,   . 
    I     I   
I I   EL  I   I    I I    
TREE-  
19 Iwas of the belief that those
occupying the elevated area of the
Hawks Nest where I was struck by
the linedrive foul ball were not at
risk of injury from foul balls
because the area overhead was
strung with horizontal netting
protecting us from popfly balls
patrons were invited to seat
themselves around tables where it
is obvious that they would not all
be watching the game and that the
area was sufficiently distant from
home plate that it appeared that the
Boise Hawks Management had
concluded that its occupants were
adequately protected While I
cannot recall whether or not I
observed at that time that the front
of the elevated area where I was
struck in the eye was covered with
mesh netting I can say that all of
the other circumstances lead me to
believe that the Boise Hawks
Management had accessed the risk
of being hit by foul balls and taken
appropriate action to prevent
whatever risk there was
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statement lacks the necessary
foundation for admissibility the
statement is conjecture and the
statement is conclusory Shama
Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
403 and 602
20 I had come to rely on the fact that
in the areas that food and beverages
were served and tables were
provided for patrons to sit and
converse seated both towards and
away from the ball field the Boise
Hawks Management had assessed
the risk of injury from foul balls
and taken steps necessary to
eliminate that risk
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statement lacks the necessary
foundation for admissibility the
statement is conjecture and the
statement is conclusory Shama
Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
403 and 602
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~ 19 "I was of the belief that those The Affia t's s je tive beliefs are 
occupying the elevated area of the i relevant and ina is ; the 
Hawks Nest here I was struck by state e t lacks the necess  
the line-drive fo  ba l ere not at foundation for i sibili ; the 
risk of injury fro  foul balls state ent is c ; a d the 
because, the area overhead as state ent is c .  
strung with horizontal netting es rces t . tne s, s . 
protecting us fro  pop-fly balls, e l  i i , s . I.R.E. , 
patrons ere invited to seat 403 a d . 
the s ves around tables here it 
is obvious that they ould not all 
be atc ing the a e, a  that the 
re  as s fficie tly ist t fro  
ho e plate that it appeared that the 
oise a ks' anage ent had 
lude  t t its pa ts ere 
adequately protected. hile I 
t  hether    
e  t at     
   ea e   as 
struck in the eye as covered ith 
esh netting, I can say that all of 
  rcu stances e    
 at   awk's 
ana e e t a  accesse  t e ris  
of being hit by foul balls and taken 
appropriate action to prevent 
   as." 
~  "I had co e to rely on the fact that  ffi nt's j ti  li f  r  
in the areas that food and beverages i   i si l ;  
     t t t l  t  r  
provided for patrons to sit and f ti  f r admis ibil ty;  
 t     t t t i  njecture;  t  
a ay fro  the ball field, the Boise t t t i  conclusory. ha a 
a ks anage ent had assessed esour  td. art ers, upra. 
the risk of injury from foul balls l  i ing, supra. I.R.E. 2, 
and taken steps necessary to  n  602. 
l  t t risk." 
 I  P T  JECTI   I  T  STRI  T  
I  I   JOELL  ILL  TI   T  I I    
 - 10 
121 On this occasion and many others
the Executive Club furnished with
circular tables and stools suitable
for eating and drinking and
configured so that it is at least
foreseeable if not intended that
patrons will seat themselves so that
they are not looking at the game
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible the
statement lacks the necessary
foundation for admissibility the
statement is conjecture and the
statement is conclusory Shama
Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
403 and 602
26
27
28
I did not sign or otherwise enter
into any other agreement with the
Defendants containing any consent
waiver release of liability or other
such language
At no time did I expressly either
in writing or orally consent to
accepting any risk of injury to
assume any risk or injury to release
anyone from liability for any injury
caused by anyone sustained while I
was attending any baseball game in
Memorial Stadium
At no time did I otherwise intend
by conduct to manifest any such
consent to accepting any risk of
injury to assume any risk or injury
to release anyone from liability for
any injury caused by anyone
sustained while I was attending any
baseball game in Memorial
Stadium
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible and the
statement is a legal conclusion
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
and 602
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible and the
statement is a legal conclusion
Hecla Mining supra IRE402
and 602
The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
irrelevant and inadmissible and the
statement is a legal conclusion
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
and 602
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~ 2  "On s      ffi nt's s j ti  li fs r  
    t  rrele a   i si l ;  
   t   t t t l  t  r  
for eating and drinking and foundation for ad issibility; the 
c fi re  s  t at it is at least state ent is conjecture; and the 
f re l  if t i t  t t state e t is c cl sory. Sha a 
tr s ill s t t s l es s  t t  . r rs, r . 
they are not looking at the game." ecla ining, supra. I.R.E. 402, 
  . 
~ 26 "I i  t si  r t er ise e ter he ffiant's subjective beliefs are 
i t  a  t er a ree e t it  t e rele a   i sible;   
efendants containing any consent, state ent is a legal conclusion. 
i r, r leas  f lia ilit  r t r l  i i , r . I.R.E.  
such language."  2. 
~  "At no ti e did I expressly, either he ffiant's subjective beliefs are 
in riting or orally, consent to i rele t  i i i l ;  t  
accepting any risk f injury, to state ent is a legal conclusion. 
ass e a  ris  r i j ry, t  release ecl  i i , s pr . I.R.E.  
anyone fro  liability for any injury  . 
caused by anyone sustained hile I 
as attending any baseball ga e in 
 tadium." 
~  "At  ti e i   t ise i t   ffi nt's s j ti  li fs r  
by conduct to anifest any such i l t  i i i l ;  t  
t t  ti   i   state ent is a legal conclusion. 
injury, to assu e any risk or injury, ecla ining, supra. I.R.E. 402 
to release anyone fro  liability for  . 
any injury caused by anyone 
sustained while I was attending any 
ase all a e i  e rial 
tadium." 
        I   
            
 -  
29 I am not aware of any conduct on The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
my part from which anyone could irrelevant and inadmissible
infer that I had manifested consent speculative and the statement is a
to accepting any risk of injury to legal conclusion Hecla Mining
assume any risk or injury to release supra IRE 402 and 602
anyone from liability for any injury
caused by anyone sustained while I
was attending any baseball game in
Memorial Stadium
T30 Idid not believe that I was under The Affiantssubjective beliefs are
any obligation to do so and the irrelevant and inadmissible the
language was in such tiny print that statement lacks the necessary
it could not be read without great foundation for admissibility the
effort I was not advised that I statement is a legal conclusion and
certainly was under any obligation the statement is conjecture Shama
to read anything on the tickets Resources Ltd Partners supra
Hecla Mining supra IRE 402
403 and 602
IV CONCLUSION
Based upon each of the foregoing objections Defendants respectfully request the
Affidavit of Joellen Gill and the identified portions of the Affidavit of Bud Roundtree be stricken
from the record before the Court decides the pending motion for summary judgment
DATED thisl day of May 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
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~  "I a  not a are f any conduct on  ffi nt's s j ti  li fs r  
y part fro  hich anyone could irrele a t  i i sibl ; 
    e   speculative; and the state ent is a 
t  ti   ris  f i j ry, t  legal conclusion. ecla ining, 
  ris  r i j ry, t  r leas  s r . I.R.E.  a  . 
anyone fro  liability for any injury 
caused by anyone sustained hile I 
s tt i   s ll e i  
 tadium." 
~ 30 "I         ffi nt's j ti  li f  r  
any obligation to do so, and the irrele t  i i sibl ; t  
la a e as i  s c  ti  ri t t at    r  
it l  t  r  it t r t f ati  f r a issibility; t e 
t.    s    state ent is a legal conclusion; and 
rt i l   r  li ti  the state ent is conjecture. Sha a 
to read anything on the tickets."  td. t r , r . 
ecla ining, supra. I.R.E. 402, 
  . 
.  
ased upon each of the foregoing objections, efendants respectfully request the 
ffida it f J elle  ill a  t e i e tifie  rtions f t e ffida it f  tree e stric e  
fro  the record before the ourt decides the pending otion for su ary judg ent. 
 i l~ day f ay, 2011. 
 & , .A. 
By: &1 btf.. 
J s a . ett, f t e fir  
ttorneys for efendants Boise Baseball, 
, is  s s ll l , , 
 l t   rvi s, ,  
rial t di , I . 
        I   
        I    
NTR E-1  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the W day of May 2011 l caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr US Mail
Seiniger Law Offices PA Hand Delivery
942 Myrtle Street federal ExpressBoise ID 83702 Facsimile 345 4700
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
A C41
Joshu S Evett
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TE   
I   that n t e (r/J.- day f ay, 2011, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows: 
. Breck Seiniger, Jr. 
Seiniger La  ffices, P.A. 
942 yrtle Street 
oise, I  83702 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
.S. ail 
__ and elivery 
. .i' ederal press 
-V csimile- -470  
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sJoshua S Evett ISB 5587
Jade C Stacey ISB 8016
ELAM BURKE PA
251 E Front St Ste 300
PO Box 1539
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone 208 343 5454
Facsimile 208 3845844
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium Inc
fa0
FILED
AM PM
MAY 13 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporationdba Boiie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise Baseball dba Boise
Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
Case No CV PI 0920924
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL
LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL
CLUB LLC HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM INC S MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC HOlE
PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM INC S MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING I
000766
 . t  # 58  
 . t   #8016 
 & , .A. 
 . r t t., te.  
.O.   
i ,   
elephone: (208) 343-5454 
si il : (20 ) -5844 
NO.-----::"~__t:l--­I  
AJv1., ____ .M.,_-I-__ 
 . ,  
  
 
ttorne s f r fe a ts ise ball, , is   
ll l , , e l t   r i , , 
 i l t i , c. 
       I I   
    I , I        
 E, 
l intif , 
vs. 
IS  L , , a ela are i ite  
ia ilit  r r ti  .b.a. sie seball, .b.a. 
ise l   .b.a. ise s l  
l  , .b.a. is  , I  
, , an Idaho i ited iability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
s ll l , .b.a. ise s s ll l , 
, .b.a. ise s, I   
 , ,   i es  
e  is  ball, ,   
 I , , an Idaho i ited 
Liability Corporation, E ORIAL STADIU , 
I ., I  S,  I I  
,  I  r l i es  
orporation, I  , I ., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIA OND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIA OND 
SP T RP., an Idaho corporation, 
 .    
S I  BALL, 
, I  S  
, ,    
I ,   I  
I , I .'  I   
    
S I  , , I  S  , , OME 
  ,    I , .'    
    - 1 
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporation dba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC dbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL ECINCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC dbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA move this Court to shorten the time to consider Defendants
Objection and Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud
Rountree Motion to Strike and request that Defendants Motion to Strike be considered at the
time of the hearing currently set for Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment on May 18
2011 at 245 pm This motion is made on the ground and for the reason that the hearing date of
May 18 2011 at 245pmis already reserved by the parties in this matter and that it will
promote judicial economy for this Court to consider Defendants Motion to Strike at that time
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC HOME
PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM INCSMOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING 2
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I O  S NAGE ENT  
, ,  Idaho imited 
Liability orporation, 2  ILL, I ., a 
Florida orporation d.b.a. h2  ill, 2  
I  , I . .b.a.  
Hill, CH2  HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2  Hill, 
 I  I , I . .b.a.  
ill,      
I , an assu ed business na e f 
Ch2  Engineers, Inc., CH2  HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
na e h2  ill, I I   I , 
 EI A, and J  S I through 
, se true i e tities are , 
t . 
efendants oise aseball, , oise a ks aseball lub, , o e late ood 
r i ,   ri l t i , I . ("Defendants"),   t r  t ir l f 
record, la  & urke, P.A., ove this ourt to shorten the ti e to consider efendants' 
bjection and otion to Strike the ffidavit of Joellen ill and Portions ofthe ffidavit of Bud 
tree ("Motion  e") and request that efendants' otion to trike be considered at the 
ti e f t e eari  c rre tl  set f r efe a ts' ti  f r ar  J e t  a  , 
2011, at 2:45 p.m. This otion is ade on the ground and for the reason that the hearing date of 
ay 18,2011, at 2:45 p.m., is already reserved by the parties in this atter and that it will 
promote judicial economy for this Court to consider Defendants' Motion to Strike at that time. 
 I  EBALL, , I   B  B, ,  
PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND E ORIAL STADIUM, INC.'S OTION TO 
   I  -  
e
 
DATEDthiS~MaY'2011.
 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
 
BY:---;,6?~~J_~=-~-~-----
fusilUa S. Evett, of the firm
 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball,
 
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,
 
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and
 
Memorial Stadium, Inc.
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the (~fMay, 2011, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows: 
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr. U.S. Mail 
Seiniger Law Offices, P.A. __ Hand Delivery 
942 Myrtle Street __ Federal Express 
Boise, ID 83702 ~Facsimile-345-4700 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Joshua S. Evett 
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME 
PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION TO 
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 3 
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Joshua S Evett ISB 45587
Jade C Stacey ISB 8016
ELAM BURKE PA
251 E Front St Ste 300
PO Box 1539
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone 208 343 5454
Facsimile 208 3845844
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium Inc
PILED
aM PM
MAY 1 3 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV PI 0920924
NOTICE OF HEARING
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporation dba Boiie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball Clubdba Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise Baseball dba Boise
Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLC dbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
NOTICE OF HEARING 1
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 .   #  
J  . t  I  #8016 
 & , .A. 
 . t t., t .  
.O.   
,   
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
i il : (2 ) -584  
ttorne s f r efe da ts ise aseball, , ise a s 
l  , ,    r , , 
 i l t i , . 
;lO'_--~F=ll-==ED::--+t----
A.M .. ____ .M .. -+---
 . ,  
 I   
 
       I I   
    I , I        
 , 
l intif , 
vs. 
I  , , a ela are i ite  
i ilit  r r ti  .b.a. sie s ball, .b.a. 
is    .b.a. s  s  
l  , .b.a. ise , I  
, , an Idaho i ited iability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
s ll l , .b.a. ise s s ll l b, 
, .b.a. ise s, I  S 
 , ,   i  
  ise all, ,   
 I , , an Idaho i ited 
Liability Corporation, E ORIAL STADIU , 
I ., I  ,  I I  
,  I  r l siness 
orporation, T IPLE P, I C., an Idaho general 
business corporation, I  , 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIA OND 
 P.,  I  r r ti , 
I    -  
 .    
   
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporationdba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INC dbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC dbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
TO ALL PARTIES ABOVE NAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium IncsMotion to Shorten Time for Hearing and Objection and Motion to Strike the
Affidavit ofJoellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree for hearing before the
Honorable Darla Williamson District Judge at the Ada County Courthouse Boise Idaho on the
18th day of May 2011 at the hour of245 pm or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard
DATED this day of May 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 14day of May 2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Seiniger Law Offices PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise ID 83702
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
USMail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile 3454700
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Joshua S Evett
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W Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 3451000
Fax 208 3454700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO
MAY 16 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By CHARLOTTE WATSON
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
V
Plaintiff
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Case No CV PI 0920924
Motion to Strike Portions of the
Affidavit of Ron Anderson
Comes now the Plaintiff and moves this Honorable Court to strike T12 of the
Affidavit ofRon Anderson in Support of Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
This motion is supported by the memorandum filed herewith
Dated May 16 2011
Zt1
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On May 16 2011 I caused a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing document to
be served by fax upon
Josh Evett
ELAM BURKE PA
251 East Front Street Suite 300
P O Box 1539
Boise ID 83701 1539
Fax 208 3845844
Dated May 16 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson
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W Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 345 1000
Fax 208 345 4700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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MAY IS 2111
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clark
BYO ARLOTM WATSON
WPM
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
V
Plaintiff
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Case No CV PI 0920924
Memorandum in Support of
Motion to Strike Portions of the
Affidavit of Ron Anderson
INTRODUCTION
This case involves Plaintiff claim that he lost his eye as a result of the
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants negligence As demonstrated in
Plaintiffsprior briefing and as will be argued at hearing his theories of recovery are not
simply limited to the Defendants failure to install protective netting over the opening in an
eating and drinking area through which a linedrive foul ball entered and put out his eye
Nevertheless the Defendants have moved for summary judgment on two theories First they
argue that they had no duty to install protective screening anywhere other than the area
essentially behind home plate Second they argue that the Plaintiff consented to the risk of
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
of Ron Anderson
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eating and drinking area through which a line-drive foul ball entered and put out his eye. 
evertheless, the efendants have oved for su ary judg ent on t o theories. First they 
argue that they had no duty to install protective screening anywhere other than the area 
essentially behind ho e plate. Second, they argue that the Plaintiff "consented" to the risk of 
e orandu  in Support of otion to Strike Portions of the ffidavit 
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being hit by a foul ball a theory that attempts to work around the abrogation of assumption
ofrisk as a tort defense
Despite the fact that Defendants at least announced in the introduction to their
memorandum in support of summary judgment that their motion was so limited Defendants
argue that the protective screening existing at Memorial Stadium at the time of the Plaintiffs
accident met or exceeded industry standards In attempting to prove what industry
standards apply in this case Defendants implicitly acknowledge that their argument in favor
of Idahosadoption of the socalled Limited Duty or Baseball rule depend on their
establishing what that standard is The basis for Defendantsargument that such a standard
exists and that they have met it depends upon the issues of the admissibility of and credence
to be given to their affiant Ron Anderson The averment contained in the affidavit of Ron
Anderson concerning industry standards should be struck because it lacks foundation and
because it is irrelevant to the legal issues raised by the Defendants as the basis for their
motion for summary judgment and the identification of which issues Plaintiff relied upon in
opposing summaryjudgment
LEGAL AUTHORITY
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56ewhich provides
Supporting or opposing affidavits shall be made on personal knowledge shall
set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence and shall show affirmatively
that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein
Rule 56estates that affidavits presented in support of motions for summary judgment must
contain admissible evidence See eg Hecla Mining Co v Star Morning Mining Co 122
Idaho 778 782 839P2d 1192 1196 1992 In Hecla Mining the Idaho Supreme Court
held that affidavits which consist only of conjecture conclusory allegations as to ultimate
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
ofRon Anderson
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facts or conclusions of law are to be disregarded Id Furthermore conclusory statements
statements based on hearsay statements that lack adequate foundation and statements not
made on personal knowledge are insufficient See egState v Shama Resources Ltd
Partners 127 Idaho 267 271 899 P 2d 977 981 1995 In Shama Resources the Idaho
Supreme Court affirmed the trial courtsrejection of statements made by an affiant regarding
knowledge or beliefs of persons other than the affiant Id Rule 56ealso requires that items
offered in support of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment be attached to the
partysaffidavit and the party verify the items authenticity See Puckett v Oakfabco inc
132 Idaho 816 979 P2d 1174 1999 When an objection is made the trial court should
make a preliminary determination whether the foundational requirements have been satisfied
in the affidavits and depositions which have been submitted in support of a motion before the
court can consider the merits of a motion See egRyan v Beisner 123 Idaho 42 45 844
P2d 24 27 Ct App 1992 concerning motions for summary judgment If an affidavit
contains inadmissible matter the whole affidavit need not be stricken or disregarded a court
may strike or disregard the inadmissible part and consider the rest of the affidavit See Marty
v State 1221daho 766 769 838 P2d 1384 1387 1992
A The Factual Issue Of Industry Standards Is Irrelevant
To The Theories On Which Defendants Moved For And
Plaintiff Defended Against Summary Judgment
Defendants ask the Court to adopt the Limited Duty rule and to apply it as the
basis for granting them summary judgment
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants are
entitled to judgment as a matter of law based on the following 1 Defendants
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
ofRon Anderson
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complied with their limited duty to minimize the risks to those within Memorial
Stadium from being hit by foul balls and 2 Mr Rountree consented to the risk of
being hit by a foul ball when he entered Memorial Stadium Memorandum In
Support OfDefendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC AndMemorial Stadium IncsMotion For
Summary Judgment at 2
In addressing the scope of a baseball clubsduty in the common law
negligence andorpremises liability setting other jurisdictions overwhelmingly
support some form of a limited duty rule also commonly referred to as the
baseball rule which places two important requirements on stadium owners and
operators 1there must be screening for the area of the field behind home plate
where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest and 2 such screening
must be of sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators
as may reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course ofan ordinary
game Memorandum In Support OfDefendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLCAndMemorial
Stadium IncsMotion For Summary Judgment at 19
Since the Limited Duty rule establishes a duty as a matter of law and not one
based upon industry standards the determination of what constitutes industry
standards is not a factual issue relevant to the resolution ofDefendants Motion for
Summary Judgment It would be inequitable to allow the Defendants to move for
summary judgment the application of the Limited Duty rule for Plaintiff to defendant
against that theory and then to grant Defendants summary judgment based upon the
theory that Defendant put forth evidence of an industry standard and Plaintiff did not
offer conflicting expert evidence creating a genuine issue of material fact
B The Affidavit of Ron Anderson Lacks Foundation With
Respect to Alleged Industry Standards
The Defendants argue Memorial Stadium exceeds industry standards by
providing extra barrier netting almost all the way down the firstbase and thirdbase lines
at Memorial Stadium This proposition is supported by the affidavit of a salesman Ron
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
ofRon Anderson
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Anderson with some experiencing installing netting in baseball stadiums Mr
Andersonsaffidavit contains the following averments The barrier netting at Memorial
Stadium has sic more extensive coverage than any other baseball stadium I have
worked on or observed in my 43 years in the netting industry Anderson Affidavit at 19
I am unaware of any baseball club other than the Boise Hawks that has chosen to
exceed the industry standard by placing extra barrier netting almost all the way down the
first base and thirdbase lines of their baseball stadium as the Boise Hawks have done at
Memorial Stadium Anderson Affidavit at 12 These averments assume a number of
things First that an industry standard applicable to the issues in this case exists
Second that Mr Andersonsexperience in installing netting has made him aware ofit
There is no foundation for Mr Andersonsaverment concerning the existence of
and the Defendants compliance with an alleged industry standard Mr Andersons
qualification as an expert on industry standards is apparently based upon his
averments that
he has 43 years experience in the netting industry and has sold netting to
entities in the United States and Canada Anderson Aff at 12
his company has installed barrier netting at seven baseball stadiums in
Washington and surrounding states Anderson Aff at3
his company has installed netting at Memorial Stadium in Boise Idaho
and six other baseball stadiums all in Washington one of which was
apparently a softball stadium and an unspecified number ofhigh schools
in Idaho and Washington Anderson Aff at 4
he has installed barrier netting at an unspecified number of baseball
stadiums in Illinois Wisconsin and Arizona Anderson Aff at8
he has traveled to and had the chance to observe barrier netting at many
other baseball stadiums throughout the United States Anderson Aff at
18
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
of Ron Anderson
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he had in his possession at the time of the execution of his affidavit
photographs of seven stadiums most of which either do not depict all
areas of stadium seating or are insufficient to allow the viewer to
determine where netting is placed see photo marked Wrigley Field in
which it appears that Mr Anderson has marked end of netting before the
netting actually ends Anderson Aff at 11
With all due respect to Mr Anderson he does not state that he has made a study
of any statistics regarding any alleged industry standards that he has reviewed any
literature documenting that any body has ever convened to set industry standards that
he has determined the number of minor league stadiums in the country and attempted to
determine what percentage ofthose limit the extent of netting to any particular portion of
the field that the industry standard ifsuch exists applies to areas specifically
designated as serving food and beverage and furnished with chairs and tables for
consuming such and where it is anticipated that at least some of the occupants of those
areas will be facing away from the ball field table and chairfood and drink areas or
that he has any knowledge whatsoever as to what industry standards applicable to
table and chairfood and drink areas
Consequently the affidavit ofMr Anderson establishes only his experience as a
salesman and installer of netting and his passing acquaintance with a handful of baseball
fields he has worked on almost all of which are located in his home state of Washington
CONCLUSION
Plaintiff respectfully submits that while 12 of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson in Support
of Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment makes reference to industry standards
relating to the placement of protective netting in baseball stadiums his affidavit does not
reveal that he has a sufficient knowledge of the existence of any such standards to render
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
ofRon Anderson
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an expert opinion regarding them The Court should strike 112 ofhis affidavit on the
grounds that it does not meet the requirements ofIRCivP56e
Dated May 16 2011
riA 1
Wm Breck Seinige r
y
Attorney for Plaintiff
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Plaintiff
V
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Case No CVPI 0920924
Motion to Shorten Time for
Hearing of Plaintiffs Motion to
Strike Portions of the Affidavit
of Ron Anderson and Notice of
Hearing
Defendants
Comes now the Plaintiff and moves this Honorable Court for the
entry of its order shortening the time for the hearing of his Motion to Strike
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson to Wednesday May 18 2011 at
245
Dated May 16 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing of Plaintiffs Motion to Strike
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson and Notice ofHearing
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ill Breck Seiniger, Jr. (lSB#2387) 
I IGER LAW I ,  .A. 
942 yrtle Street 
oise, Idaho 83702 
oice: (208) 345-1000 
: (208) 345-4700 
ttorneys for laintiff 
:'-·._-_-.:-.:-_-=_FILEO:-=P.M~-100:-, -3-?~: 
AY  6 2011 
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By CHARLOTTE ATSO  
DEPUTY 
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entry of its order shortening the time for the hearing of his Motion to Strike 
ortions f the ffidavit f on nderson to ednesday, ay 18,2011 at 
:45. 
Dated May 16,2011. 
t/~~ 
m. Breck Seiniger, Jr. 
ttorney for Plaintiff 
ti  t  Shorte  i e f r eari  of laintiff's ti  to Stri e 
Porti s of t e ffi a it of  ers  an  tice of eari  
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NOTICE OF HEARING
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that a hearing has been set on Plaintiff s
Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson in the courtroom
before the Honorable Darla Williamson in the Ada County Courthouse The
hearing shall take place on Wednesday May 18 2011 at 245 or as soon
thereafter as counsel can be heard
Dated 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing of Plaintiffs Motion to Strike
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson and Notice of Hearing
2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On May 16 2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to
be served by fax upon
Josh Evett
ELAM BURKE PA
251 East Front Street Suite 300
P O Box 1539
Boise ID 83701 1539
Fax 208 3845844
Dated May 16 20N 1
r
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing of Plaintiffs Motion to Strike
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson and Notice of Hearing
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W Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 345 1000
Fax 208 345 4700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO
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PM
MAY 17 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH ClerkBy JAMIE RANDALL
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Plaintiff
v
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Case No CV PI 0920924
Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendants ofMotion to Strike
Affidavit of Joellen Gill and
Portions of the Affidavit of Bud
Rountree
Defendants
Plaintiff opposes Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions
of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree upon the following grounds
As regards the affidavit of PlaintiffsHuman Factors Expert Joellen Gill the thrust of
Defendants is nicely summed up in their brief
Moreover Ms Gills affidavit is irrelevant as it relates to Defendants motion for summary
judgment Defendants have asked this Court to apply the limited duty rule and alternatively
to find that Mr Rountree consented to the risk ofbeing struck by a foul ball in Memorial
Stadium Ms Gillsaffidavit only provides an opinion that the Defendants breached a duty of
care to Mr Rountree which is for the trier of fact to decide in the event the court does not
grant Defendants motion for summary judgment
Plaintiff agrees that the Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment is limited to 1
asking the Court to adopt and apply the Limited Duty rule and 2 asking the Court to find as a
matter of law that Mr Rountree consented to the risk of being struck by a foul ball in Memorial
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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Stadium read apply the doctrine of assumption of risk despite its having been judicially
abrogated in Idaho Defendants argue that Ms Gills affidavit is irrelevant to its motion for
summary judgment Ifthe only issue with respect to duty presented by this case was the duty owed
to spectators in bleacher sections ofa baseball stadium that might be true However this case
presents a scenario apparently not considered in those cases considering the application of the
Limited Duty rule The question is what duty do the operators of a stadium who both 1 present
baseball games and 2 provide eating and lounging areas furnished with tables and chairs ofa nature
that it is obvious if not intended that some of those purchasing and consuming concessions will sit
around circular tables facing away from the baseball game being played
Plaintiff went to the expense of obtaining the expert opinions ofMs Gill not because he
concedes that this case is or could be governed by the Limited Duty rule but because a different
set of issues is presented by the facts of this case relevant to Defendants negligence than those taken
into consideration with respect to the Limited Duty rule The fact that Defendants served
refreshments at Memorial Stadium is not what distinguishes this case from the others relied upon
by the Defendants Many probably most baseball stadiums sell concessions However there is
a distinction between selling spectators concessions and allowing them to return with them to
bleacher seating and setting up selfserve restaurant style facilities where some occupants will
predictably not be watching the baseball game The affidavit of Ms Gill demonstrates that within
the context of this parallel operation ofa baseball game and what is essentially a restaurant the
Defendants failed to exercise due care in protecting those who would foreseeably not be exercising
the vigilance contemplated by the Limited Duty rule precisely because of the acts of the
Defendants from which they presumably profit
The Defendants are not alone in combining the exhibition of sporting events with additional
profit centers in the form of areas designated for eating drinking lounging conversing and relaxing
Attached hereto as exhibits are page from Internet Web Sites from Bronco Stadium in Boise Idaho
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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Plaintiff ent to the expense of obtaining the expert opinions of s. ill, not because he 
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The Defendants are not alone in co bining the exhibition of sporting events with additional 
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Attached hereto as exhibits are pages from Internet eb Sites from Bronco Stadium in Boise, Idaho, 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defe da ts' of otion to Strike fidavit of Joe len 
Gi l and Portions of the A fidavit of Bud Rountr e 
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and the Qwest Center Idaho Steelheads home arena marketing private boxes for these purposes
Defendants affiant Ron Anderson bases his opinions in part on his observations of the netting at
Safeco Field in Seattle Washington Mr Andersonsaffidavit does not reflect the fact that Safeco
Field offers the following protected areas to its patrons for eating drinking lounging conversing and
relaxing
I
Suites are available to host your corporate events and summer outings The suite experience is also a popular choice for birthday anniversary
bachelor or graduation parties Each Private Suite package includes
1424 tickets per suite connectable suites available for larger groups
Firstclass catering and service catering credit included View Menu
Pregame conference rooms for meetings and presentations based on availability
Convenient VIP parking and skybridge entry
Season Ticket Holders save up to1000 on suites
Access to Wells Fargo Terrace Club Lounges
Reserve YourSuite Today
Source www http seattlemarinerslbcomThe Official Site of the Seattle Mariners The
bottom line is that stadiums in general are no longer built simply along the lines of the standard
all bleacher seating configuration that is contemplated by the Limited Duty rule Hence Ms
Gills opinions are relevant to the issue of what duty should be applied in this case under these
facts and not to whether the Defendants complied with the Limited Duty rule In essence Ms
Gillsaffidavit is foundation for Plaintiffsargument that the Court should decline to adopt the
Limited Duty rule or in any event decline to apply it to this case
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions ofthe Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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Plaintiff responds to Defendants specific objections to the Affidavits of Ms Gill and Mr
Rountree as follows
AFFIDAVIT OF JOELLEN GILL
Statement Objection Response
ALL Throughout her affidavit Ms The Affiantssubjective See 8 of Gill Aff defining Boise
Gill refers to the Boise beliefs are irrelevant and Hawks Management Defendants
Hawks Management as being
inadmissible the
statements lack the
concede that at the time of
the decision makers for the necessary foundation for Plaintiffs accident Boise Hawks
design and layout of admissibility and the Baseball LLC operated
Memorial Stadium and as statements are conjecture maintained andor controlled
being aware of the of the and conclusory Shama Memorial Stadium Rahr Aff 22
adequacies inadequacies of
Resources Ltd Partners
supra Hecla Mining DefendantsMemo in Support of
the protective barrier netting supraIRX 402 403 and Motion for Summary Judgment at
in Memorial Stadium 602 4 While this defendant denies that
it designed the layout of the
netting it was responsible for that
netting in all respects since it had
the duty to provide reasonably safe
premises under the circumstances
Gill Aff 75 As a part of the
Boise Hawks Management
evaluation of the hazard posed by
leaving the front of the Executive
Club unprotected it was not
sufficient for Mr Rahr to simply
rely upon the fact that others had
put up the netting in place when he
assumed his position as President
and General Manager of the Boise
Hawks in 2004 and simply rely
upon the fact that he was unaware
of any foul ball having entered the
Executive Club
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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adequacies/inadequacies of rces t . t , dant's e  in t  
supra. ecla ining, 
the protective barrier netting supra. I.R.E 402, 403 and otion   t  
i  e rial ta i . . . ile t is t ie  t t 
it esi e  t e la t f t e 
netting, it as responsible for that 
  l   ce   
t  t  t  r i  r l  f  
r is  r t  ir t . 
ill ff. ~7 : "As  t  t  
is  ' gement's 
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     ti  
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t  t e etti  i  lace e  e 
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Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen 
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9 Inorder to ensure the The Afflantsstatement Foundation for this statement in
safety of their spectators lacks the necessary addition to that reflected in her
Boise Hawks Management
foundation for
admissibility and the attached resume Exhibit 1 to Gill
must employ some type of statement is irrelevant Affidavit are found in 817 30
proactive safety program or Shama Resources Ltd discussing appropriate factors of
risk management program Partners supraIRE accident preventionrisk
to evaluate the risks posed
402 and 403 management programs the
by foul balls accident preventionrisk
management program implemented
by the Boise Hawks at 4144
70 74 her review ofthe Affidavit
ofBoise Hawks President Todd
Rahr describing its safety program
at 5051 5455 5758
12 It is industry standard or The Affiantsstatement Foundation for this statement in
common practice to lacks the necessary addition to that reflected in her
generate or create a plan
foundation for
admissibility Shama attached resume Exhibit 1 to Gill
to control the known Resources Ltd Partners Affidavit are found in 817 30
hazard offoul balls at supra discussing appropriate factors of
baseball games accident preventionrisk
management programs
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions ofthe Affidavit ofBud Rountree
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33 In these paragraphs Ms The Afflantssubjective The basis ofMs Gillsknowledge
35 Gill makes a number of
beliefs are irrelevant of these facts is set forth in 21 of
36 inadmissible statements
and inadmissible the
statements lack the
her affidavit and include her
37 regarding the knowledge of necessary foundation review of the following The
38 the Boise Hawks for admissibility and depositions of Bud Rountree
39 Management Mr the statements are Linda Ballard eyewitness Lisa
40 Rountree and spectators at speculative conjecture Leek Boise Hawks President and
41 Boise Hawks games
andor conclusory
Shama Resources Ltd General Manager Todd Rahr and
46 Partners supra Hecla witness Stan Tollinger the
47 Mining supraIRE affidavits filed by the Defendants
50 4023 and602 of Todd Rahr and Defendants
54 expert Ron Anderson and the
55 photographs attached to those
56 affidavits the affidavits ofwitness
57 Linda Ballard and the Plaintiff
58 Bud Rountree the photographs of
63 Memorial Stadium Materials
64 attached to her affidavit materials
66 obtained from the Official Web
67 Site of the Boise Hawks attached
68 as exhibits to her affidavit her
69 interview with the Plaintiff Bud
71 Rountree and her March 2 2011
72 inspection of the ball field stands
74 and refreshment areas at Memorial
75 Stadium Additionally since Ms
76 Gill is an expert witness her
77 opinions can be based upon
84 reasonable inferences Her
85 extensive affidavit taken as a
86 whole sets forth the totality ofthe
and circumstances from which she
87 draws some ofthe inferences that
Defendants may object to
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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65 The presence of netting The Affiantssubjective Ms Gillsdiscussion of
in Memorial Stadium beliefs are irrelevant foreseeability must be understood
caused him Mr
and inadmissible the
statement lacks the in terms of her opinions as to what
Rountree to and would necessary foundation safety precautions were reasonable
foreseeably cause others to for admissibility the under the circumstances If an
assume that those statement is speculative expert could not discuss
determining the locations and conjecture and the foreseeability in providing the
in which it was necessary
statement is a legal
toonclusion asc as
foundation for an opinion as to
to install netting for the a what measures were feasible to
protection of patrons had question for ajury avoid accidents no expert could
concluded that it was Shama Resources Ltd ever lay a foundation for such an
unnecessary to install a Partners supra Hecla opinion It is axiomatic that a
protective netting barrier in Mining supraIRE402 403 and 602 defendant is only required to
front of the Executive protect against foreseeable
Club accidents If the Defendants will
stipulate thatMr Rountreeslack
of perception of the risk posed
under the circumstances was
foreseeable this issue is moot
73 Ms Gill opines about the The Affiantssubjective This opinion essentially states that
reasonableness ofMr beliefs are irrelevant because of a variety of perceptual
Rountree expectation that
and inadmissible the
statement lacks the cues Mr Rountree was not acting
a foul ball would not enter necessary foundation unreasonably in failing to watch
the Executive Club for admissibility the the baseball game at all times
statement is speculative rather than utilizing the eating
and conjecture and the drinking lounging area for its
statement is a legal obvious purpose as Defendantsconclusion as to
reasonableness a contend he was Again Ms Gills
question for ajury discussion of Mr Rountree
Shama Resources Ltd perceptions and those that others
Partners supra Hecla similarly situated would
Mining supraIRE foreseeably have is part of the402 403 and 602
foundation for her opinion as to
what protections or warnings were
required under the circumstances
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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Again if an expert could not
discuss foreseeability in providing
the foundation for an opinion as to
patrons of the ball park would
reasonably understand to be the
risk posed to them what measures
patrons should reasonably take to
protect themselves what
conclusions patrons could
reasonably draw about the
measures the Boise Hawks
Management had taken to
eliminate the risks in the area being
occupied at the time ofthe
accident and what he Boise
Hawks Management should have
done in light ofthose factors such
an expert could not give an opinion
as to the reasonableness of
anyonesconduct Again if the
Defendants will stipulate that Mr
Rountreeslack of perception of
the risk posed under the
circumstances was foreseeable and
that he was acting reasonably this
issue is moot
Finally the fact that
reasonableness of all parties
conduct is an issue to be decided
by the jury does not mean that no
evidence ofwhat was reasonable
can be offered into evidence It is
not enough for an expert to simply
testify that something is feasible
since acts that the Defendant could
have taken to protect Mr Rountree
may have been feasible but not
reasonable given considerations of
expense practicality etc
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions ofthe Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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78 Ms Gill states ucha The Affiantsstatement Defendants contend that they are
condition was a direct lacks the necessary entitled to summary judgment on
violation ofthe
foundation for
admissibility the the basis of industry standards
Fundamental Principle of statement is irrelevant but want to strike Ms Gills
Safety and the statement is exceptionally well supported
conclusory and not in opinion regarding safety principles
compliance with the because it is irrelevant and
law because the
Fundamental because it does not comport with aPrinciple
ofsafety does not landownersduty of care in Idaho
define a landowners This case is not simply based upon
duty of care in Idaho the duty of a landowner Even if it
Shama Resources Ltd were Ms Gillsopinion regarding
Partners supraIRE safety principles is relevant to that402 and 403
duty
79 Ms Gill opines that The Affiantsstatement The foundation for the statement is
Guarding could have and lacks the necessary set forth in Ms Gillsaffidavit
should have been employed
foundation for
admissibility and the including her extensive education
in the Executive Club by statement is a question training job history and history of
the use of protective mesh for the jury to decide creating and participating in the
netting barriers Shama Resources Ltd design of safety programs The
Partners supraIRE paragraphs of her affidavit that
402 and 403
describe her background and the
elements of safety programs are set
forth above
81 As he testified in his The Affiantsstatement Mr Rountreesstatement is
deposition Mr lacks the necessary referenced only by way of
Rountree
foundation for
admissibility the
foundation
statement is not made on
personal knowledge the
statement is irrelevant
the deposition speaks for
itself and the statement is
hearsay Shama
Resources LtdPartners
supra Hecla Mining
supra IRE402 403
602 802 and 1002
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions ofthe Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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82 Ms Gill states that tables The Affianfs subjective The relevance of foreseeability is
and chairs would beliefs are irrelevant and discussed above Ms Gill is
foreseeably be arranged
inadmissible the
statements lack the simply discussing the
in such a manner as to have necessary foundation for circumstances from which she is
onesback to the game admissibility the entitled to draw reasonable
Ms Gill also states that an statements are speculative inferences in forming her opinions
assertion by Todd Rahr and conjecture and the just as the jury will be entitled to
is contested by Mr
legal draw those inferences if it chooses
Rountree Ms Gill
conclusion as toain
foreseeability a question to If Defendants were correct in
additionally states it was for a jury Shama their argument that subjective
foreseeable that spectators Resources Ltd Partners beliefs are irrelevant and
would supra 402 403 and 602 inadmissible on what basis could
18 In my wifesdeposition
Hecla Mining supra an expert state an opinion
she talks about the children
IRE
Opinions by definition are
shaggingm foul balIs
foundation for
admissibility the
subjective
AFFIDAVIT OF BUD ROUNTREE
17 The area was protected The Affiantssubjective Mr Rountreesperception and
from popfly balls by the beliefs are irrelevant assumptions are relevant to the
mesh barrier strung over it
and inadmissible the
statement lacks the
reasonableness of his conduct and
and I assumed that the necessary foundation hence the issue of his alleged
Boise Hawksmanagement for admissibility and comparative negligence If the
had adequately protected the statement is Defendants will stipulate that his
the area conjecture and conduct was reasonable this issue
conclusory Shama is moot
Resources Ltd
Partners supra Hecla
Mining supraJRE
4023 and 602
The Affiantsstatement As the paragraph ofMr Rountrees
lacks the necessary affidavit referenced makes clear
his reference to his wife
statement is not made on deposition testimony is solely for
personal knowledge the the purpose of identification ofthe
statement is irrelevant the location in question The reference
deposition speaks for is not offered for proving the truth
itself and the statement is ofthe statement
hearsay Shama Resources
Ltd Partners supra Hecla
Mining supraIRE 402
403 602 802 and 1002
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions ofthe Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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19 Iwas of the belief that The Affiantssubjective Mr Rountreesperception and
those occupying the
beliefs are irrelevant and assumptions are relevant to the
elevated area of the Hawks
inadmissible the statement
lacks the necessary
reasonableness ofhis conduct and
Nest where I was struck by foundation for hence the issue of his alleged
the linedrive foul ball were admissibility the comparative negligence If the
not at risk of injury from statement is conjecture Defendants will stipulate that his
foul balls because the area and the statement is conduct was reasonable this issue
overhead was strung with
conclusory Shama
Resources Ltd Partners
is moot
horizontal netting supra Hecla Mining
protecting us from pop fly supraIRE402 403 and
balls patrons were invited 602
to seat themselves around
tables where it is obvious
that they would not all be
watching the game and
that the area was
sufficiently distant from
home plate that it appeared
that the Boise Hawks
Management had
concluded that its
occupants were adequately
protected
While I cannot recall
whether or not I observed
at that time that the front of
the elevated area where I
was struck in the eye was
covered with mesh netting
I can say that all of the
other circumstances lead
me to believe that the Boise
HawksManagement had
accessed the risk of being
hit by foul balls and taken
appropriate action to
prevent whatever risk there
was
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants ofMotion to Strike Affidavit ofJoellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit ofBud Rountree
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19 "I was of the belief that The Affia t's subjective . R e's perception and 
those occupying the beliefs are irrelevant and ass tions are relevant to the 
elevated area of the Hawks inad issi le; the state ent reasonableness of his conduct and lacks the nece sary 
Nest where I was struck by foundation for hence the i sue of his a leged 
the line-drive foul ball ere ad issi ilit ; the co parative ne ige . If the 
not at risk of injury from state ent is conjecture; efendants i l stipUlate that his 
foul balls because, the area a d the state ent is conduct as reas l , this i sue 
overhead was strung ith c l s r . Sha a is t. esources Ltd. Pa t , 
horizontal netting supra. Rec la ining, 
protecting us from pop-fly supra. l.R.E. 402, 403 and 
balls, patrons ere invited 6 . 
to seat the selves und 
tables here it is ious 
that they ould not all be 
watching the game, and 
that the area as 
sufficiently distant from 
ho e plate that it appeared 
t at t  oise s' 
Management had 
luded t at its 
occupants were adequately 
protected. 
ile I t r ll 
t r r t I s r e  
 t e     
t e ele ate  area ere I 
was struck in the eye was 
covered with esh netting, 
I can say that all of the 
t r ir st s l  
      
Hawk's anage ent had 
accessed the risk of being 
hit by foul balls and taken 
appropriate action to 
prevent whatever risk there 
as." 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen 
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20 "I had come to rely on the 
fact that in the areas that 
food and beverages were 
served and tables were 
provided for patrons to sit 
and converse seated both 
towards and away from the 
ball field, the Boise Hawks 
Management had assessed 
the risk of injury from foul 
balls and taken steps 
necessary to eliminate that 
risk." 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant and 
inadmissible; the 
statement lacks the 
necessary foundation for 
admissibility; the 
statement is conjecture; 
and the statement is 
conclusory. Shama 
Resources Ltd. Partners, 
supra. Hecla Mining, 
supra. LR.E. 402, 403 and 
602. 
Mr. Rountree's perception and 
assumptions are relevant to the 
reasonableness ofhis conduct and 
hence the issue ofhis alleged 
comparative negligence. If the 
Defendants will stipulate that his 
conduct was reasonable, this issue 
is moot. 
21 "On this occasion and 
many others the Executive 
Club furnished with 
circular tables and stools 
suitable for eating and 
drinking and configured so 
that it is at least foreseeable 
if not intended that patrons 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant and 
inadmissible; the 
statement lacks the 
necessary foundation for 
admissibility; the 
statement is conjecture; 
and the statement is 
conclusory. Shama 
Resources Ltd Partners, 
Mr. Rountree's factual statement as 
to the furnishings in the area in 
which he was injured is clearly not 
subjective. His statement 
regarding the "foreseeability" of 
how individuals will sit around the 
table is at most an admissible lay 
opinion. Basically, however, it is 
will seat themselves so that 
they are not looking at the 
game." 
supra. Hecla Mining, 
supra. LR.E. 402, 403 and 
602. 
simply a description of the 
arrangement of furniture and how 
it apparently was intended to be 
used. Clearly, this is well within 
the range of relevant and 
admissible testimony based upon a 
witness's perceptions. 
26 "I did not sign or otherwise 
enter into any other 
agreement with the 
Defendants containing any 
consent, waiver, release of 
liability or other such 
language!' 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant 
and inadmissible; and 
the statement is a legal 
conclusion. Hecla 
Mining, supra. LR.E. 
402 and 602. 
If this objection is held to have any 
merit, Plaintiff intends to file suit 
against Bill Gates alleging that he 
signed a document acknowledging 
that he owes Plaintiffs counsel a 
billion dollars. Apparently, the 
Court ought not to allow Mr. Gates 
to gainsay this allegation because 
such testimony would be based on 
his subjective belief, would be 
irrelevant, inadmissible and a legal 
conclusion. 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
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27 "At no time did I expressly, 
either in writing or orally, 
consent to accepting any 
risk of injury, to assume 
any risk or injury, to 
release anyone from 
liability for any injury 
caused by anyone sustained 
while I was attending any 
baseball game in Memorial 
Stadium." 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant 
and inadmissible; and 
the statement is a legal 
conclusion. Hecla 
Mining, supra. I.R.E. 
402 and 602. 
See above response. This is 
simply a statement of fact. 
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his 
intentions, particularly where the 
Defendants seek summary 
judgment based upon alleged 
conduct which it seeks to have the 
Court conclude as a matter of law 
amounted to "consent." 
28 "At no time did I otherwise 
intend by conduct to 
manifest any such consent 
to accepting any risk of 
injury, to assume any risk 
or injury, to release anyone 
from liability for any injury 
caused by anyone sustained 
while I was attending any 
baseball game in Memorial 
Stadium. 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant and 
inadmissible; and the 
statement is a legal 
conclusion. Hecla Mining, 
supra. LR.E. 402 and 
602. 
This is simply a statement of fact. 
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his 
intentions, particularly where the 
Defendants seek summary 
judgment based upon alleged 
conduct which it seeks to have the 
Court conclude as a matter of law 
amounted to "consent." If 
Defendants will stipulate that the 
Plaintiffs conduct is irrelevant to 
the issue of "implied consent", then 
this issue is moot. 
29 "I am not aware ofany 
conduct on my part from 
which anyone could infer 
that I had manifested 
consent to accepting any 
risk of injury, to assume 
any risk or injury, to 
release anyone from 
liability for any injury 
caused by anyone sustained 
while I was attending any 
baseball game in Memorial 
Stadium." 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant 
and inadmissible; 
speculative; and the 
statement is a legal 
conclusion. Hecla 
Mining, supra. I.R.E. 
402 and 602. 
This is simply a statement of fact. 
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his 
intentions, particularly where the 
Defendants seek summary 
judgment based upon alleged 
conduct which it seeks to have the 
Court conclude as a matter of law 
amounted to "consent." If 
Defendants will stipulate that the 
Plaintiffs conduct is irrelevant to 
the issue of "implied consent", then 
this issue is moot. 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
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30 "I did not believe that I was 
under any obligation to do 
so, and the language was in 
such tiny print that it could 
not be read without great 
effort. I was not advised 
that I certain!y was under 
any obligation to read 
anything on the tickets." 
The Affiant's subjective 
beliefs are irrelevant 
and inadmissible; the 
statement lacks the 
necessary foundation 
for admissibility; the 
statement is a legal 
conclusion; and the 
statement is conjecture. 
Shama Resources Ltd. 
Partners, supra. Hecla 
Mining. supra. I.R.E. 
402, 403 and 602. 
This is simply a statement of fact. 
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his 
intentions, particularly where the 
Defendants seek summary 
judgment based upon alleged 
conduct which it seeks to have the 
Court conclude as a matter of law 
amounted to "consent." If 
Defendants will stipulate that the 
Plaintiffs conduct is irrelevant to 
the issue of "implied consent", then 
this issue is moot. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants have failed to demonstrate that any of the paragraphs ofeither Mr. Rountree's 
or Ms. Gill's affidavits should be stricken. Defendants' Motion For Strike should be denied. 
Dated May 17,2011. 
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
On May 17,2011, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be 
served by fax upon: 
Josh Evett
 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
 
251 East Front Street Suite 300
 
P. O. Box 1539
 
Boise,ID 83701-1539
 
Fax: (208) 384-5844
 
Dated May 17, 2011. 
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr.
 
Attorney for Plaintiff
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Theres no entertainment or hospitality program like it in Boise
Introducing the Qwest Arena Grand Entertainment Suites The first
corporate suites in Boise Idaho
Over the last decade luxury suite programs have become a standard
attraction in all new sports and entertainment arenas Why Because
luxury suite entertainment has proven to be a flexible business and
social tool that inspires and generates important results for the
corporate community Whether its for entertaining valued clients
developing new business relationships or enhancing employee
morale a Grand Entertainment Suite can magnify your companys
position
Other suite customers across the country have benefits just within
the confines of the arena or stadium Qwest Arena suite customers
will have benefits that extend outside of the arena The Qwest
Arena Grove Hotel Emiliosrestaurant and Sports Zone Bar and
Restaurant all have dynamic synergy that will provide suite guests
unparalleled yearround and useful value added benefits
The Most Productive Office in the Company
Companies that invest in suites have discovered that more ideas are
created more deals are made and more contracts are extended in the
companyssuite than in the work place
Expands or Grows Business
Creates New Business
Creates Repeat Business
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There's no entertainment or hospitality program like it in Boise! 
Introducing the Qwest Arena Grand Entertainment Suites . The first 
corporate suites in Boise, Idaho. 
Over the last decade, luxury suite programs have become a standard 
attraction in all new sports and entertainment arenas. Why? Because 
luxury suite entertainment has proven to be a flexible business and 
social tool that inspires and generates important results for the 
corporate community. Whether it's for entertaining valued clients, 
developing new business relationships or enhancing employee 
morale, a Grand Entertainment Suite can magnify your company's 
position. 
Other suite customers across the country have benefits just within 
the confines of the arena or stadium. Qwest Arena suite customers 
will have benefits that extend outside of the arena. The Qwest 
Arena, Grove Hotel, Emilio's restaurant and Sports Zone Bar and 
Restaurant all have dynamic synergy that will provide suite guests 
unparalleled year-round and useful value added benefits. 
The Most Productive Office in the Company 
Companies that invest in suites have discovered that more ideas are 
created, more deals are made and more contracts are extended in the 
company's suite than in the work place! 
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• Creates Repeat Business 
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Suites Single Game MultiGame
Private Suites at Safeco Field are the perfect place to
host your corporate events and summer outings Suites
accommodate groups from 14400 people and are
available on a singlegame basis and in multigame
packages More Info
Home Plate Suite
Located just behind Home Plate on the exclusive Suite
Level the Home Plate Suite package combines an
incredible view with premium food and beverages
More Info
Suite Locations and Pricing I Marinersc
Grouo Suites
The Group Suites are located above the Hit itHere
Caf6 in Right Field and are a great location for your
groupsspecial event Your group of 30375 people
can mingle and enjoy Mariners Baseball and a meal
for as low as 75 per person More Info a
Press Box Suite
Treat your guests to one of the most unique
experiences in Major League Baseball In addition to
the unmatched location next to the working press the
Press Box Suite package includes a behind the
scenes tour on field photo and premium food and
beverages More Info a
Reserve Your Suite Tod
Consult the map below for game pricing and locations
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By JANINE KORSEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV PI 200920924
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
DEFENDANTSMOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC MEMORIAL
STADIUM INC HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES WRIGHT BROTHERS THE
BUILDING COMPANY TRIPLE P INC
DIAMOND SPORTS INC DIAMOND
SPORT CORP DIAMOND SPORTS
MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
LLC CH2M HILL INC CH2M HILL
CONSTRUCTORS INC CH2M HILL EC
INC CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION CH2M HILL
WILLIAM CORDPERIERA ROBERT
PEREIRA
Defendants
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment came on for hearing on May 18 2011
Plaintiff was represented by Attorney Breck Seiniger and Defendants were represented by Joshua
Evett
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
This case arises out of an injury that Plaintiff suffered while attending a Boise Hawks
baseball game The Plaintiff Bud Rountree has been a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for over
20 years Mem in Supp ofDefs Mot for Summ Jp6 On August 13 2008 Mr Rountree
A
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This case arises out of an injury that Plaintiff suffered hile attending a oise a ks 
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took his wife and two of his grandchildren to a Hawks game at Memorial Stadium in Garden
City Idaho Id p7 The stadium has mesh netting strung at various locations in order to
protect fans from foul balls Most portions of the stadium are protected by vertical mesh netting
approximately 30 feet high and several areas are protected from above by horizontal netting
According to Plaintiffs witness Ron Anderson the protective netting at Memorial Stadium is
more extensive than any other baseball stadium he has worked on in his 43 years in the netting
industry Aff ofRon Anderson 9 Mr Rountree had four tickets in the Viper section which is
protected by mesh netting Aff of Todd Rahr 19 Along the third base line is an area known
as the Hawks Nest The Hawks Nest is a full service eating and drinking area and is covered
both vertically and horizontally by netting Id 10 At the very end of the third base line and
abutting the homerun wall is an area known as the Executive Club The Executive Club is
covered by horizontal netting but is one of the only areas in the whole stadium not covered by
vertical netting Thus the Executive Club is one of the only places in the stadium where fans
can watch the game without having their view obstructed by netting The Executive Club serves
food and drinks before the game but a stop serving once the game starts Guests are allowed to
bring food and drink into the Executive Club and the Club has movable chairs and tables which
guests can sit at
At some point in the game Mr Rountree and his family went to the Hawks Nest to eat
After eating Mr Rountree and his family went to the Executive Club Mr Rountree had been in
the Executive Club on occasions prior to August 13 2008 Aff ofJoshua Evett Ex A p68
While in the Executive Club Mr Rountree began conversing with another person and took his
eyes off the game Mem in Supp ofDefs Mot for Summ J p9 After approximately ten
minutes Mr Rountree heard the crowd roar and turned his head back towards the game At that
precise moment a foul ball hit Mr Rountree in the eye Id As a result of the injury Mr
Rountree lost his right eye The current president and GM of the Hawks states that in his seven
seasons with the team he has never seen a foul ball enter the Executive Club Aff of Todd Rahr
15
The back of Mr Rountrees ticket states in part THE HOLDER ASSUMES ALL RISK
AND DANGERS INCIDENTAL TO THE GAME OF BASEBALL INCLUDING
SPECIFICALLY BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY THE DANGER OF BEING INJURED BY
THROWN OR BATTED BALLS Mr Rountree maintains that he never read the back of his
ticket prior to this incident Aff of Joshua Evett Ex Ap82 The entrance to the Executives
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Club does not have a sign warning guests about the dangers of being hit by a foul ball in that
area
On August 10 2010 Mr Rountree brought suit against approximately 17 Defendants
alleging that their negligence proximately caused his injury On February 25 2011 this Court
entered an Order Dismissing Defendant Diamond Sports Management and Development LLC
with Prejudice Currently before the Court are Motions for Summary Judgment filed by
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Baseball Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Hawks
Baseball Home Plate Food Services LLC Home Plate and Memorial Stadium Inc
Memorial Defendants argue that summary judgment is appropriate because they either met
their duty of care under the baseball rule or because Mr Rountree consented to the danger of
being hit by a foul ball Plaintiff maintains that genuine issues of material fact remain to be
decided
LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is an appropriate remedy if the nonmoving partys pleadings
affidavits and discovery documents read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party
demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law Thomson v City of Lewiston 137 Idaho 473 476 50 P3d 488 491 2002
quotingIRCP 56 In considering a motion for summary judgment the court must construe
the evidence liberally and must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party
Hei v Holzer 139 Idaho 81 8485 73 P3d 94 9798 2003 The moving party bears the initial
burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact and then the burden shifts to
the nonmoving party to come forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of
material fact Id A party opposing a motion for summary judgment may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of that partys pleadings but the partys response must set forth specific
facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial IDAHO R Civ P 56eSuch evidence may
consist of affidavits or depositions but the Court will consider only that material which is
based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial Harris v State Dept
of Health Welfare 123 Idaho 295 29798 847 P2d 1156 1158 59 1992 If the evidence
reveals no disputed issues of material fact then only a question of law remains on which the
court may then enter summary judgment as a matter of law Purdy v Farmers Ins Co ofIdaho
138 Idaho 443 445 65 P3d 184 186 2003
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ANALYSIS
To establish a claim of negligence a plaintiff must prove 1 a duty recognized by law
requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct 2 a breach of duty 3 a
causal connection between the defendantsconduct and the resulting injury and 4 actual loss or
damage Turpen v Granieri 133 Idaho 244 247 985 P2d 669 672 1999
I The Baseball Rule
Defendants ask the Court to adopt the baseball rule and find that as a matter of law
Defendants complied with their duty of care under that rule
Whether a duty exists is a question of law Turpen 133 Idaho at 247 985 P2d at 672
Duty is a requirement that one conduct himself in a particular manner with respect to a risk of
harm Keller v Holiday Inns Inc 105 Idaho 649 652 671 P2d 1112 1115 Ct App 1983
The scope of a duty will be defined by the nature of the risk involved and the persons endangered
by it Id As a general rule every person in the conduct of her business owes a duty to exercise
ordinary care to prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks of harm to others Turpen 133 Idaho
at 247 985 P2d at 672 The duty not to be negligent is only a duty to take reasonable
precautions against risk of undue harm Harrison v Taylor 115 Idaho 588 596 768 P2d
1321 1329 1989 A court will consider several factors to determine whether a duty arises in a
particular context including
The foreseeability of harm to the plaintiff the degree of certainty that the
plaintiff suffered injury the closeness of the connection between the defendants
conduct and the injury suffered the moral blame attached to the defendant
conduct the policy of preventing future harm the extent of the burden to the
defendant and consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise care
with resulting liability for breach and the availability cost and prevalence of
insurance for the risk involved
Turpen 133 Idaho at 247 985 P2d at 672 Foreseeability relates to the general risk of harm
rather than the specific mechanism of injury Id quoting Sharp v WH Moore Inc 118
Idaho 297 301 796 P2d 506 510 1990
A person who enters upon land for a purpose connected with the business conducted on
the land is known as an invitee Keller 105 Idaho at 653 671 P2d at 1116 Land owners are
under a duty to exercise ordinary care under the circumstances to keep the premises safe for
invitees who come upon the land Harrison 115 Idaho at 595 768 P2d at 1328 There is no
single duty owed by a landowner to all persons rather landowners have varying duties
depending upon the nature of the visit and the entrants expectations Keller 105 Idaho at 652
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671 P2d at 1115 In the ordinary negligence standard of care case an owner of land is not
strictly liable for injuries to invitees Harrison 115 Idaho at 596 768 P2d at 1329
Idaho has not had the chance to delineate the scope of the duty that baseball stadium
owners owe to their patrons with respect to the risk of being hit by a foul ball Defendants
therefore urge this Court to look at case law from other jurisdictions which have examined the
question It appears all courts that have examined the issue have come to the conclusion that
owners of baseball stadiums owe a limited duty to patrons with respect to the risk ofbeing hit by
a foul ball See Lawson v Salt Lake Trappers Inc 901 P2d 1013 Utah 1995 Bellezzo v
State 174 Ariz 548 851 P2d 847 Ct App 1993 Neinstein v LA Dodgers Inc 185
Ca1App3d176 Ct App 1986 Turner v Mandalay Sports Entertainment LLC 108 P3d 1172
Nev 2008 Akins v Glens Falls City School Dist 53 NY2d325 424NE2d 531 Ct App
1981 The majority rule that has emerged from these various cases is that an owner of a
baseball stadium has a duty to screen the most dangerous part of the stadium and to provide
screened seats to as many spectators as may reasonably be expected to request them on an
ordinary occasion Lawson 901 P2d at 1015 These courts have found that the majority rule
strikes a balance between competing policy interests The rule insures that those spectators
desiring protection from foul balls will be accommodated and that seats in the most dangerous
area of the stadium will be safe At the same time the majority rule recognizes baseball tradition
and spectators preference by not requiring owners to screen the entire stadium Id One court
in New York observed that analyzing these types of cases under standard negligence duty
principles rather than under the baseball rule would mean that every spectator injured by a foul
ball no matter where she is in the ball park would have an absolute right to go to the jury on her
negligence claim Akins 53 NY2d at 331 331 424NE2d at 537538 Plaintiff has failed to
cite and this Court has been unable to find any cases which have not adopted some version of
this baseball rule
Issues involving the parties negligence if any will normally be considered and decided
by the jury which is as it should be Harrison 115 Idaho at 596 768 P2d at 1329 In one
case the Supreme Court observed that public policy considerations are primarily the business of
the Legislature Ruffing v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho 943 946 188 P3d 885 889
2008 In Ruffing the district court attempted to delineate the scope of the firemansrule based
upon cases from other jurisdictions which had examined the scope of that rule The Supreme
Court reversed the district courts holding and found that it is the Legislatures prerogative to
expand the rule should it desire to do so Id
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As an initial matter it is clear that Defendants owed Plaintiff a duty of care in this case
Plaintiff was an invitee on Defendants premises and Defendants do not dispute the fact that
some duty was owed to Plaintiff The only question remaining for purposes of this motion is
what the scope of Defendants duty was Plaintiff argues that Defendants owed him a general
duty of care to protect him from unreasonable foreseeable risks of harm Defendants argue that
they only owed a limited duty to protect the most dangerous parts of the stadium and to provide
Plaintiff the chance to sit in these protected areas
Defendants ask this Court to abandon the general negligence duty in this case and to
adopt in its stead the baseball rule of other jurisdictions This Court is unable to adopt such a
rule The Idaho Legislature has by statute limited the duty ofparticular businesses and persons
For example Idaho Code 61101 Et Seq limits the scope of the duty that ski area operators
owe to skiers Idaho Code 61201 Et Seq limits the scope of the duty that outfitters and
guides owe to recreational participants These statutes demonstrate that our Legislature knows
how to define the scope of duties owed in the case of particular high risk businesses The
Legislature has so far declined to do so with regard to the duty owed by baseball stadium owners
As the Court in Ruffing noted it is the Legislature not the Courts which must make public
policy decisions Until the Legislature chooses to act baseball stadium owners will be held to the
standard applicable to all business owners that being a general duty to exercise ordinary care to
prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks of harm to others
As an aside there are benefits of the baseball rule The rule solves a problem presented
by an unusual situation Unlike most businesses which attempt to eliminate hazards on their
premises stadium owners host baseball games knowing that the game itself will create the
hazard of being hit by a ball Foul balls cannot be eliminated from the game and are therefore a
reasonably foreseeable risk Fans who go to games can be divided into two general categories
Those who wish to watch the game unobstructed and those who wish to watch the game without
the risk of being hit The two are mutually exclusive A person cannot watch a baseball game
unobstructed while at the same time being protected by foul balls Stadium owners are therefore
left with two options They can net part of the stadium and leave the other part open so that fans
can choose where they wish to sit Or they can net the whole field so that everyone is protected
This would change the nature of the game in particular fans catching foul balls The reasonable
option and the option which most or all baseball stadiums in the country have chosen is to net
only part of the stadium In this instance part of the stadium remains unprotected and it is
foreseeable that these fans may be hit by foul balls If stadium owners are aware of this risk and
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the risk is unreasonable then every fan who gets hit by a ball will have the right to take his case
to a jury What the baseball rule appears to do is identify which part of the stadium presents an
unreasonable risk of harm The rule identifies the area behind home plate as presenting an
unreasonable risk of harm both because of the frequency with which foul balls are hit to this area
and because of the lack of reaction time which fans in this part of the stadium have The rule
also identifies the rest of the stadium as not presenting an unreasonable risk of harm both
because of the infrequency with which foul balls goes to these areas and because fans in these
parts of the stadium have time to react to the ball Thus the baseball rule defines the scope of
stadium owners duties without the need to present each case to a jury
While there may be good reasons to adopt the baseball rule our Supreme Court has
determined that such policy decisions are best left to the legislature The Court hereby declines
to adopt the baseball rule Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment is therefore denied on
this issue
II Consent
Defendants next argue that summary judgment is appropriate because Plaintiff consented
to relieve Defendants of their obligation to protect him from foul balls
Idaho is in the majority of jurisdictions that has adopted a comparative negligence
standard IC 6801 2011 The logical implications of a comparative negligence standard
led our Supreme Court to conclude that assumption of risk shall no longer be available as an
absolute bar to recovery Salinas v Vierstra 107 Idaho 984 989 695 P2d 369 374 1985
However the defense of assumption of risk has survived in limited circumstances The Salinas
Court defined these limited circumstances The one exception to our holding today involves a
situation where a plaintiff either in writing or orally expressly assumes the risk involved Id
at 990 695 P2d at 375 emphasis added Thus a plaintiff may consent to relieve defendant
from his duty of care but only if such consent is given expressly In all other cases assumption
of the risk can only mitigate damages and thus cannot help a defendant win on a summary
judgment motion
Defendants present several facts in support of their contention that Plaintiff consented to
the risk of being hit by a foul ball First Defendants point out that Plaintiff has described
himself as an avid baseball fan has been a Hawks season ticket holder for approximately 20
years and is well aware of how the game of baseball works Defendants claim that because
Plaintiff must have had knowledge that foul balls could hit him ifhe was in an unprotected area
7 000810
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the risk is unreasonable, then every fan who gets hit by a ball will have the right to take his case 
to a jury. hat the baseball rule appears to do is identify which part of the stadiu  presents an 
unr asonable risk of harm. The rule identifies the area behind home plate as presenting an 
unr asonable risk of har  both becau  of the frequency with which foul bal s are hit to thi  area 
and because of the lack of reaction time which fans in this part of the stadium have. The rule 
also identifies the rest of the stadiu  as not presenting an unreasonable risk of harm, both 
 of t  i  it  which f ul ball  goes t  t se areas and beca  f  i  t e 
parts of the stadium have time to react to the ball. Thus, the baseball rule defines the scope of 
stadiu  o ners' duties ithout the need to present each case to a jury. 
hile there ay be good reasons to adopt the baseball rule, our Supre e Court has 
determined that such policy decisions are best left to the legislature. The Court hereby declines 
to adopt the baseball rule. Defendants' otion for Summary Judgment is therefore denied on 
this issue. 
II. Consent 
Defendants next argue that summary judgment is appropriate because Plaintiff consented 
t  lie e e ts  t i  li ti  t  t t i   l ll . 
Idaho is in the majority of jurisdictions that has adopted a comparative negligence 
standard. I.C. § 6-801 (2011). The logical implications of a comparative negligence standard 
led our Supreme Court to conclude that "assumption of risk shall no longer be available as an 
absolute bar to recovery." Salinas v. Vierstra, 107 Idaho 984, 989, 695 P.2d 369, 374 (1985). 
o ever, the defense of assu ption of risk has survived in li ited circu stances. The Salinas 
Court defined these limited circumstances. "The one exception to our holding today involves a 
situation here a plaintiff, either in writing or orally, expressly assu es the risk involved." Id. 
at 990, 695, P.2d at 375 (emphasis added). Thus, a plaintiff ay consent to relieve defendant 
from his duty of care, but only if such consent is given expressly. In all other cases, assumption 
of the risk can only mitigate damages and thus cannot help a defendant win on a summary 
judgment otio . 
Defendants present several facts in support of their contention that Plaintiff consented to 
the risk of being hit by a foul b . First, Defendants point out that Plaintiff has described 
himself as an avid baseball fan, has been a Hawks season ticket holder for approximately 20 
years, and is well aware of how the game of baseball works. Defendants claim that because 
Plaintiff must have had knowledge that foul balls could hit him if he was in an unprotected area 
7 
of the stadium and because he went to an unprotected area of the stadium Plaintiff consented to
the risk he took Thus Defendants argue that Plaintiffsconsent is evidenced by his knowledge
of baseball generally and his conduct on August 13 specifically However the Salinas Court
only recognized a consent exception in the context of express written or oral consent Id
Defendants urge this Court to consider the cases of other jurisdictions which have found
that a person may consent to a risk by their conduct In Neinstein the California court of appeals
held that where the plaintiff voluntarily enters into some relation with the defendant with
knowledge that the defendant will not protect him against one or more future risks that may arise
from the relation he may then be regarded as tacitly or impliedly consenting to the negligence
and agreeing to take his own chances Neinstein 185 CalApp3d at 183 quoting Prosser
Keeton Torts 5th ed 1984 68 p 481 A New York court of appeals has likewise found that
consent may be implied by a participantsknowledge coupled with actions Turcotte v Fell 68
NY2d 432 502 NE2d 964 Ct App 1986 As a general rule participants properly may be
held to have consented by their participation to those injurycausing events which are known
apparent or reasonably foreseeable consequences of the participation Id at 439 502NE2d at
971
While this Court tends to agree that some form of implied consent should be available as
a defense no Idaho Court has looked at this issue since the Court in Salinas announced the rule
of consent This Court is constrained to abide by the language of Salinas Because Salinas only
recognized a consent exception for oral and written expressions of consent the Court declines to
analyze whether Plaintiff may have impliedly consented to the risk in this case Because
Defendants have not claimed the Plaintiff consented orally or in writing Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment is denied as to this issue
CONCLUSION
The Court declines to expand Idaho law to include either the baseball rule or implied
consent Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment is hereby denied
DATED this23day ofMay 2011
Darla S Williamson District Court Judge
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OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
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VS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporationdba Boiie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball ClubdaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC dba Boise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise Baseball dba Boise
Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
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BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporationdba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc C112M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA submit this Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Defendants
Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment Supplemental Memorandum
On May 18 2011 at the hearing on Defendants motion for summary judgment the
Court expressed some doubt about whether it is permitted to apply the limited duty rule in this
case due to the Supreme Courtsholding in Ruffing v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho 943
188 P3d 885 2008 Defendants Supplemental Memorandum will address this issue alone
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Court expressed some doubt about whether it is permitted to apply the limited duty rule in this 
case e t  the re e urt's lding i  ffi  v. a ty r e ics,  I a  , 
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II ANALYSIS
Ruffling v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho 943 188P3d 885 2008 involved a
situation where a firefighter sustained injuries as a result of a paramedic backing an ambulance
into a parked car pinning his leg between the ambulance and the parked car The firefighters
injuries occurred on duty and following an emergency call in which firefighters and a paramedic
team responded As a result of his injuries the firefighter filed a personal injury suit against the
Ada County Paramedics The Ada County Paramedics then filed a motion for summary
judgment claiming Idahosfiremansrule barred the firefighterssuit The Court granted the
Ada County Paramedics motion for summary judgment The firefighter appealed
In Ruffng the Supreme Court held that the firemansrule did not preclude the action as
the conduct causing injury was not the same conduct that required the firefighterspresence at the
scene of the medical emergency Id at 943 In overruling the Courtsdecision to grant summary
judgment the Supreme Court did not state that Idaho courts cannot decide the question of
whether a legal duty should apply Rather the Supreme Court found that the Court
impermissibly expanded the firemansrule in its application beyond the recognized parameters
of the rule Id at 946
1 In fact it was the Supreme Court not the Legislature that decided to originally apply the firemans
rule in Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 777 P2d 722 1989 Moreover it is well established that in
negligence actions the question of whether a legal duty exists is a question of law for the courts to decide
EgChavez v Barrus146Idaho 212 223 192P3d 103647 2008 Bramwell v South Rigby Canal Co
136 Idaho 648 650 39 P3d 588 590 2001 Turpen v Granieri 133 Idaho 244 247 985 P2d 669 672
1999 Freeman v Juker 119 Idaho 555 556 808 P2d 1300 1301 1991
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As stated by the Supreme Court in Rufng the firemansrule simply says that neither a
firefighter nor a police officer may recover in tort when his injuries are caused by the same
conduct that required his official presence Id citing Winn 116 Idaho at 501 777P2d at 723
Thus according to the Supreme Court in its most literal sense the firemansrule does not
immunize thirdparty coresponders such as paramedics Ruffing 145 Idaho at 946 188 P2d at
MF
Ultimately while the Supreme Court did not disagree with the Court that an expansion of
the firemansrule to also immunize paramedics from liability caused by the same conduct that
required hiser official presence was logical it found that i is the Legislaturesprerogative to
expand the rule should it desire to do so Id at 946 emphasis added
In this case Defendants are not asking the Court to expand the limited duty rule in its
application beyond the recognized parameters of the rule Defendants are only asking the
Court to find that the limited duty rule applies in the baseball setting to immunize baseball
stadium owners and operators from liability when a spectator is injured by a foul ball if and only
if the recognized requirements of the limited duty rule have been complied with
As discussed throughout Defendants briefing on this motion the recognized
requirements of the limited duty rule have been complied with when 1 there is screening
behind home plate where the danger of being struck by a foul ball is the greatest and 2 such
2 For example Defendants are not asking the Court to find that the limited duty rule should be
expanded to immunize some other thirdparty in the baseball setting Nor are the Defendants asking the
Court to find that the limited duty rule should be expanded to include injuries other than those caused by foul
balls
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As stated by the Supreme Court in Ruffing, the fireman's rule simply says that "neither a 
firefighter nor a police officer may recover in tort when his injuries are caused by the same 
conduct that required his official presence." [d. (citing inn, 116 Idaho at 501, 777 P.2d at 723). 
us, ccor i  t  t  u r  ourt, i  it  st li r l sense, t e fireman's r l  d  not 
i  t i -p  o-r r  - such as paramedics. uffing, 145 Idaho at 946,188 P.2d at 
888. 
Ultimately, while the Supreme Court did not disagree with the Court that an expansion of 
the fire an's rule to also i unize para edics fro  liability caused by the sa e conduct that 
required hislher official presence was logical, it found that "[i]t is the Legislature's prerogative to 
expand the rule should it desire to do so." [d. at 946 (e phasis added). 
In this case, Defendants are not asking the Court to expand the limited duty rule in its 
l  - beyond the recognized parameters of the rule.2 Defendants are only asking the 
Court to find that the li ited duty rule applies in the baseball setting to i unize baseball 
stadium owners and operators from liability when a spectator is injured by a foul ball if, and only 
if, the recognized requirements of the limited duty rule have been complied with. 
As discussed throughout Defendants' briefing on this motion, the recognized 
requirements of the limited duty rule have been complied with when: (1) there is screening 
be ind e late - where the danger of being struck by a foul ball is the greatest; and (2) such 
2 For example, Defendants are not asking the Court to find that the limited duty rule should be 
expanded to immunize some other third-party in the baseball setting. Nor are the Defendants asking the 
Court to find that the limited duty rule should be expanded to include injuries other than those caused by foul 
balls. 
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screening is of a sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators as may
reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game Here it is
undisputed that Defendants have complied with the recognized requirements of the limited duty
rule
III CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above Ruffing v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho 943 188
P3d 885 2008 does not prevent the Court from applying the limited duty rule and finding that
Defendants complied with the recognized requirements of the limited duty rule The court
should grant Defendants motion
DATED this day of May 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
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screening is of a sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators as may 
reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game. Here, it is 
undisputed that Defendants have complied with the recognized requirements of the limited duty 
rule. 
II . I  
For the reasons set forth above, Ruffing v. Ada County Paramedics, 145 Idaho 943,188 
P.3d 885 (2008) does not prevent the Court from applying the limited duty rule and finding that 
Defendants complied with the recognized requirements of the li ited duty rule. The court 
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DEPUTY
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree Case No CV PI 0920924
Plaintiff PlaintiffsAmended Expert
Disclosures
V
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Comes now the Plaintiff and disloses the following facts and opinions to be testified to by
expert witnesses at trial With respect to treating health care providers for whom expert
disclosures are not required Plaintiff reserves the right to call as witnesses all of his
treating health care providers as to their care of the Plaintiff and the contents of their
records and any opinions necessarily related to their care and treatment of the Plaintiff
Joellen Gill MSCHFP CXLT It is anticipated that Ms Gill will testify to the
following Ms Gill has been retained by the attorney for Plaintiff Rountree to evaluate from
a Human Factors perspective the circumstances of an occurrence that occurred on or about
August 18 2008 at Memorial Stadium in Boise Idaho At that time Mr Rountree was
PlaintiffsAmended Expert Disclosures 1
siJ
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Plaintiffs Amended Expert Disclosures  
struck in an eye by a linedrive foul ball Ms Gill is employed as an associate engineer in
the firm of Applied Cognitive Sciences located at 2104 W Riverside Ave Spokane WA
99201 Rick Gill has collaborated on the investigation and analysis of the matters
discussed in this affidavit Attached as Exhibit 1 to Ms Gillsaffidavit is an authentic copy
of Ms GillsCurriculum Vitae and other information regarding her testimony
For purposes of this disclosure the Defendants responsible for the netting involved
in this case and the operation of Memorial Stadium generally simply as the Boise Hawks
Management
Ms Gill will testify to the following facts and opinions at trial in addition to any
facts and opinions necessary to rebut any testimony offered by the Defendants
Back round Information Human FactorsRisk Managtmn
Ms Gill is an expert in the identification of risk and the management of risk As a
part of Ms Gillseducation and work experience Ms Gill has studied the risk management
practices of a wide variety of businesses and is educated in and experienced at Human
Factors analysis Part of the identification and management ofrisk involves considerations
of Human Factors Ms Gill will testify that Human factors science or human factors
technologies is a multidisciplinary field incorporating contributions
from psychology engineering industrial design statistics operations research and
anthropometry It is a term that covers the science of understanding the properties of
human capability Human Factors Science the application of this understanding to the
design development and deployment of systems and services Human Factors
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str  i      li -driv  f l all. s. ill is l  a~  ssoci t  i r i  
t e fir  f lie  iti e cie ces, l cate  at  . i ersi e ve., pokane, A, 
99201. ick ill has collaborated on the investigation and analysis f the atters 
is ss  i  t is ffi vit. tt  s i it  t  s. ill's ffi vit is  t nti   
f s. ill's rri lu  ita   t r i f r ti  r r i  r t sti ony. 
r r se  f t i  i l r  t  f t  r i l  f r t  tti  i l e  
i  t i    t e r ti   ri l t i  erally, i l   t  "Boise ' 
t". 
s. ill ill testify to the follo ing facts and opinions at trial in addition to any 
facts and opinions necessary to rebut any testi ony offered by the efendants. 
ac gro  I for atio ; a  actors/Ris  anagement 
s. ill is an expert in the identification f risk and the anage ent f risk. s a 
art f s. ill's e cati  a  r  e erie ce s. ill as st ie  t e ris  a a e e t 
ractices f a ide ariet  f si esses a  is e cate  i  a  e erie ce  at a  
actors analysis. art f the identification and anage ent f risk involves considerations 
f u a  act rs. s. ill ill testif  t at an fact rs scie ce r a  fact rs 
tec l ies is a lti isci li ar  fiel  i c r rati  c tri tio s 
fro  psychology, engineering, industrial design, statistics, operations research and 
a t r etr . It is a ter  t at c ers: t e scie ce f ersta i  t e r erties f 
a  ca a ilit  (Human act rs cience); t e a licati  f t is ersta i  t  t e 
esi , e el e t a  e l e t f s ste s a  ser ices (Human act rs 
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Engineering and the art of ensuring successful application ofHuman Factors Engineering
to a program sometimes referred to as Human Factors Integration
Ms Gill will testify that there are five fundamental steps to a riskmanagement
program Identify the Hazard Create a Plan to Control the Hazard Implement the Solution
Evaluate the Solution and Document the Process One of the most basic requirements of
such risk management programs is the control ofhazards particularly for well known
hazardous conditions When generating or creating a plan to control a known hazardie
foul balls the safety and human factors profession uses a threelevel hierarchical process
often referred to as the Fundamental Principle of Safety
Ms Gill will testify that the first tier or the best alternative is Safety by Design
that is either eliminate the hazard or remove the user from the vicinity of the hazard If
Safety by Design is not possible or feasible the second best alternative is Guarding or
providing a barrier between the user and the potential hazardie such as the protective
mesh netting that was erected elsewhere in the stadium Ms Gill will testify that one
should only resort to a lesser effective level iechose Guarding over Safety by Design if
and only if it is not possible to implement the more effective level Ms Gill will testify that
the final tier is Persuasion Control using warnings training or other types of human
intervention to ensure user safety iesuch as posting a warning in the Executive Club
regarding the potential for foul balls to be hit into that area and that no protection is
provided Ms Gill will testify that one should only resort to Persuasion Control as a last
resort as it is known to be so limited in its effectiveness then it is of paramount
importance that proper persuasion control techniques be used
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Engineering); and the art of en!luring succe~~fu1 application of Human Factors Engineering 
to a progra . (sometimes referred to as Human Factors Integration). 
s. Gill will testify that there are five fundamental steps to a risk management 
progra : Identify the azard, Create a Plan to Control the azard, I ple ent the Solution, 
valuate the l ti ,  ocu e t the r . e  t e ost i  re ire ents f 
such risk management programs is the control of hazards, particularly tor well known 
hazardous conditions. hen generating or creating a plan to control a kno n hazard (i.e. 
foul balls), the safety and hu an factors profession uses a three-level hierarchical process 
often referred to as the Funda ental Principle of Safety. 
s. ill ill testify that the first tier or the best alternative is IISafety by esignll, 
that is, either eli inate the hazard or re ove the user fro  the vicinity ofthc hazard. If 
afety by esign is not possible or feasible, the second best alternative is "Guarding" or 
providing a barrier between the user and the potential hazard (i.e. such as the protective 
esh netting that was erected elsewhere in the stadium). s. Gill will testify that one 
should only reson to a lesser effective level (Le. chose uarding over Safety by esign). if 
and only ifit is not possible to implement the more effective level. s. Gilt will testify that 
t  fi l ti r i  "Pers i  tr l", i  r i , tr i i g, r t r t  f  
intervention to ensure user safety (i.e. such as posting a arning in the xecutive lub 
regarding the potential for foul balls to be hit into that area and that no protection is 
provided). Ms. Gill will testify that one should only resort to Persuasion Control as a "last 
r sort" s it is  t   s  li it  i  its ff ti ss; t en, it is f r t 
importance that proper persuasion control techniques be used. 
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Ms Gill will testify that most activities that may be said to carry an inherent risk can
have any such risk minimiz or eliminated by proper risk management Ms Gill will
testify that virtually all safety programs are designed to do just that just as was the case
with respect to the risks facedby Mr Rountree and the inadequate treasures taken by Boise
Hawks Management discussed below Ms Gill will testify that in the case of sporting
events of the nature of baseball and hockey games Guarding in combination with
Persuasion Control is the appropriate means of controlling the hazard of patrons being
struck by foul balls
Ms Gill will testify that the management of riskby appropriate planning
engineering the placement of warnings and protective barriers any byother means is a
well established field in which Human Factors experts engineers architects planners and
other profession all make a contributions to minrimize or eliminate the risk of injury
foreseeable to professionals and those charged with the responsibility the safety of
unsuspecting individuals that may come into contact with known or to them unknown
hazards
Facts Known and Opinions Held by Ms Gill to Which She Will Testifv
Ms Gill is acquainted with the facts of this case and will testify to the facts
reviewed by her of the Fourth Amended Complaint filed by the Plaintiff Plaintiffs
Answers And Responses To Defendants Boise Baseball LLCsBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCsand Home Plate Food Services LLC First Set Of Interrogatories the
depositions ofBud Rountree Linda Ballard Lisa Leek Todd Rahr Stan Tollinger the
affidavits of Todd Rahr Linda Ballard Bud Rountree Photographs of Memorial Stadium
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s. ill ill t stif  t t st ti ities t t   s i  t  rr   i r t ris   
  s  ris  inimized r li inate   r r ris  t. s. ill ill 
t stif  t t irt ll  ll s f t  r r s r  si  t   j st t t, j st s s t  s  
ith respect to the risks faced by r. ountree and the inadequate measures taken by oise 
' a t iscuss  l . . ill ill t ti  t t i  t    ti  
events of the nature of baseball and hockey ga es uarding in co bination ith 
ersuasion ontrol is the appropriate eans of controlling the hazard of patrons being 
n   f l ll . 
. ill ill t tif  t t t  t f ri   r ri t  l ning, 
engineering, the place ent of amings and protective barriers, any by other eans is a 
ell established field in hich u an Factors experts, cngineers, architccts, plalmers and 
other profession all ake a contributions to ini ize or eli inate the risk of injury 
f reseea le t  r fessi als a  t se c ar e  it  t e res onsibilit  t e safet  f 
unsuspecting individuals that ay co e into contact ith kno n or to the  unkno n 
r . 
Facts no n and pinions eld by s. ill to hich She ill TestifY, 
s. ill is acquainted ith the facts of this case and ill testify to the facts 
revie ed by her of the Fourth ended o plaint filed by the Plaintiff; Plaintiffs' 
ns ers nd esponses o efendants oise aseball, C's, oise a ks aseball 
lub LLC's, and o e Plate Food Services, LLC's First Set f Interrogatories; the 
depositions of ud ountree, inda allard, isa eek, odd ahr, tan ollinger, the 
affidavits of Todd ahr, Linda allard, ud ountree; Photographs of e orial Stadiu ; 
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0Materials obtained from the Official Web Site of the Boise Hawks described in her
Affidavit filed in this case copies of the tickets furnished to Mr Rountree by the Boise
Hawks a copy of a season ticket agreement executed byMr Rountree in the year
preceding his accident the physical layout of the ballpark including its seating and
refreshment areas known as the Hawks Nest and Executive Club the configuration and
location of the protective mesh barrier netting at the field and the types and arrangement of
circular tables and seats famished in the Hawks Nest and Executive Club
It is Ms Gillsunderstanding that Mr Rountree was a spectator at and the other
facts disclosed in discovery in this case She will testify based on her interview with Mr
Rountree and her inspection ofMemorial Stadium on March 2 2911 Ms Gill will testify
that to her understanding Mr Rountree was standing in the very last section of the eating
drinkingsocializing area known as the Executive Club Ms Gill will testify that Mr
Rountree was injured by a linedrive foul ball while he was an occupant of an eating
drinking and loungingsocializin area known as the Executive Club during a Boise
Hawks baseball game being played at Memorial Stadium on August 13 2008 At that
time Mr Rountree was an occupant of an area of the stadium referred to as the Executive
Club where he was struck in the eye by a linedrive foul ball resulting in the loss of that
eye
Ms Gill will testify that that on March 2 2011 she inspected the ball field stands
and refreshment areas at Memorial Stadium including the areas known as the Hawks
Nest and the Executive Club and the portion of the parking lot behind the HawksNest
On that occasion Ms Gill made a number of observations and took a number of
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aterials obtained fro  the O ficial eb Site of the Boise a . ... ' described in her 
ffidavit filed in this case; copies of the tickets furnished to r. Rountree by the Boise 
a ks; a copy of a season ticket agree ent executed by r. ountree in the year 
preceding his accident; the physical layout of the ballpark including its seating and 
re res t areas no n as t e a ks est  e ; t e i ra   
location of the protective esh barrier netting at the field; and the types and arrange ent of 
ircular ta les  ts furnishe  in the a ks est  xec tive l . 
It is . ill's t i  t t . tree a   t t  t  t e t  
facts disclosed in discovery in this case. She ill testify based on her intervie  ith r. 
Rountree and her inspection of e Olial Stadiu  on arch 2, 2911. s. Gill will testify 
t at t  er ersta i  r. tree as sta i  i  t e er  last secti  f t e eati g! 
drinking/socializing area kno n as the Executive Club. s. ill ill testify that r. 
Rountree was injured by a line-drive foul ball while he was an occupant of an eating, 
dl;nking and lounging/socializing area known as the "Executive Club" during a Boise 
a s' ase all a e ei  la e  at e rial ta i   st 13, 08. t t at 
ti e, r. Rountree was an occupant of an area of the stadiu  referred to as the "Executive 
Club" here he as struck in the eye by a line-drive foul ball, resulting in the loss ofthat 
eye. 
s. Gill will testify that that on arch 2, 2011, she inspected the ball Held, stands 
and refresh ent areas at e orial tadium, including the areas known as the " awk's 
st" n  t  "Exe ti  l ", and the portion of the parking lot behind the awk's est. 
n that occasion, s. ill ade a nu ber of observations and took a nu ber of 
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photographs and measurements that she believes are important in understanding the
underlying root cause ofMr Rountreesinjury incident Ms Gill will testify that virtually
all of the area behind home plate and down both the right field and left field foul lines is
protected by mesh protective netting Along the third base line are adjoining refreshment
areas located parallel to the third baseleft field lines Those these areas do not have fixed
seating such as is found in the bleacher areas but are furnished with circular tables chairs
and stools Ms Gill will testify that she is aware that other stadiums and arenas that served
food and beverages in areas where table seating is provided for patrons in which it is
obvious that patrons will not be facing the field or rink have appropriately made
arrangements for protecting those patrons in those areas Ms Gill will testify that initially
Mr Rountree his wife and grandsons were stated hi an area intended to be used by those
wishing to consume food and beverages served by concessions in that area This area has
been referred to as the Hawks Nest Ms Gill will testify that that the Hawks Nest was
furnished with circular tables surrounded by chairs from which patrons of the baseball
game could either situate themselves so that they had a vantage point from which to observe
the field of play or so that they could converse with others at the circular tables were they
would predictably be looking away from the field
Ms Gill will testify that that from her review of Mr Rahrsaffidavit and the fact
that protective barrier netting had been installed all along the first and third base lines and
over the top of all of the areas intended for eating drinking sitting and socializing at
circular tables on stools and chairs ifattendees so desired the Hawks Nest and the
Executive Club it is apparent that Boise Hawks Management was aware of the physical
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photographs and measmements that she believes are important in understanding the 
underlying root cause of r. ountree's injru-y incident. s. ill ill testify that virtually 
ll f t e area e ind e plate and n th the rig t field a  left field f l lines is 
protected by mesh protective netting. Along the third base line are adjoining refreshment 
areas located parallel to the third baselleft field lines. Those these areas do not have fixed 
seating, such as is found in the bleacher areas, but are furnished ith circular tables, chairs 
and stools. s. Gill will testify that she is aware that other stadiums and arenas that served 
food and beverages in areas here table seating is provided for patrons in hich it is 
obvious that patrons ill not be facing the field or rink: have appropriately ade 
arrange ents for protecting those patrons in those areas. s. ill ill testify that initially, 
r. ountree, his ife and grandsons ere scated in an area intcnded to be used by those 
wishing to consume food and beverages served by concessions in that area. This area hus 
been referred to as the "Hawks est." s. ill ill testify that that the a ks est as 
mi  it  i l  t l    i  fr  i  t  t  sebal1 
ga e could either situate the selves so that they had a vantage point fro  hich to observe 
the field of play, or so that they could converse ith others at the circular tables ere they 
would predictably be looking away from the field. 
s. ill ill testify that that fro  her revie  of r. ahr's affidavit, and the fact 
that protective barrier netting had been installed all along the first and third base lines and 
over the top of all ofthe areas intended for eating, drinking, sitting and socializing at 
ir l r t l   sto l   ir  if tt  so ir  (t   t  t  
Executive Club), it is apparent that Boise Hawks' Management was aware of the physical 
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hazards posed to attendees presented by foul balls and that it instituted an inadequate safety
program to warn and protect individuals occupying the area designated as the Hawks
Nest from the dangers caused line drive foul balls that might enter the front of the Hawks
Nest Ms Gill will testify that according to Boise Hawks Management on the day ofMr
Rountreesaccident the Hawks Nest was fully enclosed by barrier netting designed to
protect patrons from being struck by foul balls Ms Gillwill testify that the entire area
above the contiguous areas referenced as the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club is
covered by horizontally strung protective barrier netting Ms Gill will testify that in
contrast vertically strung barrier netting protects those inside the Hawks Nest area but
terminates at the beginning of the front of the Executive Club Ms Gillwill testify that the
presence of movable circular tables chairs and stools as opposed to fixed seating such as
that found in bleachers in the Executive Club illustrates that it is an area within which the
Defendants knew or should have anticipated that some patrons would be seated faced away
from the field ofplay eating or conversing and looking away from the field and hence
would not be in a position to protect themselves from foul balls Ms Gill will testify that it
would appear to an occupant that the area was intended for that purpose
Ms Gill will testify that according to Todd Rahr the President and General
Manager of the Boise Hawks Baseball Club the Executive Club is an area provided for
attendees at ball games to eat and drink before games and that beverages and food is served
in this area starting 45 minutes before each game Ms Gill will testify that there is nothing
to suggest that those already seated and eating are warned to discontinue doing so or to re
orient themselves so that there eyes do not leave the field of play Ms Gill will testify that
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hazards posed to attendees presented by foul balls, and that it instituted an inadequate safety 
progra  to arn and protect individuals occupying the area designated as the ' awk's 
st" fr  t  r   li - ri  f l all  t t i t t r t  fr t  t  awk's 
Nest. s. Gill will testify that according to Boise Hawks' anagement, on the day of r. 
ountree's accident the a ks est as "fully enclosed  barrier netting" designed t  
r tect atr s fr  ei  str c   f l alls. s. ill ill testif  t at t e entire area 
  s     s t   t  l   
covered by horizontally strung protective barrier netting. s. ill ill testify that in 
contrast, vertically strung barrier netting protects those inside the a ks est area, but 
terminates at the beginning of the front of the Executive Club. s. Gill will testify that the 
presence of movable circular tables, chairs and stools (as opposed to fIxed seating such as 
  n rs) in    lustrates       ich  
efendants kne  or should have anticipated that so e patrons ould be seated faced a ay 
fTo  the field ofplay, eating or conversing, and looking a ay fro  the field, and hence 
would not be in a position to protect the selves fro  foul balls. s. Gill will testity that it 
l  a ear t  a  cc a t t at t e area as intended f r t at r se. 
s. ill i1l testify that according to odd ahr, the resident and eneral 
anager f the oise a ks ase ll l , t e e tive l  is  r  ro ided f r 
attendees at ball ga es t  eat a  ri  efore a es, a  that e erages a  f  is ser e  
in this area starting 45 inutes before each ga e. s. Gill will testity that there is nothing 
to suggest that those already seated and eating are warned to discontinue doing so, or to re-
orient themselves so that there eyes do not leave the field of play. s. Gill will testify that 
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according to Mr Rahr has taken the contradictory position in his deposition andoraffidavit
that 1 there is no appreciable risk that a linedrive foul ball will enter the fiont opening of
the Executive Club by virtue of the fact that he is unaware of any such occurrence and 2
that Mr Rountree should nonetheless have anticipated that foul ball that struck him would
do so
Ms Gillwill testify that it is her understanding that immediately before Mr
Rountreesaccident he was standing in the Executive Club looking to his left while
engaged in conversation When he heard some commotion he turned to look towards the
field to observe what was happening He immediately was struck in the right eye with a
linedrive ball resulting in the loss ofhis eye
Ms Gill will testify that she took photographs of the stadium during her inspection
of the stadium and will testify what is depicted in those photos which should be obvious to
the Defendants since they occupy the stadium in which the photographs were taken Ms
Gill will testify that she took at the rime of Ms Gills site inspection which shows a view
of the left field area of Memorial Stadium taken from home plate
Ms Gill will testify that based upon her interview with Mr Rountree and Ms
Gills review of his deposition it is apparent that he did not appreciate the risk that a line
drive foul ball could enter the Executive Club and that he therefore thought it was safe for
him to engage in conversation standing around a table with his head turned away from the
field Ms Gill will testify that the Boise Hawks Management provided protective mesh
netting for almost the entire spectator area along both the first and third base line While
the mesh netting did afford a level of protection for the spectators in those areas of the
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acc rding to r. ahr has taken the c tra ictory position in his siti  nd/or ffida it 
that I) there is n  a reciable ris  that  line-drive f l ll ill e ter t e fro t i  f 
the Executive lub by virtue of the fact that he is una are of any such occurrence, and 2) 
that r. ountree should none-the-Iess have anticipated that foul ball that struck i  ould 
 . 
s. ill ill t stif  t t it is r erst i  t t i e iat l  fore r. 
Rountree's accident, he as standing in the Executive Club looking to his left hile 
e a e  i  c ersati . he  e ear  s e c ti  e t r e  t  l  t ar s t e 
fi l  t  s r  at as i . e i e iat l  as str  i  t  ri t  it   
line-drive all, res lti  i  t e l ss f is e e. 
s. ill ill testify that she took photographs of the stadiu  during her inspection 
of the stadiu  and ill testify hat is depicted in those photos, hich should be obvious to 
the efendants since they occupy the stadiu  i  hich the photographs ere taken. s. 
ill ill testify that she took at the ti e of s. ill's site inspection hich sho s a vie  
       i     t . 
s. i11 ill testif  t at ase   er i ter ie  it  r. tree a  s. 
ill's revie  of his deposition, it is apparent that he did not appreciate the risk that a line-
 l aH l  t r  ti  l b,  t   t t i   af  f r 
hi  to engage in conversation standing around a table ith his head turned a ay fro  the 
fiel . s. ill ill testif  t at t e ise a s' a a e e t r i e  r tecti e esh 
netting for al ost the entire spectator area, along both the first and third base line. hile 
the mesh netting did afford a level of protection for the spectators in those areas of the 
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stadium where it was present the decision to leave the Executive Club unprotected served
to lower the subjective risk of patrons such as Mr Rountree who elected the watch the
game from this unprotected area Ms Gill will testify that had Mr Rountree been properly
warned that the presence of netting on the top of the Executive Club but not the front of the
Executive Club did not imply that a determination had been made by anyone that the only
risk to occupants of that area was posed by pop fly foul balls and not line drive foul
balls Ms Gill will testify that as a practical matter the only way to adequately protect the
occupants of the Executive Club from injturies by line drive foul balls was to fully enclose
that area with protective netting just as the area known as the HawksNest is fully
enclosed Ms Gill will testify that this is necessary because of the fiunishing and
arrangement of circular chairs and tables that occupants of the Executive Club arc invited to
sit and stand around many occupants will not be watching the game and will be focusing
on their conversations with others around those tables as was the case with Mr Rountree
Ms Gill will testify that the fact that Mr Rountree would do so is predictable based on a
number offactors
First the presence of horizontal netting over the Executive Club the presence of
vertical netting at all points down the third base and left foul lines terminating at the
beginning of the Executive Club caused him to and would foreseeably cause others to
assume that those determining the locations in which it was necessary to install netting for
the protection ofpatrons had concluded that it was unnecessary to install a protective
netting barrier in front ofthe Executive Club Ms Gill will testify that when an individual
perceives that others have taken action to guard against a known hazard that individual is
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stadiu  here it as present, the decision to leave the xecutive lub unprotected served 
to lo er the subjective risk of patrons such as r. ountree ho elected the atch the 
  t is te t  . . ill ill t stifY t t  r. t   rl  
arned that the presence of netting on the top of the xecutive lub but not the front of the 
xecutive lub did not i ply that a deter ination had been ade by anyone that the only 
risk to occupants f that area as posed by "pop fly" foul balls and not "line drive" foul 
lls. s. ill ill t stifY t t s  r ti l tt r t  l   t  t l  r t t t  
occupants f the xecutive lub fro  injuries by line-drive foul balls as to fully enclose 
that area ith protective netting, just as the area kno n as the awk's est is fully 
e cl sed. s. ill ill testifY t at t is is ecessar  eca se f t e f r is i  a  
arra e e t f circ lar c airs a  ta les t at cc a ts f t e ec ti e l  arc i ite  t  
sit and stand around, any occupants ill not be atching the ga e and ill be focusing 
  s t     ,  a    t  r. . 
.   ti      r.      i     
  . 
First, the presence of horizontal netting over the xecutive lub, the presence of 
vertical netting at all points do n the third base and left foul lines tenninating at the 
beginning ofthe xecutive lub caused hi  to, and ould foreseeably cause others to, 
assu e that those deter ining the locations in hich it as necessary to install netting for 
the protection of patrons had concluded that it as unnecessary to install a protective 
netting barrier in front of the Executive lub. s. ill ill testify that hen an individual 
perceives that others have taken action to guard against a kno n hazard, that individual is 
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likely to assume that the means ofprotection has been conscientiously thought out and is
adequate to protect them from the hazard involved Ms Gill will testify that people are
disinclined to reinvent the wheel when they come upon a hazard that appears to already
have been guarded Ms Gill will testify that if this were not the case workers on every job
site would independently verify the adequacy ofevery protective measure taken on their
behalf compounding exponentially the time spent by industry complying with OSHA
requirements
Ms Gill will testify that the angle between the fiont of the Executive Club and
home plate is such that it is not readily apparent that a linedrive foul ball could enter the
front of the Executive Club Ms Gill will testify that Mr Rountree was misled by the fact
that there were circular tables chairs and stools that were placed for eating drinking and
around which to socialize in the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club and caused him to
perceive both of these areas to be safe in which to sit stand and socialize These areas have
the appearance ofbeing one eating area albeit that the Executive Club portion is elevated
Ms Gill will testify that the hazard posed by leaving the front of the Executive Club
open was compounded by the false sense ofsecurity engendered in Mr Rountree resulting
from 1 the presence ofnetting over the top of the Executive Club but not the front of it 2
the presence ofcircular tables chairs and stools in the Executive Club indicating that it was
the expectation of the management that patrons would sit with their backs turned to or faces
directed away from the ball field 3 the fact that in virtually every other area in the park
patrons were protected by netting barriers from being struck by linedrive foul balls
leading to the impression that Boise Hawks Management had made a conscious decision
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likely to a~~ume that the mean.1> of protection hac; been conscientiou~ly thought out and is 
adequate to protect them from the hazard involved. Ms. Gill will testify that people are 
disinclined to "reinvent the wheel" when they come upon a hazard that appears to already 
have been guarded. s. ill ill testifY that if this ere not the case, orkers on every job 
site ould independendy verifY the adequacy of every protective easure taken on their 
behalf, compounding exponentially the time spent by industry complying with OSHA 
ir ents. 
s. ill il  stifY t   t   r t   ti  l   
 l t  i   t t it i  t dil  t t t  li -dri  l ll l  t  t  
fl'ont of the Executive Club. s. Gill will testify that r. Rountree was misled by the fact 
that there were circular tables, chairs and stools that were placed for eating. drinking and 
wl  i  t  i lize i  t  s t  t  ti e l    i  t  
e t   s  s t    i    i ,   . ese   
the appearance f being one eating area, albeit that the xecutive lub portion is elevated. 
s. ill ill testify that the hazard posed by leaving the front of the xecutive lub 
open was compounded by the false sense of security engendered in Mr. Rountree resulting 
from 1) the presence of netting over the top of the Executive Club but not the front of it, 2) 
the presence of circular tables, chairs and stools in the Executive Club indicating that it was 
the e pectation of the anage ent that atrons ould sit ith t iT a s t rne  to OT faces 
directed away from the baH field, 3) the fact that in virtua11y every other area in the park 
patrons ere protected by netting barriers fro  being struck by line-drive foul balls, 
leading to the impression that Boise Ha ks' anage ent had made a conscious decision 
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that vertical netting was not required in front of the Executive Club to guard against foul
balls and 4 that it appeared from some angles that the opening was situated such that a
linedrive fall ball could not pass through the opening
Ms Gill will testify that the reasonableness ofMr Rountreesexpectation in this
regard is supported by the Affidavit ofMr Rahr who contends that he is unaware of any
foul ball having ever entered the Executive Club Ms Gill will testify that if Mr Rahr a
member ofBoise Hawks Management believed that there was no risk of a patron in the
Executive Club being struck by a foul ball it was certainly reasonable for Mr Rountree to
have inade that assumption particularly because from a safety perspective it was Mr
Rahrsresponsibility as General Manager to protect patrons arising from known hazards
on the premises and it was probable that occupants of the Executive Club would perceive
that he had carried out that responsibility absent some indication that he had not
Ms Gill will testify that from Ms Gillsinspection ofMemorial Park it is obvious
that whomever configured and located the protective mesh netting barriers in the park
appropriately engaged in a proactive safety and risk management program but that the
Defendants failed to evaluate this solution with respect to the opening in the front of the
Executive Club
Ms Gill will testify that reviewing the Affidavit of Mr Rahr he states that he does
not know who or what entity designed andordetermined the barrier netting configuration
at Memorial Stadium where he has been the President and General Manager of Defendant
Boise Hawks Baseball Club Inc since 2004 Ms Gill will testify that although it would
appear that Boise Hawks Management or their predecessors created a plan to control the
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that vertical netting was not required in front of the Executive Club to guard against foul 
balls, and 4) that it appeared fro  some angles that the opening was situated such that a 
li - ri  fall ball coul  not pass through the opening. 
Ms. Gill will testify that the reasonableness of Mr. Rountree's expectation in this 
regard is supported by the Affidavit of r. Rahr who contends that he is unaware of any 
foul ball having ever entered the Executive Club. s. Gill will testify that if r. Rahr, a 
member of Boise Hawks' anagement believed that there was no risk of a patron in the 
Executive lub being struck by a foul ball, it as certainly reasonable for r. ountree to 
have made that assumption, particularly because from a safety perspective it was r. 
Rahr's responsibility as General anager to protect paU'ons arising from known hazards 
on the pre ises, and it was probablc that occupants of the Executive Club would perceive 
      i i  t      t. 
s. Gill will testify that fro  s. Gill's inspection of e orial Park it is obvious 
that ho ever configured and located the protective esh netting barriers in the park 
appropriately engaged in a proactive safety and risk management program, but that the 
Defendants failed to evaluate this solution with respect to the opening in the front of the 
xecutive lub. 
s. ill ill testify that revie ing the ffidavit of r. ahr. he states that he does 
not know who or what entity designed and/or detennined the barrier netting configuration 
at emorial Stadiu , where he has been the President and eneral anager of Defendant 
Boise Hawks Baseball Club, Inc. since 2004. s. Gill will testify that although it would 
appear that Boise Hawks' Management or their predecessors created a plan to control the 
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hazard presented by linedrive foul balls to patrons in virtually all other parts of the
stadium they neglected to either identify the hazard that was posed by the unprotected
opening in the front of the Executive Club or to guard against it and warn patrons of it As
a partof the Boise Hawks Management evaluation of the hazard posed by leaving the
front of the Executive Club unprotected it was not sufficient for Mr Rahr to simply rely
upon the fact that others had put up the netting in place when he assumed his position as
President and General Manager of the Boise Hawks in 2004 and simply rely upon the fact
that he was unaware ofany foul ball having entered the Executive Club
Ms Gill will testify that the fact that virtually all of the other areas in the park were
protected from being hit by linedrive foul balls and the proximity of the font ofthe
Executive Club to the left field line should have caused Mr Rahr to evaluate whether this
one gap in protection posed a hazard Ms Gill will testify that this is particularly true
because Mr Rahr and the Defendants that Mr Rountree should have been aware that he
could be hit by a linedrive foul ball while occupying the Executive Club Ms Gill will
testify that if this was Mr Rahrsopinion at the time ofhis deposition he would certainly
have been aware ofthe same facts and held the same opinion during the time that he was
the President and General Manager of the Boise Hawks prior to Mr Rountreesaccident
In other words Ms Gill will testify that if there was an obvious danger that an occupantof
the Executive Club could be struck by a linedrive foul ball due to the lack of vertical
netting at the time that Mr Rountree was injured that danger would have been obvious to
the Defendants prior to that time
Ms Gill wilt testify that because the Defendants apparently intended that no one
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hazard presented by line-drive foul balls to patrons in virtually all other part..;; of the 
stadium, they neglected to either identify the hazard that was posed by the unprotected 
opening in the front of the Executive Club, or to guard against it and warn patrons of it. As 
a part of the Boise Hawks' Management's evaluation of the hazard posed by leaving the 
fi-ont of the Executive Club unprotected, it was not sufficient for r. Rabr to simply rely 
upon the fact that others had put up the netting in place when he assumed his position as 
President and General anager of the Boise Hawks in 2004, and simply rely upon the fact 
t t  s avv r  f  f l ll vi  t r  t  ti  l b. 
s. Gill will testify that the fact that virtually all of the other areas in the park were 
protected fro  being hit by line-drive foul balls, and the proxi ity of the fi'ont of the 
ive  t  t c   ,    r.  t     
one gap in protection posed a hazard. s. Gill will te~'tify that this is particularly tme 
a se . .   t  efe a ts t t r. tre  l  e   t t  
could be hit by a line-drive foul ball hile occupying the xecutive lub. s. ill ill 
testify that if this was Mr. Rahr's opinion at the time of his deposition, he would certainly 
have been aware of the same facts and held the same opinion during the time that he was 
the President and eneral anager ofthe oise k's rior to r. tr e's i t. 
In other words, s. Gill will testify that ifthere was an obvious danger that an occupant of 
the xecutive Club could be struck b  a line-drive fo l ball due to the lack of vertical 
netting at the time that r. Rountr e as injured, that danger would have been obvious to 
the Defendants prior to that ti . 
Ms. Gill will testify that because the Defendants apparently intended that no one 
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occupying the Executive Club take their eyes off of the ball game for their own protection
they should have warned the occupants ofthis fact Ms Gill will testify that if Defendants
intended that no one occupying the Executive Club take their eyes off of the ball game for
their own protection they should not have placed circular tables and chairs in the Executive
Club since it was apparent that occupants would seat themselves at these tables and chairs
in such a position that they would not observing the baseball game as occupants did in the
HawksNest Ms Gill will testify that this would have taken very little effort since most of
the rest of the seating and refreshment areas in the park were already protected by vertical
mesh barriers
Ms Gill will testify that the most effective safety plan should have focused on the
root causes of the hazard namely the hazardous condition created by the unprotected
spectator section Ms Gill will testify that while Boise Hawks Management did not create
the hazard of foul balls per se they did exacerbate the hazard byproviding for extensive
mesh netting in all spectator areas of the stadium with the exception of the Executive Club
an area where it is foreseeable a spectator would be distracted from watching the game and
where the absence of such netting coupled with the fact that netting was strung virtually
everywhere else in the ball park created a false sense of security and protection Ms Gill
will testify that such a condition was a direct violation of the Fundamental Principle of
Safety Ms Gill will testify that it would have been impossible to employ Safety be Design
in this case as foul balls are an inherent part of the game of baseball similarly it would not
be feasible to remove the spectators from the potential range offoul balls Ms Gill will
testify that Guarding could have and should have been employed in the Executive Club in
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ccupyi  t e xecuti e l  ta e t eir eyes ff f t e all ga e f r t eir  rotection, 
t e  s l  a e ar e  t e cc a ts f t is fact. s. ill ill testif  t at if efe a ts 
i te e  t at  e cc i  t e R'{ec ti e l  ta e t eir e es ff f t e all a e f r 
t ir  r t ction, t  l  t  l  ir l r t l   ir  i  t  ti  
 i     t    t l   t  t l  a  i  
in such a position that they ould not observing the baseball ga e, as occupants did in the 
awk's est. s. ill ill testify that this ould have taken very little eff01l, since ost of 
the rest of the seating and refresh ent areas in the park ere already protected by vertical 
esh barriers. 
. ill ill t ti  t t t  t f ti  f t  l  l     t  
root causes of the hazard, na cly the hazardous condition created by thc unprotected 
spectator section. s. ill ill tcstify that hile Boise a ks' anage ent did not crcatc 
the hazard of foul balls per se, they did exacerbate the hazard by providing for extensive 
e  tting i  ll t t r r   t e t i , it  t  tion  t  tive l b, 
an area here it is foreseeable a spectator ould be distracted fro  atching the ga e, and 
here the absence of such netting coupled ith the fact that netting as strung virtually 
r here lse in the l1 r  re te   false se  rit   r t ti . . ill 
ill testify that such a condition as a direct violation of the Funda ental Principle of 
Safety. s. ill ill testify that it ould have been i possible to e ploy Safety be esign 
in this case as fo l balls r  a  inhere t art ft e a e of sebal1; si ilarl  it ld t 
be feasi le to re ve the s e tators fro  the p te tial ra ge off l lls. s. ill ill 
testify that Guarding could have, and should have been e ployed in the Executive Club in 
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the same manner as it was for the rest of the spectator areas in the stadium by the use of
protective mesh netting barriers
Ms Gill will testify that Mr Rountree believed that the Executive Club must be a
safe area from foul balls and that was why there was no protective netting In addition the
Executive Club served food and beverages prior to the start of the game and was furnished
with circular tables and chairs that would foreseeably be arranged in such a manner as to
have ones back to the game
Ms Gill will testify that there were no warnings or instructions were given to those
seated around the circular tables or standing consuming food and beverage in the Executive
Club to remove any food or beverage fioin that area or to cease seating around the circular
tables to the end that their view of the ball game would be unobstructed Ms Gill will
testify that while the Boise Hawks President and General Manager Todd Rahr maintains
that the Executive Club terminated refreshment service during the game this assertion is
apparently contested by Mr Rountree the Hawks Nest immediately adjacent to the
Executive Club continued service throughout the duration of the game it was apparent that
spectators and patrons of the HawksNest would take their refreshments over to the
Executive Club for consumption and that they would seat themselves around the circular
tables furnished there
Ms Gill will testify that while both the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club were areas
where spectators would be distracted from the game by the arrangement of the seating the
Hawks Nest provided protection for the distracted spectators from linedrive and pop foul
balls in the form of vertical and horizontal mesh netting barriers while the Executive Club
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the sa e anner as it as for the rest of the spectator areas in the stadiu , by the use of 
protective esh netting barriers. 
s. ill ill testify that r. ntree elieve  that t e ec tive lu  ust e  
safe area fro  foul balls and that as hy there as no protective netting. In addition. the 
xecutive lub served food and beverages prior to the start of the ga e and as furnished 
ith ircular les  rs   ores  be       t  
have one's back to the ga e. 
s. ill ill testify that there ere no arnings or instructions ere given to those 
t  r  t  ir l r t les r t i  i  f   r  i  t  ti  
lub to re ove any food or beverage from that area, or to cease seating around the circular 
les  c      c     t t d. . i  i  
testify that hile the oise a ks residcnt and eneral anager, odd ahr, aintains 
t at t e ec ti e l  tenni ate  refres e t ser ice ri  t e a e, (this asserti  is 
apparently contested by r. Rountree) the Hawks Nest i ediately adjacent to the 
ti  l  ti  i  t t t  ti   t  e, it  t t t 
spectators and patrons of the Hawk's Nest would take their refreshments over to the 
xecutive lub for consu ption and that they ould seat the selves around the circular 
  r . 
s. ill ill testify that hile both the a ks est and the xecutive lub ere areas 
here spectators ould be distracted fro  the ga e by the arrange ent of the seating, the 
a ks est provided protection for the distracted spectators fro  line-drive and pop foul 
balls in the fonn of vertical and horizontal esh netting barriers, hile the Executive lub 
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offered protection only horizontally strung mess netting barriers across the top of the are as
protection against pop fly balls
Ms Gill will testify that since the Boise Hawks Management recognized that it
was necessary to string netting across of the top the Executive Club or at least that
whomever configured the netting at Memorial Stadium had implicitly reached this
conclusion it should have been obvious to it that it was also necessary to enclose the front
of that area with protective netting just as it had apparently been obvious to them that it
was necessary to protect patrons from being hit by linedrive foul balls by stringing vertical
netting barrier in front ofvirtually every other area of the ball park Ms Gillwill testify
that Mr Rountreesactions on the day ofhis injury should have been anticipated by Boise
Hawks Management as a part of its safety program and that occupants would use the
Executive Club to sit around tables and look away from the baseball game
Ms Gill will testify that here were no signs prohibiting spectators from purchasing
refreshments at the Hawks Nest and taking them over to the adjacent Executive Club for
consumption or from simply sitting or standing around the circular tables eating and
conversing Ms Gill will testify that there was high likelihood that occupants of the
Hawks Nest such as Mr Rountree would do so under the misconception that the Executive
Club was a safe location and therefore they would not need to exercise vigilance watching
for foul balls entering the Executive Club
Opinions
In addition to the above opinions Ms Gill will testify that for the safety of the
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ff r  r t cti  nl  ri t ll  strun   netti  barri rs acr s the t  f t  are as 
r ti  i t  fl  al s. 
s. Gill will testifY that since the Boise Hawks' anage ent recognized that it 
s ssar  t  stri  tti  cr ss f t  t  t  ti  l b, r t l st t t 
r fi r  t  tti  t ri l t i   i li itl  r c  t i  
conclusion, it should have been obvious to it that it as also necessruy to enclose the front 
f t t r  it  r t ti  tti  - just s it  r ntl   i s t  t  t t it 
was necessary to protect patrons fro  being hit by line-drive foul balls by stringing vertical 
netting barrier in front ofviltually every other ru'ea of the ball park. s. ill ill testify 
that r. ountree's actions on the day of his injury should have been anticipated by Boise 
s' a a t s  rt f its s fct  r r   t t ts l  sc t  
ti e l  t  it r  t les  l   fr  t  ll . 
Ms. Gill will testify that here were no signs prohibiting spectators from purchasing 
refres ents at t e a s est a  ta i  t e  er t  t e a jace t ec ti e l  f r 
consu ption, or fro  si ply sitting or standing around the circular tables eating and 
conversing. s. Gill will testify that there was high likelihood that occupants of the 
a k's est s ch as r. ountree l   s  under t e isconce tion that t e ec tive 
Club was a safe location and therefore they would not need to exercise vigilance watching 
for fo l alls e t ri  the Exec tive l . 
!1Dinions 
In addition to the above opinions, s. Gill will testify that for the safety of the 
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occupants of the Executive Club Boise Hawks Management should have employed some
type of proactive safety program or risk management program rather than to simply assume
that its predecessors had essentially covered the bases with respect to safety Ms Gill
will testify that it is not reasonable for a business in general and for the Boise Hawks
Management in particular to simply conclude that all safety hazards have been analyzed
and appropriately guarded against simplyupon the basis that some protective guarding was
in place when the Defendants assiuned control of Memorial Stadium
Ms Gill will testify that by installing protective mesh barriers the risk for those
sitting behind the barriers of being struck by a line drive foul ball such as the one that
struck Mr Rountree are virtually eliminated
Ms Gill will testify that spectators in the bleacher scats completely unprotected by
barrier netting will be aware of the absence of protection from foul balls and therefore will
be aware of the need to protect themselves by not taking their eyes off ofthe game simply
because it is obvious that no one else has taken steps to protect them from that hazard
Ms Gill will testify that spectators sitting in restaurant styled areas with tables and chairs
such as the HawksNest and the Executive Club at Memorial Stadium in Boise Idaho
are implicitly invited to divert their attention to areas other than the field ofplay as it is
intended that they do so by management furnishing seating configured so that some of the
occupants of chairs and stools sitting around a table will face away from the field or rink
Ms Gill will testify that that she has reviewed the affidavit of Ron Anderson
alleging that the netting in Memorial Stadium is more extensive than that he has observed in
other stadiums Ms Gill will testify that regardless of the extent to which those protected
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occupant!; of the Exe(.'Utive Club, Boise Hawks' anage ent should have e ployed Rome 
type f proactive safety r ra  r ris  a a e e t r ra  rat er tha  to si l  ass e 
that its redecess rs had ess ti lly "covered t e s s" ith res e t t  s f t . s. ill 
ill testify that it is not reasonable for a business in general, and for the Boise a k's 
anage e t in artic lar, t  si l  c cl e t at all safet  azar s a e ee  a al ze  
 r ri t l  r  i st si l   t  sis t t s  r te ti e r i  as 
in place hen the efendants assumed control of e orial Stadiu . 
s. ill ill testify that by installing protective esh barriers, the risk for those 
sitti  i  t e rriers f i  str    line-dri  f l ll, s  as t e  t t 
struck r. Rountree, are virtually eli inated. 
s. ill ill testify that spectators in the bleacher scats co pletciy unprotected by 
banier netting ~rill be a are of the absence of protection fro  foul balls and therefore ill 
be a are of the need to protect the selves by not taking their eyes off of the ga e, si ply 
s  it is i s t t   ls  s t  st s t  r t t t  fr  t t ard. 
s. ill ill t stif  t t s t t rs sitti  i  "rest r nt" st l  r s it  t l s  irs, 
   "Ha k's st"   "Exec  lub"   t di  i  ,  
are i plicitly invited to divert their attention to areas other than the field of play, as it is 
intended that they do so by anage ent furnishing seating configured so that so e of the 
occupants of chairs and stools sitting around a table ill face a ay fro  the field or rink. 
s. ill ill testify that that she has revie ed the affidavit of on nderson 
alleging that the netting in e orial Stadiu  is ore extensive than that he has observed in 
other stadiu s. s. ill ill testify that regardless of the extent to hich those protected 
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by netting in the bleacher seats are protected from a Human Factors perspective the greater
the extent ofprotective netting barriers installed in a stadium the more likely and
foreseeable it is that a spectator will conclude consciously or unconsciously that
management has taken appropriate steps in areas such as the HawksNest and the
Executive Club to guard against any inherent risks associated with the game being
played Ms Gill will also testify that from a Human Factors prospective any alleged
distinction between the HawksNest and the Executive Club is not apparent Ms Gill will
testify that it is likely that a spectator attending a game in a stadium with very limited
protection will appreciate that they are seated in any area in which foul balls are very
hazardous perceive that there is a high degree of risk that they may be struck by one and
be prepared to exercise great vigilance u1 avoiding being struck by a foul ball since it is
evident to them that no one else has taken the precaution of guarding against such an
occurrence
Ms Gill will testify that conversely in a stadium such as Memorial Stadium where
protective netting barriers are exceptionally extensive the perceived risk of being hit by a
foul ball is greatly diminished As a practical matter in such areas patrons will not perceive
any inherent risk in occupying areas protected by mesh barriers any inherent risk
peculiar to the game of baseball having been rendered extraneous by virtue oftheir having
entered into a protected zone Ms Gill will testify that in the case of Memorial Stadium it
is evident that Boise Hawks Management was aware of the hazards presented by foul
balls Ms Gill will testify that Boise Hawks Management erected vertical protective mesh
netting in front of all of the seating in the stadium with the sole exception of the area in
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by netting in the bleacher !;ea~ are protected, fro  a u an Factors perspective the greater 
t  t t  r t ti e tti  rri r  i t ll  i  a stadium, t  r  li l  an  
foreseeable it is that a spectator ill conclude, consciously or unconsciously, that 
t  t  i t  t  i   s   t  awk's t  t  
ec ti e l  t  ar  a ai st a  "inhere t risks" ass ciate  it  t e a e ei  
played. s. Gill will also testifY that fro  a Hu an Factors prospective, any alleged 
i ti ti  t  t  wk's t  t  ti e l  i  t arent. s. ill ill 
t stifY t t it is li l  t t  s t t r tt i    i   st i  it  r  li it  
r tecti n, ill a reciate t at t e  are seate  i  a  area i  ic  f l alls are er  
hazardous, perceive that there is a high degree of risk that they may be snuck by one, and 
c re ared t  r is  r t i ilanc  in i i  ci  str    f l ll si  it is 
evident to the  that no one else has taken the precaution of guarding against such an 
rr . 
. ill ill t tit  t t r l  in  t i    ri l t i  r  
rotective etting arriers are e ce ti all  e te si e, t e ercei e  ris  f ei  it  a 
foul ball is greatly di inished. s a practical atter, in such areas patrons itI not perceive 
 "inherent ri " i  ing reas r te te    rri r ;  "inhere t ri " 
peculiar to the ga e of baseball having been rendered extraneous by virtue oftheir having 
e tered into a rotecte  z e. s. ill ill testif  that in the case f e rial ta i . it 
is evident that Boise Hawks' anagement was aware ofthe hazards presented by foul 
balls. s. ill ill testify that oise a s' anage e t erected vertical rotective esh 
netting in front of all of the seating in the stadium, with the sole exception of the area in 
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front of the Executive Club where Plaintiffseye was struck
Ms Gill will testify that Boise Hawks Management erected angled netting
extending back but not all of the way over portions of the bleacher area Ms Gill will
testify that Boise Hawks Management erected horizontally strung a protective barrier over
the entire top of the seating area where circular tables chairs and stools were provided and
in which food and beverages were served before and during the games Ms Gill will
testify that from a human factors perspective it is probable that a spectator attending a game
in Memorial Stadium in whichprotective barriers have been strung extensively down both
foul lines and strung both vertically in front of and horizontally over areas where circular
tables chairs and stools have been placed for the consumption offood and beverages
would reasonably conclude that Boise Hawks Management has taken steps to eliminate the
risk oftheir being hit by a foul ball
Ms Gill will testify that particularly with respect to the areas where patrons ate and
drank the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club the erection of horizontal barrier netting
protecting the patrons from being struck by popfly balls evidences the managements
intention and expectation that spectators in those areas would not need to protect themselves
from that hazard Ms Gill will testify that as such Boise Hawks Management should
reasonably have expected that patrons in those areas would be aware of the presence of
such netting and would as a result not feel the need to exercise the vigilance required in a
totally unprotected area signaled by the complete absence of netting
Ms Gill will testify that it is apparent from the fact that Boise Hawks Management
appreciated the risk that foul balls would enter the area known as the Executive Club from
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t f t  ti  l  r  Plaintiffs eye  struck. 
s. ill ill testify that oise a ks' anage ent erected angled netting 
i     l  f t      t   r a. s. il  ill 
testif  t at ise a s' a a e e t erecte  riz tall  str  a r tecti e arrier er 
the entire top of the seating area here circular tables, chairs and stools ere provided and 
i  i  f   r s r  s r  f r   ri  t  s. s. il  il  
testify that fro  a hu an factors perspective, it is probable that a spectator attending a ga e 
i  e rial ta i , i  ic  r tecti e arriers a e ee  str  e te si el   t  
foul li es a  str  t  erticall  i  fr t f and riz tall  er areas ere circ lar 
tables, chairs and stools have been placed for the consu ption of food and beverages, 
l  reas a l  c cl e t at ise a s' a a e e t as ta e  ste s t  eli i ate t e 
        l . 
s. ill ill testify that particularly ith respect to the areas here patrons ate and 
drank, the a ks est and the Executive Club, the erection of horizontal barrier netting 
r tecti  t e atr s fro  ei g str c  by p-tly alls e idences t e a agement's 
intention and expectation that spectators in those areas would not need to protect the selves 
fr  that azar . s. ill ill testif  t at as s c , oise a s' ana e e t s l  
reas l   e te  t at atrons i  t ose re s o l  e are f t  res e f 
such netting and would as a result not feel the need to exercise the vigilance required in a 
t tall  unprotected area signale   t e c lete a se ce f etti . 
s. ill ill testif  that it is a parent fro  the fact t at oise a s' anage ent 
a reciate  the ris  that foul lls o ld t  t e rea n n as t  xec tive lub fro  
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the fact that they covered it with a horizontally strung protective netting barrier as they did
the other eating and drinking area the Hawks Nest Despite the fact that Mr Rahr states in
his affidavit that the occasion on which Mr Rountree was struck in the eye by a foul ball
was to his knowledge the only time a foul ball had entered the Executive Club that fact
alone more likely speaks to the efficacy of the horizontally strung protective barrier as a
means of eliminating the hazard than to the distance that foul balls are hit Ms Gill will
testify that although Mr Rahr contends that The Executive Club stops serving food and
beverages before the beginning of each game At that point the Executive Club acts only as
an alternative location for people to watch the game without the obstruction of barrier
netting unless the management of the Executive Club requires all thosewithin it still in
the process of consuming food or drinks within it to vacate the Executive Club or throw
away any unfinished food or drinks which does not appear in the record and is contrary to
the affidavit of Mr Rountree and prohibits those who have purchased concessions from
entering it the Executive Club cannot be said to act only as an alternative location for
people to watch the game
Ms Gill will testify that the Boise Hawks Management safety and risk prevention
program to the extent that it had one other than the netting was inadequate and caused the
Plaintiffs injuries There was a need for and inadequacy of any warnings of any
limitations in the Boise Hawks management intended use of the Executive Club area and
other miscellaneous evidence This would include warnings that patrons should not take
their eyes off of the ball field which was obviously not its intent in configuring chairs and
tables as it had in the Executive Club Ms Gill will testify that the Boise Hawks
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the fact that they covered it ith a horizontally !;trung protective netting barrier, a~ they did 
t  t  ti   i i  r , t   st. it  t  t t t r. r t t  i  
his affidavit that the occasion on hich r. ountree as struck in the eye by a foul ball 
as t  is le e the l  ti e a f l all a  e tere  t e ec ti e l b, t at fact 
    t   f    ri t l  t  t     
  l          l   it. s. ill i  
testif  t at alt  r. r c te s t at "The ec ti e l  st s ser i  f  a  
 re     .   i t,  ti   t    
           tr ti   rri  
", less t e a a e e t f t e ec ti e l  re ires all t se it i  it still i  
t e r cess f c s i  f  r ri s it i  it t  acatc t c cc ti e l  r t r  
  finis e  f  r ri  (whic  cs t r ill t  r r   is tr r  t  
t e affi a it f r. tree) a  r i its t se  a e rc ase  c cessi s fr  
entering it, the xecutive lub cannot be said to act only as an alternative location tor 
le t  t  t  . 
s. ill ill testify that the oise a ks' anage ent safety and risk prevention 
r ra , t  t e e te t t at it a  e t er t a  t e etti , as i a e ate a  ca se  t e 
l i tiff's i j ri s. r  as   f r  i a  f  r i s f  
li itations i  t e ise a s' a agement's i te e  se ft e ec ti e l  area, a  
t  s lane s . is         
their eyes off of the ball field, hich as obviously not its intent in configuring chairs and 
tables as it had in the xecutive lub. s. ill ill testify that the oise a ks' 
lai tiff's e e  ert isclosures  
Management should have anticipated that since the Executive Club was covered with
horizontally hung netting as was the HawksNest and since vertical netting was strung all
of the way down third base and the left field line almost to the leftfield wall patrons of the
Executive Club might perceive the lack ofvertical netting in front of it as indicating that
Boise Hawks Management had decided that there was no riskof an occupant inside the
Executive Club being struck by a linedrive foul ball Ms Gill will testify that occupants of
the Executive Club would likely as did Mr Rountree perceive this either consciously or
unconsciously Occupants should have been warned that they were not protected from
linedrive foul balls and that they should not sit or stand at the tables in such a way that they
were not watching the field at all times Under the circumstances Boise Hawks
Management should have installed vertical netting in from of the Executive Club
Ms Gill reserves the right to amend her opinions based upon any further discovery in
this case or additional facts learned and to modify or amplify her opinions based on expert
information provided by the Defendants
Rick Gilt
Richard Gill is the President and Chief Scientist ofApplied Cognitive Sciences is
Rick Gill PhD CHFP CXLT Ms Gill has done the factual investigation but Rick Gill
has reviewed her investigation and collaborated with her with respect to this case Rick Crill
will testify in this matter consistently and to the same facts and opinions as Ms Gill
depending on which ofthe representatives ofApplied Cognitive Sciences is available to
testify at trial Attached as Exhibit 2 to Ms Gills affidavit is an authentic copy ofRick
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nt shoul  hav  antici ted that si  the Executi  Club s covered wit  
horizontally hung netting as was the Hawk's Nest, and since vertical netting was strung all 
of the way down lhird base and the left field line, al ost to the left-field wall, patrons of the 
Executive Club ight perceive the lack ofverticall1etting in front of it as indicating that 
Boise Hawks' anage ent had decided that there was no risk of an occupant inside the 
Executive Club being struck by a line-drive foul ball. Ms. Gill will testify that occupants of 
the Executive Club would likely, as did Mr. Rowltree, perceive this, either consciously or 
unconsciously. ccupants should have been arned that they ere not protected fro  
line-drive foul balls and that they should not sit or stand at the tables in such a way that they 
r  t t i  t  fi l  t ll ti s. r t  ir wnst s, is  s' 
t s l  c i st ll  rti l tti  i  fr  f t  ti  l . 
Ms. Gill reserves the right to amend her opinions based upon any further discovery in 
this case or additional facts learned, and to modify or amplify her opinions based on expert 
i fonn  ided   e . 
ick ill 
Richard Gill is the President and Chief Scientist of Applied Cognitive Sciences is 
Rick Gill, Ph.D., ClIFP. CXLT. Ms. Gill has done the factual investigation, but Rick Gill 
has reviewed her investigation and collaborated with her with respect to this case. Rick ('Jill 
will testify in this matter consistently and to the same facts and opinions as s. Gill, 
depending on hich of the representatives of Applied ognitive ciences is available to 
testify at triaL Attached as Exhibit 2 to Ms. Gill's affidavit is an authentic copy of Rick 
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GillsCurriculum Vitae and other information regarding his testimony
Medical DoctorsHealth Care Providers
These witnesses will testify to the care furnished to Mr Rountree causation of the
need for his prosthetic eye the need for Mr Rountreesprosthetic eye replacements and
future medical care as reflected in the medical records and to the cost thereof
Dated May 23 2 11
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
PlaintiffsAmended Expert Disclosures 21000839
Gill's Curriculum Vitae and other information regarding his testimony. 
Medical Doctors/ lth Care Providers 
These itnesses ill testify to the care furnished to r. Rountree, causation of the 
need for his prosthetic eye, the need for r. ountree's prosthetic eye replace ents and 
f  di l care as r fl t d i  t  edical r cords, and to t  cost t ereof. 
;J~'21L 
  i i r, r. 
  l i ti  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On May 23 2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be served
by fax upon
Josh Evett
ELAM BURKE PA
251 East Front Street Suite 300
P O Box 1539
Boise ID 83701 1539
Fax 208 3845844
Dated May 23 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
PlaintiffsAmended Expert Disclosures 22000840
CERTIFICAT  OF SERVICE 
On ay 23,2011, r caused a true and correct copy of the toregoing document to be served 
by fax upon: 
Josh Evett 
ELAM & RKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street Suite 300 
P. . ox 1539 
ise, J  8 -  
ax: ( 8) 384-5  
c   3, 1. 
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Joshua S Evett ISB 5587
Jade C Stacey ISB 8016
ELAM BURKE PA
251 E Front St Ste 300
PO Box 1539
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone 208 343 5454
Facsimile 208 3845844
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By JERI HEATON
DEPM
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate
Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability CorporationdbaBosie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC dbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise Baseball dbaBoise
Baseball Clubdba Boise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
Case No CV PI 0920924
DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM INCSMOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION
DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM
INCSMOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 1
ORIGINAL000841
Joshua S. Evett IS  # 587 
Jade . Stacey IS  #8016 
E  & BUR E, P.A. 
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Facsi ile: (208) 384-5844 
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By JERI HEATON 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate 
Food Services, , and e orial Stadiu , Inc. 
 E IS I    E    
  TE F ,    E    
 , 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
B ISE B SEB LL, LLC, a ela are Li ited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
ise ll l  .b.a. ise s ll 
lub , d.b.a. oise a ks, IS  
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise a ks, B ISE S 
 B, ,  ssu  si ss 
na e of oise aseball, LL , E PL TE 
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., RIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
PANY, a  I a  e eral si ess 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIAMOND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
ase .    
TS    
,    
I , C.'S   
I I  
  L   SERVICES, L   RIAL TADIUM, 
INC.' S I   SI A I  - 1 
I I  
If
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation C112M HILL INC a
Florida Corporationdba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
Defendants Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc by and through
their counsel of record Elam Burke PArespectfully move this Court pursuant to Rule
11a2Bof the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure for an order reconsidering the Courts
Memorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment entered on May 23
2011
This Motion is based upon the records files and pleadings in this action together with
the Memorandum in Support of Defendants Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium IncsMotion for Reconsideration
DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM
INCSMOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 2
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, 
  GE E   
, ,   i ited 
Liability Corporation, CH2  HILL, INC., a 
Florida orporation d.b.a. h2  ill, 2  
 , . .b.a.  
ill,  I  &C, I ., .b.a  ill, 
  , . .b.a.  
ill,  I  I I  I   
I ,   i es  e  
h2  ngineers, Inc., 2  I , a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
e  ill, I I   EIRA, 
 P I , and J  S I through 
, hose true identities are unkno n, 
ts. 
efendants e late  er ices,  a  e rial tadi , I c.,  a  t r  
 nsel  rd, a  & urke, P.A., respectfully ove this ourt, pursuant to ule 
11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho ules of ivil Procedure, for an order reconsidering the ourt's 
e orandu  Decision on Defendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent entered on ay 23, 
1. 
This otion is based upon the records, files, and pleadings in this action, together ith 
the e orandu  in upport of efendants o e late ood ervices,  and e orial 
ta i , I c.' s ti  f r ec si erati . 
    VI ,   I  I , 
C.'S   I  -  
DATED this day of June 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
S Evett of the firm
ieys for Defendants BoiskBoebat
Boise Hawks Baseball Clu LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ay of June 2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Seiniger Law Offices PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise ID 83702
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
USMail
Hand Delivery
Federal ExpressFacsimile 345 4700
r
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TE  this to ~ay f June, 011. 
L  & KE, .A. 
By: 
ua . vet , f t  fi  
tomeys for efendants ois eball, 
C,   bal   ,LL , 
e late  ervices, , a  
ri l tadium, I c. 
   
   t t  t  ~ay  ne, 1,       
         : 
. r  i i r, Jr. 
i i   i , .A. 
 rtle t t 
,   
tt rney f r l i tiff 
.S. il 
__ Hand Delivery 
_---y/Federal Express 
=z Fac il - -470  
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Joshua S Evett ISB 5587
Jade C Stacey ISB 8016
ELAM BURKE PA
251 E Front St Ste 300
PO Box 1539
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone 208 343 5454
Facsimile 208 3845844
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By JERI HEATON
DEPUTY
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV PI 0920924
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
HOME PLATE FOOD
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware
Liability CorporationdbaBoiie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball ClubdaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation dbaBoise Baseball dbaBoise
Baseball Club dba Boise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
Za
ess corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPO T CORP an Idaho corporation
SERVICES LLC AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM INCSMOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
AND STADIUM INCSMOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 1
ORIGINAL000844
Joshua S. Eve t ISB # 587 
Jade C. Stacey ISB #8016 
E  & , .A. 
251 E. Front t., te. 300 
P.O. ox 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Facsi ile: (208) 384-5844 
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JSTOPHER . I , lerk 
By JERI HEATON 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, 
o e late ood ervices, , and e orial tadiu , Inc. 
I  E IS IC    E    
F E TE  , I    E  F  
 T EE, 
Plaintiff,  .    
vs.     
DEFENDANTS    
ISE SE LL, LL , a ela are Limite¥ ,   I  
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. I , C.'S   
ise ll l  .b.a. ise s ll I  
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE 
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Li ited Liability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
aseball lub, d.b.a. oise a ks aseball lub, 
, d.b.a. oise a ks, IS  S 
 , ,   i  
na e of oise aseball, ,  P  
 I , , an Idaho i ited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., RIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
PANY,  I  r l si ss 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
bus' ess corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC. a New York Corporation, DIA OND 
SPO T CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
 I    FEN   L  F  SERVI ES,  
MORIAL TADIUM, I C.'S I  F  ECONSIDERATI  - 1 
I INA  
DIAN OND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
LiabilityCorporation C112M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill C112M
HILL ONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill C H2M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2 HILL ENGINEERS INCdbaCh2M
Hill C H2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc C112M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
Xwhose true identities are unknown
Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc by and through
their counsel of record Elam Burke PAsubmit this Memorandum in Support of Defendants
Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Reconsideration
ideration Memorandum
the CourtsMemorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
entere0n May 23 2011 Decision the Court did not address the issue of whether Home
Plate Food Services LLC Home Plate and Memorial Stadium Inc Memorial should be
from this lawsuit as a matter of law
respectfully request that the Court reconsider its Decision because the
facts in the summary judgment record show that neither Home Plate nor Memorial
had any control over Memorial Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
AND MEMORIAL STADIUM INCSMOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 2
000845
I      
 ENT, ,   te  
i il t  r ti n, H  I L, C.,  
l ri  r rati  .b.a.  ill, H2  
I  , . .b.a.  
il ,   &C, C., .b.a  il , 
  , . .b.a.  
il ,      
 T UCTI N,      
 i rs, c., H  I L,  i  
        
  il ,   REIRA, 
  EIRA,  J   I t r  
,    ties  n, 
efe a ts. 
.  
efendants  l t   r i s,   ri l t di , I c.,   t r  
sel of record, Ela  & urke, P.A., sub it this e orandu  in Support of efendants 
   ,    i , c.' s    
("Reco s  "). 
the ourt's e orandu  ecision on efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent 
entered on ay 23,2011 ("Decision"),  t     s     
Plate F od Services,  ("Home Plate")  i l t i , . ("Memorial")   
dismiss d ro        . 
efendants res ectf ll  re est t at t e rt rec si er its ecisi  eca se t e 
undisp ted facts in the su ary judg ent record sho  that neither o e Plate nor e orial 
had an control over e orial Stadiu , or the netting at e orial Stadiu . 
RANDU  IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HO E PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC 
I  I , I C.'S I   I I  -  
H ANALYSIS
one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises liability theory
See eg Boots ex rel Boots v Winters 145 Idaho 389 393 179 P3d 352 356 Ct App
2008 Heath v HonkersMiniMart Inc 134 Idaho 711 71415 8 P3d 1254 1257 58 Ct
App200 A tenant or lessee having control over the premises is deemed so far as third
parties a concerned to be the owner and in case of injury to third parties occasioned by the
or use of the premises the general rule is that the tenant or lessee may be liable for
failure o keep the premises in repair Eg McDevitt v SportsmansWarehouse Inc No 11 65
at 7 Idaho filed May 27 2011 Harrison v Taylor 115 Idaho 588 596 768 P2d 1321 1329
1989
discussed in the Memorandum in Support ofDefendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Incs
Motion or Summary Judgment Moving Memorandum neither Home Plate nor Memorial
had any control over Memorial Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium See Moving
p 18 fn 6
according to the Affidavit of Todd Rahr in Support of Defendants Boise
Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment Rahr Affidavit Home Plate and
ial did not operate maintain andorcontrol any area of Memorial Stadium See Rahr
gn 22 and 23
MBMOUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCAND MORIAL STADIUM INCSMOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 3
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II. ANAL I  
nly one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises liability theory. 
See, e . . , Boots, ex. rei., Boots v. Winters, 145 Idaho 389, 393,179 P.3d 352, 356 (Ct. App. 
2008); eath v. Honker's ini art, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 714-15,8 P.3d 1254, 1257-58 (Ct. 
pp. 2 0 ).  t nant r l ssee, having contr l ov r t  pr is s is deemed, so f r as thir  
r  e concerned, to be the owner, and in case of injury to third parties occasioned by the 
conditi n or use of the pre ises, the general rule is that the tenant or lessee ay be liable for 
keep the premises in repair. E.g., McDevitt v. Sportsman's Warehouse, Inc., No. 11-65 
o filed May 27,2011); Harrison v. Taylor, 115 Idaho 588, 596, 768 P.2d 1321, 1329 
s discussed in the e orandu  in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise 
a ks aseball Club, LLC, o e Plate Food Services, LLC and e orial Stadiu , Inc.' s 
otion or Su ary Judg ent ("Moving e orandu "), it r  l t  r ri l 
had any control over Memorial Stadium, or the netting at Memorial Stadium. (See Moving 
Memor dum, . , f . .) 
oreover, according to the Affidavit of Todd Rahr in Support of Defendants Boise 
asebal , LL , oise a ks aseball lub, LL , o e Plate Food Services, LLC and 
Memori I Stadiu , Inc.'s otion for Su ary Judg ent ("Rahr ffidavit"), o e late  
Memori "did not operate, maintain, and/or control any area of emorial Stadium." (See Rahr 
Affidav t, fJ[ 22 and 2 .) 
UM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC 
MORIAL S , I C.'S OTION FOR RECO SIDER TION - 3 
Moreover according to the Assignment and Assumption of Sublease attached to the
Affidavit of Joshua S Evett in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Incs Motion for
Summary Judgment Evett Affidavit neither Home Plate nor Memorial are lessees of
Memorial Stadium See Evett Affidavit Exhibit G Copy of the Assignment and Assumption of
Sublease
III CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above Defendants respectfully request this Court grant their
Motion for Reconsideration and enter an order declaring that Home Plate Food Services Inc and
Memorial Stadium Inc are dismissed from this lawsuit as a matter of law because it is
undisputed that they were not lessees of Memorial Stadium and had no control over Memorial
Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium
DATED this day of June 2011
ELAM BUBXE PA
LN
Itua S Evett of the firm
ftttorneys for Defendants BoVBaLLC Boise Hawks Baseball
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
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oreover, according to the Assignment and Assumption of Sublease attached to the 
Affidavit of Joshua S. Evett in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks 
aseball Club, LLC, o e Plate Food Services, L  and e orial Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for 
u r  Jud t ("E t M i avit"), neither  Pl t  nor orial ar  lessees of 
emorial Stadium. (See Evett Mfidavit, Exhibit G (Copy of the Assignment and Assumption of 
ublease).) 
III.  
For the reasons set forth above, Defendants respectfully request this Court grant their 
otion for Reconsideration and enter an order declaring that Ho e Plate Food Services, Inc. and 
ri l t di , I . r  is iss  fr  t is l s it s  tt r f l  s  it is 
is te  t t t  e t l   i l t i     t l  i l 
t di ,  e   e  i . 
TE  this ~ay  e, . 
ua . ett, f the fir  
ttomeys for efendants Boi e Ba eball, 
, oise a ks as ll CI , LLC, 
ome Plate Food Services, LL , and 
e orial Stadiu , Inc. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ayofJune 2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Seiniger Law Offices PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise ID 83702
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
USMail
Hand Delivery
deral Express
Facsimile 345 4700
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate
Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
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BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
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Club LLCdba Boise Hawks BOISE
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LLC dbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
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FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
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INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
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DEPUTY
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Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA respectfully moves this Court pursuant to Rule 12 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules for an order approving their Motion for Permission to Appeal
This Motion is based upon the records files and pleadings in this action together with
the Memorandum in Support ofDefendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club
LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Incs Motion for Permission to
Appeal
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efendants oise aseball, LL , oise a ks aseball lub, LL , o e Plate Food 
r ,    t i , c. ("Defendants"), by and through their counsel of 
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Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
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VS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability CorporationdbaBosie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball Clubdba Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
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name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
Case No CV PI 0920924
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vs. 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
ise ase all l  .b.a. ise a s ase all 
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise a ks, B ISE 
SEBALL, LL , an Idaho Li ited Liability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
aseball lub, d.b.a. oise a ks aseball lub, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HA KS 
S  , , an assu ed business 
na e of oise aseball, ,   
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Li ited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
I C., RI T BR T ERS, T E B IL I  
COMPANY, an Idaho General Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIA OND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIA OND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL ECINC dba Ch2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA submit this Memorandum in Support of Defendants Boise
Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Permission to Appeal
In the CourtsMemorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
entered on May 23 2011 Decision the Court recognized that Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment involves legal issues ofpublic importance while simultaneously presenting
legal questions of first impression The Court declined to adopt the limited duty rule ie the
baseball rule noting that Idaho has not had the chance to delineate the scope ofthe duty that
baseball stadium owners owe to their patrons with respect to the risk ofbeing hit by a foul ball
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IAMOND SPORTS ANAGE ENT ND 
E E , LL , an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2  Hill, CH2  
ILL , I . d.b.a.  
ill, C 2  ILL E&C, I C., d.b.a Ch2  ill, 
2  I L I , I . .b.a.  
ill, 2  I  IND S I  SI   
S I , an assu ed business na e of 
Ch2  Engineers, Inc., CH2  HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
a e  ill, I I   I , 
 P I , and J  ES I through 
, hose true identities are unkno n, 
e e . 
.  
efendants ise all, , ise a ks as ll l , ,  l te  
Services, LL  and e orial Stadiu , Inc. ("Defendants"),   t r  t ir l f 
record, Ela  & r e, .A., s it t is e ra  i  rt f efe a ts' ise 
s all, , ise s s ll l , ,  l t   r i s,   
e orial Stadiu , Inc.' s otion for Per ission to ppeal. 
 t  ourt's  i i   t ' ti    t 
entered on May 23, 2011 ("Decision"), the ourt recognized that efendants' otion for 
Summary Judgment involves legal issues of public importance while simultaneously presenting 
legal questions of first impression. The Court declined to adopt the limited duty rule, i.e., the 
baseball rule, noting that "Idaho has not had the chance to delineate the scope of the duty that 
baseball stadiu  o ners o e to their patrons ith respect to the risk of being hit by a foul ball" 
 I  S PP  F FEN S IS  SEBAL , LC, IS  
S SEBAL  LUB, C,  PL  F  SERVICES, L   
RIAL TADIUM, INC.'S I  F  PER I I  T  A PEAL - 2 
and there are good reasons to adopt the baseball rule Likewise the Court declined to consider
whether primary implied assumption of risk remains a viable defense in Idaho while
commenting that this Court tends to agree that some form of implied consent should be
available as a defense
Defendants ask that the Court approve their Motion for Permission to Appeal because this
lawsuit involves legal issues of public interest and legal questions of first impression and an
immediate appeal from the Courtsdecision will materially advance the orderly resolution of the
litigation
H STANDARD OF REVIEW
An order denying a motion for summary judgment is not an appealable order itself
Grover v Wadsworth 147 Idaho 60 66 205 P3d 1196 1202 2009 quoting Hunter v Deptof
Corr 138 Idaho 44 46 57P3d 755 757 2002 The Idaho Appellate Rules however allows
an appeal from an order denying summary judgment in certain instances Idaho Appellate Rule
12 in relevant part states the following
Rule 12 Appeal by permission
a Criteria for permission to appeal Permission may be granted by the
Supreme Court to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment of a district court
in a civil or criminal action which is not otherwise appealable under theserules but
which involves a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds
for difference ofopinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree
may materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation
b Motion to the District Court or Administrative Agency Order A
motion for permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment upon the
grounds set forth in subdivision a of this rule shall be filed with the district court
or administrative agency within fourteen 14 days from date of entry or the order or
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and there are "good reasons to adopt the baseball rule." Like ise, the ourt declined to consider 
hether primary implied assu ption of risk re ains a viable defense in Idaho, hile 
co enting that "this Court tends to agree that so e for  of i plied consent should be 
available as a f se." 
Defendants ask that the Court approve their otion for Permission to Appeal because this 
la suit involves legal issues of public interest and legal questions of first i pression, and an 
i mediate appeal fro  the ourt's decision ill aterially advance the orderly resolution of the 
litigation. 
II.    
An order denying a motion for summary judgment is not an appealable order itself. 
r ver v. sworth,  Idaho , ,  .3d ,  (20 ) (quoting ter v. ep't f 
Corr., 138 Idaho 44,46,57 P.3d 755, 757 (2002». The Idaho ppellate Rules, ho ever, allo s 
an appeal from an order denying summary judgment in certain instances. Idaho Appellate Rule 
12, in relevant part, states the following: 
Rule 12. ppeal by per ission. 
(a) riteria for per ission to appeal. Per ission ay be granted by the 
Supre e ourt to appeal fro  an interlocutory order or judg ent of a district court 
i   i il  i i l ction, i  i  t t r i  al l   t  l s, t 
hich involves a controlling question of la  as to hich there is substantial grounds 
for difference of opinion and in which an i ediate appeal fro  the order or decree 
ay aterially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation. 
(b) ti  t  t  i tri t urt r i i tr ti   - rder.  
motion for permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment, upon the 
grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule, shall be filed with the district court 
or ad inistrative agency ithin fourteen (1 ) days fro  date of entry or the order or 
 I    FEN  I  EBALL, , I  
S SEBALL LUB, LL , E PL TE F  SERVI ES, LL   
I  STADIUM, INC.'S TI  F  ER I I  T  PEAL - 3 
judgment The motion shall be filed served noticed for hearing and processed in the
same manner as any other motion and the hearing of the motion shall be expedited
In criminal actions a motion filed by the defendant shall be served upon the
prosecuting attorney of the county The court or agency shall within fourteen 14
days after the hearing enter an order setting forth its reasoning for approving or
disapproving the motion
The intent of Idaho Appellate Rule 12 is to provide an immediate appeal from an
interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
impression are involved Aardema v US Dairy Sys 147 Idaho 785 789 215 P3d 505 509
2009 quoting Budell v Todd 105 Idaho 2 665 P2d 701 1983 emphasis added
III ANALYSIS
Defendants presented two primary arguments to the Court in support of their Motion for
Summary Judgment 1 Defendants asked the Court to adopt the limited duty ruleie the
baseball rule and find that Defendants complied with this rule and 2 Defendants alternatively
asked the Court to find that Plaintiff Bud Rountree impliedly consented to the risk of being hit by
a foul ball in Memorial Stadium The Court declined to adopt the limited duty rule and also
declined to consider whether primary implied assumption of risk remains a viable defense in
Idaho
Defendants additionally raised the argument that Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium Inc should be dismissed from this lawsuit as a matter of law because neither of these entities had
any control over Memorial Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium The Court did not address this
issue in its Decision Defendants have filed a Motion for Reconsideration on this issue
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j t.  tio  ll e fil , r , tice  f r ri   r  i  t  
e a er   t  ti ,  t e i   t  ti  ll  dit d. 
In cri i al actions a tion filed  t e efe a t s all e ser e   t e 
r ti  tt r  f t e ty.  rt r  all, it i  f rt  (1 ) 
s te  t  ri , t    tting t  its i   i   
isa r ing t e ti . 
*** 
he intent f Idaho ppellate ule 12 is to provide an i ediate appeal fro  an 
i t rl t r  r er if t ti l l l iss es f re t li  i terest  l l ti  f first 
i pressi  are i l e . r e  v. .S. iry ys.,  I a  , ,  .3d ,  
(2009) (quoting Rudell v. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 665 P.2d 701 (1983» (emphasis added). 
I. S S 
efendants presented t o pri ary argu ents to the ourt in support of their otion for 
ar  J ent: (1) efe a ts as e  t e rt t  a t t e li ite  t  r le, i.e., t e 
ase all r le, a  fin  t at efe da ts c lie  it  t is r le; a  (2) efe a ts alter ati el  
 t e rt t  fi  t t l i tiff  tre  i li l  t  t  t  ri  f i  it  
a foul ball in e orial tadium.! he ourt declined to adopt the li ited duty rule, and also 
declined to consider hether pri ary i plied assu ption of risk re ains a viable defense in 
o. 
! f ts iti ll  r is  t  r t t t  l t   r i s,   ri l 
t di , I . l   is iss  fr  t i  l it   tt r f l   it r  t  titi   
any control over Memorial Stadium, or the netting at Memorial Stadium. The Court did not address this 
   i i n.   e     i r ti    e. 
      BALL, ,  
  , ,    I ,   
I  I , I C.'S I   I I    -  
For the reasons that follow both of these arguments involve legal issues of public
importance and present legal questions of first impression from which an immediate appeal will
materially advance the orderly resolution ofthe litigation
A The Limited Duty Rule
The limited duty rule identifies the duty of baseball stadium owners and operators with
greater specificity than the usual standard provides Eg Turner v Mandalay Sports
Entertainment LLC 180P3d 1172 1175 Nev 2008 Benejam v Detroit Tigers Inc 246
MichApp 645 635NW2d219 223 2001 quoting McNiel v Ft Worth Baseball Club 268
SW2d244 246 Tex Civ App 1954 In this sense the limited duty rule does not eliminate
the stadium owners and operators duty to keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition or to
exercise ordinary care to prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks of harm to protect spectators
against injury rather it defines that duty in detail See eg Turner 180P3d at 1175
As Defendants argued in their motion for summary judgment and the Court recognized in
its Decision the rule insures that those spectators desiring protection from foul balls will be
accommodated and that seats in the most dangerous areas of the stadium will be safe but a
the same time the majority rule recognizes baseball tradition and spectators preference by not
requiring owners to screen the entire stadium Decision p 5 Thus the rule strikes a balance
between safety and preserving the essential character including the innate risks ofbaseball
The Court also recognized in its Decision thatiappears all courts that have examined
the issue have come to the conclusion that owners of baseball stadiums owe a limited duty to
patrons with respect to the risk of being hit by a foul ball Id The Court further discussed the
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For the reasons that follow, both of these arguments involve legal issues of public 
importance and present legal questions of first impression from which an immediate appeal will 
ateriall  adv  t  orderly resoluti  of t  liti ation. 
A. he i ited uty ule 
The limited duty rule identifies the duty of baseball stadium owners and operators with 
reater specificit  t a  t e s al sta ar  r i es. .g., r er v. l y Sports 
Entertain ent, UC, 180 P.3d 1172, 1175 ( ev. 2008); Beneja  v. etroit Tigers, Inc., 246 
Mich.App. 645, 635 N.W.2d 219,223 (2001) (quoting McNiel v. Ft. Worth Baseball Club, 268 
S.W.2d 244, 246 (Tex. Civ. App. 1954)). In this sense, the limited duty rule does not eliminate 
the stadiu  owners and operators' duty to keep the pre ises in a reasonably safe condition or to 
exercise ordinary care to prevent unreasonable, foreseeable risks of harm to protect spectators 
against injury; rather, it defines that duty in detail. See, e.g., Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175. 
As Defendants argued in their motion for summary judgment and the Court recognized in 
its ecision, "the rule insures that those spectators desiring protection fro  foul balls ill be 
accommodated and that seats in the most dangerous areas of the stadium will be safe," but "[alt 
the same time, the majority rule recognizes baseball tradition and spectators preference by not 
requiring o ners to screen the entire stadium." (Decision, p. 5.) hus, the rule strikes a balance 
between safety and preserving the essential character (including the innate risks) of baseball. 
The Court also recognized in its ecision that "[ilt appears all courts that have exa ined 
the issue have come to the conclusion that owners of baseball stadiums owe a limited duty to 
patrons ith respect to the risk of being hit by a foul ball." (Id.) The ourt further discussed the 
E ORANDU  IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE 
HAWKS BASE LL C , LLC, O E P ATE F OD S I , LLC AND 
ME ORIAL S I , I C.'S OTION FOR PE ISSION TO APP L - 5 
benefits of the limited duty rule acknowledged the innate risks of foul balls at baseball games
and the fact that foul balls cannot be eliminated from baseball and even noted there are good
reasons to adopt the limited duty rule Decision pp 67 Nonetheless the Court declined to
adopt the limited duty rule Id at 7
1 The limited duty rule is a legal issue ofpublic importance
As the Court recognized the following in its Decision
The rule limited duty rule solves a problem presented by an unusual situation
Unlike most businesses which attempt to eliminate hazards on their premises
stadium owners host baseball games knowing that the game itself will create the
hazard ofbeing hit by a ball Foul balls cannot be eliminated from the game and
are therefore a reasonably foreseeable risk Fans who go to games can be divided
into two general categories Those who wish to watch the game unobstructed and
those who wish to watch the game without the risk of being hit The two are
mutually exclusive A person cannot watch a baseball game unobstructed while at
the same time being protected by foul balls Stadium owners are therefore left
with two options They can net part of the stadium and leave the other part open
so that fans can choose where they wish to sit Or they can net the whole field so
that everyone is protected This would change the nature of the game in
particular fans catching foul balls The reasonable option and the option which
most or all baseball stadiums in the country have chosen is to net only part of the
stadium In this instance part of the stadium remains unprotected and it is
foreseeable that these fans many be hit by foul balls If stadium owners are aware
ofthis risk and the risk is unreasonable then every fan who gets hit by a ball will
have the right to take his case to a jurX
Decision pp 67 emphasis added
The Court further recognized in its Decision thatwhat the baseball rule appears to do
is identify which part of the stadium presents an unreasonable risk of harm Thus the baseball
rule defines the scope of the stadium owners duties without the need to present each case to a
Jury Id at p 7
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benefits of the li ited duty rule, ackno ledged the innate risks of foul balls at baseball ga es 
and the fact that foul balls cannot be eli inated fro  baseball, and even noted there are good 
reasons to adopt the li ited duty rule. ( ecision, pp. 6-7.) onetheless, the ourt declined to 
 t  l  t  l . (I .  7.) 
1.  li it  t  l  i   l l i  f li  i port nce. 
s t e rt rec ize  t e f ll i  i  its ecisi n: 
The rule [limited duty rule] solves a proble  presented by an unusual situation. 
nlike ost businesses hich atte pt to eli inate hazards on their pre ises, 
stadiu  o ners host baseball ga es kno ing that the ga e itself ill create the 
hazard of being hit by a ball. Foul balls cannot be eliminated from the game. and 
are therefore a reasonably foreseeable risk. Fans who go to ga es can be divided 
into t o general categories. Those ho ish to atch the ga e unobstructed, and 
those ho ish to atch the ga e ithout the risk of being hit. The t o are 
utually exclusive.  person cannot atch a baseball ga e unobstructed hile at 
the sa e ti e being protected by foul balls. Stadiu  o ners are therefore left 
with two options. They can net part of the stadium and leave the other part open 
so that fans can choose where they wish to sit. Or, they can net the whole field so 
that everyone is protected. This ould change the nature of the ga e, in 
particular fans catching foul balls. The reasonable option, and the option hich 
most or all baseball stadiums in the country have chosen, is to net only part of the 
stadiu . In this instance, part of the stadiu  re ains unprotected, and it is 
foreseeable that these fans any be hit by foul balls. If stadiu  o ners are a are 
of this risk and the risk is unreasonable. then every fan who gets hit by a ball will 
have the right to take his case to a jury. 
(Decisi , . -7.) (emphasis ed.) 
The Court further recognized in its Decision that "[ w ]hat the baseball rule appears to do 
is identify hich part ofthe stadiu  presents an unreasonable risk ofhar  ... hus, the baseball 
rule defines the scope of the stadium owners' duties without the need to present each case to a 
j ry." (Id. at p. 7.) 
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Being a spectator at a baseball game presents innate risks that cannot be eliminated Foul
balls at baseball games are random and unavoidable There is no possible way for owners and
operators of baseball stadiums andorfields in Idaho to protect themselves from liability without
a rule specifically defining the duty that is owed to these spectators The limited duty rule
defines this duty in detail Without such a rule as the Court stated in its Decision each case will
have to be presented to a jury Such a result is neither fair nor equitable and will have
consequences to the general public and the game of baseball in Idaho
It is also important to recognize that the potential ramifications of not adopting such a
rule in Idaho are much broader than the context of this lawsuit There are hundreds if not
thousands of public and private baseball and softball fields throughout Idaho Most if not all of
these fields have nothing more than a small chain link backstop around the home plate area
Every town in Idaho has a baseball andorsoftball field or several dozen where spectators are at
risk of being hit by a foul ball Without the limited duty rule there is no way for an owner to
insulate itself from liability without netting all spectator areas
The argument by plaintiff at trial will always be that the club owner could have avoided the
accident if it had netted where the spectator was hit While conceptually this may be true the reality is that
foul balls are unavoidable and cannot be prevented from entering the areas around the field of play without
changing the nature of the game by erecting a barrier all the way around the stadium with netting on topthat
completely closes off the field of play Memorial Stadium would be the only baseball stadium in the country
with such a nettingchi uration In this particular instance the argument revolves around the Executive
Club Next time the argument may revolve around the parking lot Maybe the time after that theargument
will revolve around walkways in the stadium
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Because the limited duty rule is a legal issue of broad public importance this Court
should grant Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal so the Supreme Court can instruct the
parties on the law
2 The limited duty rule presents a legal question offirst impression
As the Court recognized in its Decision Idaho has not had the chance to delineate the
scope of the duty that baseball stadium owners owe to their patrons with respect to the risk of
being hit by a foul ball Decision p 5 In fact it appears Idaho is one of the only states which
has not addressed this issue
Defendants recognize this Court ruling found that only the Legislature can adopt the
limited duty rule because of the Supreme Courtsdecision in Rufng v Ada County Paramedics
145 Idaho 943 188 P3d 885 2008 Defendants respectfully disagree with the Courts
interpretation ofRung as discussed in Defendants Supplemental Memorandum in Support of
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services
LLC and Memorial Stadium Incs Motion for Summary Judgment Supplemental
Memorandum Defendants still contend this Court has the authority to adopt the limited duty
rule While it is true that the Legislature has insulated some entities individuals from liability
see eg Idaho Code 61101 and 6 1201 both statutes were passed before the Supreme Court
adopted the firemansrule in Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 777P2d 722 1989 The
Supreme Court is not of the view that the Legislaturesinvolvement in such issues prevents
courts in Idaho from developing common law duty rules
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Because the limited duty rule is a legal issue of broad public i portance, this Court 
should grant Defendants' otion for Permission to Appeal so the Supreme Court can instruct the 
parties on the law. 
2. he limited ty rule presents  le l esti  f first i ressi . 
As the Court recognized in its Decision, "Idaho has not had the chance to delineate the 
scope of the duty that baseball stadium owners owe to their patrons with respect to the risk of 
being hit by a foul ball." (Decision, p. 5.) In fact, it appears Idaho is one of the only states which 
as  resse  this is . 
Defendants recognize this Court's ruling found that only the Legislature can adopt the 
li ited duty rule because of the Supre e Court's decision in Ruffing v. Ada County Para edics, 
145 Idaho 943, 188 P.3d 885 (2008). efendants respectfully disagree ith the ourt's 
interpretation of Ruffing, as discussed in Defendants' Supplemental Memorandum in Support of 
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 a  e rial ta i , I c.'s ti  f r ar  J e t ("Supple e tal 
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rule. hile it is true that the egislature has insulated so e entities/individuals fro  liability, 
see, e.g., Idaho Code §§ -1   -1 ,  t t     t   rt 
adopted the fireman's rule in Winn v. Frasher, 116 Idaho 500, 777 P.2d 722 (1989). The 
Supreme Court is not of the view that the Legislature's involvement in such issues prevents 
courts in Idaho from developing common law duty rules. 
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Regardless this Court declined to adopt the limited duty rule a rule that presents a legal
question of first impression in Idaho As such Defendants respectfully request the opportunity to
present this legal question of first impression to the Supreme Court
3 An immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly resolution of the
litigation
An immediate appeal will provide the parties with clear guidance on the scope of the duty
baseball stadium owners andoroperators owe to spectators with respect to the risk of being hit
by a foul ball at baseball games in Idaho Such guidance will promote either an immediate
dismissal of this lawsuit or provide the parties with a clear understanding moving forward on the
relevancy of this issue at trial
An immediate appeal will promote efficiency in the operation of the courts and the
judicial system by minimizing duplication of effort while simultaneously avoiding a waste of the
judiciarystime and resources This is a controlling dispositive question of law that will
dramatically affect the litigation The limited duty rule issue should be considered now not after
trial Similarly it is in the parties economic and personal interests to avoid any unnecessary trial
andorsubsequent appeal
For these reasons an immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly resolution of
the litigation The Court should grant Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal
B PrimarYImplied Assumption of Risk
There is a critical distinction between implied assumption of risk in the primary sense
and implied assumption of risk in the secondary sense Secondary implied assumption of risk
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relevancy of this issue at trial. 
An immediate appeal will promote efficiency in the operation of the courts and the 
ju icial s ste   i i izin  licati  f eff rt ile si lta e sl  a i i  a aste f t e 
judiciary's ti e and resources. This is a controlling dispositive question of la  that ill 
dra atically affect the litigation. he li ited duty rule issue should be considered no , not after 
trial. Si ilarly, it is in the parties econo ic and personal interests to avoid any unnecessary trial 
and/or subsequent appeal. 
For these reasons, an i ediate appeal ill aterially advance the orderly resolution of 
the litigation. The Court should grant Defendants' otion for Permission to Appeal. 
. Pri ary I plied ssu ption of isk 
here is a critical distinction bet een i plied assu ption of risk in the "pri ary" sense, 
and i plied assu ption of risk in the "secondary" sense. Secondary i plied assu ption of risk 
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was discussed in Salinas v Vierstra 107 Idaho 984 695 P2d 369 1985 while primary
implied assumption of risk was discussed in Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 777 P2d 722
1989 a This Court however declined to consider the language in Winn and relied solely on the
language in Salinas
1 Whetherprimary implied assumption of risk ie implied consent remains a
viable defense in Idaho is a legal issue ofpublic importance
In Salinas the Supreme Court held that Idahoscomparative negligence statute applies to
the use of assumption of risk as a defense and abolished its legal effect in Idaho with the
exception of where a plaintiffexpressly assumes orally or in writing the risk involved Id at
98990 In order to avoid any misunderstanding and confusion the Salinas Court stated that the
terminology of assumption of risk should no longer be used because express assumption of risk
sounds in contract and not tort Id Rather the correct terminology to use to assert this defense
is consent
The Court stated in its Decision that his Court is constrained to abide by the language
in Salinas Because Salinas only recognized a consent exception for oral and written expressions
of consent the Court declines to analyze whether Plaintiff may have impliedly consented to the
risk in this case Decision p 8
3 While the Supreme Court in Salinas rejected implied assumption of risk in thesecondary sense
ie as a form of contributory negligence it did not reject impliedassumption of risk in the primary sense
See Winn 116 Idaho at 503 777 P2d at 725
4 The concept of consent is frequently used interchangeably with the concept of primary implied
assumption of risk particularly in the sports setting See eg Turcotte v Fell 68NY2d432 437 502
NE2d 964 967 510NYS2d49 52 NYCt App 1986 Neinstein v Los Angeles Dodgers Inc 185
CalApp3d 176 229 CalRptr6121986 and Hunt v Portland Baseball Club 207 Or 337 34748 296
P2d 495 49950 Or 1956
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The Supreme Court in Winn however was of the opinion that implied assumption of risk
is still a viable defense in Idaho and expressly found that the facts in Salinas were not
appropriate to overrule the defense Specifically the Supreme Court in Winn said that the facts
in Salinas were only appropriate for the application of implied assumption of risk in the
secondary sense and therefore any implied rejection of implied assumption of risk in the
primary sense by the Salinas Court was dicta See Winn 116 Idaho at 503 777 P2d at 725
This makes sense because of the impracticality of consenting orally or in writing particularly
in certain contexts like being a spectator at a sporting events
Even in a different but related setting like where injuries are sustained while engaged in
participatory sports the doctrine ofprimary implied assumption of risk ie implied consent has
a very practical application If Salinas abrogated primary implied assumption of risk then sports
participants in Idaho could be sued by a coparticipant for injuries sustained as a result of
voluntarily playing sports like baseball softball basketball boxing football soccer hockey
golf lacrosse martial arts etc despite the fact that there are inherent risks to these sports that
are known to participants and they consent to accept by their participation in the sporting event 6
Because the issue of whether primary implied assumption of risk ie implied consent is
a legal issue ofbroad public importance and because there are substantial grounds for difference
5 The impracticability of applying the Salinas rule to spectator events is apparent as it would be
difficult if not impossible to obtain the oral or written consent of each spectator before a game
6 For instance does this mean that every time anyone plays basketball at the park they need to have
everyone they intend to play with either orally say Iconsent to the risk involved or sign a written release
from each player stating that they will not hold the identified individual liable for an injury that occurs while
playing the game
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The Supre e Court in Winn, however, was of the opinion that i plied assumption of risk 
i  still a viable def  in Idaho, and expressly found that the f cts i  Salinas wer  not 
appropriate t  overrule the defense. Specifically, the Supre e Court i  inn said that the facts 
in Salinas ere only appropriate for the application of i plied assumption of risk in the 
"secondary" sense and therefore any i plied rejection of i plied assumption of risk in the 
"pri ry"   t  ali  rt  icta.  inn, 1  I  at 03,   .2d at 725. 
This makes sense because of the impracticality of "consenting" orally or in writing, particularly 
in certain contexts - li e i   s t t r t  s rti  t. 5 
Even in a different, but related setting like where injuries are sustained while engaged in 
participatory sports the doctrine of primary implied assumption of risk, i.e., implied consent, has 
a very practical application. If Salinas abrogated pri ary i plied assu ption of risk, then sports 
artici a ts i  I a  c l  e s e   a co- artici a t f r i j ries s stai e  as a res lt f 
voluntarily playing sports like baseball, softball, basketball, boxing, football, soccer, hockey, 
golf, lacrosse, martial arts, etc., despite the fact that there are inherent risks to these sports that 
are known to participants and they consent to accept by their participation in the sporting event.6 
Because the issue of whether primary implied assumption of risk, i.e., implied consent, is 
a legal issue of broad public i portance, and because there are substantial grounds for difference 
5 The impracticability of applying the Salinas rule to spectator events is apparent, as it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the oral or written consent of each spectator before a game. 
6 For instance, does this mean that every time anyone plays basketball at the park they need to have 
everyone they intend to play with either orally say "I consent to the risk involved," or sign a written release 
from each player stating that they will not hold the identified individual liable for an injury that occurs while 
playing the ga ? 
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of opinion due to the apparent conflict between Salinas and Winn this Court should grant
Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal so the Supreme Court can instruct the parties on
the law
2 Whether primary implied assumption ofrisk ie implied consent remains a
viable defense in Idaho presents a legal question offirst impression
The holding in Salinas is almost thirty years old and the Supreme Court has not revisited
the issue of consent since that time In Winn a case that was decided four years after Salinas
the Supreme Court said that the facts in Salinas were only appropriate for the application of
implied assumption of risk in the secondary sense and therefore any implied rejection of
implied assumption of risk in the primary sense by the Salinas Court was dicta See Winn 116
Idaho at 503 777P2d at 725
Moreover in its Decision the Court stated that while this Court tends to agree that
some form of implied consent should be available as a defense no Idaho Court has looked at this
issue since the Court in Salinas announced the rule of consent Decision p 8
Ultimately this Court declined to consider whether primary implied assumption of risk
ie implied consent remains a viable defense in Idaho As such Defendants respectfully request
the opportunity to present this legal question of first impression to the Supreme Court
3 An immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly resolution of the
litigation
An immediate appeal will provide the parties with clear guidance on whether primary
implied assumption of riskie implied consent remains a viable defense in Idaho as Winn
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of opinion due to the apparent conflict between Salinas and Winn, this Court should grant 
efendants' otion for Per ission to Appeal so the Supre e Court can instruct the parties on 
the law. 
2. hether primary implied assumption of risk, i.e., implied consent, remains a 
viable defense in Idaho presents a legal question f first i pression. 
he holding in Salinas is al ost thirty years old and the Supre e ourt has not revisited 
the issue of "consent" since that ti e. In inn, a case that as decided four years after Salinas, 
the Supre e ourt said that the facts in Salinas ere only appropriate for the application of 
implied assumption of risk in the "secondary" sense and therefore any implied rejection of 
i plied assu ption of risk in the "pri ary" sense by the Salinas Court was dicta. See inn, 116 
 t 3,  .2d t . 
oreover, in its Decision, the Court stated that "[w]hile this Court tends to agree that 
e   ied    a le   ,        
issue since the Court in Salinas announced the rule of consent." (Decision, p. 8.) 
Ultimately, this Court declined to consider whether primary implied assumption of risk, 
i.e., implied consent, remains a viable defense in Idaho. As such, Defendants respectfully request 
the opportunity to present this legal question of first impression to the Supreme Court. 
3. An immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly resolution of the 
litigatio . 
An immediate appeal will provide the parties with clear guidance on whether primary 
implied as tion f ris , i.e., implied c s t, re ains a viable defense in Idaho as inn 
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suggests Such guidance will promote either the immediate resolution of this lawsuit or it will
provide the parties with a clear understanding moving forward on the relevancy of this issue at
trial
An immediate appeal will therefore promote efficiency in the operation of the courts and
the judicial system by minimizing duplication of effort while simultaneously avoiding a waste of
the judiciarystime and resources This is a controlling question of law that will dramatically
affect the litigation including the jury instructions at trial Similarly it is in the parties economic
and personal interests to avoid any unnecessary trial subsequent appeal andor subsequent trial
For these reasons an immediate appeal will materially advance the orderly resolution of
the litigation The Court should grant Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal
IV CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above Defendants respectfully request the Court approve their
Motion for Permission to Appeal the CourtsDecision to the Supreme Court pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rule 12b
Defendants are concerned that the Court will rule that they cannot present an implied assumption
of risk defense at trial Considering that Winn appears to say it is still a defense in spite of Salinas the
Supreme Court should clear up any conflict before the parties go through the time and effort of trying this
case
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sug est .7 Such i  ill pr t  eit er t  i di t  resolution of this l wsuit, or it ill 
provide the parties ith a clear understanding oving for ard on the relevancy of this issue at 
trial. 
An i ediate appeal ill therefore pro ote efficiency in the operation of the courts and 
the judicial system by minimizing duplication of effort while simultaneously avoiding a waste of 
the judiciary's ti e and resources. This is a controlling question of la  that ill dra atically 
affect the litigation, including the jury instructions at trial. Similarly, it is in the parties economic 
and personal interests to avoid any unnecessary trial, subsequent appeal, and/or subsequent trial. 
For these reasons, an i ediate appeal will aterially advance the orderly resolution of 
the litigation. The Court should grant Defendants' Motion for Permission to Appeal. 
.  
For the reasons set forth above, Defendants respectfully request the Court approve their 
otion for Per ission to ppeal the ourt's ecision to the Supre e ourt pursuant to Idaho 
p late  2(b). 
7 Defendants are concerned that the Court will rule that they cannot present an implied assumption 
of risk defense at trial. Considering that Winn appears to say it is still a defense in spite of Salinas, the 
Supreme Court should clear up any conflict before the parties go through the time and effort of trying this 
case. 
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name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
TO ALL PARTIES ABOVENAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on Defendants Home Plate
Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Reconsideration and Defendants
Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Permission to Appeal for hearing before the Honorable
Darla Williamson District Judge at the Ada County Courthouse Boise Idaho on the 22nd day
of June 2011 at the hour of245pmor as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard
DATED this ayofJune 2011
ELAM BURJEPA
an
s a S Evett of the firm
Ajobrneys for Defendants Boi seball
C Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
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DIA  SPORTS MA E ENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Li it d 
Liability Corporation, CH2  HILL, INC., a 
Flori  Corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M 
ill, CH2  ILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2M Hill, 
2  I  ENGI EERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M 
ill, CH2  ILL I STRIAL SI  A  
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed busi s na  of 
h2  Engineers, Inc., CH2  ILL, a f reign 
c r r ti  doi  i  i  I  u r the 
  il , I I   PEREIRA, 
 EREIRA, an  J   I t r  
,  t  i ti   nknown, 
efe ants. 
TO:  I     I    ORD: 
PLE SE T E TI E that the undersigned ill bring on efendants o e Plate 
Food Services, LLC and emorial Stadium, Inc.'s otion for Reconsideration; and Defendants 
Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC and 
emorial Stadium, Inc.'s otion for Permission to Appeal for hearing before the Honorable 
Darla Williamson, District Judge, at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, on the 22nd day 
of June, 2011, at the hour of2:45 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
TE  this ~   J , . 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
s a S. Evett, of the firm 
A rneys for Defendants Boi seball, 
C, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, 
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and 
Memorial Stadiu , Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the dy of June 2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Seiniger Law Offices PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise ID 83702
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
US Mail
Hand Delivery
deral Express
Facsimile 345 4700
NOTICE OF HEARING 3
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, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 0~y of June, 2011, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows: 
m. Breck Seiniger, Jr. 
Seini r La  f i s, P.A. 
942 yrtl  Street 
Boise, I  83702 
At or y r l i ti  
NOTICE OF HEARING - 3 
U.S. Mail 
__ Hand Delivery 
,3.deral Expr ss 
Facsimile- 345-  
z
r
Will Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 345 1000
Fax 208 3454700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NO
FILEDAM M
JUN 17 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Plaintiff
V
Boise Baseball LLC A aL
Defendants
Case No CV PI 0920924
Plaintiffs Opposition to
Reconsideration and Interlocutory
Appeal
Comes now the Plaintiff through counsel and opposes Defendant Motion for
Reconsideration and Motion to Appeal for the following reasons Standards Applicable
To Motions for Summary Judgment
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION MUST BE DENIED
Putting aside the issue of Home Platesand Memorialsright to summary
judgment based upon their argument that the Court should adopt the limited duty rule
an argument that the Court has rejected but which is the subject of a separate motion to
appeal which will be dealtwith in the memorandum in opposition to that motion their
argument that the Court should reconsider summary judgment as to them is based entirely
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Plaintiffs pposition to econsideration and Interlocutory ppeal 
p.l 
on the affidavit of Todd Rahr to the effect that these Defendants did not operate
maintain andorcontrol any area of Memorial Stadium
If Plaintiff understands the Motion for Reconsideration correctly it goes only to
the denial of summary judgment as to Defendants Home Plate Food Services LLC
Home Plate and Memorial Stadium Inc Memorial Stadium These Defendants urge
the Court to reconsider its denial of their Motion for Summary Judgment As the Court
will recall at hearing on the Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment it was agreed
that the motion boiled down to a request that the Court adopt and apply the limited duty
rule
Mr Rahrs affidavit avers that Home Plate Food Services Inc and Memorial
Stadium did not operate maintain or control Memorial Stadium See RahrAffidavit
22 and 23 DefendantsMemorandum In Support OfDefendants Home Plate Food Services
LLC And Memorial Stadium IncsMotion For Reconsideration Defendants
Reconsideration Memorandum at 3 Mr Rahrs affidavit is silent as to whether or not
either Home Plate Food Services Inc and Memorial Stadium had the right to operate
maintain or control any area of Memorial Stadium or whether or not it may have exercised
that right and is silent as to whether or not Home Plate Food Services Inc conducted any
activities within Memorial Stadium Mr Rahrsaverments in this regard are mentioned in
the Undisputed Factual And Procedural Background section of Defendants
Memorandum In Support OfDefendantsBoise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLCAndMemorial Stadium Incs Motion For
Summary Judgment Defendants Summary Judgment Memorandum The Defendants
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represents that At the time ofMr Rountreesaccident Memorial Stadium did not operate
maintain andorcontrol Memorial Stadium Id Boise Hawks Baseball LLC did Rahn
Aff 22 Defendants Reconsideration Memorandum at 4 Mr Rahrsaffidavit does not
represent that Boise Hawks Baseball LLC operated maintained or controlled Memorial
Stadium at the time of Mr Rountreesaccident There is no specific evidence that the ground
leasesublease was assigned to the Boise Hawks Baseball LLC or any of the other
Defendants that moved for summary judgment
Consequently Mr Rahrsaverments regarding who had responsibility for the
operation maintenance or control of all areas in Memorial Stadium are legal conclusions and
as such do not comply with the requirements ofIRCivP56ein that they are made on
personal knowledge lack foundation are apparently based on hearsay would not be
admissible in evidence and do not show affirmatively that Mr Rahr is competent to testify to
the legal ownership maintenance and control of Memorial Stadium
Furthermore Mr Rahr does not aver that Home Plate Food Services Inc had
nothing to do with the Executive Club where the Plaintiff was injured The Executive Club
is a food and beverage area Ballard Depo Pg 36 Ln 9 17 The socalled Executive
Club is connected to the lower section of the Hawks Nest and the entire area is protected
by a horizontally strung protective mesh barrier Rountree Aff T3 6 Exhibits 1 2 3 4
6 and 7 The HawksNest is fully enclosed by barrier netting Rahr Aff 10
Accident witness Lisa Lee testified to the effect that she and her husband had
purchased barbeque the HawksNest the dining seating area for those purchasing food and
beverage from Defendant Home Plate Food Services Inc the concessionaire at Memorial
Stadium and taken it into the Executive Club area where Plaintiff was injured Leek Depo
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JPg 12 Ln 20 Pg 13 Ln 13 The Executive Club was furnished with circular tables
around which patrons sit eating drinking and conversing during the time that games are
being played Mr Rountree witnessed this occurring prior to and on the night of his
accident Rountree Aff 11810 The HawksNest the contiguous food and beverage
seating area contiguous with the Executive Club was also was furnished with circular tables
and chairs at which to sit Leek Depo Pg 361n 6 to Pg 371n 4 Exhibits C and D
Obviously providing circular tables for people to sit around in an unprotected area
is arguable negligence Nothing in the record evidences the fact that any individual or entity
besides Home Plate Foods Inc furnished these chairs and tables placed them in the
Executive Club or configured their location in the HawksNestsandorExecutive Clubs
dining refreshment and socializing areas MrRahrsaffidavit evidences the fact that he
does not know who or what entity designed andordetermined the barrier netting
configuration at Memorial Stadium RahrAff 6 and that the Executive Club stops serving
food andorbeverages after the game has started Rahr Aff9 There is no evidence that
the Executive Club is a separate entity it is not or which entity is involved in serving food
andorbeverages within it There is no evidence the record as to what role Home Plate Food
Services Inc plays with respect to any of these matters other than circumstantial evidence
It is reasonable to infer that Home Plate Food Services Inc has some control over
the screened in dining areas given that it 1 operates its concessions within the screened in
HawksNest 2 that its patrons consume food and beverages purchased from it within that
area and the Executive Club 3 that both areas are furnished with circular tables around
which its patrons dine and socialized 4 that nothing in the record evidences any other entity
performing these functions in these areas 5 and that its patrons dine and socialize in both
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areas that it plays some role in managing the location of the tables and had at a minimum a
duty to warn patrons that one of the vertical openings into those areas was unprotected and
that patrons should not rely upon the fact that they were implicitly invited to sit around
circular tables with their backs to the game as indicating anything about their safety in doing
so Indeed there is nothing in the record evidencing the fact that Home Plate Food Services
Inc was not involved in designing and determining the barrier netting configuration in the
area within which it operated and within which its patrons sat to dine and socialize Quite to
the contrary Mr Rahr states that he has no idea what entity was involved in that process
RahrAff 16
The Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment was also supported by the Affidavit
of Joshua Evett to which are attached a Ground Lease between Ada County and Memorial
Stadium and a Sublease between Memorial Stadium and Diamond Sports Inc Evett Aff
Exhibits E and F These documents are silent as to whether or not the duties and rights to
operate maintain andorcontrol any area of Memorial Stadium included the right to occupy
any of those areas By implication Home Plate Food Services Inc had that right since they
did so Clearly even assuming that no right to operate maintain andorcontrol any area of
Memorial Stadium had been assigned to them this does not compel the conclusion that they
are immune from their own negligence
For example if the counter at which they vended food and drink tipped over as a
result of an employeesnegligence Home Plate Food Services Inc would be liable for their
own negligence despite the fact that it had not been accorded the right to operate maintain
andor control the areas in which it sold its concessions and in which its patrons sat Indeed
Mr Rountree had reserved a table at which to eat in the Hawks Nest Rountree Aff 15
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Exhibits I and 2 and he and his family were served by a waitress in that dining area and she
annarently agreed to hold their table awaiting their return from the Executive Club Rountree
Depo Pg 581n 8 to pg 591n 5
Defendant Home Plate Food Services LLC did not make any argument relevant
to these issues Home in the argument section of Defendants Summary Judgment
Memorandum At the hearing on the Defendants combined motion for summary
judgment Defendant Home Plate Food Services did not argue this aspect of their motion
for summary judgment and thus did not address the grounds upon which they now seek
reconsideration though those issues were briefed
Mr Rahrsaverment that he does not know who or what entity designed andor
determined the barrier netting configuration at Memorial Stadium and thatThe current
barrier netting configuration at Memorial Stadium is the same configuration that was in place
when he began his employment with the Boise Hawks in 2004 demonstrates that he has
no foundation upon which to even speculate as to Memorial Stadiumsinvolvement in that
process RahrAff 7 The Defendants cannot on the one hand claim that someone else is
liable to the Plaintiff for injuries caused by the nettings configuration and placement and at
the same time simply state that they have no knowledge of that as the basis for a motion for
summary judgment
In conclusion Defendants Home Plate Food Services Inc and Memorial Stadium
have not carried their initial burden in moving for summary judgment in that they have not
produced evidence that either was not involved in the configuration of the netting at
Memorial Stadium that either was not involved in the selection furnishing or placement of
the circular tables that were obviously a factor in this accident or that either provided
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adequate warnings of the dangers associated with taking oneseyes off of the game while
sitting in the Executive Club dining and socializing area Somebody had a duty to use due
care with respect to these acts and omissions Ifnot Boise Hawks baseball whose denials of
responsibility are supported by its President Todd Rahr then who As evidenced by the
Notice OfDeposition of Home Plate Food Services Inc attached to the Affidavit of Wm
Breck Seiniger Jr Plaintiff is still involved in discovery with respect to these matters
The bottom line is that without affidavits from representatives of Home Plate Food
Services Inc and Memorial Stadium evidencing the fact that neither acted nor failed to act in
anyway relevant to the cause of the accident the initial burden of the Defendants imposed by
Idahos summary judgment standards has not been met Idahos standards applicable to
motions for summary judgment compel this conclusion In order for the moving party to
prevail in summary judgment it must establish through evidence the absence ofany
genuine issue of material fact on an element of a non moving partyscase Thompson v
10 Insurance Agency Inc 126 Idaho 527 530 887 P2d1034 1038 1994 If the
moving party fails to challenge an element or fails to present evidence establishing the
absence of a genuine issue of material fact on that element the burden does not shift to
the non moving party and the non moving party is not required to respond with
supporting evidence Smith v Meridian Joint School District No 2 918P2d 583 588
Idaho 1996 The burden ofestablishing the absence ofa genuine issue ofmaterial fact
rests at all times with the party moving for summary judgment Idaho Schools for Equal
Educational Opportunity v State ofIdaho 132 Idaho 559 564 976 P2d 913 Supreme
Court 1998 Respectfully the Motion For Reconsideration must be denied
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DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR AN INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL
SHOULD BE DENIED
Defendants urge the Court to grant them the right to file an interlocutory appeal upon
the grounds that the Courtsdenial of their motion for summary judgment involves a
controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion
and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may materially advance the
orderly resolution of the litigation Presumably the mere denial of a motion for summary
judgment cannot automatically satisfy the criteria for materially advancingthe orderly
resolution of the litigation If it did every denial of summary judgment involving an
argument for an expansion of the law would be appealable Similarly a right to appeal
cannot automatically arise from controlling question of law as to which there is substantial
grounds for difference of opinion since all motions for summary judgment assert that
liability can be determined as a matter of law
Here the Defendants want to halt the process of litigation at the District Court level
to request that the Idaho Supreme Court adopt a specialized rule of law the Limited Duty
Rule applicable to specialized circumstances As pointed out by Plaintiff in opposing
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment whatever utility this rule might have in a factual
setting confined to an injury received by a baseball game spectator sitting in open bleachers
it can have no application to a patron of a occupying two connected dining and socializing
areas Rountree Aff3 6 Exhibits 1 2 3 4 6 and 7 most of which is fully enclosed by
barrier netting Rahr Aff 10
Furthermore this case does not present an issue of law upon which the Idaho
Supreme Court has not spoken The Limited Duty Rule runs contrary to the Idaho Supreme
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Court clearly enunciated rule that defines the duty of a business Rather than burdening
IdahosCourts with having to consider novel arguments for the adoption of specialized rules
relating to duties in all of the various business settings which might be imagined the Idaho
Supreme Court has chosen to lay out factors which Courtsmay consider in determining
legal duty
Every person in the conduct of his business has a duty to exercise ordinary care
to prevent unreasonable foreseeable risks ofharm to others
Turpen v Granieri 133 Idaho 244 247 985 P2d 669 672 1999
Our Supreme Court has further clarified that general rule
In determining whether a duty will arise in a particular context the Court has
identified several factors to consider The foreseeability of harm to the plaintiff
the degree of certainty that the plaintiff suffered injury the closeness of the
connection between the defendantsconduct and the injury suffered the moral
blame attached to the defendant conduct the policy of preventing future harm
the extent ofthe burden to the defendant and consequences to the community of
imposing a duty to exercise care with resulting liability for breach and the
availability cost and prevalence of insurance for the risk involved Citations
omitted
Turpen 247 672 This would appear to leave to District Courts as a matter of discretion
the determination of what duty applies to particularized facts This is just what the Court
did in this case as indicated by its questioning of the Defendants counsel at the hearing
on their Motion for Summary Judgment The Court observed that there is a distinction
between areas at a stadium or other recreational facility in which patrons are intended and
expected to have their attention diverted from the sporting game itself and those areas
where such a diversion is neither expected nor intended There is nothing inherently
unique about the circumstances in this case that would require the adoption of a rule of
law that would divest a trial court of the discretion to analyze duty as outlined in Turpen
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There is every reason to conclude that a one size fits all Limited Duty Rule would
strip trial courts of discretion to parse out duties under complex factual circumstances
such as those presented here If the declination this Court to adopt specialized duty rules
as yet unrecognized by the Idaho Supreme Court and in conflict with its formula for
determining duties as a matter ofdiscretion is sufficient to warrant an interlocutory
appeal then such an appeal would appear to be appropriate whenever a Defendant argues
that various factual circumstances and various businesses require a specialized duty rule
This however would appear to be precisely the mischief that the Idaho Supreme Court
sought to avoid in announcing the flexible test for determining duty in various business
settings set forth in Turpen and quoted above
Furthermore while the parties have a difference of opinion as to whether or not
the Limited Duty Rule should be applied in this case that difference is not
substantial Most cases involve differences of opinion as to the application of law
Where this not the case there would be little need for conferences regarding jury
instructions While it might be true that if this case merely involved a spectator sitting in
open bleachers struck by a foul ball the parties difference of opinion might be substantial
that difference of opinion is insubstantial when viewed against a back drop of
circumstances much different from those considered in other cases in which the Limited
Duty Rule has been applied That rule is obviously intended to weed out cases where a
spectator knowingly seats himself or herself in open bleachers in which it is obvious that
taking ones eyes off the game poses a risk which no one else has taken any action to
prevent In this case however the Defendants did take action to prevent the risk did at
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least permit the use of circular tables and chairs in areas and where they implicitly
intended that patrons could safely take their eyes off of the game It is highly doubtful
that the Idaho Supreme Court would regard this case as one requiring it to even consider
the adoption ofthe Limited Duty Rule because the facts in this case do not present the
policy issues that some courts have concluded arise in dissimilar circumstances The
Defendants admitted at hearing that a law suit based upon a fall due to a defective
stairway at a ball park would not be prohibited by the application ofthe Limited Duty
Rule Defendants have not explained why this case is any different or how the Court is
to determine which factual scenarios separate simple negligence suits arising out of
injuries sustained at a baseball game from activities associated with and incidental to
attendance where the game is being played from those resulting from activities
associated with and incidental to attendance Defendants ask the Court to conflate all
such cases despite their admission that not all injuries sustained at a ball park are subject
to the proposed Limited Duty Rule
Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court to deny Defendants Motion to Appeal for
the foregoing reasons and because asking the Supreme Court to hear an appeal of this
case in its present posture would be contrary to its need for judicial efficiency the
conservation of its limited resources and the implicit limitation contained inIAR12 to
cases in which the determination of the law applicable to the case results from the lack of
clarity in the law of the State of Idaho as opposed to an argument that the Idaho Supreme
Court should adopt the law of another jurisdiction rather than adhere to its wellreasoned
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Plaintiff respectfully requests the ourt to deny efendants' otion to ppeal for 
the foregoing reasons, and because asking the Supreme Court to hear an appeal of this 
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decision specifying the analysis the this Court should apply in any determination of duty
in various business settings
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons the Court should deny Defendants Motion for Reconsideration
and Motion to Appeal
Respectfully submitted June 16 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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Dated June 16 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree Case No CV PI 0920924
Plaintiff Affidavit of Wm Breck Seiniger
Jr in Support of Plaintiffs
V Opposition to Reconsideration and
Interlocutory Appeal
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
STATE OF IDAHO
SS
County of Ada
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and says as follows
1 I am the attorney for Plaintiff in this matter and as such have personal
knowledge of the matters contained herein
2 Attached hereto as Exhibit A is an authentic copy of a notice of deposition of
Home Plate Food Services Inc I have sent a copy of this document to the
Defendants and I am awaiting a date upon which to conduct the deposition
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1. I a  the attorney for Plaintiff in this atter and, as such, have personal 
knowledge of the atters contained herein. 
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3 Attached hereto as Exhibit B is an authentic copy of a notice of deposition of
Boise Baseball LLCdba Boise Hawks Baseball Club I have sent a copy of
this document to the Defendants and I am awaiting a date upon which to conduct
the deposition
Dated June 16 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
Subscribed and sworn to before me on June 16 2011
Cade Woolstenhulme tGpD
Notary Public for State of Idaho h
Residing at Nampa Idaho
My Commission Expires September 25 2012 G 7 Mt
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is an authentic copy of a notice of de tion of 
Boise Bas ll, LL , d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Clu . I have sent a copy of 
this document to the Defendants and I a  a aiting a date upon hich to conduct 
the deposition. 
Dare~fij~r----___ 
m Breck Seiniger, Jr. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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 lste l e 
Notary Public for State of Idaho 
Residing at: Na pa, Idaho 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On June 16 2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
served by fax upon
Josh Evett
ELAM BURKE PA
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Fax 208 3845844
Dated June 16 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
V
Plaintiff
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Case No CV PI 0920924
Notice OfDeposition Duces
Tecum Of Home Plate Food
Services LLC
YOU AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the
above named Plaintiff will take the testimony upon oral examination of Home
Plate Food Services LLC on June 2011 at the hour of 130pmat the
offices of ELAM BURKE PA 251 East Front Street Suite 300 Boise ID 83701
1539 pursuant toIRCP30b6before a court reporter and notary public for the
State of Idaho at which time and place you are notified to appear and take such
part in said examination as you may deem proper
DEFINITIONS
1 As used herein the term accident refers to the incident described in the
Complaint resulting in the loss of the Plaintiffs eye
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2 As used herein the term injuries refers to the injuries sustained by the
Plaintiff in the accident
DOCUMENTS
Unless otherwise indicated or applicable all requests for documents relate to the
year of the accident
Documents Relating To The Ownership and Operation of Home Plate Food
Services LLC and any Agreements or Contracts with it
1 All documents evidencing any agreements or contracts that you had with any
individual or entity regarding your use of any portion ofMemorial Stadium in
effect at the time of the accident
2 All documents evidencing the ownership of Home Plate Food Services LLC
on the date ofthe accident
3 All documents the rights and responsibilities of Home Plate Food Services
LLC with respect to their use of the HawksNest andor the Executive
Club their patrons use of the HawksNest andor the Executive Club
any duty that they had with respect to use of the Hawks Nest andor the
Executive Club or any other arrangement it has with anyone concerning the
use of maintenance of operation of or other control over the HawksNest
andorthe Executive Club
Documents Relating To The Use Maintenance and Control of the Hawks
Nest andor the Executive Club
4 All documents evidencing any ownership right to use right to occupy right to
license promise to maintain operate or other obligations promises or control
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4. All documents evidencing any ownership, right to use, right to occupy, right to 
license, promise to maintain, operate or other obligations, promises or control 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecu  Of Home Plate Food Services, LLC - page 2 
that you had over the areas known as the HawksNest andor the Executive
Club in effect at the time of the accident
5 All documents evidencing any promises contractual obligations made by
individual or entity or other agreements regarding your use or operation of the
HawksNest andor the Executive Club in effect at the time of the
accident
Documents Relating To The Protective Netting And Warnings At Memorial
Stadium
6 All documents evidencing any involvement that you had with the purchase
placement configuration maintenance of repair of or otherwise relating to
protective netting in the HawksNest andor the Executive Club existing
on the date of the accident that you contend are relevant to the accident andor
any contention you have that any act or omission by the Plaintiff was a cause ofthe
accident
7 All documents evidencing any warnings existing on the date of the accident in
the areas known as the Hawks Nest andor the Executive Club that you
contend are relevant to the accident andor any contention you have that any act or
omission by the Plaintiff was a cause of the accident
8 All documents evidencing any other safety measures existing on the date of the
accident in the areas known as the HawksNest andor the Executive Club
that you contend are relevant to the accident andor any contention you have that
any act or omission by the Plaintiff was a cause of the accident
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that you had over the areas known as the " wk's Nest" and/or the " utive 
Club" i  ef ect at the ti e of the accident. 
5. All documents evidencing any promises (contractual obligations) made by 
individual or entity or other agree ents regarding your use or operation of the 
"H wk's est" nd/or th  "E e ti  lub" i  ef ct at t  ti  of t  
accident. 
 l ti    r t t  t   r i   ori l 
Stadiu  
6. All documents evidencing any involvement that you had with the purchase, 
placement, configuration, maintenance of, repair of, or otherwise relating to 
protective netting in the "Hawk's Nest" and/or the "Executive Club" existing 
              nd/or 
a  c te ti   a e t at a  act r issi   t e lai tiff as a ca se f t e 
accident. 
7. ll docu ents evidencing any arnings existing on the date f the accident in 
the areas known as the "Hawk's Nest" and/or the "Executive Club" that you 
contend are relevant to the accident and/or any contention you have that any act or 
o i sion  the f as a cause f t e ac . 
8. All documents evidencing any other safety measures existing on the date of the 
accident in the areas kno n as the "Ha k's st" and/or the "Executive Cl " 
that you contend are relevant to the accident and/or any contention you have that 
any act or o i sion by the Plainti f was a cause of the accide . 
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9 All documents evidencing the purchase placement configuration maintenance
of repair of or otherwise relating to protective netting or other safety
precautions or warnings in the areas known as the HawksNest andor the
Executive Club
Documents Relating To Your Contentions Regarding The Causesof the
Accident
10 All documents evidencing any act or omission by any third parry that you
contend was a proximate cause of the accident
The Oaeration of the HawksNest andor the Executive Club
11 All documents relating to who straightens up or arranges the tables and chairs
in the HawksNest andor the Executive Club between Boise Hawks
baseball games
12 All documents relating to any pre game preparations of the Hawks Nest
andor the Executive Club andor the tables and chairs within them including
but not limited to schedules assignments records of completion of cleaning
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned the items to be cleaned or any process
to be used in the cleaning
13 All documents relating to any post game actions to be taken by any of your
employees with respect to the HawksNest andor the Executive Club
andor the tables and chairs within them including but not limited to schedules
assignments records of completion of cleaning descriptions of the areas to be
cleaned the items to be cleaned or any process to be used or tasks to be
completed
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9. ll docu ents evidencing the purchase, placement, configuration, aintenance 
of, repair of, or otherwise relating to protective netting or other safety 
r c uti  r rni  i  the ar   as t  " wk's est" and/or the 
"Executive Club". 
 l ti    t t  gardi   ause(s) f t  
ccident 
10. All documents evidencing any act or omission by any third party that you 
     f  i ent. 
 p t    "Ha k's est" /o   "Exec  lub" 
11. ll docu ents relating to ho straightens up or arranges the tables and chairs 
i  t  "H k's st" nd/or t  "Exec ti  l b" t  is   
 . 
12. ll c e ts relati  t  a  re-ga e re arati s f t e "Ha k's est" 
and/or the "Executive Club" and/or the tables and chairs within them including 
but not limited to schedules, assignments, records of completion of cleaning, 
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned, the items to be cleaned, or any process 
t  e s  in the cle . 
13.All documents relating to any post-game actions to be taken by any of your 
loyees ith res e t t  the "Ha k's st" nd/or the "Executive l " 
and/or the tables and chairs within them including but not limited to schedules, 
assign ents, records of co pletion of cleaning, descriptions of the areas to be 
clea e , the items to be clea e , or a  process to be used or tasks to be 
co plet . 
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14 All documents relating to the cleaning and maintenance of the HawksNest
andor the Executive Club andor the tables and chairs within them including
but not limited to schedules assignments records of completion of cleaning
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned the items to be cleaned or any or any
process to be used or tasks to be completed in the cleaning or maintaining of
those areas
Employees
15 A list of all of your employees during the year of the accident
16 A list of all of the employees of Home Plate Food Services LLC during the
list of the accident
17 All documents identifying all employees who worked both for you and for
Home Plate Food Services LLC during the year of the accident and the prior
three years the tasks that each performed for each entity the dates and times
that they performed work for each entity how their activities were segregated
if at all and the identity of the person who supervised their work
18 All documents evidencing any payment by you to employees who worked both
for you and for Home Plate Food Services LLC during the year of the
accident and the prior three years including W2s
19 All documents evidencing any payment by Home Plate Food Services LLC to
employees who worked both for you and for Home Plate Food Services LLC
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including W2s
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14.All documents relating to the cleaning and maintenance of the " awk's Nest" 
and/or the "Executive Club" and/or the tables and chairs within them including 
but not limited to schedules, assignments, records of completion of cleaning, 
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned, the items to be cleaned, or any or any 
process to be used or tasks to be completed in the cleaning or maintaining of 
those areas. 
E ployees 
15.  list f all f r e l ees ri  t e ear f t e accident. 
16.A list of all of the employees of Home Plate Food Services, LLC. during the 
li t  t  ccident. 
17. All documents identifying all employees who worked both for you and for 
Home Plate Food Services, LLC. during the year of the accident and the prior 
three years, the tasks that each performed for each entity, the dates and times 
that they performed work for each entity, how their activities were segregated 
if at all, and the identity of the person ho supervised their ork.. 
18. All documents evidencing any payment by you to employees who worked both 
for you and for Home Plate Food Services, LLC. during the year of the 
accident and the prior three years including -2's. 
19. All documents evidencing any payment by Home Plate Food Services, LLC. to 
employees who worked both for you and for Home Plate Food Services, LLC. 
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including W-2's. 
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20 All documents evidencing any payment by any other individual or entity to
employees who worked both for you and for Home Plate Food Services LLC
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including W2s for
work performed at Memorial Stadium
Trial Exhibits
21 All documents that you intend to use as an exhibit in this case
22 If you have not determined which documents or things you intend to use at
trial all documents that you reserve the right to use as an exhibit at trial
YOUR EXAMINATION UNDER LRCP 30b6WILL CONCERN THE
FOLLOWING MATTERS
1 The documents requested by this notice
2 The straightening up or arranging of the chairs around the tables in the
HawksNest andor the Executive Club between Boise Hawks baseball
games
3 All facts relating to the tables and chairs in the areas known as the Hawks
Nest and the Executive Club including but not limited to the purchase of
any such tables or chairs the arrangement of such tables and chairs the
cleaning and maintenance of such chairs the delegation of any tasks relating to
such to any individual or entity and the identities of the employees or other
individuals that arranged including straightening or repositioning them after or
before a baseball game cleaned or otherwise maintained them during the year
of the accident
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20.All docu ents evidencing any pay ent by any other individual or entity to 
e pl ees o r e  b t  for y u and for e Plate Food Services, LLC. 
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including -2's for 
r  perf  at ri l Stadium. 
Trial Exhibits 
1. ll  t   i  t    a  x i i  i  t i  ase. 
2. If  a e t eter i e  ic  c e ts r t i s  i te  t  se at 
trial, all docu ents that you reserve the right to use as an exhibit at trial. 
 I I   R.C.P. 0(b)(6) I    
 S: 
.      ti ; 
.  "straightening "  i   t e i   t  t l  i  t  
"Ha k's st" nd/or e "Executive l b" e  s  s  
. 
. ll a ts l ti  t  t e t les  i  in t e    the "Ha k's 
Nest" and the "Executive Club" including but not limited to the purchase of 
any such tables or chairs, the arrange ent f such tables and chairs, the 
cleaning and maintenance of such chairs, the delegation of any tasks relating to 
such to any individual or entity, and the identities of the employees or other 
individuals that arranged (including straightening or repositioning them after or 
before a baseball game), cleaned or otherwise maintained them during the year 
of the ac ; 
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4 All facts relating to the configuration of the protective netting at Memorial
Stadium prior to and on the day of the Plaintiffsaccident
5 All facts relating to the circumstances of the accident
6 All information upon which any affirmative defense you have alleged or which
you may allege is based
7 The identity of any third party which you may have caused or contributed to
the cause of the accident or to the Plaintiffs injuries and all facts upon which
you base that contention and any acts or omissions that you contend resulted in
or contributed to Plaintiffs injuries
8 Any agreement that you had with any individual or entity regarding in the
areas known as the HawksNest andorthe Executive Club in effect on the
date of the accident
9 Any right that you had to authorize approve monitor direct or otherwise
control any of the activities of any individual or entity regarding the areas
known as the HawksNest andor the Executive Club in effect on the date
of the accident or to delegate or assign the same to it or to any third party
10 Any right that you had to lease operate authorize approve monitor direct or
otherwise control the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club andor to
delegate any such to any third party in effect on the date of the accident
11 The identification of all employees and supervisors who worked both for you
and for the Hawks Nest andor the Executive Club the tasks that they
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4. All facts relating to the configuration of the protective netting at Memorial 
Stadiu  pri r to and on th  day of the Plaintiff s ac ident; 
5. l  facts relati  to t  cir  of the accident. 
6. All information upon which any affirmative defense you have alleged or which 
 y l  i  sed; 
. e i e tit  f a  t ir  art  ic   a  a e ca se  r contri te  t  
the cause of the accident or to the Plaintiff s injuries, and all facts upon which 
you base that contention and any acts or o issions that you contend resulted in 
 te   l i ti  s j r s; 
8. Any agreement that you had with any individual or entity regarding in the 
   e "Ha k's st" nd/or  "Executive l b"     
date f the cci e t. 
9. ny right that you had to authorize, approve, onitor, direct, or other ise 
control any of the activities of any individual or entity regarding the areas 
no n as the "Ha k's est" and/or t e "Executive l b" i  effect  the ate 
of the accident or to delegate or assign the same to it or to any third party. 
10. Any right that you had to lease, operate, authorize, approve, monitor, direct, or 
otherwise control the "Ha k's est" and the "Executive lub" and/or to 
delegate any such to any third party in e fect on the date of the ac i . 
11. The identification of all employees and supervisors who worked both for you 
and for the "Ha 's Ne " a d/or the "Executive Club", the tasks that they 
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performed for each entity the dates and times that they performed work for
each entity how their activities were segregated if at all the identity of the
person who supervised their work and how and by whom they were paid
YOU ARE DIRECTED TO DESIGNATE ONE OR MORE OFFICERS
DIRECTORS MANAGING AGENTS OR OTHER PERSONS WHO
CONSENT TO TESTIFY ON YOUR BEHALF
DATED June 2 2011
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P A
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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erfonned for eac  e tit , the ates a  ti es t at t e  erfonned r  f r 
eac  e tit ,  t eir acti ities ere se re ated if at all, t e i e tit  f t e 
person who supervised their work, and how and by who  they were paid. 
  IR       , 
IR T S,  ,   S S  
  Y   LF. 
: J e , 1. 
I I E   I , . . 
. reck einiger, Jr. 
tt r e  f r lai tiff 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Home Plate Food Services, LLC -   
W Breck Seiniger Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 345 1000
Fax 208 3454700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
V
Plaintiff
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Case No CV PI 0920924
Notice Of Deposition Duces
Tecum Of Boise Baseball LLC
dbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club
YOU AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the
above named Plaintiff will take the testimony upon oral examination of Boise
Baseball LLCdba Boise Hawks Baseball Club on June 2011 at the
hour of 930 am at the offices of ELAM BURKE PA 251 East Front Street
Suite 300 Boise ID 83701 1539 pursuant to IRCP30b6 before a court
reporter and notary public for the State of Idaho at which time and place you are
notified to appear and take such part in said examination as you may deem proper
DEFINITIONS
1 As used herein the term accident refers to the incident described in the
Complaint resulting in the loss of the Plaintiffs eye
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Boise Baseball LLCdbaBoise Hawks
Baseball Club PAGE 1
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ill r ck einiger, Jr. (l #2 7) 
EI I   FI S, .A. 
 tl  tr t 
ise,  837  
i e: (2 8) 3 -1  
ax: (2 8) -4  
  l i ti  
       I I   
    ,        
 t , 
f 
v. 
 .  I  
ti  f iti   
Tecu  f oise aseball, LL , 
.b.a. s   al  
 
s  bal , , t. l. 
ts 
           
a e a e  lai tiff ill ta e t e testi   ral e a i ati  f ise 
al , , .b.a. oise s a  ub   ___ ,    
r  :30 .m., t the fices f  & , .A., 251 ast r t treet 
ite , is , I  701-15 , rs a t to I.R.C.P. 0(b)(6) efore a c rt 
reporter and notary public for the State of Idaho, at hich ti e and place you are 
notified to appear and take such part in said exa ination as you ay dee  proper. 
ITIONS 
. s se  erein the ter  "a cide f' refers to the incident e ibe  in the 
o plaint resulting in the loss of the laintiff s eye. 
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2 As used herein the term injuries refers to the injuries sustained by the
Plaintiff in the accident
DOCUMENTS
Unless otherwise indicated or applicable all requests for documents relate to the
year of the accident
Documents Relating To The Ownership and Operation of Home Plate Food
Services LLC and any Agreements or Contracts with it
1 All documents evidencing any agreements or contracts that you had with
Home Plate Food Services LLC in effect at the time of the accident
2 All documents evidencing the ownership of Home Plate Food Services LLC
on the date of the accident
3 All documents the rights and responsibilities of Home Plate Food Services
LLC with respect to their use of the Hawks Nest andor the Executive
Club their patrons use of the Hawks Nest andor the Executive Club
any duty that they had with respect to use of the Hawks Nest andor the
Executive Club or any other arrangement you or any other individual or
entity had with Home Plate Food Services LLC concerning the use of
maintenance of operation of or other control over the HawksNest andor
the Executive Club
Documents Relating To The Use Maintenance and Control of the Hawks
Nest andor the Executive Club
4 All documents evidencing any ownership right to use right to occupy right to
license promise to maintain operate or other obligations promises or control
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum OfBoise Baseball LLCdbaBoise Hawks
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2. As used herein the ter  "injuries" refers to the injuries sustained by the 
Plaintiff i  t e accident. 
U  
( nless ot er ise i icate  or applica le all re ests f r doc e ts relate t  the 
r of t  ccident) 
 l ti    r hi   perati  of  l   
ervi s,   an   r  i  i  
1. All documents evidencing any agreements or contracts that you had with 
   rvi s, . i  f      t  ci ent. 
2. ll docu ents evidencing the o nership of o e Plate Food Services, LL . 
     i nt. 
3. All documents the rights and responsibilities of Home Plate Food Services, 
 t        "H k's st" nd/or  "Executive 
lub",  r ns    "Ha k's st" nd/or  "Exec ti e ", 
  t  a  it       "Ha k's st" nd/or  
"Executive lub", or any other arrange ent you or any other individual or 
entity had with Home Plate Food Services, LLC. concerning the use of, 
intena ce f, r tion f r t r tr l er the "Ha k's st" nd/or 
the "Executive b." 
ocuments elating o he s , aintenance and o trol f the "Ha k's 
t" and/or the "Executive l " 
4. All documents evidencing any ownership, right to use, right to occupy, right to 
license, promise to maintain, operate or other obligations, promises or control 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum f Boise Baseball, LLC, d.b.a. Boise a ks 
Baseball Club P GE 2 
that you had over the areas known as the HawksNest andor the Executive
Club in effect at the time of the accident
5 All documents evidencing any promises contractual obligations made by
individual or entity or other agreements regarding the HawksNest andor
the Executive Club in effect at the time of the accident
Documents Relating To The Protective Netting And Warnings At Memorial
Stadium
6 All documents evidencing the purchase placement configuration maintenance
of repair of or otherwise relating to protective netting at Memorial Stadium
existing on the date of the accident that you contend are relevant to the
accident andorany contention you have that any act or omission by the Plaintiff was
a cause of the accident
7 All documents evidencing any warning existing on the date of the accident
Memorial Stadium that you contend are relevant to the accident andor any
contention you have that any act or omission by the Plaintiff was a cause of the
accident
8 All documents evidencing any other safety measure existing on the date of the
accident Memorial Stadium that you contend are relevant to the accident
andor any contention you have that any act or omission by the Plaintiff was a cause
ofthe accident
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that you had over the areas known as the " wk's Nest" and/ r the " ti  
Club" in ef ct at the ti e of the accident. 
5. All documents evidencing any promises (contractual obligations) made by 
individual or entity or other agree ents regarding the " awk's est" and/or 
t  "Exe  lub" i  eff t at t  ti  of t  ccident. 
ts l ti    r t cti  tti   r i s t ori l 
Stadiu  
6. All docu ents evidencing the purchase, place ent, configuration, aintenance 
of, repair of, or otherwise relating to protective netting at emorial Stadium 
existing on the date of the accident that you contend are relevant to the 
accident and/or any contention you have that any act or omission by the Plaintiff was 
 s  f t  i nt. 
7. All docu ents evidencing any warning existing on the date of the accident 
Memorial Stadium that you contend are relevant to the accident and/or any 
contention you have that any act or o ission by the laintiff as a cause of the 
accident. 
8. ll docu ents evidencing any other safety easure existing on the date of the 
accident e orial Sta iu  that you contend are relevant to the cident 
and/or any contention you have that any act or o ission by the Plaintiff was a cause 
of the accide t. 
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9 All documents evidencing the purchase placement configuration maintenance
of repair of or otherwise relating to protective netting or other safety
precautions or warnings at Memorial Stadium
Documents Relating To Your Contentions Regarding The Causes of the
Accident
10 All documents evidencing any act or omission by any third party that you
contend was a proximate cause of the accident
The Oaeration of the HawksNest andor the Executive Club
11 All documents relating to who straightens up or arranges the tables and chairs
in the Hawks Nest andor the Executive Club between Boise Hawks
baseball games
12 All documents relating to any pregame preparations of the HawksNest
andor the Executive Club andor the tables and chairs within them including
but not limited to schedules assignments records of completion of cleaning
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned the items to be cleaned or any process
to be used in the cleaning
13 All documents relating to any post game actions to be taken by any of your
employees with respect to the Hawks Nest andor the Executive Club
andor the tables and chairs within them including but not limited to schedules
assignments records of completion of cleaning descriptions of the areas to be
cleaned the items to be cleaned or any process to be used or tasks to be
completed
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9. ll docu ents evidencing the purchase, placement, configuration, aintenance 
of, repair of, or other ise relating to protective netting or other safety 
ti  r r i  at ri l tadium. 
 l   r t ti  gardi   ause(s)  t  
ccident 
10. ll docu ents evidencing any act or o ission by any third party that you 
       ci ent. 
 p t    "H k's st" /o  t  "Exec  lub" 
11. ll docu ents relating to ho straightens up or arranges the tables and chairs 
  "H k's st" /o   "Exec i e l b"    
l  . 
12. ll docu ents relating to any pre-ga e preparations f the "Ha k's est" 
and/or the "Executive Club" and/or the tables and chairs within them including 
but not limited to schedules, assignments, records of completion of cleaning, 
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned, the ite s to be cleaned, or any process 
t  e s  i  the l i . 
13. All docu ents relating to any post-ga e actions to be taken by any of your 
loy es it  re t t  the "Ha k's t" nd/or the "Executive l " 
and/or the tables and chairs ithin the  including but not li ited to schedules, 
assignments, records of completion of cleaning, descriptions of the areas to be 
clea , the items to be le , r a  process to be s  r tasks t  be 
c le . 
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14 All documents relating to the cleaning and maintenance of the HawksNest
andor the Executive Club andorthe tables and chairs within them including
but not limited to schedules assignments records of completion of cleaning
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned the items to be cleaned or any or any
process to be used or tasks to be completed in the cleaning or maintaining of
those areas
Employees
15 A list of all of your employees during the year of the accident
16 A list of all of the employees of Home Plate Food Services LLC during the
list of the accident
17 All documents identifying all employees who worked both for you and for
Home Plate Food Services LLC during the year of the accident and the prior
three years the tasks that each performed for each entity the dates and times
that they performed work for each entity how their activities were segregated
if at all and the identity of the person who supervised their work
18 All documents evidencing any payment by you to employees who worked both
for you and for Home Plate Food Services LLC during the year of the
accident and the prior three years including W2s
19 All documents evidencing any payment by Home Plate Food Services LLC to
employees who worked both for you and for Home Plate Food Services LLC
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including W2s
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Boise Baseball LLCdbaBoise Hawks
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14. ll docu ents relati g to the cleaning and maint ance of the " wk's Nest" 
and/or the "Executive Club" and/or the tables and chairs within the  including 
but not limited to schedules, assignments, records of completion of cleaning, 
descriptions of the areas to be cleaned, the items to be cleaned, or any or any 
process to be used or tasks to be completed in the cleaning or maintaining of 
those areas. 
l  
5.  list f all f r e l ees ri  t e ear f t e acci ent. 
16.A list of all of the e ployees of Ho e Plate Food Services, LLC. during the 
list of the accident. 
17. All docu ents identifying all e ployees who worked both for you and for 
Home Plate Food Services, LLC. during the year of the accident and the prior 
three years, the tasks that each perfor ed for each entity, the dates and ti es 
that they performed work for each entity, how their activities were segregated 
if at all, and the identity of the person who supervised their work.. 
18. All docu ents evidencing any pay ent by you to e ployees who worked both 
for you and for Ho e Plate Food Services, LLC. during the year of the 
a cident and the prior three years including -2's. 
19. ll docu ents evidencing any pay ent by ome late Food ervices, . to 
e ployees who worked both for you and for Home Plate Food Services, LLC. 
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including -2's. 
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20All documents evidencing any payment by any other individual or entity to
employees who worked both for you and for Home Plate Food Services LLC
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including W2s for
work performed at Memorial Stadium
Trial Exhibits
21 All documents that you intend to use as an exhibit in this case
22 If you have not determined which documents or things you intend to use at
trial all documents that you reserve the right to use as an exhibit at trial
YOUR EXAMINATION UNDER LRCP 30b6 WILL CONCERN THE
FOLLOWING MATTERS
1 The documents requested by this notice
2 The straightening up or arranging of the chairs around the tables in the
HawksNest andor the Executive Club between Boise Hawks baseball
games
3 All facts relating to the tables and chairs in the areas known as the Hawks
Nest and the Executive Club including but not limited to the purchase of
any such tables or chairs the arrangement of such tables and chairs the
cleaning and maintenance of such chairs the delegation of any tasks relating to
such to any individual or entity and the identities of the employees or other
individuals that arranged including straightening or repositioning them after or
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Boise Baseball LLCdbaBoise Hawks
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20. All documents evidencing any payment by any other individual or entity to 
employees who worked both for you and for Ho e Plate Food Services, LLC. 
during the year of the accident and the prior three years including W-2's for 
ork perfor d at orial Stadium. 
Trial Exhibits 
1. l   t t  i t  t  e as an exhibit i  t i  case. 
22.If you have not deter ined which docu ents or things you intend to use at 
tri l, ll t  t t  r r  t  ri t t     xhi it t trial. 
 I I   R.C.P. 30(b)(6) I    
I  S: 
.  ts    ti ; 
2. he "straightening up" or arranging of the chairs around the tables in the 
"Ha k's est" and/or the "Executive lub" bet een oise a ks baseball 
s. 
3. ll facts relating to the tables and chairs in the areas kno n as the "Ha k's 
Nest" and the "Executive Club" including but not limited to the purchase of 
any such tables or chairs, the arrangement of such tables and chairs, the 
cleaning and maintenance of such chairs, the delegation of any tasks relating to 
such to any individual or entity, and the identities of the employees or other 
individuals that arranged (including straightening or repositioning them after or 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Boise Baseball, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks 
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before a baseball game cleaned or otherwise maintained them during the year
of the accident
4 All facts relating to the configuration of the protective netting at Memorial
Stadium prior to and on the day of the Plaintiffsaccident
5 All facts relating to the circumstances of the accident
6 All information upon which any affirmative defense you have alleged or which
you may allege is based
7 The identity of any third party which you may have caused or contributed to
the cause of the accident or to the Plaintiffs injuries and all facts upon which
you base that contention and any acts or omissions that you contend resulted in
or contributed to Plaintiffsinjuries
8 Any ownership affiliation contract lease or other relationship that you had
with Home Plate Food Services LLC in effect on the date of the accident
9 Any right that you had to authorize approve monitor direct or otherwise
control any of the activities of Home Plate Food Services LLC in effect on the
date of the accident or to delegate or assign the same to it or to any third party
10 Any right that you had to lease operate authorize approve monitor direct or
otherwise control the HawksNest and the Executive Club andor to
delegate any such to any third parry in effect on the date of the accident
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before a baseball game), cleaned or otherwise maintained them during the year 
of the accident; 
4. All facts relating to the configuration of the protective netting at emorial 
tadi  ri r t  and on t  day of t  Plaintiffs ac ident; 
. ll f t  r l ti  t  t  ci  f t  ccident. 
6. ll infor ation upon hich any affir ative defense you have alleged or hich 
  l  i  sed; 
.  i tit  f  t ir  rt  i      r tri t  t  
the cause of the accident or to the Plaintiffs injuries, and all facts upon which 
you base that contention and any acts or o issions that you contend resulted in 
 te   l intif  s ; 
8. Any ownership, affiliation, contract, lease, or other relationship that you had 
t  e ate  ,   fe t  t e t    t. 
9. Any right that you had to authorize, approve, onitor, direct, or otherwise 
control a  f the acti ities f o e late ood er ices,  i  effect  the 
date of the accident or to delegate or assign the same to it or to any third party. 
10. Any right that you had to lease, operate, authorize, approve, onitor, direct, or 
otherwise control the "Ha k's t" a  the "Executive " and/or to 
delegate any such to any third pa ty in e fect on the date of the accide . 
Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum Of Boise Baseball, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks 
Baseball Club PAGE 7 
I 1 The identification of all employees and supervisors who worked both for you
and for the HawksNest andor the Executive Club the tasks that they
performed for each entity the dates and times that they performed work for
each entity how their activities were segregated if at all the identity of the
person who supervised their work and how and by whom they were paid
YOU ARE DIRECTED TO DESIGNATE ONE OR MORE OFFICERS
DIRECTORS MANAGING AGENTS OR OTHER PERSONS WHO
CONSENT TO TESTIFY ON YOUR BEHALF
DATED June 2 2011
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P A
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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11. The identification of all employees and supervisors who worked both for you 
and for the " wk's Nest" and/or the " ti  Club", the tasks that they 
perfor ed for each entity, the dates and ti es that they perfor ed work for 
each entity, how their activities were segregated if at all, the identity of the 
person who supervised their work, and how and by whom they were paid. 
YOU ARE DIRECTED TO DESIGNATE ONE OR MORE OFFICERS, 
I S, I  TS,     
  I   YO  EHALF. 
:  ,2011. 
   I , . . 
. rec  , r. 
torne  for f 
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Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
ise l   .b.a. s  s l  
l  , .b.a. ise s, I  
BALL, ,  I  i ite  i ilit  
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
ll l , .b.a. is  s ll l , 
, d.b.a. oise a ks, I  S 
 , , an assu ed business 
na e of oise aseball, ,   
 I , , an Idaho i ited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
I C., I  ,  I I  
PANY, an Idaho eneral usiness 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIA OND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCh2M
Hill C112M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
C112M HILL ENGINEERS INC dbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc Defendants by and through their counsel of
record Elam Burke PA submit this brief in reply to PlaintiffsOpposition to
Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal Opposition Memorandum
Plaintiff Bud Rountree essentially argues in his Opposition Memorandum that this Court
should deny Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal because the requirements of Idaho
Appellate Rule 12 have not been met There is no merit to his argument
Defendants respectfully request that the Court approve their Motion for Permission to
Appeal because this lawsuit involves legal issues of public interest and legal questions of first
impression and an immediate appeal from the Courts decision will materially advance the
orderly resolution of the litigation
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O  S GE E   
, ,  Ida o i ited 
iability orporation, 2  I , I C., a 
lorida orporation d.b.a. h2  ill, 2  
I  , I . .b.a.  
ill, H  I  &C, I ., .b.a  ill, 
H   , . .b.a.  
ill,  I  I I  I   
I ,   e    
h2  ngineers, Inc., 2  I , a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
e  il ,   EIRA, 
 EI A, a  J   I t r  
, s  true i e tities r  n, 
t . 
.  
efendants ise al , , s  s  , ,    
,    i , . ("Defendants"), by and through their counsel f 
r r , l  & Burke, P.A., sub it this brief in reply to Plaintiffs pposition to 
econsideration and Interlocutory ppeal ("Opposition e orandu "). 
Plaintiff ud ountree essentially argues in his pposition e orandu  that this ourt 
should deny efendants' otion for Per ission to ppeal because the require ents of Idaho 
Appellate Rule 12 have not been et. There is no erit to his argu ent. 
efendants respectfully request that the ourt approve their otion for Per ission to 
ppeal because this la suit involves legal issues of public interest and legal questions of first 
impression, and an immediate appeal from the Court's decision will materially advance the 
orderly resolution of the litigation. 
     BALL, ,  
  , ,    I ,   
I  I , I C.' S I   I I    -  
II ANALYSIS
The Idaho Supreme Court recently set forth the intent of Idaho Appellate Rule 12 in
Aardema v US Dairy Sys 147 Idaho 785 215 P3d 505 2009 The intent of Idaho Appellate
Rule 12 is to provide an immediate appeal from an interlocutory order if substantial legal issues
of great public interest OR legal questions of first impression are involved Id at 789 215
P3d at 509 quoting Budell v Todd 105 Idaho 2 665 P2d 701 1983 emphasis added
Accordingly either substantial issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
impression independently justify an immediate appeal from an interlocutory order
A This Lawsuit Involves Legal Questions of First Impression
There is an obvious absence in Mr RountreesOpposition Memorandum of any
discussion about whether the limited duty rule presents a legal question of first impression in
Idaho In failing to address this issue he essentially concedes that the limited duty rule presents a
legal question of first impression in Idaho Likewise Mr Rountree essentially concedes that
primary implied assumption of risk ie implied consent presents a legal question of first
impression in Idaho by entirely failing to address this argument in his Opposition Memorandum
In the CourtsMemorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
entered on May 23 2011 Decision the Court recognized that this lawsuit presents legal
questions of first impression The Court in relevant part stated Idaho has not had the chance
to delineate the scope of the duty that baseball stadium owners owe to their patrons with respect
to the risk of being hit by a foul ball Decision p 5 The Court also recognized thatwhile
this Court tends to agree that some form of implied consent should be available as a defense no
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. S  
he Idaho Supre e ourt recently set forth the intent of Idaho ppellate ule 12 in 
r e  v. .S. iry ys.,  I a  5,  .3d  (2 9). "The i te t fl  ellate 
             t ti    
 t li  i tere t  l l ti   i t i i   i l d. [ . t 9,  
.3d t  (qu tin  ll v. d,  I  ,6  .2d  (1 83)) (e sis dded). 
r i gly,  t t      t       
i ressi  i e e e tl  j stif  a  i e iate a eal fr  a  i terl c t r  r er. 
. i  it I l e  a; l O ti  f ir t I re i  
There is an obvious absence in r. ountree's pposition e orandu  of any 
discussion about hether the li ited duty rule presents a legal question f first i pression in 
Idaho. In failing to address this issue, he essentially concedes that the li ited duty rule presents a 
le l sti  f fIrst i r ssi  i  I . i is , r. tre  ssenti ll  e es t t 
ri r  i lie  ti   ri , i.e., i li  nt, re ts  l l ti   fir t 
i pression in Idaho by entirely failing to address this argu ent in his pposition e orandu . 
I  t e urt's e ra  ecisi   efe a ts' tio  f r ar  J e t 
entered on ay 23,2011 ("Decision"), the Court recognized that this lawsuit presents legal 
questions of first i pression. he ourt, in relevant part, stated: "Idaho has not had the chance 
to delineate the scope f the duty that baseball stadiu  o ners o e to their patrons ith respect 
to the risk of being hit by a foul ball." (Decision, p. 5.) The Court also recognized that "[w]hile 
. this ourt tends to agree that so e for  of i plied consent should be available as a defense, no 
   TS  , ,  
S  , ,    ,   
I  I , I C.'S I   I I    -  
Idaho court has looked at this issue since the Court in Salinas announced the rule of consent
Decision p 8
It is undisputed by the parties and the Court that the issues presented in this lawsuit
involve legal questions of first impression Accordingly an immediate appeal from the Courts
Decision is warranted pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12 and the Defendants respectfully
request the opportunity to present these legal questions of first impression to the Supreme Court
B This Lawsuit Presents Legal Issues of Public Importance
Mr Rountree also concedes that primary implied assumption of risk ie implied
consent is a legal issue of public importance by entirely failing to address this argument in his
Opposition Memorandum It appears the only issue Mr Rountree addresses in his Opposition
Memorandum is whether the limited duty rule is a legal issue of public importance
In an attempt to demonstrate that the limited duty rule is not a legal issue of public
importance Mr Rountree takes the position that the limited duty rule might be of public
importance in a situation where a spectator is hit by a foul ball while sitting in open bleachers of
a baseball stadium but not in a situation where a spectator is hit by a foul ball in any other area
of a baseball stadium Mr Rountree provides no legal support for this position In fact
Mr Rountreesposition is directly contrary to the application of the limited duty rule in Turner v
Mandalay Sports Entertainment LLC 180 P3d 1172 Nev 2008
According to Idaho Appellate Rule 12c even if this Court approves Defendants Motion for
Permission to Appeal the Defendants still must file a similar motion with the Supreme Court requesting
acceptance of the appeal by permission Likewise even if this Court disapproves of Defendants motion
Defendants can still file a similar motion with the Supreme Court requesting acceptance of the appeal by
permission
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a       s    t       sent." 
(Decisi , . .) 
It is undisputed by the parties and the ourt that the issues presented in this la suit 
in olve l l ti s f first i r i . r i l ,  i i t  l fr  t  ourt's 
ecisi  is arra te  rs a t t  I a  ellate le  a  t e efe a ts res ectf ll  
r e t t  rt it  t  res t t es  l l ti   first i res i  t  t  r  urt. l 
. is  e  a:     ta c  
r. ountree also concedes that pri ary i plied assu ption of risk, i.e., i plied 
c se t, is a le al iss e f lic i rta ce  e tirel  faili  t  a ress t is ar e t i  is 
pposition e orandu . It appears the only issue r. ountree addresses in his pposition 
e orandu  is hether the li ited duty rule is a legal issue of public i portance. 
In an atte pt to de onstrate that the li ited duty rule is not a legal issue of public 
i portance, r. Rountree takes the position that the li ited duty rule ight be of public 
i portance in a situation here a spectator is hit by a foul ball hile sitting in open bleachers of 
a baseball stadiu , but not in a situation here a spectator is hit by a foul ball in any other area 
of a baseball stadium. r. Rountree provides no legal support for this position. In fact, 
r. Rountree's position is directly contrary to the application of the li ited duty rule in Turner v. 
l  t  t t i t, ,  .3d  (N . 08). 
1 ccording to Idaho ppellate ule 12(c), even if this ourt approves efendants' otion for 
Per ission to ppeal, the efendants still ust file a si ilar otion ith the Supre e ourt requesting 
acceptance of the appeal by per ission. Like ise, even if this ourt disapproves of efendants' otion, 
efendants can still file a si ilar otion ith the Supre e ourt requesting acceptance of the appeal by 
per ission. 
     , ,  
S  , ,    I ,   
I  I , I C.'S I   I I    -  
In Turner the Nevada Supreme Court affirmed summary judgment for a minor league
baseball team where a spectator was injured when a foul ball struck her in the face as she sat in
the baseball stadium concession area In affirming the trial courts decision the supreme court
applied the limited duty rule and found that although a proprietor owes a general duty to use
reasonable care to keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition for use the risk of an
occasional foul ball being hit into a concessions area which was located in the upper concourse
level above the stands with no barrier netting surrounding it does not amount to an unduly high
risk of injury Turner 180P3d at 1176 The court also found that the plaintiff failed to
demonstrate that any other spectator had suffered injuries as a result of a foul ball landing in the
concessions area Id The court went on to state that it recognized the importance ofestablishing
parameters around personal injury litigation stemming from baseball and that the stadium owner
satisfied the applicable duty of care by providing sufficient protected seating under the limited
duty rule Id see also FN17
Moreover Mr Rountreesposition does not demonstrate how or why the limited duty
rule is not an issue of public importance Mr Rountree is simply taking a position on how the
limited duty rule should be applied This is an argument for the Supreme Court on appeal not
for this Court in making a determination on whether it should approve Defendants Motion for
Permission to Appeal
As discussed in Defendants brief in support of their Motion for Permission to Appeal
the issues presented in this lawsuit are legal issues of public importance Accordingly an
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In Turner, the Nevada Supreme Court affirmed summary judgment for a minor league 
seball t  r  a spect t   i j  n a f ul ball str  her i  the face as she sat i  
the baseball stadium's concession area. In affir ing the trial court's decision, the supre e court 
applied the limited duty rule and found that although a proprietor owes a general duty to use 
r s l  r  t   t  r is s i   r sonabl  saf  conditi  f r se, t  ris  f  
i  l l  i   i   c si  r  - hich as located in the upper concourse 
l l  t  st nds, it   rri r tti  s rr i  it - does not amount to an unduly high 
risk of injury. Turner, 180 P.3d at 1176. The court also found that the plaintiff failed to 
demonstrate that any other spectator had suffered injuries as a result of a foul ball landing in the 
concessions area. [d. The court went on to state that it recognized the importance of establishing 
r t rs r  rs l i j r  litigation st i  fr  s ll  t t t  st i  r 
satisfied the applicable duty of care by providing sufficient protected seating under the limited 
 . [ .;  s  . 
Moreover, Mr. Rountree's position does not demonstrate how or why the limited duty 
rule is not an issue of public i portance. r. Rountree is si ply taking a position on ho  the 
limited duty rule should be applied. This is an argument for the Supreme Court on appeal, not 
for this ourt in aking a deter ination on hether it should approve efendants' otion for 
is i  to pp l. 
As discussed in Defendants' brief in support of their otion for Per ission to Appeal, 
the issues presented in this lawsuit are legal issues of public importance. Accordingly, an 
REPLY E ORANDU  SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE 
HAWKS B S L C , L , O E P ATE F OD S I S, LC ND 
E ORI L S , I C.' S OTION F R P ISSION TO APP  - 5 
immediate appeal from the CourtsDecision is warranted and the Defendants respectfully request
the opportunity to present these legal issues of public importance to the Supreme Court
III CONCLUSION
This lawsuit involves legal questions of first impression and presents legal issues of
public importance and an immediate appeal from the CourtsDecision will materially advance
the orderly resolution of the litigation As such Defendants respectfully request the Court
approve their Motion for Permission to Appeal the CourtsDecision to the Supreme Court
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 12b
DATED this day of June 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By1 Ali
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
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immediate appeal from the Court's Decision is warranted and the Defendants respectfully request 
the opportunity to present these legal issues of public importance to the Supreme Court. 
II . I  
This lawsuit involves legal questions of ftrst impression and presents legal issues of 
public i portance, and an i ediate appeal fro  the ourt's ecision ill aterially advance 
the orderly resolution of the litigation. As such, Defendants respectfully request the Court 
approve their otion for Per ission to Appeal the Court's Decision to the Supre e Court 
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporationdba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC dbaCh2M
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CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC dbaCh2M
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ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
Xwhose true identities are unknown
Defendants
I INTRODUCTION
Defendants Home Plate Food Services LLC Home Plate and Memorial Stadium Inc
Memorial by and through their counsel of record Elam Burke PAsubmit this brief in
reply to PlaintiffsOpposition to Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal Opposition
Memorandum
Plaintiff Bud Rountree essentially argues in his Opposition Memorandum that this Court
should deny Home Plate and MemorialsMotion for Reconsideration because it is reasonable to
infer that Home Plate and Memorial had some control over the Executive Club in Memorial
Stadium and the absence of netting in front of the Executive Club Mr Rountreesinferences are
meaningless in light of the Affidavit of Todd Rahr in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial
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s ld  o e l te  orial's tion f r si r ti  s  it is "reasonable t  
i r"  e             
t iu   t e s e f tting i  fr t f t e ti e l . r. ntree's i fere ces r  
i less in light  t  fida it    i  t  e ts ise all, 
, oise a s ase all l , , e late  er ices,  a  e rial 
  I  NTS    I , 
   , I C.'S I   I  -  
Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment Rahr Affidavit and the Assignment and
Assumption of Sublease
Home Plate and Memorial respectfully request that the Court reconsider its Memorandum
Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment entered on May 23 2011 Decision
because the undisputed facts in the summary judgment record show that neither Home Plate nor
Memorial had any control over Memorial Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium
II ANALYSIS
The Rahr Affidavit states unequivocally that at the time of Mr Rountreesaccident
Home Plate and Memorial did not operate maintain andor control any area of Memorial
Stadium See Rahr Affidavit 22 and 23 Home Plate and Memorial had no control over
Memorial Stadium including the Executive Club
Likewise according to the Rahr Affidavit Home Plate has only been a food and
beverage concessionaire at Memorial Stadium since 2006 and the current barrier netting
configuration at Memorial Stadium is the same configuration that was in place when Mr Rahr
began his employment with the Boise Hawks in 2004 Rahr Affidavit 7 and 23 Home
Plate had no control over the netting configuration at Memorial Stadium including the absence
of netting in front of the Executive Club
Moreover according to the Assignment and Assumption of Sublease attached to the
Affidavit of Joshua S Evett in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for
Summary Judgment Evett Affidavit neither Home Plate nor Memorial are lessees of
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Stadiu , Inc.'s otion for Su ary Judg ent ("Rahr ffidavit")  t  s i t  
ssu ption of Sublease. 
e l t   e rial r tf ll  r t t t t  rt r i r it  r  
ecision  efe a ts' ti  f r ar  J e t e tere   a  ,  ("Decision") 
s  t  is t  fa ts i  t  r  j e t r r   t t it r e l t  r 
e rial a  a  c tr l er e rial ta i  r t e etti g at e rial ta i . 
I. S S 
e a r ffida it, states e i call  t at "at t e ti e f r. ntree's accident" 
o e l t   ri l "did t r t , i t i , /or tr l  r  f ri l 
tadium." (See ahr ffidavit, ~~ 22 and 23.) o e late and e orial had no control over 
e orial Stadiu , including the Executive Club. 
ike ise, according to the ahr ffidavit, o e Plate has only been "a food and 
beverage concessionaire at e orial Stadiu  since 2006," and "the current barrier netting 
configuration at e orial tadiu  is the sa e configuration that as in place hen [ r. ahr] 
 [hi ] l t it  t  is  s i  04." (Ra r ffi vit, ~~   3.)  
Plate had no control over the netting configuration at e orial Stadium, including the absence 
of netting in front of the Executive Club. 
r r, r i  t  t  ssi t  ss ti  f l s  tt  t  t  
ffidavit of Joshua S. vett in Support of efendants oise aseball, , oise a ks 
ase all l , , e late  er ices,  a  e rial tadi , I c.'s ti  f r 
Summary Judgment ("Evett Affidavit"), i  e   ri l  l   
       ERVI S, 
   T I , C.'S   I  -  
Memorial Stadium See Evett Affidavit Exhibit G copy ofthe Assignment and Assumption of
Sublease The Boise Hawks is currently owned by Boise Baseball LLC and Boise Baseball
LLC is the lessee ofMemorial Stadium See Rahr Affidavit 13 and Evett Affidavit Exhibit G
copy of the Assignment and Assumption ofSublease Memorial had no control over the
netting configuration at Memorial Stadium including the absence ofnetting in front of the
Executive Club
III CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above Home Plate and Memorial respectfully request this Court
grant their Motion for Reconsideration and enter an order declaring that Home Plate Food
Services Inc and Memorial Stadium Inc are dismissed from this lawsuit as a matter oflaw
because it is undisputed that they were not lessees ofMemorial Stadium and had no control over
Memorial Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium
DATED this1 day of June 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Only one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises liability theory See eg
Boots ex rel Boots v Winters 145 Idaho 389 393 179 P3d3526 Ct App 2008 Heath v Honkers
Mini Mart Inc 134 Idaho 711 71415 8 P3d 1254 125758 Ct App 2000 A tenant or lessee having
control over the premises is deemed so far as third parties are concerned to be the owner and in case of
injury to third parties occasioned by the condition or use of the premises the general rule is that the tenant
or lessee may be liable for failure to keep the premises in repair EgMcDevitt v SportsmansWarehouse
Inc No 1165 at 7 Idaho filed May27011 Harrison v Taylor 115 Idaho 588 596 768 P2d 1321 1329
1989
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emorial Stadium. (See Evett Affidavit, Exhibit G (copy of the Assignment and Assumption of 
Sublease).) The Boise Hawks is currently owned by Boise Baseball, LLC and Boise Baseball, 
LLC is the lessee of Memorial Stadium. (See Rahr Affidavit, ,-r 3 and Evett Affidavit, Exhibit G 
(c y of t e ssi ent and ssumpti n of Sublease).) e orial had no control over the 
netting configuration at emorial Stadium, including the absence of netting in front of the 
Executive Club. 
III. I  
For the reasons set forth above, Home Plate and Memorial respectfully request this Court 
grant their otion for Reconsideration and enter an order declaring that Ho e Plate Food 
rvi s, .  i l tadiu , .  i i   t i  l it   tt  f l  
because it is undisputed that they ere not lessees f e orial tadiu  and had no control over 
 i ,      tadium.! 
 this I).~ a  f J e, . 
 & , .A. 
Y:_Q---=J~&~J~ ______ _ 
Joshua S. vett, f the fir  
! Only one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises liability theory. See, e.g., 
Boots, ex. rei., Boots v. inters, 145 Idaho 389, 393, 179 P.3d 352,356 (Ct. pp. 2008); eath v. onker's 
Mini Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 714-15, 8 P.3d 1254, 1257-58 (Ct. App. 2000). A tenant or lessee, having 
control over the premises is dee ed, so far as third parties are concerned, to be the o ner, and in case of 
injury to third parties occasioned by the condition or use of the premises, the general rule is that the tenant 
or lessee may be liable for failure to keep the premises in repair. E.g., McDevitt v. Sportsman's Warehouse, 
Inc., No. 11-65 at 7 (Idaho filed May 27,2011); Harrisonv. Taylor, 115 Idaho 588, 596, 768 P.2d 1321,1329 
(198 ). 
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Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of June 2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr USMail
Seiniger Law Offices PA Hand Delivery
942 Myrtle Street Federal Express
Boise ID 83702 Facsimile 345 4700
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
n6
Joshua S Evett
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Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, 
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, 
Ho e Plate Food Services, LLC, and 
Memorial Stadium, Inc. 
CERTIFICA  OF SERVI  
I  RTI  that on the 1I61t day of June, 2011, I caused a true and correct 
c  f t  f r going t to  serv  as f ll ws: 
.  einiger, r. 
ei i   ff s, .A. 
  t  
is , I   
  l i  
u.S. il 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
of acsimile- -47  
 .  
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JUN 2 4 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By JANINE KORSEN
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF DEPUTY
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff Case No CV PI 200920924
VS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC MEMORIAL
STADIUM INC HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES WRIGHT BROTHERS THE
BUILDING COMPANY TRIPLE P INC
DIAMOND SPORTS INC DIAMOND
SPORT CORP DIAMOND SPORTS
MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
LLC C112M HILL INC C112M HILL
CONSTRUCTORS INC CH2M HILL EC
INC CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION CH2M HILL
WILLIAM CORDPERIERA ROBERT
PEREIRA
Defendants
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
DEFENDANTSMOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DefendantsMotion for Reconsideration and Motion for Permissive Appeal came on for
hearing on June 22 2011 Attorneys Breck Seiniger appeared on behalf of Plaintiff and Joshua
Evett appeared on behalf of Defendants The court granted the Motion for Permissive Appeal
Before the court for decision is Defendant Motion for Reconsideration
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
This case arises out of an injury that Plaintiff suffered while attending a Boise Hawks
baseball game The Plaintiff Bud Rountree has been a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for over
20 years Mem in Supp ofDefs Mot for Summ Jp6 On August 13 2008 Mr Rountree
took his wife and two of his grandchildren to a Hawks game at Memorial Stadium in Garden
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ase N .  PI 2009-20924 
E O  ISI   
DANT'S OTION F R 
RY J  
efendant's ti  f r econsiderati  a  ti  f r Pennissi e eal ca e o  f r 
hearing on June 22, 2011. Attorneys Breck Seiniger appeared on behalf of Plaintiff and Joshua 
Evett appeared on behalf of Defendants. The court granted the Motion for Pennissive AppeaL 
efore the court for decision is efendant's otion for econsideration. 
FA  AND PROCEDURAL BA UN  
This case arises out of an injury that Plaintiff suffered while attending a Boise Hawks 
baseball game. The Plaintiff Bud Rountree has been a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for over 
20 years. Mem. in Supp. of Deft.' Mot. for Summ. J, (p.6). On August 13,2008, Mr. Rountree 
took his wife and two of his grandchildren to a Hawks game at Memorial Stadium in Garden 
1 
City Idaho Id p7 The stadium has mesh netting strung at various locations in order to
protect fans from foul balls Most portions ofthe stadium are protected by vertical mesh netting
approximately 30 feet high and several areas are protected from above by horizontal netting
According to Plaintiffs witness Ron Anderson the protective netting at Memorial Stadium is
more extensive than any other baseball stadium he has worked on in his 43 years in the netting
industry Aff ofRon Anderson 9 Mr Rountree had four tickets in the Viper section which is
protected by mesh netting Aff of Todd Rahr 19 Along the third base line is an area known
as the Hawks Nest The Hawks Nest is a full service eating and drinking area and is covered
both vertically and horizontally by netting Id 10 At the very end of the third base line and
abutting the homerun wall is an area known as the Executive Club The Executive Club is
covered by horizontal netting but is one of the only areas in the whole stadium not covered by
vertical netting Thus the Executive Club is one of the only places in the stadium where fans
can watch the game without having their view obstructed by netting The Executive Club serves
food and drinks before the game but a stop serving once the game starts Guests are allowed to
bring food and drink into the Executive Club and the Club has movable chairs and tables which
guests can sit at
At some point in the game Mr Rountree and his family went to the Hawks Nest to eat
After eating Mr Rountree and his family went to the Executive Club Mr Rountree had been in
the Executive Club on occasions prior to August 13 2008 Aff of Joshua Evett Ex Ap68
While in the Executive Club Mr Rountree began conversing with another person and took his
eyes off the game Mem in Supp ofDefs Mot for Summ Jp9 After approximately ten
minutes Mr Rountree heard the crowd roar and turned his head back towards the game At that
precise moment a foul ball hit Mr Rountree in the eye Id As a result of the injury Mr
Rountree lost his right eye The current president and GM of the Hawks Todd Rahr states that
in his seven seasons with the team he has never seen a foul ball enter the Executive Club Aff of
Todd Rahr 15 Mr Rahr also states that the current netting at the stadium has been in place
since before he started working there in 2004 Id 12004
The back of Mr Rountreesticket states in part THE HOLDER ASSUMES ALL RISK
AND DANGERS INCIDENTAL TO THE GAME OF BASEBALL INCLUDING
SPECIFICALLY BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY THE DANGER OF BEING INJURED BY
THROWN OR BATTED BALLS Mr Rountree maintains that he never read the back of his
ticket prior to this incident Aff ofJoshua Evett Ex Ap82 The entrance to the Executives
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ity, o. !d., (p.7).  t i    tti  tr  t ri  l ti  i   t  
protect fans fro  foul balls. ost portions of the stadiu  are protected by vertical esh netting 
approxi ately 30 feet high, and several areas are protected fro  above by horizontal netting. 
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the xecutive lub on occasions prior to ugust 13, 2008. ff f Joshua vett, x. , (p.68). 
hile in the Executive lub r. ountree began conversing ith another person and took his 
s ff t  . . i  . f ft. ' t. f  . , (p.9). fter approxi ately ten 
inutes, r. Rountree heard the cro d roar and turned his head back to ards the ga e. t that 
re ise t  l ll it . tre  i  t  . . As a result of the injury r. 
ountree lost his right eye. The current president and  of the a ks, Todd ahr, states that 
in his seven seasons ith the tea  he has never seen a foul ball enter the Executive Club. ff of 
Todd Rahr, '15. r. Rahr also states that the current netting at the stadiu  has been in place 
si ce f re e t rt  r i  t re i  . I ., ,  
The back of r. ountree's ticket states in part, "THE L E  SS ES LL IS  
 GE S I I       ING 
I I  (BUT  I L )     J   
  TTE  S." . untree aintains t at    t    i  
ticket prior to this incident. ff f Joshua vett, x. , (p.82). he entrance to the xecutives 
2 
0Club does not have a sign warning guests about the dangers of being hit by a foul ball in that
area
On August 10 2010 Mr Rountree brought suit against approximately 17 Defendants
alleging that their negligence proximately caused his injury On February 25 2011 this Court
entered an Order Dismissing Defendant Diamond Sports Management and Development LLC
with Prejudice Several of the remaining Defendants include Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Baseball Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Hawks Baseball Home Plate Food Services LLC
Home Plate and Memorial Stadium Inc Memorial
LEGAL STANDARD
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11 allows parties to a lawsuit to move a court to reconsider
an interlocutory order any time before entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen 14
days after the entry of the final judgment IDAHO R Civ P 11a2BOn a motion for
reconsideration the trial court should take into account any new facts presented by the moving
party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory order CoeurdAlene Mining Co v First
Natl Bank 118 Idaho 812 823 800 P2d 1026 1037 1990 The party moving the court for
reconsideration bears the burden ofbringing new facts to the attention of the court Id holding
wewill not require the trial court to search the record to determine if there is any new
information that might change the specification of facts deemed to be established However
the absence of new evidence standing alone does not require the court to deny a motion for
reconsideration Johnson v Lambros 143 Idaho 468 473 147 P3d 100 105 Ct App 2006
Instead the court may grant the motion if the moving party provides the court with information
and a basis to overturn the initial decision Id The moving party bears the burden of either
bringing new facts to the attention of the court or drawing the trial courtsattention to errors of
law or fact in the initial decision Id The decision to grant or deny a motion for
reconsideration is within the discretion of the trial court Puckett v Verska 144 Idaho 161 166
158 P3d 937 942 2007
Summary judgment is an appropriate remedy if the nonmoving partys pleadings
affidavits and discovery documents read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party
demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law Thomson v City ofLewiston 137 Idaho 473 476 50 P3d 488 491 2002
quotingIRCP56 In considering a motion for summary judgment the court must construe
the evidence liberally and must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party
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Club does not have a sign warning guests about the dangers of being hit by a foul ball in that 
area. 
n ugust 10, 2010, r. Rountree brought suit against approxi ately 17 efendants 
alleging that their negligence proxi ately caused his injury. On February 25, 2011, this Court 
entered an Order Dismissing Defendant Diamond Sports Management and Development, LLC 
it  rejudice. everal f the re aining efendants include, Boise aseball, L  ( oise 
Baseball), Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC (Hawks Baseball), Home Plate Food Services, LLC 
(Ho  late), an  ori l tadium, I c. ( orial). 
AL T  
   i i    l  r  t   l uit t   a urt t  r i r 
an "interlocutory order any time before entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14) 
days after the entry of the final judgment." I  . Iv. P. 11 (a)(2)(B). n a otion for 
reconsideration, "the trial court should take into account any new facts presented by the moving 
party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory order." Coeur d'Alene ining Co. v. First 
Nat'l Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990). The party moving the court for 
reconsideration bears the burden of bringing new facts to the attention of the court. !d. (holding, 
"[w]e will not require the trial court to search the record to determine if there is any new 
i for atio   t e  i       t l ."). However, 
the absence of new evidence, standing alone, does not require the court to deny a motion for 
reconsideration. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (Ct. App. 2006). 
Instead, the court ay grant the otion if the oving party provides the court ith infor ation 
a   a is t  o erturn the in tia  i . . The oving party bears the burden of either 
bringing ne  facts t  the atte tion f the c rt r "drawing the trial c urt's atte tion t  err rs f 
la  r fact in the initial ision." Id. The decision to grant or deny a otion for 
reconsideration is within the discretion of the trial court. Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 166, 
58 P.3d 9 , 942 (20 7). 
Summary judgment IS an appropriate remedy if the nonmoving party's "pleadings, 
affidavits, and discovery documents ... , read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party, 
demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law." Thomson v. City of Lewiston, 137 Idaho 473, 476, 50 P.3d 488, 491 (2002) 
(quoting I.R.C.P. 56). In considering a motion for summary judgment, the court must construe 
the evidence liberally and must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. 
3 
MHei v Holzer 139 Idaho 81 8485 73 P3d 94 9798 2003 The moving party bears the initial
burden ofproving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact and then the burden shifts to
the nonmoving party to come forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of
material fact Id A party opposing a motion for summary judgment may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of that partys pleadings but the partys response must set forth specific
facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial IDAHO R CIV P 56eSuch evidence may
consist ofaffidavits or depositions but the Court will consider only that material which is
based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial Harris v State Dept
of Health Welfare 123 Idaho 295 29798 847 P2d 1156 1158 59 1992 If the evidence
reveals no disputed issues of material fact then only a question of law remains on which the
court may then enter summary judgment as a matter of law Purdy v Farmers Ins Co ofIdaho
138 Idaho 443 445 65 P3d 184 186 2003
ANALYSIS
I Motion to Reconsider
Defendants Home Plate and Memorial have asked the Court to reconsider its denial of
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment These Defendants argue that they cannot be held
liable as a matter of law because they did not operate maintain or control the stadium
Memorial Stadium was built in 1989 and thereafter Defendant Memorial entered into a
lease agreement with Ada County Aff ofJoshua Evett Ex E The same day Memorial entered
into a sublease for the construction maintenance and operation of memorial stadium with
Diamond Sports Inc Diamond Id Ex F In 1998 Diamond changed its name and is now
Defendant Hawks Baseball Id Ex G In 2006 Hawks Baseball assigned its sublease to
Defendant Boise Baseball Id This assignment makes no mention of Memorial retaining the
right to operate or control the stadium Id Home Plate has been a food and beverage
concessionaire at the stadium since 2006 Aff of Todd Rahr 23 According to the President
and General Manager of the Boise Hawks neither Home Plate nor Memorial operated
maintained andor controlled the stadium at the time of Plaintiffs accident Id Additionally
neither Home Plate nor Memorial is a lessee of the stadium Mem In Supp Of Mot for
Reconsideration p4
The general rule of premises liability is that one having control of the premises may be
liable for failure to keep the premises in repair Heath v HonkersMiniMart Inc 134 Idaho
711 713 8 P3d 1254 1256 Ct App 2000
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Hei v. Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, 84-85, 73 P.3d 94,97-98 (2003). The moving party bears the initial 
burden of proving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, and then the burden shifts to 
the nonmoving party to co e forward with sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of 
material fact. Id. A party opposing a motion for summary judg ent " ay not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response ... must set forth specific 
facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." IDAHO R. Crv. P. 56(e). Such evidence may 
consist of affidavits or depositions, but "the Court will consider only that material ... hich is 
based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial." Harris v. State, Dep't 
f alth & elfare, 123 Idaho 295, 297-98, 847 P.2d 1156, 1158-59 (1992). If the evidence 
re eals  is te  iss es f aterial fact, t e  l  a questio  f la  re ai s  ic  t e 
court may then enter summary judgment as a matter of law. Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Idaho, 
 I  43, 5,  .3d 4, 186 (2 03). 
 
I. otion to econsider 
efe a ts e late a  e rial a e as e  t e rt t  rec si er its e ial f 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. These Defendants argue that they cannot be held 
lia le as a atter f la  eca se t e  i  t erate, ai tai , r c tr l t e sta i . 
e orial tadiu  as built in 1989, and thereafter efendant e orial entered into a 
lease agreement with Ada County. Aff of Joshua Evett, Ex. E. The same day, emorial entered 
int  a s lease for the "constr cti , aintenance a  eration f e rial sta i " it  
Diamond Sports, Inc. (Diamond). Id., Ex. F. In 1998, Diamond changed its name and is now 
efendant a ks aseball. I ., . . In 2006, Hawks Baseball assigned its sublease to 
Defendant Boise Baseball. Id. This assignment makes no mention of Memorial retaining the 
right to operate or c trol the sta . I . Home Plate has been a food and beverage 
concessionaire at the stadium since 2006. Aff of Todd Rahr, ~23. According to the President 
and General Manager of the Boise Hawks, neither Home Plate nor Memorial operated, 
maintained, and/or controlled the stadium at the time of Plaintiffs accident. Id. Additionally, 
neither Home Plate nor Memorial is a le s e of the stadiu . Mem. In Supp. Of Mot. for 
Reco s tion, (pA). 
"The general rule of premises liability is that one having control of the premises may be 
liable for failure to keep the premises in repair." Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 
711, 713, 8 P.3d 1254, 1256 (Ct. App. 2000). 
4 
If neither Home Plate nor Memorial had control over the netting at the stadium they
cannot be liable for failing to erect netting under general premise liability principles
Plaintiff complains that Mr Rahr lacks personal knowledge to testify as to the ownership
maintenance or control of the stadium PL s Oppn to Reconsideration p3 However in Mr
Rahrsaffidavit he states that he has been the President and General Manager of Hawks Baseball
since 2004 Aff of Todd Rahr 2 Additionally Defendant has submitted a document showing
that Defendant Boise Hawks assigned its sublease to Boise Baseball Aff ofJoshua Evett Ex G
The Court finds that these Affidavits establish that Mr Rahr is competent to testify about the
ownership and control of the stadium
Plaintiff also argues that even if these Defendants did not have control over the netting at
the stadium there is a genuine issue of fact with regard to whether Home Plate furnished the
chairs and tables in the Executives Club Plaintiff argues that obviously providing circular
tables for people to sit around in an unprotected area is arguable negligence PL s Oppnto
Reconsideration p4 Plaintiff argues that the placement of tables and chairs in this area made
the area even more dangerous because the tables invited people to turn their back from the game
The Court agrees a genuine issue of fact remains as to Home Plate
The Court finds that the Affidavit of Todd Rahr sufficiently shows that no genuine issue
of fact remains regarding Memorial Mr Rahrs affidavit and the 2006 sublease assignment
indicate that Memorial did not retain any right to control or maintain the stadium or the netting at
the stadium
Summary Judgment is granted as to Memorial Stadium Inc
DATED this24day of June 2011
Darla S Williamson District Court Judge
I certify that a true and correct copy hereof was this date mailed to each of the following
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr Joshua S Evett
942 West Myrtle Street POBox 1539
Boise ID 83702 Boise ID 83701
INA
Deputy
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ahr's ffi it  t t  t t    t  r i t  r l r  s ll 
i  . ff f  r, ~2. iti ll , f t  itt   t i  
that efendant oise a ks assigned its sublease to oise aseball. ff of Joshua vett, Ex. . 
e rt fi s t at t ese ffida its esta lis  t at r. a r is c ete t t  testif  a t t e 
     t di . 
l i ti        ts         
t e stadiu , t ere is a e i e iss e f fact it  re ar  t  et er e late f r is e  t e 
i   t l  i  t  ti  l . l i ti   t t, "ob i ly, i i  i l  
tables for people to sit around in an unprotected area is arguable negligence." I.'s pp'n to 
siderati , (p.4). l i tiff r s t t t  l t f t l s  irs i  t is r   
the area even ore dangerous because the tables invited people to tum their back fro  the ga e. 
 rt rees  i e is  f f t r i s  t   l t . 
he ourt finds that the ffidavit of odd ahr sufficiently sho s that no genuine issue 
f f t r i  r r i  ri l. r. ahr's ffi it  t   l  i t 
indicate that e orial did not retain any right to control or aintain the stadiu  or the netting at 
t  t i  
u ary Judg ent is granted as to e orial tadiu  Inc. 
 this_24th   , . 
arla S. illia son, istrict ourt Judge 
I certify that a true and correct copy hereof was this date mailed to each of the following: 
. rec  i i r, Jr. 
  e treet 
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DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
0
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV PI 0920924
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
AND PERMISSION TO APPEALBOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability CorporationdbaBosie Baseball dba
Boise Baseball Clubdba Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC dbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation dbaBoise Baseball dbaBoise
Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdba Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC dbaCh2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a fore
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ECElVE 
'JUN 2  2011 
Ada County Clerk 
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JUN 2  2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. I , lerk 
By JANINE KORSEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT C RT OF THE F  J  DISTRICT 
F THE STATE F ID , IN ND F R THE CO NTY OF ADA 
BUD , 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ISE SE LL, LL , a ela are Limited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
oise aseball lub d.b.a. oise a ks aseball 
lub LL , d.b.a. oise a ks, ISE 
S , , an Idaho imited iability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d. b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise a ks, B ISE S 
B SEB LL CL B, LLC, an assu ed business 
na e of oise aseball, LL , E PL TE 
 I , , an Idaho i ited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
I C., RI T BR T ERS, T E B IL I  
C P , an Idaho eneral Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIA OND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIA OND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
I     
E EL P E T, LLC, an Idaho Li ited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
I  T T S, I . d.b.a. h2  
Hill, CH2  HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2  Hill, 
CH2  HILL ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, CH2  HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND 
NSTRUCTION, a  assu e  b si ess a e f 
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
ase .  I 20924 
ER ING ' 
IO   ION 
D IS    
ORDER RA I  DEFENDANTS' I  FOR RECONSIDERATI   
PERMISSION T  A PEAL - 1 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
The above entitled matter was before the Court for hearing on Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration and Permission to Appeal Plaintiff was represented by Breck Seiniger
Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services
LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc were represented by Joshua S Evett
Hearing proceeded before the court Based thereon and good cause appearing therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants Motion for Reconsideration and Permission
to Appeal is GRANTED The Courts reasoning as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 12bis
as follows
This Court finds that the issues presented by the Defendants motion for summary
judgment which this Court denied on May 23 2011 meets the criteria of Idaho Appellate Rule
12a
Idaho Appellate Rule 12aprovides that an interlocutory order by the District Court may
be immediately appealed where the issue presented involved a controlling question of law as to
which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal
from the order or decree may materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation See
Budell v Todd 105 Idaho 2 665 P2d 701 1983 This motion shall be filed with the district
court or administrative agency within fourteen 14 days from date of entry of the order or
judgment IAR 12b The intent ofIAR 12 is to provide an immediate appeal from an
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND
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corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
name Ch2  Hill, I LIA  C R  P I , 
ROBERT P I , and J  OES I through 
X, hose true identities are unkno n, 
efe . 
he a e e titled atter as before the ourt for hearing  efenda ts' otion for 
ec sideration a d Per ission t  p eal. lai tiff as represented by rec  ei i er. 
efendants oise aseball, , oise a ks aseball lub, , o e Plate Food Services, 
LC a d e orial ta i , I c., ere re rese te   J s ua . ett. 
earing proceeded before the court. Based thereon and good cause appearing therefore; 
    t e e ' tion     
to Appeal is GRANTED. The Court's reasoning, as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 12(b), is 
 : 
This ourt finds that the issues presented by the efendants otion for su ary 
judgment, which this Court denied on May 23,2011, meets the criteria ofIdaho Appellate Rule 
12(a). 
Idaho Appellate Rule 12(a) provides that an interlocutory order by the District Court may 
be i ediately appealed where the issue presented "involved a controlling question of law as to 
which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal 
fro  the order or decree ay aterially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation." See 
udell v. Todd, 105 Idaho 2, 665 P.2d 701 (1983). his otion "shall be filed ith the district 
court or administrative agency within fourteen (14) days from date of entry of the order or 
judgment." I.A.R. 12(b). "The intent ofl.A.R. 12 is to provide an immediate appeal from an 
 I  FENDANTS'   NSI ERA I   
PERMI SI   EA  -  
interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
impression are involved Aardema v US Dairy Systems Inc 147 Idaho 785 789 215 P3d
505 509 2009
The Limited Duly ule
No Idaho Court has considered whether the limited duty rule also known as the
baseball rule applies in Idaho As this Court noted in its memorandum decision and order on
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment the vast majority of courts that have considered the
rule have adopted it This Court opinion is that Ruffing v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho
943 188 P3d 885 2008 limits the Courtsability to adopt the limited duty rule Furthermore
the Legislature in other contexts has passed legislation insulating some individuals from liability
in tort See eg Idaho Code 61101 and 61201 The Court views these statutes as impliedly
limiting its ability to adopt the limited duty rule
Defendants argue that the Turpen case Turpen v Granieri 133 Idaho 244 985 P2d 669
1999 gives the Court the power to decide that the limited duty rule applies and argue further
that there are compelling reasons to adopt the rule
Whether the Court has the power to adopt the rule and whether the rule should be
adopted in the first instance are both controlling questions of law as to which there are
substantial grounds for difference ofopinion An immediate appeal will materially advance the
orderly resolution ofthe litigation as if the limited duty rule is adopted in Idaho Plaintiffscase
is subject to summary judgment
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND
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i terl c t r  r er if substantial legal issues of great public i terest or legal questi s of first 
i r i  ar  i volved." r  v. us. air  Systems, Inc., 1  I  785, 789,  .3d 
05,  (2 09). 
  t  R le 
  t  i  t  t  "limite  t  rule," l   a  t  
"bas ll ule," l   ho.   rt   i   ci i   r   
efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent, the vast ajority of courts that have considered the 
rule have adopted it. his ourt's opinion is that uffing v. da ounty ara edics, 145 Idaho 
943, 188 P.3d 885 (2008), li its the Court's ability to adopt the li ited duty rule. Further ore, 
the Legislature in other contexts has passed legislation insulating some individuals from liability 
 rt. , .g.   §§ 6-1101 and 6-1201. The Court views these statutes as impliedly 
li itin  its a ilit  t  a t t e li ite  t  r le. 
efendants argue that the Turpen case (Turpen v. ranieri, 133 Idaho 244,985 P.2d 669 
(1999)) gives the Court the power to decide that the limited duty rule applies, and argue further 
t at t ere are c ellin  reas s t  a t t e r le. 
hether t  rt as t e r t  t t e r l ,  t r t e r l  l  e 
adopted in the first instance, are both controlling questions of la  as to hich there are 
substantial grounds for difference of opinion. An i ediate appeal will aterially advance the 
orderly resolution of the litigation, as if the limited duty rule is adopted in Idaho, Plaintiffs case 
is s ject to s ary judg e t. 
ORDER GR NTING EF TS' OTION FOR RE I TION D 
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Whether the limited duty rule applies is an issue of first impression in Idaho and is a
substantial legal issue of great public interest See Aardema 147 Idaho at 789 215P3d at 509
The implications of Plaintiffs case are much broader than just the question of whether the
limited duty rule applies to for profit baseball clubs as Plaintiff case has implications for public
and private baseball and softball fields and their owners be they public or private throughout
Idaho
Implied Assumption of the Risk
No Idaho Court has squarely addressed the apparent tension between Salinas v Vierstra
107 Idaho 984 695 P2d 369 1985 and Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 777 P2d 722 1989
While Salinas claimed to abolish assumption of the risk as an absolute defense in Idaho with an
exception for consent to the risk based on an oral or written agreement the Winn Court opined
that implied assumption of risk is still a viable defense in Idaho and expressly found that Salinas
did not present facts appropriate to overrule the defense See Winn 116 Idaho at 503 777 P2d at
725
Defendants position is that it should be allowed to assert implied assumption of the risk
as a defense and prevail on the defense without a showing that Plaintiff consented to the risks of
being struck by a foul ball either orally or in writing
While the Court has ruled that the implied assumption of the risk defense does not apply
and that consent must be established through either an oral or written agreement as required by
Salinas the Winn case does appear to opine that implied assumption of the risk remains a viable
defense in Idaho Because whether implied assumption of risk as an absolute defense is available
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND
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hether the li ited duty rule applies is an issue of first i pression in Idaho, and is a 
ubstanti l  i    bli  i r st.  r ema,  I  at ,21  .3d t 509. 
he i plications of Plaintiffs case are uch broader than just the question of hether the 
li ited duty rule applies to for profit baseball clubs, as Plaintiff s case has i plications for public 
 i t  eball  oft ll i l s,  t i  ers,  t  li   ri te, t r t 
Idaho. 
ie      
o Idaho ourt has squarely addressed the apparent tension bet een Salinas v. ierstra, 
107 Idaho 984, 695 P.2d 369 (1985) and inn v. rasher, 116 Idaho 500, 777 P.2d 722 (1989). 
ile li s clai e  t  a lis  ass ti  f t e ris  as a  a s l te efe se i  I a o, it  a  
exception for consent to the risk based on an oral or written agreement, the Winn Court opined 
that implied assumption of risk is still a viable defense in Idaho, and expressly found that Salinas 
i  t rese t facts a r riate t  err le t e efe se. ee i ,  I a  at ,  .2d at 
. 
Defendants' position is that it should be allowed to assert implied assumption of the risk 
as a efe se, a  re ail  the efense ith t a s ing t at lai tiff c se te  t  t e ris s f 
ing str    f l ll ither r ll  r i  riti . 
While the Court has ruled that the implied assumption of the risk defense does not apply, 
and that consent must be established through either an oral or written agreement as required by 
Salinas, the inn case does appear to opine that i plied assu ption of the risk re ains a viable 
defense in Ida . ecause hether i plied ss tion f risk s a  s l te fense is ila le 
E  ING ' OTION R I   
P ISSION  P  - 4 
in Idaho is a controlling question of law as to which there are substantial grounds for difference
of opinion in light of the tension between the Salinas and Winn decisions and because
clarification ofthis tension will materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation by
potentially providing Defendants with an absolute defense the Court believes that this issue is
also appropriate for a permissive appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 12a
The applicability of the defense is also a legal question of first impression that is of great
public interest Defendants argue that it would be impracticable in the setting ofspectator
sports to obtain written or oral consent to the risks of spectating from hundreds if not thousands
of spectators Whether the defense applies also has implications for participatory sports with
inherent risks such as football It is an open question as to whether spectators and participants in
sports with inherent risks must expressly consent in writing or orally to those risks under Salinas
in order for assumption of the risk to apply as a defense
DATED this day of June 2011
Honorable Darla Williamso
Ada County District Judge
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i  I a  is a controlli  q esti  of la  as to ic  t ere are substantial gr s for differe ce 
f i i  - i  l  f t  t nsion bet en t  Sali s an  inn ci i  - and because 
clarification of this tension will materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation by 
t nti ll  r vi i   i  an absol  f se, t  ourt li  t t t i  i sue i  
l  ppr ri t    r i i  ap l  I  ll t  l  2(a). 
The applicability of the defense is also a legal question of first i pression that is of great 
public interest. Defendants argue that it would be impracticable, in the setting of spectator 
s orts, t  tai  ritte  r ral c se t t  t e ris s f s ectati  fr  reds, if t t sands, 
of spectators. hether the defense applies also has i plications for participatory sports with 
inherent risks, such as football. It is an open question as to whether spectators and participants in 
sports ith inherent risks ust expressly consent in riting or orally to those risks under Salinas 
i  er  tion  t  i  t  l    e. 
 this a..!l-   , . 
~~~~~-~~-------­
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Plaintiff
V
Boise Baseball LLC et al
Defendants
Case No CVPI 0920924
Motion To Reconsider And
Amend Order Granting
Defendants Motion For
Reconsideration And Granting
Permission To Appeal
MOTION
Comes now the Plaintiff through counsel and moves this Honorable Court to
reconsider and amend its Order Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration
And Granting Permission To Appeal entered in this case on June 29 2011 for the
reasons set forth in the incorporated memorandum below Plaintiff requests oral
argument on this motion unless the Court chooses to grant this motion without
argument by any of the parties
Dated July 8 2011
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA Motion To Reconsider And Amend Order Granting
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702 Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting
Voice 208
457
3451000 Permission To Appeal 1Fax 208 3457600 PP P
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Will Breck Seiniger, Jr. (ISB#2387) 
SEINIGER LAW OFFIC , P .A. 
942 Myrtle Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Voice: (208) 345-1000 
Fax: (208) 345-4700 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
J L 0 8 2011 
IN HE ISTRICT RT  E F RTH J  IS I  
F E E F I ,    E    
Bud Rountree, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
oise aseball, , et. al. 
Defendants 
ase .    
otion  i   
e    
' o  r 
   
s n   
 
o es no  the Plaintiff, through counsel, and oves this onorable ourt to 
reconsider and a end its Order Granting Defendants' otion For Reconsideration 
And Granting Permission To Appeal, entered in this case on June 29,2011 for the 
reasons set forth in the incorporated memorandum below. Plaintiff requests oral 
argument on this motion unless the Court chooses to grant this motion without 
argument by any of the parties. 
Dated July 8, 2011. 
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES. P.A. 
942 Myrtle Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Voice: (208)345-1000 
Fax: (208) 345-7600 
ti  To Reconsider  A end Order Granti  
efendants' Motion For Reconsideration And Granting 
Permission To Appeal - p. 1 
MEMORANDUM
Plaintiff objects to the form ofthe Order Granting Defendants Motion For
Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal entered on June 29 2011 granting
the DefendantsMotion to Reconsider and Permission to Appeal
Plaintiff objects to the form of the Defendants proposed Order Granting
Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal
Reconsideration ofthe Order Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And
Granting Permission To Appeal is necessary to spare the members of the Idaho Supreme
Court needless effort in having to review the record to determine whether there actually is
a controlling question oflaw involved as required byIAR 12awhere disputed facts
are involved
Normally a district judge does not generate an appealable order by denying a
motion for summary judgment N Pac Ins Co v Mai 130 Idaho 251 25253
939 P2d 570 571 72 1997 citingIAR Ia112 Because a permissive
appeal underIAR 12 from a denial of a motion for summary judgment leads to
such an unusual procedural posture this Court must rule narrowly and address
only the precise question that was framed by the motion and answered by the trial
court Aardema v US Dairy Sys Inc 147 Idaho 785 789 215 P3d 505 509
2009 quoting Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 501 777 P2d 722 723 1989
Miller v Idaho State Patrol 252 P3d 1274 1281 Idaho 2011 Thus insuring that the
precise question that was framed by the motion and answered by the trial court is of the
essence
As to that record no provision exists for submitting a record with respect to a
motion for permissive appeal underIAR 12 presumably because such motions involve
undisputed facts
The chronology ofevents that led up to the Courtsentry of the Defendants
Order Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To
Appeal only for purposes of orientation as to the dates and events involved and not to
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA Motion To Reconsider And Amend Order Granting
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702 Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting
Voice 208 3451000 permission To Appeal 2Fax 208 3457600 PP P
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EMORANDU  
Plaintiff objects to the fonn of the Order Granting Defendants' Motion For 
Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal entered on June 29,2011 granting 
the Defendant's Motion to Reconsider and Permission to Appeal. 
Plaintiff objects to the fonn of the Defendants' proposed Order Granting 
Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal. 
ec sideration of the rder ranting efe ts' otion or si r tion nd 
Granting Permission To Appeal is necessary to spare the e bers of the Idaho Supre e 
Court needless effort in having to review the record to detennine whether there actually is 
a "controlling" question oflaw involved as required by I.A.R. 12(a) where disputed facts 
are i l e : 
Nonnally, a district judge does not generate an appealable order by denying a 
otion for su ary judg ent. . ac. Ins. o. v. ai, 130 Idaho 251, 252-53, 
939 P.2d 570,571-72 (1997) (citing I.A.R. 11(a)(1), 12). Because a pennissive 
appeal under I.A.R. 12 from a denial of a motion for summary judgment leads to 
such an unusual procedural posture, this ourt ust "rule narro ly and address 
only the precise question that was fra ed by the otion and answered by the trial 
court." arde a v. s. airy Sys., Inc., 147 Idaho 785, 789, 215 .3d ,  
(2009) (quoting Winn v. Frasher, 116 Idaho 500, 501, 777 P.2d 722, 723 (1989)). 
iller v. I  t te atrol,  .3d 74,  (Ida  01 ). us, i s ri  t at ''the 
precise question that was framed by the motion and answered by the trial court is of the 
essence. 
s to that record, no provision exists for sub itting a record ith respect to a 
motion for pennissive appeal under I.A.R. 12, presumably because such motions involve 
undisputed facts. 
The chronology of events that led up to the Court's entry ofthe Defendants' 
Order Granting Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To 
Appeal only for purposes of orientation as to the dates and events involved, and not to 
SEINIGER LA  OFFICES. P.A. 
942 Myrtle Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Voice: (208) 345-1000 
Fax: (208) 345-7600 
ti  To Reconsider nd A end Order Granti  
Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And Granti g 
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complain Plaintiffscounsel received a copy of the proposed order on Tuesday June 28
2011 The order was entered on Wednesday June 29 2011 prior to the time that
PlaintiffsCounsel was able to prepare objections to the form of the proposed order
Plaintiffs Counsel received a copy of the signed order on Wednesday June 30 2011
After the intervening Fourth of July weekend and holiday PlaintiffsCounsel contacted
the Court on July 6 2011 and advised the Clerk that he objected to the Order as proposed
and entered That day the Court advised Plaintiffs counsel that she had assumed that
there would be no objection to the proposed order and that he could make objections to
the form of the order and that the Court would enter an amended order if necessary
As the Court is aware the Defendants Motion For Reconsideration was actually
granted in part and denied in part The Motion For Reconsideration was granted with
respect to the Courtsdenial of summary judgment as to Defendant Memorial Stadium
but it was denied as to Defendant Home Plate Food Services LLC However the Order
Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal
is either inaccurate or at least confusing in its form Insofar as what was ruled on at the
hearing the order inaccurately states IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants
Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to Appeal is GRANTED This is inaccurate
because Defendant Home Plate Food Services LLC motion for reconsideration was
denied
Plaintiff is very concerned that he will be left with a record that Plaintiffsclaims
against Defendant Home Plate Food Services LLC have been dismissed As the Court
will recall summary judgment was granted as to Defendant Memorial Stadium and was
denied as to Defendant Home Plate Food Services LLC To make the record and order
clear it would be more accurate to have the order reflect the fact that the Defendants
motion for reconsideration was granted in part and denied in part
SEINIGFRLAW OFFICES PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice 208 345 1000
Fax 208 3457600
Motion To Reconsider And Amend Order Granting
Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting
Permission To Appeal p 3
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co plain. Plaintiff s counsel received a copy of the proposed order on Tuesday June 28, 
2011. The order was entered on ednesday, June 29, 2011 prior to the time that 
Plaintiff s Counsel was able to prepare objections to the form of the proposed order. 
Plaintiffs Counsel received a copy ofthe signed order on ednesday, June 30, 2011. 
fter the intervening Fourth of July weekend and holiday, Plaintiffs ounsel contacted 
the Court on July 6,2011 and advised the Clerk that he objected to the Order as proposed 
and entered. That day, the ourt advised Plaintiff s counsel that she had assu ed that 
there ould be no objection to the proposed order, and that he could ake objections to 
the for  f the order a d that the rt o ld e ter a  a e e  rder if ecessar . 
s the ourt is a are, the efendants' otion For econsideration as actually 
granted in part and denied in part. The Motion For Reconsideration was granted with 
respect to the Court's denial of summary judgment as to Defendant Memorial Stadium, 
t it as ie  s t  fe t e l t   r i s, . er, t  r er 
Granting Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal 
is either inaccurate, or at least confusing in its for . Insofar as hat as ruled on at the 
hearing, the order inaccurately states: "IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' 
ti  f r ec si erati  a  er issi  t  eal is RANTED." is is i acc rate 
s  f t  l t   ervi s, C's ti  f r r si r ti  s 
denied. 
Plaintiff is very concerned that he will be left with a record that Plaintiff s claims 
against Defendant Home Plate Food Services, LLC have been dismissed. As the Court 
will recall, summary judgment was granted as to Defendant Memorial Stadium, and was 
denied as to efendant o e Plate ood Services, . To ake the record and order 
clear it ould be ore accurate to have the order reflect the fact that the Defendant's 
motion for reconsideration was granted in part and denied in part. 
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After granting the Defendant the right to appeal the presently entered Order
Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal
goes on to state The Courtsreasoning as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 12b is as
follows As far as Plaintiff Counsel has been able to determine Idaho Appellate
Rule 12b does not require the Courtsreasoning in granting permission to appeal to be
included
b Motion to District Court or Administrative Agency Order A motion for
permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment upon the grounds
set forth in subdivision a ofthis rule shall be filed with the district court or
administrative agency within fourteen 14 days from date of entry of the order or
judgment The motion shall be filed served noticed for hearing and processed in
the same manner as any other motion and hearing of the motion shall be
expedited In criminal actions a motion filed by the defendant shall be served
upon the prosecuting attorney of the county The court or agency shall within
fourteen 14 days after the hearing enter an order setting forth its reasoning for
approving or disapproving the motion
Idaho Appellate Rule 12b
Plaintiffs Counsel believes that the form of the order proposed by the Defendant
is adversarial in nature and essentially includes commentary on the applicable law going
beyond the Courts reasons for granting the motion for permissive appeal To that extent
the Defendants proposed order the subject of this letter advocates for its position The
Order Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Permission To Appeal in
its present form states
The applicability of the defense is also a legal question of first impression that is
of great public interest Defendants argue that it would be impracticable in the
setting of spectator sports to obtain written or oral consent to the risks of
spectating from hundreds ifnot thousands of spectators Whether the defense
applies also has implications for participatory sports with inherent risks such as
football It is an open question as to whether spectators and participants in sports
with inherent risks must expressly consent in writing or orally to those risks under
Salinas in order for assumption of the risk to apply as a defense
This statement makes it appear that the Court has found that there are undisputed
facts to which it must apply the law and that the Court seeks a clarification of the law for
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fter granting the efendant the right to appeal, the presently entered rder 
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is adversarial in nature and essentially includes co entary on the applicable la  going 
beyond the Court's reasons for granting the otion for per issive appeal. To that extent, 
t e efe a ts' r se  r er (the s ject f t is letter) a cates f r its siti n. e 
"Order ranting efendants' otion or econsideration nd er ission To ppeal" in 
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"The applicability of the defense is also a legal question of first i pression that is 
f reat lic i terest. efe a ts ar e t at it l  e i ractica le, i  t e 
setting of spectator sports, to obtain ritten or oral consent to the risks of 
spectating fro  hundreds, if not thousands, of spectators. hether the defense 
li s ls  s i lications f r rti i t r  s rts it  i r t ris s, s  s 
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ith inherent risks ust expressly consent in riting or orally to those risks under 
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This statement makes it appear that the Court has found that there are undisputed 
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that purpose However as the Court observed in its Memorandum Decision On
DefendantsMotion For Summary Judgment at 6 Defendants argue that they only owed
a limited duty to protect the most dangerous parts of the stadium and to provide Plaintiff
the chance to sit in these protected areas This concession was not mentioned in the
Defendants Order Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Permission
To Appeal Despite this concession the present order permitting an appeal states
Because whether implied assumption of risk as an absolute defense is available
in Idaho is a controlling question of law as to which there are substantial grounds
for difference of opinion in light of the tension between the Salinas and Winn
decisions and because clarification of this tension will materially advance the
orderly resolution ofthe litigation by potentially providing Defendants with an
absolute defense the Court believes that this issue is also appropriate for a
permissive appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 12a emphasis supplied
Even the Defendant admitted at the hearing on the motion for summary judgment
that implied assumption of risk does not provide an absolute defense in every
instance As the Court observed when ruling on Defendants Motion for Summary
Judgment
As an initial matter it is clear that Defendants owed Plaintiff a duty of care in
this case Plaintiff was an invitee on Defendants premises and Defendants do not
dispute the fact that some duty was owed to Plaintiff
Memorandum Decision On DefendantsMotion For Summary Judgment at 6
Defense Counsel conceded that the Boise Hawks could be liable in negligence for
its acts or omissions analogous to failing to maintain a safe stairway at its stadium even if
the Court were to apply the Limited Duty Rule or the doctrine of Implied Assumption
OfRisk Defense Counsel conceded that the Boise Hawks would be liable in negligence
for its acts or omissions analogous to failing to maintain a safe stairway at its stadium
even ifthe Court were to apply the so called Limited Duty Rule As Plaintiff
Counsel recalls the Court recognized that there is a difference between sitting in an
unprotected bleacher seat and frequenting an area designated for dining in what
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Defense Counsel conceded that the Boise Hawks could be liable in negligence for 
its acts or o issions analogous to failing to aintain a safe stairway at its stadiu  even if 
the Court ere to apply the "Limited uty Rule" or the doctrine of "Implied ssu ption 
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PlaintiffsCounsel described as a restaurant style and that while the Limited Duty
Rule even if adopted might apply to unprotected bleacher seating it would not
necessarily apply to a designated dining area Unfortunately though the Court addressed
the foregoing at the hearing of the Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment it did not
address this issue in its Memorandum Decision On DefendantsMotion For Summary
Judgment
Indeed at the hearing on DefendantsMotion for Summary Judgment the Court
ruled that an issue of fact exists in the record as to whether there was a duty to warn
Plaintiff Rountree that he should not be mislead by the fact that tables and chairs were
placed in a fashion so as to implicitly invite patrons of the Executive Club that it was safe
to take their eyes off of the ball game The Court simply declined to adopt the Baseball
Rule based on its reading ofRuffing v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho 943 946
188 P3d 885 889 2008 recognizing the Idaho Supreme Courts deferral to the
Legislature with respect to the determination ofpublic policy
The way the present Order Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration
And Granting Permission To Appeal is phrased will lead the Idaho Supreme Court to
conclude that this factual issue does not exist and that there is therefore only an issue of
law presented Of course this issue impacts the applicability of the Limited Duty Rule
or the doctrine ofimplied assumption ofrisk under the facts ofthis case no matter
what answer the Idaho Supreme Court gives to the issues that the Defendants wish to
present on an interlocutory appeal The form of the present order implies that issues of
fact and significant factual distinctions from prior cases adopting the Limited Duty
Rule do not exist in the record and that there is therefore only an issue oflaw presented
The order should make that clear to the Idaho Supreme Court so that they do not have to
fish through the record to understand it The way the present Order Granting
Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting Permission To Appeal is phrased
may cause the Idaho Supreme Court to conclude that these factual issues and the
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Plai tiff s Counsel described as a "restaurant style", and that while the "Limited Duty 
Rule" even if adopted might apply to unprotected bleacher seating it would not 
necessarily apply to a designated dining area. Unfortunately, though the Court addressed 
the foregoing at the hearing of the Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, it did not 
address this i sue in its Memorandum Decision n Def ant's otion For S ry 
Judgment. 
Indeed, at the hearing on efendant's otion for Su ary Judg ent the ourt 
ruled that a  issue of fact e ists i  the rec rd as to hether there as a duty to arn 
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placed in a fashion so as to implicitly invite patrons of the Executive Club that it was safe 
to take their eyes off of the ball game. The Court simply declined to adopt the "Baseball 
Rule" based on its reading of Ruffing v. Ada County Paramedics, 145 Idaho 943, 946, 
188 P.3d 885,889 (2008). recognizing the Idaho Supreme Court's deferral to the 
Legislature with respect to the determination of public policy. 
The way the present Order Granting Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration 
And Granting Permission To Appeal is phrased will lead the Idaho Supreme Court to 
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law presented. Of course, this issue impacts the applicability of the "Limited Duty Rule" 
or the doctrine of "implied assu ption of risk" under the facts of this case, no atter 
what answer the Idaho Supreme Court gives to the issues that the Defendants wish to 
present on an interlocutory appeal. The form of the present order implies that issues of 
fact and significant factual distinctions from prior cases adopting the "Limited Duty 
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distinctions in this case between open bleacher seating and areas of the stadium where it
is foreseeable ifnot intended that patrons will not be watching the game are not pertinent
to the issue ofwhether or not it should adopt a sweeping one size fits all Limited Duty
Rule and the doctrine of Implicit Assumption of Risk
Respectfully the proposed order entered by the Court permitting the Defendants
to appeal was somewhat argumentative was adopted by the Court believing that the
Plaintiff had no objection to the form of the order and will lead the Idaho Supreme Court
astray particularly because the Granting Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And
Granting Permission To Appeal fails to mention that the Court denied the Motion for
Reconsideration as to Home Plate Foods Inc implicitly acknowledging that it could be
held liable for its negligence depending upon the facts even if the Plaintiff had impliedly
assumed the risk ofbeing struck by a foul ball in the areas of the stadium dedicated
exclusive to watching the game and even if the Limited Duty Rule were to be applied
For these reasons Plaintiff requests that the Court note in an Amended Order
Granting In Part And Denying In Part Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And
Granting Permission To Appeal 1 that it granted the Defendant Memorial Stadiums
Motion for Summary Judgment but denied summary judgment to Defendant Home Plate
Foods Inc 2 that the record reflects that the stadium in this case has both an open
bleacher seating area and an almost entirely protectively screened in eating and dining
area in which the accident occurred and 3 that Court has previously held that an issue of
fact exists as to whether or not Plaintiffwas warned ofthe risk ofsitting in a designated
area where it was foreseeable that occupants ofthe area would be sitting around tables
eating and socializing without watching the baseball game at all times and that it was not
safe to do so
This is not only important to the Plaintiff but will be important to the Idaho
Supreme Court Without these pivotal matters being addressed in the order the Idaho
Supreme Court will have to review the record which is not prepared with respect to an
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distinctions in this case between open bleacher seating and areas of the stadium where it 
is fores eable if not intended that patrons will not be watching the ga e are not pertinent 
to the issue of whether or not it should adopt a s eeping "one size fits all" "Limited Duty 
Rule" and the doctrine of "Implicit Assu ption of Risk". 
Respectfully, the proposed order entered by the Court per itting the Defendants 
to appeal was somewhat argumentative, was adopted by the Court believing that the 
Plaintiff had no objection to the form of the order, and will lead the Idaho Supreme Court 
astray, particularly because the Granting Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And 
Granting Permission To Appeal fails to mention that the Court denied the Motion for 
ec si eration as t  o e late s, I c., i licitly ac le ing t at it c ld e 
held liable for its negligence depending upon the facts even if the Plaintiff had impliedly 
assumed the risk of being struck by a foul ball in the areas of the stadium dedicated 
exclusive to atching the ga e, and even if the "Limited uty Rule" ere to be applied. 
F or these reasons, Plaintiff requests that the Court note in an Amended Order 
Granting In Part And Denying In Part Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And 
Granting Permission To Appeall) that it granted the Defendant Memorial Stadium's 
otion for Su ary Judg ent, but denied su ary judg ent to efendant o e Plate 
Foods, Inc.; 2) that the record reflects that the stadium in this case has both an open 
bleacher seating area and an almost entirely protectively screened in eating and dining 
area in hich the accident occurred, and 3) that ourt has previously held that an issue f 
fact exists as to hether or not Plaintiff as arned of the risk of sitting in a designated 
area here it as foreseeable that occupants of the area ould be sitting around tables 
eating and socializing without watching the baseball game at all times, and that it was not 
safe to do so. 
This is not only important to the Plaintiff, but will be important to the Idaho 
Supreme Court. Without these pivotal matters being addressed in the order, the Idaho 
Supreme Court will have to review the record (which is not prepared with respect to an 
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initial motion for permissive appeal under Idaho Rule 12 to determine the procedural
background as to what was actually determined by the Court with respect to Home Plate
Foods Inc and to determine ifthere are issues of fact bearing on its determination of
whether or not the right to appeal sought Defendant actually involves a controlling
question of law Put another way there are factual issues that the Court has ruled must
be submitted to a jury such that the decision of the Idaho Supreme Court to adopt or
reject the Limited Duty Rule and the doctrine of Implicit Assumption of Risk would
not control the outcome of the case Plaintiffs Counsel is not aware ofany cases in
which the Idaho Supreme Court has granted a permissive appeal where the record reflects
issues of fact relevant to the issue of law presented as being controlling though
PlaintiffsCounsel stops short of representing that none exist
Amendment ofthe Order Granting Defendants Motion ForReconsideration And
Granting Permission To Appeal presently in effect will at a minimum allow the Idaho
Supreme Court determine if it wants to permit an appeal given these facts and the state of
the record thereby saving it time and promoting judicial efficiency
Plaintiffs Counsel requests that the first sentence in the third paragraph of the
present order be amended to read IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants Motion
for Reconsideration is GRANTED as to Defendant Memorial Stadium and DENIED as to
Defendant Home Plate Foods Inc IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT Defendants and
Motion for Permission to Appeal be GRANTED PlaintiffsCounsel also requests that
the present order be amended to address the facts in dispute as to the significance of the
two discrete areas of the stadium and the Courtsruling denying Defendant Home Plate
Foods Incs Motion for Reconsideration concerning the Courtsdenial of its Motion for
Summary Judgment
Respegtfull u tted July 8 2011
Wm Breck ei Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT ByJANDIEKnyRSEN
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
Vx1
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability CorporationdbaBoise Baseball dba
Boise Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise Baseball dbaBoise
Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdba Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name ofBoise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC dbaCh2M
Hill C112M HILL ECINCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC dbaCh2M
Hill C112M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
Case No CV PI 0920924
AMENDED ORDER GRANTING
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR
PERMISSION TO APPEAL
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
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Defendants
The above entitled matter was before the Court for hearing on Defendants Motion for
Permission to Appeal Plaintiff was represented by Breck Seiniger Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium Inc were represented by Joshua S Evett
Hearing proceeded before the court Based thereon and good cause appearing therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal is
GRANTED The Courts reasoning as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 12bis as follows
This Court finds that the issues presented by the Defendants motion for summary
judgment which this Court denied on May 23 2011 meets the criteria of Idaho Appellate Rule
12a
Idaho Appellate Rule 12aprovides that an interlocutory order by the District Court may
be immediately appealed where the issue presented involved a controlling question of law as to
which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal
from the order or decree may materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation See
Budell v Todd 105 Idaho 2 665 P2d 701 1983 This motion shall be filed with the district
court or administrative agency within fourteen 14 days from date of entry of the order or
judgment IAR12b The intent ofIAR 12 is to provide an immediate appeal from an
interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
Memorial Stadium Inc was recently dismissed from the case on summary judgment
and is not a party to the motion for permission to appeal
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D. he ourt's reasoning, as required by Idaho ppellate ule 12(b), is as follo s: 
This ourt finds that the issues presented by the efendants otion for su ary 
judg ent, hich this Court denied on ay 23,2011, eets the criteria of Idaho ppellate Rule 
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court or ad inistrative agency ithin fourteen (14) days fro  date of entry of the order or 
ju t. LA.R. 2(b). The intent of LA.R. 12 is to provide an i ediate appeal fro  an 
interlocutory order if substantial legal issues of great public interest or legal questions of first 
lMemorial Stadium, Inc., was recently dismissed from the case on summary judgment 
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impression are involved Aardema v US Dairy Systems Inc 147 Idaho 785 789 215 P3d
505 509 2009
The Limited Duty Rule
No Idaho Court has considered whether the limited duty rule also known as the baseball
rule applies in Idaho As this Court noted in its memorandum decision and order on
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment the vast majority of courts that have considered the
rule have adopted it This Court opinion is that Ruffing v Ada County Paramedics 145 Idaho
943 188 P3d 885 2008 limits the Courtsability to adopt the limited duty rule Furthermore
the Legislature in other contexts has passed legislation insulating some individuals from liability
in tort See eg Idaho Code 61101 and 61201 The Court views these statutes as impliedly
limiting its ability to adopt the limited duty rule
Defendants argue that the Turpen case Turpen v Granieri 133 Idaho 244 985 P2d 669
1999 gives the Court the power to decide that the limited duty rule applies and argue further
that there are compelling reasons to adopt the rule
Whether the Court has the power to adopt the rule and whether the rule should be
adopted in the first instance are both controlling questions of law as to which there are
substantial grounds for difference of opinion An immediate appeal will materially advance the
orderly resolution of the litigation as if the limited duty rule is adopted in Idaho Plaintiffscase
is subject to summary judgment
Whether the limited duty rule applies is an issue of first impression in Idaho and is a
substantial legal issue of great public interest See Aardema 147 Idaho at 789 215 P3d at 509
The implications of Plaintiffs case are much broader than just the question of whether the
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substantial grounds for difference of opinion. n i ediate appeal ill aterially advance the 
orderly resolution of the litigation, as if the li ited duty rule is adopted in Idaho, Plaintiffs case 
is j t t   jud t. 
hether the li ited duty rule applies is an issue of first i pression in Idaho, and is a 
 le  ss e  re t  inte .  , 7   ,  .3d  . 
he i plications of Plaintiffs case are uch broader than just the question of hether the 
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limited duty rule applies to for profit baseball clubs as Plaintiff case has implications for
public and private baseball and softball fields and their owners be they public or private
throughout Idaho
Implied Assumption of the Risk
No Idaho Court has squarely addressed the apparent tension between Salinas v Vierstra
107 Idaho 984 695 P2d 369 1985 and Winn v Frasher 116 Idaho 500 777 P2d 722 1989
While Salinas claimed to abolish assumption of the risk as an absolute defense in Idaho with an
exception for consent to the risk based on an oral or written agreement the Winn Court opined
that implied assumption of risk is still a viable defense in Idaho and expressly found that Salinas
did not present facts appropriate to overrule the defense See Winn 116 Idaho at 503 777 P2d
at 725
Defendants position is that they should be allowed to assert implied assumption of the
risk as a defense and prevail on the defense without a showing that Plaintiff consented to the
risks of being struck by a foul ball either orally or in writing Plaintiffsposition is that a
decision whether the doctrine of implied assumption of risk depends on factual issues
concerning what activities the Plaintiff was involved in at the time of his injuries and where in
the stadium those activities were taking place Plaintiff takes the position that while the doctrine
of implied assumption ofrisk may or may not be applicable to open bleacher seating it is not
applicable to other mixed use areas and therefore the issue of the doctrinesapplication is not
ripe for determination since the Idaho Supreme Court would necessarily have to determine
disputed factual issues in order to decide if there is a controlling issue of law
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efendants' position is that they should be allo ed to assert i plied assu ption of the 
risk as a defense, and prevail on the defense ithout a sho ing that laintiff consented to the 
risks of being struck by a foul ball either orally or in riting. Plaintiffs position is that a 
isi  t r t  trine f "implied ss ti  f risk" s  f t l iss s 
concerning what activities the Plaintiff was involved in at the time of his injuries, and where in 
the stadiu  those activities ere taking place. Plaintiff takes the position that hile the doctrine 
of "implied assu ption of risk" ayor ay not be applicable to open bleacher seating, it is not 
applicable to other mixed use areas, and therefore the issue of the doctrine's application is not 
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While the Court has ruled that the implied assumption ofthe risk defense does not apply
and that consent must be established through either an oral or written agreement as required by
Salinas the Winn case does appear to opine that implied assumption ofthe risk remains a viable
defense in Idaho Because whether implied assumption of risk as an absolute defense is
available in Idaho is a controlling question of law as to which there are substantial grounds for
difference of opinion in light of the tension between the Salinas and Winn decisions and
because clarification of this tension will materially advance the orderly resolution of the
litigation by potentially providing Defendants with an absolute defense the Court believes that
this issue is also appropriate for a permissive appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 12a
The applicability ofthe defense is also a legal question of first impression that is of great
public interest Defendants argue that it would be impracticable in the setting of spectator
sports to obtain written or oral consent to the risks of spectating from hundreds if not thousands
of spectators Whether the defense applies also has implications for participatory sports with
inherent risks such as football It is an open question as to whether spectators and participants in
sports with inherent risks must expressly consent in writing or orally to those risks under Salinas
in order for assumption of the risk to apply as a defense
DATED this 12 day ofJuly 2011
Honorable Darla Williamson
Ada County District Judge
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Jade C Stacey ISB 8016
ELAM BURKE PA
251 E Front St Ste 300
PO Bozo 1539
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone 208 343 5454
Facsimile 208 3945844
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC Donne Plate Food Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium Inc
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By CHRISTINE SWEET
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF 11M STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Vs
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporation dbaBosic Baseball dba
Boise Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC dbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise BaseballdbaBoise
Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
DASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise BaseballILC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho Oeneral Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corpora
Plaintiff
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Joshua S. Evett ISB #5587 
Jade C. Stacey ISB #8016 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks 
Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC, 
and Memorial StadiUIl1, Inc. 
:-::----~FIL~~~~~'\~~--L 
SEP 0 1 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By CHRISTINE SWEET 
DEPUTY 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm ruOICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, ctb.a. 
Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Basebali 
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE 
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Corporation d.h.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS 
BASEBAlL CLUB, LLC, an assumed business 
name of Boise Baseball, LLC, HOME PLATE 
FOOP SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability COJporation, MEMORlAL STADIUM, 
lNC., wRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUll..DING 
COMP ANY, an Idaho General Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corpomtion, DIAMOND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho cOJporation, 
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DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporation dba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdbaCUM
Hill CH2M HILL FC INCdba Ch2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
Theparties byand through their respective counsel hereby stipulate and agree to the
following
1 That undersigned counsel request that the court continue the trial in this matter for
the reasons set forth below
2 On June 29 2011 this Courtgranted Defendants motion for a permissive appeal
3 Defendants timely submitted their motion for permissive appeal to the Idaho
Supreme Court on July 13 2011
4 Because this is a complex case involving expert testimony and numerous fact
witnesses the parties agreed to stay all discovery in the case pending the Idaho Supreme Courts
decision on the motion for permissive appeal The parties did not want to expend the resources
necessary to prepare a case such as this for trial considering that the case will be stayed if the
Idaho Supreme Court grants the motion See IAR132
5 The Idaho Supreme Court has still not rendered a decision on the motion
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. On June 29, 2011, this Court granted Defendants' motion for a permissive appeal. 
. efendants' ti ely sub itted their otion for per issive appeal to the Idaho 
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. ecause this is a co plex case involving expert testi ony and nu erous fact 
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6 Counsel for Defendants contacted the court c1crk or the Idaho Supreme Court the
week ofAugust 21 and was told that the motion is stall in processing
The parties agree that there is good cause to continue the trial as the patties have
not eiagaged in adequate pretrial discovery because of their agreement to stay discovery
S The parties ask that the case be reset at a time convenient for the Court
DATED this of September 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By
Joshua S Evett of the firma
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Elate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium Inc
5
DATED this day of September 2011
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES PA
i
By
Wm 3reck Seiriger Jr of the firm
Attorneys for Plail tiff
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6. Counsel for Defendants contacted the court clerk for the Idaho Supreme Court the 
week of AugusL 21, and was told that the motion is still in processing. 
7. The parties agree that there is good cause to continue the trial, as the parties have 
not engaged in adequate pretrial discove:ry because of their agreement to stay discovery. 
8. The parties ask that the case be reset at a time convenil'nt for the Court. 
DATED this ~ <)ct day of Se te er, 201 . 
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By TARA THERRIEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
VS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporationdba Boiie Baseballdba
Boise Baseball Club dba Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC dba Boise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
CorporationdbaBoise Baseballdba Boise
Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLC dbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida CorporationdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL ECINCdbaCh2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
Case No CV PI 0920924
ORDER VACATING TRIAL AND
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CONFERENCE
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By TARA THERRIEN 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE CO NTY OF ADA 
BUD RO TREE, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BOISE S , LL , a elaware imited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
oise aseball lub d.b.a. oise a ks aseball 
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE 
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HA KS 
SE LL L , LL , an assu ed business 
name of Boise Baseball, LLC, HO E PLATE 
 I , , a  I a  i ite  
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., RIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
CO PANY, an Idaho General Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIAMOND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
DIA OND SPORTS ANAGE ENT AND 
DEVELOP ENT, LLC, an Idaho Li ited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2  Hill, CH2  
HILL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, CH2M HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2M Hill, 
CH2  HILL ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed business na e of 
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
Case . C  PI 0920924 
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FE E CE 
ORDER V ATI  TRIAL AND SCHEDULI  STAT S CO FE E E-1 
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
The above entitled matter is before the court on the parties Stipulation to Reset Trial
Based thereon and good cause appearing therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Jury Trial currently scheduled for September 19
2011 at 900 am is VACATED
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above entitled matter is scheduled for Status
oo
Conference on thedr day of 2011 at the hour ofo m
DATED this day of September 2011
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Bud Rountree
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Liability CorporationdbaBoise Baseball
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Baseball LLC Home Plate Food Services
LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation Memorial Stadium Inc
and John Does I through X whose true
identities are unknown
Case No CV PI 0920924
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Pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure the above named Plaintiff gives
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  I ,        
Bud Rountree, ase .    
Plaintiff, 
v. 
oise aseball, , a ela are i ited    
Liability Corporation db.a Boise Baseball, 
b. . s  l   b.   
a ks aseball lub , b.a oise 
a ks, oise aseball, , an Idaho 
Li ited Liability orporation db.a oise 
seball, b.a. i  ll l  b.  
ise ks seball l  , b.  
ise ks, ise s se ll l  
LLC an assumed business name of Boise 
Baseball LLC, Home Plate Food Services, 
LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Corporation, emorial Stadium, Inc., 
and John oes I through  hose true 
i titi   known. 
De endants. 
r t t  t  I  l  f ivil rocedure, t  bo  na d laintiff i  
notice to all parties that he has filed and served Plaintiff's Interrogatories and 
TI   SERVI  - Page 1 
le
Requests for Production Regarding Subsequent Injuries and Safety Measures
by sending the same to the parties via the method indicated on the attached certificate of
service
Dated September 2 2011
SEINIEFAAW OFFICES PA
W Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On September 2 2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
served as follows
Josh Evett
ELAM BURKE PA
251 East Front Street Suite 300
Boise ID 83701 1539
Fax 3845844
O Facsimile
SEINIGER AW OFFICES PA
a fk72W Breck Seiniger Jr
Attorneys for Plaintiff
NOTICE OF SERVICE Page 2 000947
s  i  r i   ie   f t   
 i          cate    t  rti   
servIce. 
t  t r ,201 . 
SEINIGE}~A W I S, .A. NAjj~14---
ill r  i i r, Jr. 
tt r  f r l i tiff 
   
  , 011,              
s r  s f ll s: 
 tt 
 & , .A. 
    te  
,  -153  
a : -584  
[&] i i  
ill reck Seiniger, Jr. 
ttorneys for laintiff 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
BUD ROUNTREE
Plaintiff
V
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware limited
liability corporation dba Boise Baseball
dbaBoise Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC dba Boise Hawks
BOISE BASEBALL LLC an Idaho limited
liability corporation dbaBoise Baseball
dbaBoise Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks
Baseball Club LLC dbaBoise Hawks
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC an
assumed business for Boise Baseball LLC
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC an
Idaho limited liability corporation
MEMORIAL STADIUM INC WRIGHT
BROTHERS THE BUILDING COMPANY
an Idaho general business corporation TRIPLE
P INC an Idaho general corporation
DIAMOND SPORTS INC aNew York
corporation DIAMOND SPORT CORP an
Idaho corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
LLC an Idaho limited liability corporation
CH2M HILL INC a Florida corporationdba
CH2M Hill CH2M HILL CONSTRUCTORS
INCdbaCh2M Hill CH2M HILL EC
INCdba Ch2M Hill CH2M HILL
ENGINEERS INCdbaCh2M Hill CH2M
HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name
of Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a
foreign corporation doing business in Idaho
under the name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD
PEREIRA ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN
DOES I through X whose true identities are
unknown
NO
FUM
AM M
ate
SEP 0 8 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By BRADLEY J THIES
DEPUTY
ORDER GRANTING MOTION
FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL
Supreme Court Docket No 389662011
Ada County Docket No 200920924
Ref No 11 368
Defendants
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL Docket No 389662011
rM
000948
In the Supreme Co t of the State of Idaho 
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited ) 
liability corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, ) 
d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks ) 
Baseball Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise a ks; ) 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability corporation d. b.a. Boise Baseball, ) 
d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks ) 
Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks; ) 
BOISE HA KS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an ) 
assu ed business for Boise Baseball, LLC; ) 
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability corporation, ) 
E ORIAL STADIU , INC.; RIGHT ) 
BROTHERS; THE BUILDING COMPANY, ) 
an Idaho general business corporation; TRIPLE ) 
P, INC., an Idaho general corporation; ) 
DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York ) 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an ) 
Idaho corporation; DIAMOND SPORTS ) 
ANAGE ENT AND DEVELOP ENT, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability corporation; ) 
CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida corporation d.b.a. ) 
CH2M Hill, CH2M HILL CONSTRUCTORS, ) 
INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL E&C, ) 
INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL ) 
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M ) 
HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND ) 
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed business name 
of Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a 
foreign corporation doing business in Idaho 
under the name Ch2M Hill; WILLIAM CORD 
PEREIRA; ROBERT PEREIRA; and JOHN 
DOES I through X, whose true identities are 
unknown, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~.,-------==~~----- FILED L J 
A.M P.M "I:l>O .... ___ ...J. _ 
SEP 08 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
ORDER G NTING OTION 
FOR P ISSIO  TO APP L 
Supreme ourt ocket . -2011 
da ounty ocket . 09-20924 
ef. . 1-368 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO AP EAL - Docket No. 38966-2011 
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC
AND HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSMOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL with
attachments and a MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCS
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL were filed by counsel for Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC and Home Plate Food Services LLC on July 13 2011
requesting permission pursuant to Rule 12 to file an appeal from the district courtsMemorandum
Decision on Defendant Motion for Summary Judgment filed May 23 2011 Thereafter
PLAINTIFFSOPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL was filed by counsel
for Plaintiff on July 27 2011 The Court is fully advised therefore after due consideration
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE
HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSMOTION
FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL be and hereby is GRANTED and Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC and Home Plate Food Services LLC are granted leave to
appeal by permission under IAR 12 from the district courts Memorandum Decision on
DefendantsMotion for Summary Judgment filed May 23 2011
IT FURTHER ORDERED that counsel for Defendants shall file a Notice of Appeal with the
Clerk of the District Court within twentyone 21 days from the date of this Order which appeal
shall proceed as if from a final judgment or order entered by the District Court
DATED this day of September 2011
By Order of the Supreme Court
Stephen W Kenyon lerk
cc Counsel ofRecord
District Court Clerk
District Judge Darla S Williamson
ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL Docket No 389662011
000949
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I   I I    ere file   c sel f r efe a ts ise aseball, 
, oise a ks aseball lub,  and o e late ood ervices,  on July 13, 2011, 
requesting per ission pursuant to ule 12 to file an appeal fro  the district court's e orandu  
i i   dant's ti    t il   , 1. r after, 
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, ise a s ase all l ,  a  e late  er ices,  are ra te  lea e t  
appeal by per ission under I.A.R. 12 fro  the district court's e orandu  ecision on 
efendant's otion for Su ary Judg ent filed ay 23,2011. 
I    t t l f r fe a ts ll fil   ti  f l it  t  
ler  f t e istrict rt it i  t e t -one (2 ) a s fr  t e ate f t is r er, ic  a eal 
shall proceed as if fro  a final judg ent or order entered by the istrict ourt. 
 s L day of Septe ber, 2011. 
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y rder of the Supre e ourt 
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Joshua S Evett
Jade C Stacey
ELAM BURKE PA
251 E Front St Ste 300
PO Box 1539
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone 208 343 5454
Facsimile 208 3845844
ISB 5587
ISB 8016
Attorneys for DefendantsAppellants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
PlaintiffRespondent Case No CV PI 0920924
vs
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporationdba Bosie Baseballdba
Boise Baseball ClubdbaBoise Hawks Baseball
Club LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation dbaBoise Baseball dbaBoise
Baseball Club dbaBoise Hawks Baseball Club
LLCdbaBoise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
SEP 2 0 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL
LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL
CLUB LLC AND HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES LLCSNOTICE OF
APPEAL
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC NOTICE OF APPEAL 1
01f
000950
Joshua S. Evett 
Jade C. Stacey 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 343-5454 
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844 
ISB #5587 
ISB #8016 
Attorneys for Defendants/Appellants 
NO. FILED t1vt 2 
A.M. ____ P.M._--:..J~_ 
SEP 2 0 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By ELYSHIA HOLMES 
DEPUTY 
IN HE ISTRICT RT F HE F RTH J I I  ISTRICT 
F THE S TE  I , IN D FOR E T  F  
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
B ISE B SEB LL, LLC, a ela are Li ited 
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a. 
Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball 
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE 
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS 
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an assumed business 
na e of Boise Baseball, LLC, HO E PLATE 
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
COMP ANY, an Idaho General Business 
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general 
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, 
INC., a New York Corporation, DIAMOND 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation, 
as  .    
S  , 
,  S  
,      
I , LC'S   
 
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC AND 
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC a
Florida Corporationdba Ch2M Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INCdba Ch2M Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INCdba Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants Appellants
TO The abovenamed Respondent Bud Rountree and his attorney Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
942 Myrtle Street Boise Idaho 83702 and the Clerk of the above entitled Court
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT
1 The abovenamed Appellants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club
LLC and Home Plate Food Services LLC appeal against the above named Respondent to the
Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary
Judgment entered in the above entitled action on the 23rd day of May 2011 the Order Granting
Defendants Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to Appeal entered in the above entitled
action on the 30th day of June 2011 and the Amended Order Granting Defendants Motion for
Permission to Appeal entered in the above entitled action the 12th day of July 2011 the
Honorable Judge Darla Williamson presiding
2 That Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and were
granted leave to appeal by permission from the district courtsMemorandum Decision on
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSNOTICE OF APPEAL 2
000951
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT, LC, an Idaho Limited 
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a 
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, CH2M HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2M Hill, 
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS, IN . d.b.a. Ch2  
Hill, CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND 
CO STR CTI , an assumed business name of 
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the 
na e Ch2  Hill, ILLIAM C R  PEREIR , 
ROBERT PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through 
X, whose true identities are unknown, 
Defendants/Appellants. 
TO: The above-named Respondent, Bud Rountree and his attorney m. Breck Seiniger, Jr., 
942 Myrtle Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, and the Clerk of the above entitled Court. 
TI E IS E E  I E  T T: 
1. The above-named Appellants, Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, 
LLC and o e Plate Food Services, LLC, appeal against the above-na ed Respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum Decision on Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 23rd day of May 2011, the Order Granting 
Defendants' otion for Reconsideration and Per ission to Appeal entered in the above-entitled 
action on the 30th day of June 2011, and the Amended Order Granting Defendants' Motion for 
Permission to Appeal entered in the above-entitled action the 12th day of July 2011, the 
Honorable Judge Darla Williamson presiding. 
2. That Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and were 
granted leave to appeal by permission from the district court's Memorandum Decision on 
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HA KS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC AND 
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment under and pursuant to Rule 12 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules on the 8th day of September 2011
3 A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal as currently identified and which
the Appellants intend to assert are
a Whether the district court erred in declining to adopt the limited duty rule
iethe baseball rule
b That Appellants complied with the limited duty rule and
c Whether the district court erred in finding that primary implied assumption
of risk is not a viable defense in Idaho and that only written or oral
consent under Salinas v Vierstra 107 Idaho 984 695 P2d 369 1985 is a
viable assumption of risk defense
4 No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record
Appellants request a reporterstranscript
The Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the reporters
transcript
a Hearing on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment held on May 18
2011 and
b Hearing on Defendants Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to
Appeal held on June 22 2011
Appellants request that the transcript be prepared in compressed format as specified in
Rule 26 of the Idaho Appellate Rules
6 Appellants request that the following documents be included in the Clerks
Record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSNOTICE OF APPEAL 3
000952
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment under and pursuant to Rule 12 ofthe Idaho 
Appellate Rules on the 8th day of September 2011. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, as currently identified and which 
the Appellants intend to assert are: 
(a) hether the district co rt erred in de lining to adopt the limited duty rule, 
i. e., the baseball rule; 
(b) That Appellants co plied with the limited duty rule; and 
(c) hether the district court erred in finding t t primary i plied ss ti  
f risk is n t  iable defense in Ida , a d t  ri ten  ral 
nsent nder s . ,  Idaho ,   .2d  (19 ) is  
viable assu ption f risk defense. 
. o r er s  t re  s li  ll r  rti  f t  r r . 
5. Appellants request a reporter's transcript. 
The Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a) earing on efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent held on ay 18, 
2011; and 
(b) earing on efendants' otion for econsideration and er ission to 
Appeal held on June 22, 2011. 
Appellants request that the transcript be prepared in compressed format as specified in 
Rule 26 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
6. Appellants request that the following documents be included in the Clerk's 
ecord in addition to those automatically included under ule 28 of the Idaho ppellate Rules: 
DEFENDA S B ISE BASEBAL , LLC, BOISE HA S BASEBALL CLUB, LL  AND 
H  PLA  FOOD SERVICES, LLC'S NOTI  OF APPEAL - 3 
a Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for
Summary Judgment filed on March 2 2011
b Memorandum in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment filed on March 2 2011
c Affidavit of Joshua S Evett in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment filed on
March 2 2011
d Affidavit of Todd Rahr in Support ofDefendants Boise Baseball LLC
Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment filed on
March 2 2011
e Affidavit ofRon Anderson in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball LLC
Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment filed on
March 2 2011
f Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment filed on May 9 2011
g Affidavit of Bud Rountree in Opposition to Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment filed on May 9 2011
h Affidavit of Joellen Gill filed on May 9 2011
i Reply Supporting Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Incs
Motion for Summary Judgment filed on May 13 2011
j Objection and Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions
of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree filed on May 13 2011
k Memorandum in Support of Objection and Motion to Strike the Affidavit
of Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree filed on
May 13 2011
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSNOTICE OF APPEAL 4
000953
(a) Defendants Boise Baseb l, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseba l Club, LLC, 
Home Plate Services, LC and Memorial Stadiu , Inc.' s Motion for 
Summary Judgment (filed on March 2,2011); 
(b) Memorandum in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise 
Hawks Baseba l Clu , LLC, Home Plate Services, LLC and Memorial 
Stadiu , Inc.'s Motion for Su mary Judgment (filed on arch 2,2011); 
(c) A fidavit of Joshua S. Eve t in Support of Defendants Boise Bas , 
LL , Boise Hawks Baseball lub, L , ome Plate Services, LLC and 
emorial Sta , I c.'s otion for Su ary Judg ent (filed on 
arch 2, 2 1); 
(d) ffidavit f odd a r in port  efendants oise a ll, , 
oise a ks aseba l , , o e late ice , C a d 
e orial t i , I c.'s otion for a  J ent (filed  
arch 2,2011); 
(e) ffida it   nders  in rt  efendants ise l , , 
ise a ks as l , , o e  ,   
e rial t i , I c.'s otion f r r  J t (filed  
arch 2,2011); 
(t) e orandu  in pposition to efendants oise aseball, , oise 
a s ase all l b, , e late er ices,  a  e rial 
ta i , I c.'s ti  f r ar  J e t (file   a  , 01 ); 
(g)      i   t '  f  
Su ary Judg ent (filed on ay 9, 2011); 
(h) ffi it  ll  ill (file    , 01 ); 
(i) Reply Supporting Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball 
Club, LLC, o e Plate Services, LLC and e orial Stadium, Inc.' s 
ti  f r Su ary Judg nt (file    13,201 ); 
G) Objection and otion to Strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions 
f t  ffi vit of Bu  o t  (file  on y 13,201 ); 
(k) e orandu  in Support of Objection and otion to Strike the Affidavit 
of Joel n Gil  and Porti s of t  ffi vit of Bud Rountr e (  on 
May 13,2011); 
DEFEND S BOISE BASEBAL , LLC, BOISE HA S BASEBALL CLUB, LLC A  
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
1 Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion to
Shorten Time for Hearing filed on May 13 2011
m Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson filed on
May 16 2011
n Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of
Ron Anderson filed on May 16 2011
o Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing of PlaintiffsMotion to Strike
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson and Notice of Hearing filed on
May 16 2011
p Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Motion to Strike Affidavit of
Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree filed on
May 17 2011
q Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Summary Judgment filed on May
23 2011
r Memorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
filed on May 23 2011
s Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for
Permissive Appeal filed on June 6 2011
t Memorandum in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium IncsMotion for Permissive Appeal filed on June 6 2011
u Defendants Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Incs
Motion for Reconsideration filed on June 6 2011
v Memorandum in Support of Defendants Home Plate Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Reconsideration filed on June 6
2011
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSNOTICE OF APPEAL 5
000954
(1) Defendants Boise Base , LL , Boise awks Baseba l Club, LLC, 
Home Plate Services, LLC and emorial Sta , I c.' s otion to 
Shorten Time for earing (filed on ay 13,2011); 
(m) otion to Strike Portions of the A fidavit of on nderson (filed on 
ay 16,2011); 
(n) emorandum in Support of otion to Strike Portions of the ffidavit of 
Ron Anderson (filed on a  6, 11); 
(0) otion to S orten ime for earing of P i tiff s otion to ike 
rtions of the ffida it   nderson  otice f ea ing (filed  
ay 16,2011); 
(p) e ora  in sition t  efe a ts' otion t  trike ffida it f 
e    ons  t e ffida it   tree (filed  
ay 17,2011); 
(q) Supple ental e orandu  in Support of efendants oise aseball, 
, oise a ks aseball lub, , o e Plate Services,  and 
e ial t i , c.'s tio  r  t (filed   
23,2011); 
(r)    '     
(filed on ay 23, 2011); 
(s)  s  bal , , s   l  lub, , 
  r i ,    t di , nc.'s   
Per issive ppeal (filed on June 6, 2011); 
(t) e orandu  in Support of efendants oise aseball, LL , oise 
 ll l b, ,  l t  rvi s,   i l 
tadiu , Inc.'s otion for er issive ppeal (filed on June 6, 2011); 
(u)   l  ervices,   ri l tadiu , Inc.'s 
ti  f r consi rati  (file   June 6, 01 ); 
(v) r  i  Sup rt f f t   Pl t  ervi s,  an  
e orial Stadium, Inc. 's otion for econsideration (filed on June 6, 
2011): 
F S IS  BASEBAL , LLC, IS  S B SEBAL  CLUB, L  A  
 PLA  F  SERVICES, LLC'S NOTI E OF PPEAL - 5 
w PlaintiffsOpposition to Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to
Appeal filed on June 14 2011
x PlaintiffsOpposition to Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal filed
on June 16 2011
y Affidavit of Wm Breck Seiniger Jr in Support ofPlaintiffsOpposition
to Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal filed on June 16 2011
z Reply Memorandum Supporting Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium IncsMotion for Permission to Appeal filed on June 20 2011
aa Reply Memorandum Supporting Defendants Home Plate Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium IncsMotion for Reconsideration filed on June
20 2011
bb Memorandum Decision on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
filed on June 24 2011
cc Order Granting Defendants Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to
Appeal filed on June 29 2011
dd Motion to Reconsider and Amend Order Granting Defendants Motion for
Reconsideration and Granting Permission to Appeal filed on July 11
2011
ee Amended Order Granting Defendants Motion for Permission to Appeal
filed on July 12 2011
ff Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC and
Home Plate Services LLC Motion for Permission to Appeal filed on
July 13 2011
gg Memorandum in Support of Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club LLC and Home Plate Services LLC Motion for
Permission to Appeal filed on July 13 2011
hh PlaintiffsOpposition to Motion for Permission to Appeal filed on
July 27 2011 and
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLCSNOTICE OF APPEAL 6
000955
(w) laintiffs pposition to otion for econsideration and Per ission to 
eal (file   J e , 011); 
(x) laintiffs siti  t  si r ti   I t rl t r  l (filed 
on June 16,2011); 
(y) ffidavit f . reck einiger, Jr. in upport f laintiffs pposition 
to econsideration and Interlocutory ppeal (filed on June 16,2011); 
(z) l  r  rti  f ts is  s ball, , is  
s ll l b, ,  l t  r i s,   ri l 
Stadiu , Inc.'s otion for Per ission to ppeal (filed on June 20, 2011); 
(aa) Reply e orandu  Supporting Defendants Ho e Plate Services, LLC 
 ri l t di , I c.'s tio  f r i r ti  (filed   
, 011); 
(b ) e orandu  ecision on efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent 
(filed on June 24, 2011); 
(c ) r r r tin  f t ' ti  f r i r ti   r i i  t  
ppeal (filed on June 29, 2011); 
(dd) otion to econsider and end rder ranting efendants' otion for 
Reconsideration and Granting Per ission to Appeal (filed on July 11, 
11); 
(e ) ended rder ranting efendants' otion for er ission to ppeal 
(filed on July 12,2011); 
(ft) efe da ts ise aseball, , ise a s ase all l , , a  
o e Plate Services, LLC otion for Per ission to ppeal (filed on 
July 13,2011); 
(gg) e orandu  in Support of efendants oise aseball, , oise 
a s ase all l b, , a  e late er ices,  ti  f r 
er ission to ppeal (filed on July 13,2011); 
(hh) Plaintiffs pposition to otion for Per ission to ppeal (filed on 
July 27, 2011); and 
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HA KS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC AND 
E   I , LC'S I    -  
ii Order Granting Motion for Permission to Appeal filed on September 8
2011
7 I certify that
a A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom
a transcript has been requested as named below at the address said below
Reporter Penny Tardiff
Address Ada County Courthouse
200 W Front St
Boise ID 83702
b The clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the reporter transcript
c The estimated fee for preparation of the ClerksRecord has been paid
d The appellate filing fee has been paid and
e Service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to
Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules
DATED this26day of September 2011
ELAM BURKE PA
By n
Joshua S Evett of the firm
Attorneys for DefendantsAppellants
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC NOTICE OF APPEAL 7
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(ii) r er ra ti  ti  f r er issi  t  eal (filed  e te er 8, 
11). 
. I certify that: 
(a)  copy f this otice of ppeal has been served on each reporter of ho  
 tr s ri t s  r st  s  l  t t  r ss s i  low: 
e rter: 
s: 
 r iff 
da ounty ourthouse 
 .  t. 
,   
(b) he clerk of the district court has been paid the esti ated fee for 
re arati  f t e re orter's tra script; 
(c) he esti ated fee for preparation of the lerk's ecord has been paid; 
(d) The appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
( e ) Service has been ade upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
ule 20 of the Idaho ppellate ules. 
 his~ day of Septe ber, 2011. 
 & , .A. 
BY:.----.l.C'l---I--L-' rl~6=---~ ____ _ 
J s a . ett, f t e fir  
ttorneys for efendants/Appellants 
S  BALL, ,  S  ,   
   I , C'S I    -  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the O day of September 2011 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
Wm Breck Seiniger Jr
Seiniger Law Offices PA
942 Myrtle Street
Boise ID 83702
Attorneyfor Plaintiff
US Mail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile 345 4700
Penny Tardiff
Ada County Courthouse
200 W Front St
Boise ID 83702
Court Reporter to Judge Williamson
USMail
Hand Delivery
Federal Express
Facsimile
lGcct
Joshua S Evett
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC AND
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC NOTICE OF APPEAL 8
000957
I    
I      10 U;- day f eptember, 2011, I caused a true and 
rr t  f t  f r i  t t   s r  s f ll s: 
. r  eini er, r. 
i   f , .A. 
   
,   
tt r ey f r l i tiff 
 r i  
 t  t s  
200 . ront t. 
,   
/ .S. il 
__ and elivery 
__ ral r ss 
csimile- -47  
./ .S. il 
__ and elivery 
__ ral ress 
csi il  
rt eporter t  J e illia s  
 .  
TS IS  , , ISE S  ,   
E   , C'S I    -  
NO.---::~_~~ _ 
A.M.__f3:00 FlUiD _~~-,P.M 
DEC	 30 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By BRADLEY J. THIESStephen W. Kenyon DEPUTY 
Clerk of Supreme Court 
451 W State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
In re: Rountree v. Boise Baseball, Docket No. 38966-2011 
Notice is hereby given that on Tuesday, November 8, 2011, I lodged a 
transcript of 27 pages in length for the above-referenced appeal with 
the district court clerk of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District. 
The following files were lodged: 
Proceeding 06/22/2011 
David Cromwell 
Tucker &Associates 
cc:	 kloertscher@idcourts.net 
PDF format of completed files emailed to Supreme Court 
000958
O.- -::;::r-_~ __  
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IN THE SUPREME COURT Off~~HE STATE OF IDAHO 
.. ,," 
BUD ROUNTREE, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
BOISE, BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware ) 
limited liability corporation dba ) 
Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise ) 
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks ) 
Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise ) 
Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
Corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball,) 
d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. ) 
Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, ) 
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS ) 
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an assumed ) 
business for Boise ) 
Baseball, LLC; HOME PLATE FOOD ) 
SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability corporation MEMORIAL ) 
STADIUM, INC.; WRIGHT ) 
BROTHERS, THE BUILDING COMPANY, an) 
Idaho general business corporation) 
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general ) 
Corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC.,) 
a New York corporation, DIAMOND ) 
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation,) 
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND ) 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited) 
liability corporation; CH2M HILL, ) 
INC., a Florida corporation d.b.a.) 
Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL CONSTRUCTORS,) 
INC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL) 
E&G, INC, d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M ) 
HILL ENGINEERS, INC, d.b.a. Ch2M ) 
Hill, CH2M Hill INDUSTRIAL DESIGN) 
AND CONSTRUCTION, an assumed ) 
business name of Ch2M Engineers, ) 
Inc., CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M ) 
HILL, a foreign corporation doing ) 
business in Idaho under the name ) 
Ch2M Hill; WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA; ) 
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I ) 
through X, whose identities are ) 
unknown, ) 
Defendant-Appellants. ) 
Supreme Court 
No. 38966 
NO'~::-:-~-;;rz;r-- _ 
A.M. is:00 FilJ.tt _ 
DEC 30 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH.Qerk
 
By BRADlEY J. THIES
 
DEPUTY 
000959
.. ,/ 
:-~-;;rz;r- __ 
5  I ____ 
 
 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT FILED 
Notice is hereby given that on November 29, 2011, I 
lodged a transcript 71 pages in length for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of 
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District. 
?~.{.1~J~
 -----------------~------~-~~-----------(Signatdre of Reporter) 
Penny L. Tardiff CSR 
11-29-2011 
Hearing Dates: May 18 and June 22, 2011 
000960
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Supreme Court Case No. 38966 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC, 
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability corporation d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball, d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise 
Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, 
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an 
assumed business name of Boise Baseball, LLC, 
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
COMPANY, an Idaho geneal business corporation, 
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general business 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida 
corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, an 
assumed business name of Ch2M Engineers, Inc., 
CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the name 
Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, ROBERT 
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through X, whose 
identies are unknown, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 3rd day of January, 2012. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Supreme Court Case No. 38966 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC, 
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability corporation d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball, d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise 
Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, 
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an 
assumed business name of Boise Baseball, LLC, 
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
COMPANY, an Idaho geneal business corporation, 
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general business 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida 
corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, an 
assumed business name of Ch2M Engineers, Inc., 
CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the name 
Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, ROBERT 
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through X, whose 
identies are unknown, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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--------
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
JOSHUA S. EVETT WM. BRECK SEINIGER, JR. 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
JAN 042012 
Date of Service: B/~~ , Deputy CIefk 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
BUD ROUNTREE, 
Supreme Court Case No. 38966 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC, 
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability corporation d.b.a. Boise 
Baseball, d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise 
Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, 
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an 
assumed business name of Boise Baseball, LLC, 
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM, 
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING 
COMPANY, an Idaho geneal business corporation, 
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general business 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an Idaho 
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT 
AND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida 
corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M 
HILL E&C, U\IC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, an 
assumed business name of Ch2M Engineers, Inc., 
CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign 
corporation doing business in Idaho under the name 
Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, ROBERT 
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through X, whose 
identies are unknown, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
 
000965
 
 
 
 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk ofthe District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
20th day of September, 2011. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
B~ / D~pUtyCIefk 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
 
000966
 
BQ.-~ ~ ~ 
